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by ad captandum statements as to
his endeavouring' to fix a quarrel on
that Chamber. Honorable members knew
that the, Government had no desire to ,do
anything of the kind, but that their only
wish was to pass a measure which had
met with the approval of the people of
this country. If honorable members chose
to subvert the principle of the measure, he
would have nothing more to do with it.
They might take it up and alter, amend,
reform, or deform it.
The Hon. H. M. MURPHY said that
the question was whether the course proposed by the Minister of Public Works
was practicable. If it could be adopted
he thought it a very reasonable one, even
if it were not strictly in accordance with
the rules of Parliament.
The Hon. R. SIMSON regretted exceedingly the tone of the Minister of Public Works-a tone not by any means
adopted for the first time now, because on
other occasions, when any obstacle connected with what was called a vital principle had arisen, he at once re1i~quished
the charge of the measure. If that House
was to merely echo the sentiments of the
other Chamber, the sooner it was done
away with the better. He hoped the
Minister of ,Public Works would even now
consider his determination, and take charge
of the Bill, and carryon the government
of the country.
The Hon. C. J. JENNER could see no
difficulty in the matter. Mr. O'Shanassy
or the Minister of Public Works ought to
go on with the Bill; and he was quite
prepared, whenever he could do so, to
vote for any of the clauses. He must say,
however, that he was opposed to the proposition for the abolition of tolls.
Mr. O'SHANASSY said that he had
volunteered to take charge of the Bill, and
he hoped honorable members would give
him the necessary assistance to enable him,
first of all, to take the decision of the
committee on the clauses which related to
the three <],uestions of voting, rating, and
tolls. Those three points being settled,
he hoped to be in a position to place the
, Bill in the hands of the draftsman.
The Hon. A. FRASER inquired whether it was understood that Mr. O'Shanassy
had taken charge' of the Bill ?
The CHAIRMAN.-Yes.
Mr~ FRASER asked whether it· was
not contrary to .the usual practice of Parliament that such a course should be followed? The Minister of Public Works
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might not wish that the Bill should proceed
under the guidance of a member of the
House who was not a member of tlie
Government.
The CHAIRMAN said that, although
the course was unusual, it was not without
precedent.
Progress was then reported.
The House adjourned at eight minutes
to six o'clock.

LEGISLA'rIVE ASSEMBLY.
Tuesday, August 17, 1869.
Salt for Agricultural Purposes - Probate and Succession
Duty-Shares in Mining Companies-Transfer of Land
Statute-Volunteers' Land Certificates-Administration
of the Lands Department - Proceedings of the Select
Committee-Preservation of Young Trees-The Boundary between Victoria and New South Wales-Scab in
Sheep-Land Laws Amendment Bill.

The SPEAKER took the chair at halfpast four o'clock p.m.
SALT AS MANURE.
Mr. MeCA W said he desired, on behalf
of a number of farmers, to ask a question
of the Chief Secretary without notice.
Cropped and grass lands, in various parts
of the colony, had recently been ravished
by a species of grub. The devastation
was limited at first to a space about the
size of a cart-wheel, and then it spread to
the size of acres. It was believed that
the application of lime or salt would be
an effectual cure; but, as lime could not
be obtained in many districts, it was
thought that salt would be more generally
available. The question which he had to
put was whether the Government would
remit the duty on salt intended to be used
as manure? Of course the salt admitted
duty free would be subjected to corresponding treatment to that which tobacco
used for sheep-washing was liable; it
would be treated in such a way as not to
be useful for domestic or any other purposes except manure. He did not expect
an immediate answer from the Chief Secretary, but he hoped the Government
would give the subject their consideration.
Mr. McCULLOCH promised to consider the subject. At the same time he
thought abundance of salt for the purpose
named might be obtained, in various ways,
in the colony, without resorting to the
imported article,
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PROBATE AND SUCCESSION
DUTY.
Mr. G. PATON SMITH presented a
message from the Governor, recommending an appropriation from the consolidated
revenue for the purposes of a Bill for the
imposition of a probate and succession
duty, and for other purposes.
The message was ordered to be taken
into consideration next day.
'
'MINING SHARES.
Mr. DYTE called attention to a decision.
given the previous week, .by J~dge Macri,boy, in a mining case, in 'connexion with
a forfeiture of shares on which calls had
not been paid. Owing to this decision, the
mining share market had been in an unsettled state, and serious consequences to
mining companies throughout the colony
were apprehended. He begged to ask the
Minister of Justice whether he intended
to introduce a Bill to legalize the forfeitur~
of shares, not only for the future, but also
in those cases in the past in which for,feitures had taken place pursuant to the
terms of the deed of association?
Mr. CASEY said a Bill to amend the
law relating to mining companies had
been for some months in preparation; and
it was his intention, on the following day,
to ask leave to introduce the measure.
The Bill would deai with the difficulty to
which the honorable member for Ballarat
East (Mr. Dyte) alluded; and would also
contain a number of valuable provisions in
reference to the regUlation of mining com:panies.
TRANSFER OF LAND STATUTE.
Mr. G. PATON SMITH brought down
a message from the Governor, recommending an appropriation from the consolidated revenue for the· purposes of a
Bill to amend the Transfer of Land
Statute.
The message was ordered to be considered the following day.
VOLUNTEERS' CERTIFICATES.
Mr. BERRY called attention to the
position occupied by volunteers who had
jO,ined the force since the passing of the
Land Act of 1865, with reference to the
5th section of that measure. That section
provided that all members of the Volunteer
force of Victoria serving without pay,
after five years' effective service, according
to regulations, would be entitled to a grant
of land. The passing of that a,ection
operated as· an inducement to many
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persons to join the Volunteer force. Those
persons had served four years, and if the
law were repealed-as it would be if the
Land Bill passed as it stood-something
very much like repudiat.ion would take
place. He did not wish to discuss the
question of the policy or impolicy of
granting land to volunteers. He was
dealing with certain accrued rights,
which he thought it would be a species
of repudiation not to recognise. He
could not understand the feeling which
had been displayed, on one or two occasions recently, with respect to the volunteers; and particularly as he was not
aware that the volunteers had, on any
occasion, fallen short of what was required
of them. At one time, both in the House
and in the country, they were regarded
with perhaps undue favour. Now there
seemed to be a complete revulsion of feeling with respect to them. He did not
share in either feeling. He considered
that, for defence in an emergency, an
efficient volunteer force was probably as
good a force as the colony could possibly
have. If the force was not so effective,
.or if the regulations were not so thorough
as might be desired, the defect could be
amended; but, apart altogether from this,
he desired to call attention.to the fact that,
if the .5th section of the Land Act of 1865
were repealed, great injustice would be
done to a number of men who were induced to join the Volunteer force,' in a
great measure by the passing of that section. Certainly what was the law of the
land ought not to be repealed without
some guarantee that accrued rights would
be secured. He begged to ask the Chief
Secretary whether the Government intended to recognise the right of volunteers
who had joined the force since the passing
of the Act of 1865, to receive the benefits
provided by the 5th section of that measure, on completing five years' effective
service?
Mr. McCULLOCH observed that this
question of land certificates to volunteers
had been fully discussed on more than one
occasion, and the legal interpretation of
the 5th section of the Act of 1865, on
which the Government had acted, had
been submitted to the House. He had no
desire to disparage, in any way, the services of the volunteers, but he coUld not
help thinking that, if volunteers were to be
recompensed at all, they should be recompensed in some other way than by land
certificates
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ADMINISTRATION OF THE LANDS '
DEPARTMENT.
Mr. KERFERD.-Mr. Speaker, I have
the honour to be a member of the select
committee appointed to inquire into the
administration of the Lands department,
and also to preside over that committee in
the absence of the chairman. In that
capacity I was requested to ask leave from
the 'House to report from time to time the
proceedings of the committee. I may
state that this matter has been under the
discussion of the committee on one or two
occasions. Several members of the committee, and among them myself, are most
anxious that the proceedings should be
reported from time to time, as the different cases which are the subject of inquiry by the committee are completed;
and the evidence in at least one case is
completed, and ready to be placed on the
table. Other members of the committee
feel that it would be unwise to report the
proceedings until such time as the committee have come to a decision in each
case. One very strong argument in favour
of reporting the proceedings is that we
are unable to conceal them. Garbled reports and all kinds of misstatements .in
reference to the proceedings appear in the
newspapers from day to day. To-day one
appeared, in which the honorable and
learned member for Dalhousie is misrepresented. Another reason why I think it
desirable that the proceedings should be
reported is that we should then be able to
conduct business with greater decorum
than we are at present. The committee
have been charged by one public journal
with suppressing and concealing evidence.
The members who are anxious that the
proceedings should be reported feel these
charges very keenly. They desire only
that the whole facts should be knownthat the evidence, as it is completed,
should be ·laid before the House. At the
outset of the inquiry, the committee were
impressed with the idea that the proceedings should not be published, and
this from experience in connexion with
other committees, that witnesses somehow
contrived to shape their evidence so as to
dovetail with what had gone before. In
order to guard against this, and to elicit
the whole truth, the committee then felt
that no publication of evidence should
take place until one case was completed.
The committee being in a position to report the evidence in that case, I beg to
move tnat leave be given to the ~ommjtte~
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to report minutes of evidence from time to
time.
Mr. EVERARD seconded the motion.
Mr. McCAW. - With one remark of
the honorable member who has proposed
this motion I heartily concur-that it is
advisable to prevent witnesses who may
have to be examined from so shaping
their answers that they may dovetail with
the evidence already given.
Unfortunately I don't think there is much to be
gained in that direction. Parties in terested have the privilege of sitting in the
committee..'roorrr, and hearing what is
going on; and, without any publication of
proceedings in the press, the answers of
to-morrow can be shaped so as to dovetail with the evidence giveJl' to-day~ ~":At
the same time I cannot· agtee 'with .the
honorable member, for the Ovens,' that
part of the evidence sho~~d be pU9lished
before the commitpee arrive. at, ~n'y' 'd~
cision upon that evidence .. , I beli~.ve the
effect of such a procee~in~ would be t~
create th,e suspi~ion that. ~he committee
desired to shape their decision to Buit
public opin~on-that ,they' published' the
ev:idence merely as a feele~, and that
when they ascerta:in,ed. the stat'e of pUbli'c
opinion with r~gard to that,evidence they
.
would ,report accordingly. "
Mr. MACKAY.-I think the House
ought to arrive at a decision that the proceedings of all these committees should
be public.
No doubt, in some extraordmary cases, it might 'be necessary, to
meet the ends of justice, that the proceedings should be privat~. But it is very
well known that for one instance of that
kind there are twenty in which the ends
of justice would be furthered by publicity. I think that all the garbled statements to which reference has been made
would be put a'n end to, if the reporters
for the press 'were admitted to the sittings
of the committee. If the proceedings of
the committee were as public as the proceedings of the House, they would, no
doubt, be better conducted, and there
would be a better chance of truth and justice being secured. The publication of
w hat was going on would probably elicit
further information of a valuable character. I hope the House will have sufficient respect for the principle of publicity,
and that the doors of the committee-room
will be open to the representatives of the
press.
.
Mr. G. PATON SMITH.-I may reJllind the hOJloral>le mewber who 4as Just
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sat down that the question before the
House is not whether, as a general rule,
the press should be admitted to committees,
but whether the committee now sitting
shall bring up a report from time to time,
as suggested by the honorable and learned
member for the Ovens. N ow I venture
to submit, that the motion is altogether
irregular, and, if May is to be taken as an
authority, is practically outside the usual
recommendations of select committees.
Those recommendations are confined to
reporting either the opinion and observations of the committee upon any matter
before it, or the minutes of evidence. The
honorable and learned member for the
Ovens asks that the committee may report
its proceedings from day to day. But the
committee has not yet arrived at any decision. It can only report a certain mass of
evidence which has been taken somewhat
irregularly, as evidence given before select
committees is taken. As a member of the
committee I submit that, as the evidence
taken affects members of the House who'
have not been heard before the committee,
an4 who have not had any opportunity of
replying to the statements made, it will be
inexpedient to report that evidence at the
present stage. When the committee has
come to a decision upon the evidence
affecting any member of the House, or
any case submitted to its investigation,
then it will be proper to ask leave to submit the matter to the House. But it is
not contended that the committee is in
that position. I think it a most objectionable 'proceeding for a mass of evidence to
be brought before the House and be published in the newspapers, for the purpose
of fishing out from public opinion what
the decision of the committee should be.
If the committee had taken evidence with
respect to a particular case, and had
founded a report thereon; if it was prepared to say whether the charges which
had their origin in this House are true or
false, whether the first of the members
whose conduct has been impugned has
been found guilty or has come out scathless-then it would be in a position to report. But it is not in that position at
present. Therefore I beg to move, as an
amendment"That the committee have leave to report,
from time to time, its decision in respect of each
case investigated, together with the minutes of
evidence upon which such decision is fouuded:"

Mr. DUFFY.-Mr. Speaker, this House
tq th~ pOP,lWlH~~ S!ftfHg iH

r. as d~le~~t~4
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relation to the Lands department a task of
very serious responsibility-a task extremely difficult to ,perform - as it has
ordered the committee to sit in judgment
on their fellow members. Indeed, it is a
task which it would be impossible for the
committee to fulfil satisfactorny without
the sustainment of this House. The honorable and learned member for the Ovens
has submitted a motion which speaks for
itself. It must have come from a majority
of the committee, or he would not be
authorized to present it here. The motion is that the committee have leave to
report the evidence from time to time. I
will say for myself, as a member of this
House, that I am of opinion that the best
course to have taken would havfl been to
report the evidence from day to day. As
the honorable member for Sandhurst (Jfr.
Mackay) put it, there is no more gain to
the public in excluding reporters from the
committee than there is in excluding them
from this House. No gain, but much ill,
comes from it. Sir, whatever happens in
the commi.ttee is either represented or
misrepresented to the public. In some
instances it has been grossly, deliberately,
and, with malice prepense, misrepresented.
Assume for a moment, for argument sake,
that the case which the committee have to
inquire into is well founded; that there is
systematic corruption; that there are a
number of persons leagued together to sell
the favours of the Lands-office to persons
outside, and then realize to yourself the
immense interest these people have in
preventing evidence reaching the public
eye. Realize to yourself the pains which
these people will take to terrorize witnesses-that, in proportion as a witness
going before that committee is likely to be
dangerous to them, will he be threatened
by one or more of these persons, that his
past career will be raked up, and his character damaged-threatened, indeed, with
anything likely to influence him from
giving evidence. If you assume that,
probably you will ,assume what is very
likely to happen under the circumstances;
but perhaps your imagination would Dot
carry you the length of believing that
some of these persons presume to
assail members of Parliament-some
out of the committee and some in
the committee.
You would scarcely
believe that sort of thing to be possible.
:J3.ut if there be so large a stake at issu!3!
if persons who make fi prop table tra4!3 of
t~i~ hqsinpl3i be in dJf::Jg;cl~ ~f ~xrqsHrQ
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and political destruction, then you may be '
tolerably certain that something as bad as
that, or something worse, will be had recourse to. The protection against all
that is simply the publication of the proceedings. It has been said that the comm.ittee will be charged with calling in the
public to assist them in coming to a conclusion. Why it might as well be said
that the Chief Justice calls in the public
to assist him in coming to a conclusion.
For my part, as a member of the committee, I will come to my conclusion
totally irrespective of public opinion in
the committee or out of the committee.
I will follow the guidance of my own
judgment and conscience in the matter.
I am not in the slightest degree afraid of
the business transacted in committee
beWg communicated to the public in a
proper manner; but I am afraid of that
business being communicated through th(}
misrepresentations of persons who have
sinister and personal objects in presenting
a picture of what did not happen rather
than of what did. Now I put it to the
House as due to themselves, for the committee represents the House-it is simply
the House in small-to declare that this
investigation shall be carried to a successful issue, and that to carry it to a successful issue, publicity is indispensable. The
Attorney-General has moved an amendment, which is to the effect that, particular
cases being picked out, when the committee arrive at a decision on those cases,
the decision and the evidence on which it
is founded may be published. But the
duty intrusted to this committee is an
inquiry whether Members of Parliament
have exercised undue influence at the
Lands-office; and that inquiry with respect to any Member of Parliament will
be completed only when the whole inquiry
is completed. No doubt certain documents-memorials, petitions, and statutory
declarations-were sent to the committee;
and into the specific allegations connected
with one of those cases they have inquired,
and the inquiry has terminated so far as
that matter is concerned. But take either
of the two propositions which arise in
respect to it. The inquiry which the
committee have made into that case may
have failed to prove anything injurious
to the member impugned. Suppose it
has, and suppose the committee declare
that this member is entirely free from any
imputations, further inquiry into the
working of the department may disclose
lJIr. Duffy.
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a number of new transactions. On the
contrary, if this portion of the inquiry
has terminated in convincing the committee that this particular case is proved,
surely the House should not expect a
verdict upon that which is simply to include the beginning of a series of inquiries
which it is their business to prosecute, relating to all the transactions of a doubtful
character, in which the same gentlemen
are concerned.
In either event to insist
upon a committee appointed to inquire into
the working of a department of the State
and the transactions of Members of
Parliament with that department, picking
out one or two particular· members, and
determining with respect to them, and
before going into the general investigation
whether, by a system of political and
pecuniary agency, they have transacted
business with the department, is simply to
burke the inquiry. It is impossible for
the committee to take out a particular
case and report upon that, without stopping in the middle of an inquiry which
can be prosecuted successfully only, as it
appears .to me, by their giving attention
to it, when the facts are fresh in their
memory. Why in a jury case which lasts
eight or ten days, the jury, by the eighth
or tenth day, forget the evidence given on
the first day; and so will it be with the
committee if the course indicated by the
amendment be insisted upon.
If the
committee are to accomplish the task
given to them, they must industriously
prosecute the inquiry to the end, and,
when they have done that, give a verdict
on the whole. So much upon the general
question. With regard to the other point,
I say that the House has no right to
expect members to undertake this duty
unless it is prepared to give them the
protection of publicity, when it is the
interest of the persons accused to misrepresent any member of the committee
whose assiduity in pursuing the inquiry
may be dangerous to them.
If I
were at liberty, as I do not feel
I am, to speak of the proceedings
of the committee, I could point the moral
of this. But at present I simply ask
whether, having selected members-having forced some of them, as I was forcedto serve on the committee, you will allow
closed doors to be preserved so far as the
facts of the case are concerned, and open
doors to misrepresentation-to the communication to the public of only so much
as will serve the interests of certain
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persons, and that highly coloured and discoloured. I do trust that the House will
feel that no injury can come to anybody
from publicity, and that it will instruct
the committee to do as the Complaint
Committee and the Railway Construction
Committee did-namely, report the evidence from day to day. r think it was a
mistake not to do that from the beginning
in this case. Still there is time to set ourselves right. Therefore I trust the instruction which the House will give will
be that the whole of the past evidence
shall be communicated to the House, and
that, for the future, the reporters shall
be admitted to the sittings of the committee.
Mr. FRANCIS.-I hope, if it is the
intention of the House that any other
business shall be proceeded with this
session, we shall not be favoured with
many "dainty dishes," by way of representation from the Lands-department
Committee, like that now before the
House. If we are I am satisfied that the
House will he made a much more quarrelsome arena than many honorable members
imagine. At the same time I feel that
the members of the cotd.mittee have a'
right to expect and demand, at the hands
of this House,' every support which their
very difficult position requires. I consider
there is scarcely a member of the committee to whom the House is not largely
indebted for undertaking the difficult, if
not painful, task intrusted to him. However, I am satisfied that, in the matter of
reporting the proceedings, the wiser
policy will be for the committee to complete its labours, and then bring up a full
report together with the whole of the
evidence; and that that full report should
not be anticipated by partial and what
might be called jerky reports which
would embarrass the general inquiry, and
would occupy the attention of the House
to the detriment of other business. If I
do not misapprehend the proposition of
the honorable member for the Ovens (Mr.
Kerferd), it is not that the decision of the
committee shall be reviewed, but that the
minutes of evidence should _be brought
up.
Mr. DUFFY.-It simply means that
the press shall be allowed to publish the
evidence.
Mr. FRANCIS.-I did not understand
the proposition of the honorahle member
for the Ovens to be that the press should
be admitted from day to day, and that the
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. evidence which has been taken in the
past should become public property. I
understood the proposition to be that the
minutes of evidence with regard to a
particular branch of the whole question
should be brought up.' I would ask the
House what use beyond publication will
there be in bringing up the minutes of
evidence in a particular case upon which
the committee have not yet arrived at any
decision, and upon which probably they
are not in a position to come to any
decision? I think it would be most injurious for us to discuss piecemeal the
individual merits of individual delinquents.
Regard for the despatch of public business
in the first- place, and for the justice· of
the case in the second place, compel me to
vote against the motion,.
Mr. LANGTON.-I concur with the
last speaker, that it is desirable to get on
with the public business, and to transact
it with as little quarrelling as possible;
but I don't think that even these -considerations outweigh in importance the
subjectreferred to the committee-namely,
the disposal in a final - and satisfactory
manner of the charges which have been
so long urged against members of the
House in connexion with the Lands
department. It seems to me that, however long the session may last, and
however unpleasant the scenes which may
be provoked, it is of far more con seq uence
that we should dispose of this one question
in a way creditable to ourselves, and
satisfactory to the public, than that we
should close this House to-morrow, or go
on saying kind words one to another for
ever. The honorable member for Richmond (Mr. Francis) appears to misconceive the object of the motion of tho
honorable member for the Ovens (MI'.
Kerferd). I do not see that there wi) 1
be any necessity to discuss the different
reports as they come up. There was no
discussion in reference to the proceedings
of the Complaint Committee until the
:final report was brought up; and I
apprehend the same course will be pursued
in this case. I would also point out that
the motion is identically the saJ;lle as that
proposed by the Attorney-General to
secure the publication of the proceedings
of the Complaint Committee. It was
desired that the press should be admitted
to the sittings of the Complaint Committee in order to report the proceedings
. from day to day, and with that view, the
Attorney-General, as the mouth-piece of
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"That this committee have' power to'report

minutes of evidence, from time to time, to this

House."
I think this a complete answer to the
argument of the Attorney-General; and
a most cogent reason for the House adopting on this occasion a course which proved
remarkably successful at that time.
Mr. MACPHERSON.-My desire in
reference to this motion was that it should
be submitted without any limitationsthat the House should not be asked to
decide how far the committee should or
should not proceed. I desire that that
power should be reserved entirely to the
committee. I am aware that we must
ask for power to report our minutes of
evidence, if. we wish only to report
evidence; and that we must also ask leave
to report our opinions and observations on
that evidence if we desire to do so; but I
believe the committee desire that they
themselves should be left to decide as to
whether they shall report minutes of
evidence solely, or minutes of evidence
with their observations thereon-that is
to say when they come to a decision,
which, of course, I should favour. Therefore I wish to see the motion in as full
terms as possible. I don't think the
amendment of the Attorney-General is
quite fair to the committee, who have no
desire except to satisfy the reasonable
demands of the public. The committee
have been challenged, both in and out of
the House, with reticence-with not
allowing the reporting of their proceedings. Therefore the committee thought
it well to bring the matter before the
House, in order that the House might
bear the responsibility of refusing to allow
the publication of the proceedings. I
don't think the committee desire to report
the minutes of evidence on each case as
it is completed. Their desire, as I understand, is to have leave to report their
proceedings when they think proper.
Mr. BYRNE.-The amendment will
have my support, for the reason that I
consider that each case should be reported
upon at the earliest possible moment, so
that the House may know.whether the
allegations made against honorable members in reference to the Lands department
are true or untrue.
Mr. RICHARDSON.-I admit that.
the committee have a very unpleasant
duty to perform, and that they should
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receive the support of the House. At the
same time, owing to the difference of
opinion which exists among members of
the committee, it is difficult to understand
what the committee want. I"presume the
honorable member for the Ovens (Mr.
Kerferd) has some authority from the
majority of the committee for the action
which he has taken. But the difference
of opinion which prevails is, I think, the
strongest argument which could be brought
forward for letting the press and the public
know what the committee are doing.
With regard to previous committees, I
believe there was a manifest advantage in
the public knowing what was done from
day to day. Owing to the exclusion of
the press from such inquiries, honorable
members may be referred to in an unwarrantable manner, and may lie under unmerited charges for days and weeks together without having any means of
setting themselves'right.
Mr. REEVES.-I think the committee
made a mistake in the first instance in
coming to the decision to exclude the
press; but it is not too late to revoke the
determination. I submit that it would be'
advisable, if it is consistent with rule, for'
this House to instruct the committee to
admit the press for ·the future, and to furnish them with the evidence already
taken.
Mr. LONGMORE.-I had some doubts,
when the committee first met, as to the
propriety of admitting the press, because I
had found, in connexion with the Complaint Committee, that the published evi-'
dence acted as a sort of guide to witnesses
who were examined afterwards, and in
consequence evidence was given rather
with the desire to accord with the evidence which had gone before than to state
the truth. . But the circumstances in connexion with theComplaintCommitt.eewere
different to those in connexion with this
committee, because on that occasion evidence had to be given by gentleinen who
were jointly and severally implicated in
certain transactions which were discreditable; and for those gentlemen to be desirous of shaping their evidence so that there
should not be any flaw in it was very
natural. But in the present case there
can be no such motive. Therefore the objection to the admission of the public to
the deliberations of the present committee
is to a very great extent, if not entirely,
removed. I believe that full publicity to
'he proceedings of the present committee
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will tend very much to the promotion of
justice and right feeling. I say this for
the reason that, under the present arrangement, information is gleaned from all
sources as to the doings of the committee;
statements which are grossly erroneous
are given to the public through the press;
and the characters of individuals are
branded. in a most unjustifiable .manner.
I think it will conduce to the interests of
justice if the press has a full and fair
opportunity of informing the public of
what really transpires before the committee. As to the charge that the committee want to ~now what the views of
t~e public are before they come to any
decision, I .will simply say that, if any
honorable member will consent to fall in
with the wishes or whims of the public for
. the time being, he is unworthy of a seat
in the House. If honorable members are
not prepared to carry out their own views,
. irrespective of any outside influences, they
are not worthy of being members of the
Legislature. It is perfectly childish to
say that the mere fact of the evidence
being made public will cause the committee to decide in a different way from
what they would otherwise .do. It is not
to be tolerated that twelve gentlemen
whom th~ House has appointed to inquire
into certain charges should be twitted
with being wholly unfit to fulfil the duty
which they have been selected to perform.
The object of the motion proposed by the
h~norable member for the Ovens (Mr.
Kerferd) is, that the public shall know,
from day to day, what evidence is elic,ited
before the committee. I cannot tell for
what object the Attorney-General desires
to hav~ the matter hushed up. Hitherto
the honorable gentleman has always been
an advocate for the press being present at
the meetings of select committees appointed to make inquiries of this character,
in order that the utmost publicity may be
given to the proceedings. If it be said
that, by the publication of the 'evidence;
untruthful statements affecting. the cha~
racter of certain gentlemen may.. go forth
to the public, I will ask if the antidote
will not be supplied at the same time?
Will not the persons who may be maligned
by any evidence given before the committee be in a position to defend themselves, if the evidence be published? I
have yet to learn th~t ~he public are so
unfair as to condemn !tny member of this
House upon an ex parte statement. I hope
that the ;House will give the committee
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power to have the evidence made public
from day to day.
Mr. WRIXON.-I think that the House
would be very much assisted in tbis
matter, if it knew what the committee
themselves really desire. We have placed
on the committee a most unpleasant duty.
We have committed to their conduct ana
management a most disagreeable inquiry;
and I think that they are the best judges
of how they can best conduct that inquiry.
If they desire publicity, I don't see why
they should not have it; on the other
hand, I can well understand that there
might be particular cases in which the
committee would not desire to have t.he
evidence published. It is a matter on
which they are much better competent to
form an opinion than any member of the
House who is not on the committee. If
the committee would submit to us, in a
definite shape, what they really desire, the
House would, no doubt, accede to their
request; but, if there be a conflict among
the committee themselves as to what they
wish, it is rather hard for the House to
know what to grant them.
Mr. KERFERD.-The motion which I
have had the honour to submit to the
House is the one agreed to by the majority
of the committee.
Mr. G. PATON SMITH.-The honOl'able member for the Ovens (Mr. Kerferd) is not quite accurate in his statement. A majority of the committee did
not agree to the motion.
Mr. BE RRY.-I would suggest .that
there is no substantial difference between
the original motion and the amendment.
At all events, I do not think that there is
such a difference that the committee should
be called upon to divide on the question. If
the amendment is carried, I take it that
when anyone case is complete the evidence
will then be reported to the House, along
with the decision of the committee in
reference to it. The original proposition
is that the evidence shall be reported froIIl;
da.y to day, but the committee; soon after
their appointment, took: that question into
consideration, and decided it in the negati vee They decided to exclude the press~
It is riot possible to recover back ground.
A considerable, portion, if not the entire
portion, of one case has been finished and
,closed by the committee. I think that
they might fairly be called upon to r~port
their decision in that case, along with the
evidence. What course might subsequently.
be adopted is an,other matter altogether.'
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My individual opinion is that it is better
to admit the press to. all th~se inquiries,
from the beginning. If the evidence is
reported in the press, from day to day,
there is something like a fair chance of
the public understanding the merits of the
case; but to withhold the publication for
a fortnight, and then to bring up a mass
of evidence, which may be printed in any
condensed or garbled form that any portion of the press may think desirable, is
manifestly unfair to all the witnesses who
have been examined. If the evidence is
complete in one case, there is no reason
why the committee, in presenting the
evidence, should not also give their opinion
on the case; and if, for the future, it; is
desirable to admit the press, to report the
proceedings, that course can be adopted.
Mr. EVERARD.-I think that the
honorable member for Geelong West (Mr.
Berry) ought to understand the motion
better than what he appears to do. It
leaves the matter entirely with the committee, as to whether they will at once
report the evidence already taken, and
also in future report the evidence from
day to day. If they think it necessary to
admit the press, they will adopt that
course; if not, I presume that they will
report the evidence as they think proper.
I believe that the House ought to give the
committee this power. I have always
been in fayour of publicity in inquiries of
this kind. No doubt it is far better that
the whole proceedings should be conducted
in an open and straightforward manner,
so that anyone, whether interested in the
inquiry or not, may know what transpires
before the committee.
Captain MAC MAHON.-I wish to
intimate to the House that, if the Attorney-General's amendment be rejected, I
intend to propose an addition to the
motion, to provide that leave be given to
the committee to report, from time to
time, both minutes of evidence and their
opinion thereon. The motion does not
give permission to the committee to report
their opinion on the evidence already
taken, as well as the evidence itself. As
two distinct cases have been referred to
the committee, involving the conduct and
character of two honorable members of
the House, it is due to those members that
the decision of the committee should be
arrived at as speedily as possible. It is
most unfair towards those two gentlemen,
that the decision of the committee in their
cases should be kept over, when it may
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probu,bly be, to some extent, affected by
what subsequently takes place (in connexion with the' general inquiry which
the committee have been appointed to
make) which may have no direct
bearing upon the charges against the
honorable members. It will be remembered that, in one of these cases, criminal
proceedings have been instituted, and have
been suspended for a time, pending an
investigation of the matter by this committee. It would be most unjust to allow
tq.e charges to hang over the heads of the
two honorable members in question for two
or three weeks longer, ,,"hile the committee
make a.general investigation in connexion
with the administration of the Lands
department.
Mr. G. PATON SMITH.-I desire to
withdraw my amendment in favour of the
amendment indicated by the honorable and
gallant member for West Melbourne.
The amendment having been withdrawn,
Captain MACMAHON moved that the
words "and their opinion thereon" be
inserted after the word " evidence" in the
original motion.
Mr. DUFFY.-I ask the House to consider what will be the effect of this new
amendment. A committee has been appointed to inquire into a series of operations in connexion with a department of
the State, and the effect of the amendment
will be that when one particular case is
inquired into a report will be had upon it.
Surely, as the honorable member for
Richmond (Mr. Francis) has said, the
specific object for which the committee
was appointed was not to bring charges
against particular members of the House,
but to say whether one of the great
branches of the State is conducted in such
a manner as Parliament ought to take
umbrage at. If you limit the inquiry to
the conduct of particular members in particular cases, brought under the notice of
the committee by memorials or other
documents, the larger and more important
investigation will be so fettered and impeded that the main object for which the
committee was appointed will fail. The
committee resembles a jury-there are a
number of issues sent to it-and is a jury
ever expected to make a return upon one
of a number of issues submitted to it before the whole inquiry is concluded? If
the committee is required to break this
case into fragments, and to give a decision
upon each isolated part of it, I repeat that
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the main object for which the committee
was appointed will be defeated. No report worth having can be submitted to the
House till the committee go into the
working of the department. If the committee applied itself to an examination of
the general working of the department, in
the convenient way suggested by some
honorable members-namely, in the department itself-probably a week would
terminate its inquiry. It is very much
better that a finding in a particular case
should be postponed for a week, or even
two weeks, than that the end and aim for
which the committee was created should
be defeated.
Mr. McCULLOCH.-No doubt it is
desirable that the committee should have
every assistance afforded them by the
House, in order that they may make as
thorough an investigation as possible into
the working of the Lands department, and
into the proceedings of all parties who
have had dealings with the department,
irrespective of what the cousequences or
the result of the inquiry may be. But I
have failed as yet to perceive what advantage is proposed to be gained by bringing
up a report from day to day, or circulating
through the newspapers the evidence
already taken before the committee, unless
it is accompanied by the decision of the
committee. If the evidence respecting
any particular case has been closed, I see
no reason why the committee should not
come to a decision upon it before they
report the evidence. I don't think that
the honorable and learned member for
Dalhousie can· show that any advanta.ge
will be gained from such a course.
The
honorable and learned member stated that
the committee have been appointed to
make an investigation into the working of
one of the large departments of the State.
No doubt that is so, and the Government
desire to afford the very fullest opportunity for conducting that investigation
thoroughly. Charges, however, have been
made against more than one member of
the House, and I understand the evidence
affecting the charges against one of those
members has been completed.
Now is it
fair to postpone bringing up a decision
on the case affecting that gentleman
for the next six or twelve months?
Surely, if the evidence is completed, there
is no reason why the committee should
not give their opinion upon it. They are
in the position of a jury-they have considered all the evidence in that particular
YOLo YII.-6 A
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case-and therefore they ought to be prepared to give t.heir decision upon it. Let
it be remembered that it was the committee's own deqision, in the first instance,
that the inquiry should be conducted with
closed doors. With regard to the publication of the evidence from day to day, I
may remind the House that when that
'was done on a former occasion it furnished
a large amount of food for scandal-monger~,
and led to remarks being made about hOllOI'able members for which there was not
the slightest foundat,ion. A certain firm
were said to be contributors to the funu
which formed a subject of inquiry in that
case, but there was no foundation whatever for the report.
A great injury,
however, was done to the firm by the
statement being circulated for days before
they had an opportunit,y of contradicting
it. If the firm had been sent for at the
time, and afforded an opportunity of giving
their evidence before the committee at
once, the injustice which was done them
would have been avoided. I trust that in
the present instance the committee will
dispose of the important case in which the
evidence is already completed before it is
determined to publish the evidence from
day to day. When their report on that
case comes up, there will be an opportunity
of considering what particular course of
action should be taken for the future. I
deprecate the time of the House being
wasted every other night with the discussion of progress reports. I think that the
committee should. dispose of the case
affecting honorable members of the House,
and they can then proceed with their
inquiry, whether the evidence be made
public from day to day or otherwise,
Therefore I hope the House will agree
to the amendment proposed by the honOI'able and gallant member for West Melbourne.
Mr. KERFERD.-I desire to point out
that the Chief Secretary is most inconsistent in deprecating the time of th~
House being wasted with the discussion
of progress reports when the adoption of
the course which he suggests will bring
about that result. If the Government
desire that publicity should be given to
the proceedings of the committee, they
desire all that I wish. It appears to me,
however, that that object will be best attained .by assenting to the motion, and not
to the amendment,
Mr. MA8KAY.-I am inclined to
support the amendment, but I will n9t
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vote for it unless it means as much publicity as would be secured by aaopting the
motion. '
'Mr. LANGTON.-It appears to me
that the adop~ion of the amendment will
not :affect the 'question as to whether the
committee should adinit the press to report
its proceedings. If the amendment be
carried, I intend to move an addition to
it, instructing the committee to admit the
press from day to day.
Mr. CASEY.-There is no diversity of
opinion as to the advisability of publicity.
We are all agreed upon that; but the
object of the amendment is that, in addition to publicity, the committee, having
taken all the evidence with respect to one
case, should also report their opinion upon
it-that they should not be permitted to
hand to the press minutes of evidence
affecting an honorable member of the
House, and suspend their decision on the
case for weeks or months .
. Mr. STUTT.-In justice to myself, I
tru'st that the committee will not keep my
case hanging before the public for the'
next 'six or twelve months. I believe
that the committee, before concluding
their labours, will have to investigate one
or two very serious charges against gentlemen holdiI?:g high positions-Ministers of
the'Crown-and that inquiry will occupy
some considerable time. I have no desire
to have my name before the public until
the whole of the labours of the committee
are completed. I desire that the House
should be diligent in disposing of my case.
Let the committee report upon it, and let
the House deal with their report. I do
not care what the decision may be, but I
hope that the House will do me the
justice not to keep the matter hanging
over me for perhaps the next six months.
Mr. McLELLAN.-I think it would
have been much better if the evidence had
been published from the first; :and for
this reason. When the evidence is brought
up, some honorable members may find
their I1amesvery unjustifiably mixed up
~ith questionable transactions, which, if
the evidence had been published from day
~o 'day, they would have had an opportunity of explaining and refuting at the
time. M'oreover, in relation to this inquiry, the public mind has been worked
up . to . the fullest extent, and no publication of evidence can cause it to stand so
much aghast as it does at present at the
s!lPposed enprmities in connexion with the
Lands-·offi~e. ' Instead of doing an injury
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to the House, I feel satisfied that the publication. of the evidence will go a long way
to dispel many of the charges which have
been rilade~' For that reason alone, I will
give my support to the ~riginal motion, in
order to secure publicity to the proceedings
of the committee. I believe that the
honour of the House.will be best conserved
by everything in connexion with the committee being made public.
Mr. DYTE.-I feel some difficulty in
voting on this question at all. The committee decided at their first meeting that
the press should not be admitted, and now,
for reasons best known to themselves, they
have changed their opinion. I think it
would have been much better if the committee had not come to the conclusion
which they -did at their first meeting.
I shall support the amendment, because I
consider it is unj ust to with old the decision
upon a case affecting the character of an
honorable member, if the evidence with
regard to that case is completed, and is to
be published. It would be a great wrong
to that honorable member if Parliament
was prorogued or dissolved before the
committee arrived at a decision on his
case, for reports might be circulated unjustly branding his character; and, on the
other hand, if he were guilty, it would be
unfair that the country should not be
made acquainted with the facts, and with
the decision of the committee. I think thnt
the adoption of the amendment will meet
all the objects desired, and I am almost
inclined to move the adjournment of the
debate, in order that the committee may
become unanimous about it.
Mr. MILLER.-,I hope that the amendment proposed by the ·honorable and galIan t member for West Melbourne will be
carried. It will be a great advantage to
have the evidence published. Evidence
has been given before the committee
affecting the character of members, to
which there has been no opportunity of
replying. I have received letters from
several gentlemen among my constituents
who, if the evidence had been published,
would have coine forward and contradicted statements made against me. If
publicity is given to the evidence, I shall
have the benefit of the testimony of those
gentlemen. In the meantime there are no
means of knowing what really transpires
before the committee, while partial reports, ·and statements reflecting on the
character of honorable members, are published in the daily newspapers. I 'think it
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would be well if the committee brought committee. It might. be very .well to
up a' repott in each case as the evidence leave it to the discretion of the' committee
relating to it is completed. I am aware it to report the. evidence as they.thought.fit,
has been' stated' that very serious charges without any expression of opinion, if. ,the
have been brought against· other mem- whole of the committee attended .every
bers. Such may be' the 'case; but' 1. do' day; but, as that is not ,the case" the
not see why the committee's decision on the granting of that discretion would give any
charge made' against me - should be chance majority,. at· any. particular time,
postponed llntil e,very other allegation the power of circulating a mass of e.vidence,
is investigated. I have no desire to con- probably taken in a very irregulatmanner.
tinue.to be a member of thIs House if I 1 am not to be understood as complaining
am to remain under a cloud. If" I have of the manner in which the evidence has
been guilty of the proceedings which have been· taken.· I may object' to evidence
been alleged against me, I am quite wil- , "being taken in a particular way, but I beling to retire from'the House; and, if I lieve that, in -conducting the business of a
am not guilty, the public ought to have committee of this kind, it is necessary, in
the bene:lit of the knowledge 'of that fact the first instance, to take evidence which
without delay.
would not be received in a· court of law.
Mr. WRIXON.-":"I think the House It is, however, the duty of the committee
should clearly understand that, according to 'correct that evidence. I for one totally
to .the terms of the amendment, it will not dissent from the doctrine of the honorable
be compulsor.y on the ~ommittee to report and learned member for Dalhousie. I am
their- opinion unless they think proper. If quite prepared to support the fullest inthe amendment leaves it to the discretion vestigation into the administration of the
of the committee to report their decision, Lands department, but I am not prepared
I shall be happy to support it.
to see the character, conduct, and honour
Mr. G. PATON SMITH.-Itrust that of the House made a stalking-horse of.
the House will not accept the amendment If the conduct of members is impugnedin the belief that it leaves it to the dis- and no doubt very grave charges have
cretion of the committee to report the been made against certain members-in
evidence either with or without an ex- the name of justic'e, deal with them. If
pression of' opinion. I will assume a case, the' committee have formed an opinion as
as the honorable and learned member for to the conduct of the honorable member
Dalhousie has done. Suppose that evi- for South Grant (Mr. Stutt) or the hondence affecting a member of the House is orable member for Creswick (Mr. Miller),
received on the strength of rumour,per- let them say what it is •. Of what utility
haps three or four times removed, and if is'it to bring up· a mass of evidence, and
in the middle of the case the committee to throw it on the table of .the House, to
arrive at the conclusion of not giving the be cut and carved by the newspapers as
evidence; again if a case affecting the may suit their purpose, if the committee do
personal honour of a member is inquired not say what decision they have arrived at
into, and if a witness starts a new ques- on the evidence? It would have been very
tion, the evidence respecting which may much better if the committee had allowed
extend over several pages, in relation to the evidence to be reported from day to day.
some other member who is not before the
Mr. DUFFY.-You objected.
committee,and who has not been heard, and
Mr. G. PATON SMITH.-It is true
probably will not be heard in reference to that I objected, The question, now, howthe matter'; and suppose that; in' conse- ever, is not what· might have been done
quence of this, persons are brought a dis- at the outset, or whether it is desirable
tance of 100 01" 150 miles, at an expense that the press should be admitted from
of £20 or £30 to -the country, for the day to day, but whether the committee,
mere purpose of saying that they can having now before them' a large mass of
give the 'committee no information what- evidence affecting two members of the
ever-where is the advantage in such House, and having admittedly taken nIl
cases of giving publicity to thel evidence the evidence in one particular case, the
without an expression of opinion thereon? whole of that evidence is· to be thrown on
I 'trust that the House will adopt the the table of the House without any deciamendment, 'and that, in doing so,it means sion founded thereon. If the original
that the evidence when brough t up shall motion is carried,' I apprehend that the
be accompanied by the opinion of ,the press will be admitted from day to day.
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Mr. LANGTON.-Not necessarily.
Mr. G. PATON SMITH.-If the committee bring up a report from day to day,
that is practically admitting the press. If
the press had been admitted at the outset,
I believe that the evidence would have
been taken more strictly-in a more judicial manner-and that the committee
would not have allowed charges against
honorable members to be made at third or
fourth hand. As regards the evidence
already taken, I trust that the House will
insist upon its being accompanied by the
opinion of the committee when it is laid
on the table. I would suggest that the
words "together with" should be substituted for "and" in the amendment, in
order to make the intention of the House
quite clear.
Mr. MACPHERSON. - I entirely
differ from the Attorney-General as to
the effect of the motion. My opinion is
that it will leave the matter in the hands
of the committee. If the committee is not
fit to be intrusted with the regulation of
its own proceedings, I for one shall no
longer sit on the committee. It is for the
committee to determine whether they will
bring up the evidence and their opinion
thereon together or separately. I don't
desire that the committee should bring up
minutes of evidence without a verdict,
but, surely if the committee are competent
to conduct the inquiry which they have
been appointed to make, they are fit to
decide this question themselves.
Mr. GRANT.-The view taken by the
honorable member for Dundas may be
very good in theory, but practically it
amounts to nothing. I think that the
committee should clearly understand that
it is the wish of the House that their
opiniou upon each case should be given
along with the evidence when it is brought
up. It is only justice to an honorable
member whose conduct has been impugned,
that if the evidence in his case is concluded, the decision of the committee
should accompany the evidence, and should
not be held over.
Mr. WATKINS.-lt is clear that the
honorable and learned mem ber for Dalhousie does not object to the character of
honorable members being sacrificed, so
long as he can accomplish the object which
he" has in view, namely, to bring home
blame to the Lands department. I submit
it is not just that any honorable member
should be kept on the gridiron merely in
order that malpractices may be discovered
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in the Lands department. The committee
ought to bring up their report on the case
already completed, along with the evidence,
so that the House may have an opportunity
of dealing with it.
The House divided on the question that
the words "and their opinion thereon,"
be inserted after " evidence "42
Ayes
13
Noes
Majority for Captain Mac} 29
Mahon's amendment .•.
AYES.

Mr. Bates,
" Bayles,
" Byrne,
" Casey,
" Cohen,
" E. Cope,
" T. Cope,
" Crews,
" Davies,
" Dyte,
" Farrell,
" Frazer,
" Grant,
" Harbison,
" Harcourt,
" James,
" Kernot,
" Lobb,
" MacBain,
" Mackay,
Capt. Mac Mahon,
Mr. Macpherson,

Mr. Mason,
" McCaw,
" McCulloch,
" McLellan,
" Miller,
:t Plummer,
" Richardson,
" Russell,
" G. Paton Smith,
" G. V. Smith,
" J. T. Smith,
" F. L. Smyth,
" Sullivan,
" Thomas,
" Watkins,
" Williams,
" Witt,
" Wrixon.
Tellers.
Mr. Burtt,
" Wilson.
NOES.

Mr. Bourke,
" Duffy,
" Everard,
" Hanna,
" Kerferd,
" Kitto,
" Langton,

Mr. Longmore,
" McDonnell,
" Macgregor,
" Reeves.
Tellers.
Mr. Bowman,
" McKean.

On the question that the motion, as
amended, be adopted,
Mr. LANGTON moved that the following words be added to the motion:" And to present the reports of such evidence
or opinion, together or separately, as they may
think fit."

I believe (said the honorable member) that
many honorable members voted for the
former amendment under the belief that it
would not fetter the committee in the
slightest degree, but that they could bring
up reports and minutes of evidence as they
pleased. Many other honorable members,
on the contrary, were anxious to compel the
evidence to be submitted. It seems to me
that it would be best that the committee
shouJd not be left in any doubt on the
subject, and that, if instructions are to be
given to the committee for its guidance, it

,
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should be made clear what the actual wish
of the House is, so that, if it is thought
desirable that the committee should exercise its own discretion, and follow the
same course as was adopted in the
case of the Complaint Committee, it
should be clearly staten what the intention
of the House is. For this reason I have
ventured to submit my amendment. Some
honorable members have argued, as a reason
why the evidence should not be published
until the committee has arrived at a conclusion on the charge to which it refers,
that persons implicated or interested in it
might be kept in suspense for a long time,
and that therefore great injustice might be
done to them. For my own part, I. do
not sympathize in any degree with that
feeling, because I do not believe that any
innocent person can be so injured. I can
understand how persons might desire that
charges brought against them should be
speedily dealt with. I think that the
House will agree that it is desirable that,
in the ends of justice, the whole of the
evidence should be before honorable members before the House expresses it.s opinion.
But it is one of the misfortunes that always
accompany and are inseparable from
charges of any kind that, if a person is
committed on a prima facie charge-committed before a magistrate, for examplehe is compelled to submit to all the inconvenient consequences of the charge remaining in abeyance until it is finally disposed of. According to the showing of
the Chief Secretary, no great injustice
resulted from the evidence taken before
the Complaint Committee being published
from day to day. On the contrary, I think
the case he quoted told rather in favour of
admitting the press than against it; because, whilst it afforded the persons against
whom the charges were made an opportunity of clearing themselves more
promptly than they otherwise would, the
committee were placed in possession of
fuller information on the subject. There
is another objection urged against the
proposal, and that is that it would not
only be exceedingly inconvenient in other
respects, but that it would cause an increased waste of time in the proceedings
of the House to have these discussions so
often recurring, as they would be almost
sure to do, on the reports as they came up
from time to time. But the very same resolutions were moved and instructions given,
in the case of the Complaint Committee,
~d reports were brought up from day
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to day. On no occasion, however, did they
provoke discussion until the final debate
came on. As far as I can learn, it seems
to be the desire of a majority of the House
that this amendment should be carried,
and I therefore hope it will pass.
Mr. MACPHERSON.-I do not think
the amendment will achieve the object of
the honorable member for West Melbourne. I am perfectly satisfied with the
motion as it now stands; and, as I feel
quite competent to interpret the English language, I do not intend to vote for
this explanatory addition. If the amendment is carried I think it will be the first
time, in the history of constitutional
government, that such direction has been
given to a select committee.
Mr. KERFERD.-With great deference to the honorable and learned member
who has just resumed his seat, I take an
opposite view of the question now before
the House.
The Government know
quite well that they have achieved a great
result to-night. They have succeeded in
preventing any report coming up from the
committee until the whole inquiry is concluded. But this will not serve them
milch, for I do not believe, when the Land
Bill leaves this House and goes to another
place, it will be discussed there until the
whole of the charges made in reference to
the maladministration of the Lands department have been satisfactorily cleared
away. It may take two months to finish
the inquiry, and, although .many objections
may be urged to tlH~ publication of evidence that may implicate certain honorable
members, the amendment already carried
does not get over those objections. The
select committee cannot arrive at any really
satisfactory conclusion until the whole of the
proceedings have been completed, and I
repeat the observation which fell from me
just now, and which was cheered by the
Treasury bench, that this inquiry ought to
be terminated before the legislation now
pending is completed. I say that this
House ought not to part with the Land
Bill until it is clearly decided that the
charges against' the· Lands department
have no foundation. I regard the inquiry
that is now being proceeded with as one of
the most important that could possibly
take place in this country; because it is
just now that we are asked to give to the
Minister of Lands almost the powf'r of
Parliament, and I, therefore, ask-Is it not
fair, at the threshold of such a cb.ange,
to put the question, )Vhether he has
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httlierro administered the: powers he has
possessed beneficially::and. propedyor not?
Whilst ·these charges .are outstanding and
not disproved, how can we give to the Min~
i~ter 'against whom ·they'· are. made further
powers? I believe this inquiry to be for
these reasons one of the most important
that has ever taken place in .this country,
because if these charges are true we' are
virtually giving ourselves up toa gigantic
system of corruption. If the. Ho"use it·self is corrupt, we may be .sure that every
department of the service will b~ influenced
by corrupt motives.
Mr. BERRY.-Sir, I rise to a point
of order, and I ask your ruling as to
whether the honorable and learned member for the Ovens is not departing altogether from the' question before the chair,
as to whether certain additions shall be
made to the motion.? The honorable and
learned member is opening up the whole
question of the alleged maladministration
of the Lands departnient, and, if allowed
to go on, may raise almost a "no' confidence"
debate.
.
The SPEAKER.~It did not strike me
that the honorable member was out of
order.
Mr. KERFERD.-I assure the House
that I had no desire to raise a "no confidence" debate. My object is that the
charges which have been made against
members of this House, as well as against
persons outside of it, should receive such
searching inquiry as is only due to
this House should take place, and that the
earliest result of that inquiry should be
given to this' 'House 'and to the country.
The amendment which has been carried
to-night will virtually prevent that publicity which I contend is so desirable to be
given. I know full well that the result of
the decision that has been arrived at 'this
evening is, that no report will be presented
at all until we have completed the whole
inq uiry. So far as I am personally concerned I am determined, to the best of my
ability, this inquiry shall be a thoroughly
satisfactory one; and I must say, in justice to the two honorable members who
represent the Government on the committee, that they have displayed·the utmost
anxiety about it, and I have no doubt. that
they will continue to do so. I believe it
would be a very wise thing'if the Government were to reconsider the decision at
which they have arrived,' and allow
the evidence to qe presented to the
fIo~~se:
.. - .. .,

. ~ands Department.

.Mr. McDONNELL.--I shall vote for
the amendment. I ha,ve been a member
'of 'this House some eighteen months, but
I have never yet expressed the sincere
sorrow I feel at assertions which have
been made-I cannot help thinking without due consideration' of their conse·
quences - most seriously damaging to
the characters of mem bers of this
House. Although I have never expressed
myself publicly on the rmbject, I have,
nevertheless, felt strongly upon it, for I
believe that, in many instances, these assertions have been made and these expressions used with great recklessness-that
those who have used them have lost sight
of tbe sense of dignity that attaches to a
member of this House, and that they have
come down with a flippancy that illaccords with the propel' appreciation of
that position with what has, in some instances, been little else than a tissue of
wretched vicious slanders. .On the other
hand, where cases occur that can be supported by evidence which shall be acceptable to all sides of the House, and for the
exclusion of which no political bias can be
set in motion-when such cases as these
do arise I think that it is high time that
the character of the House should be conserved by the institution of these searching
investigations which its position before the
country imperatively demands. Applying
these observations to this resolution,
I say that I think it a wise one. I
have heard honorable members say
that these charges have no foundation
in fact-that they themselves were the
victims of foul-mouthed utterances" and
that the sooner the investigation was gone
into the better. They, more than others,
courted inquiry. But the question before
the House is, how are we to deal with the
evidence taken before the committee?
Shall we keep back the case of a member
of the House, who is affected by the
charges made, until the whole investigation has been disposed of, or shall we
take each case separately, and deal with it
as it is inquired into. The latter would
be an improper antl unjust proceeding, becalise if you bring up a report and ~ive a
decision on one part without having heard
the whole case, you may become the unconscious instrument of wrong. I therefore think there should be no final decision
until the whole matter has been disposed
of, and the report submitted to this House.
Some honorable members, I am aware,
ditfe~ f~'om me in thif,l view, a~d the! h/ltvtJ
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a perfect right to express their dissent;
but I confess I cannot appreciate the objection. Take the case of a court of law-'
would it be right, would it be decent, that
a decision should be given until the whole
case had been considered. The question
is, ought it to be admitted? I, for one, think
it should, at least I can see no reason why
it should not be admitted. What have
we to fear? If we exclude the press we
should give a colour to the currency of
slanders on which some men feed. Admit
the press by all means. Give publicity,
that the people of the country may know
who make the charges, and against whom,
and the grounds upon which, and materials
out of which they are made. Then let
the public judge for themselves whether
they are justifiable or not. I would urge
another reason in addition to what I have
said why the press should not be excluded
from these inquiries, and that is, that all
sorts of idle rumours may otherwise be indulged in,attempting to show that there is
something rotten at the core; and if it
were for nothing more than to put a stop
to these rumours, I would vote for their
admission. The more publicity we can
give to such proceedings the better, and I
only regret that the committee have not
the power of taking evidence under the
obligation of an oath, for I am obliged to
admit that I believe there are men who
act otherwise in giving their evidence
than they would if they had that wholesome restraint before their eyes.
Mr. G. PATON SMITH.-The honorable and learned member who has just
sat down, has addressed himself to the
question from a different point of view
from that taken by his late colleague, the
honorable and learned member for the
Ovens. I understand that it is the desire
of the honorable member for Villiers and
Ifeytesbury to prove that imputations
made against members of this House are
~landerous and without foundation, whereas
I think the wish of the honorable member
for the Ovens i~' of a totally different
character, and that his desire is to make
the character of members of this House
the means and instrument of effecting a
political purpose. For he 'has declared
that the Land Bill ought not to go from,
this Honse until the committee have sifted
all the matters submitted to it; and he
ventured to say further, that if the charges
were proved, we were about to give ourselves up to a gigantic system of corrup.*ion. Now 11 for my part, vep.ture ~o tell
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the honorable and learned member that he
has no foundation in fact for making t4~t
statem.ent; and I tell him further.
Mr. KERFERD.-J rise to a point of
order. The Attorney-General is adopting
a course that he has followed before. He
is putting into the mouth of another words
that he never .uttered.
Mr. G. PATON SlVIITH.-The honorable and learned member was called to
order when he waR giving utterance to the
words. There was an inference not to be
mistaken in the statement, that in connaxion with the Land Bill we were about
to give ourselves up to a gigantic system
of corruption. If there was no ground
for' saying so, it was indecent to say it.
Now, I protest against this committee
being made subservient to anything connected with the Land Bill, or any political
purpose. It is the province of the committee to report, not only the evidence,
but to report their opinion founded on
the evidence. It is because I think honorable members have mistaken the functions of the committee, that I venture to
put that proposition to the House; and I
call the attention of honorable members to
the crafty wording of the addition to this
motion-" and to present the reports of
such evidence or opinion, together or
separately, as they may think fit." The
honorable and learned member for the
Ovens said that the committee would Dot
present their opinion. I should like to
know how he ventures to come here and
tell the House what the committee intend
to do?
Mr. KERFERD.-I will not allow the
Attorney-General to pursue a ('ourse like
this. I did not speak on behalf of
the committee; and to say that I was
doing so is not right. All I did was to
speak my own personal conclusions. "
Mr. G. PATON SMITH.-If the committee are prepared to send up the evidence
and the opinion together, what is the use
of the addition to the motion? The exclusion of the press spoken of by the honorable and learned member for Villiers
and Heytesbury is really not the question
now under consideration. I believe
that the members of the committee
would not have taken evidence of the
character that has been taken, if they had
believed that the press was to be present.
Again, the 4o~orable and learned member
has citeq th!3 practice of the courts of law,
and 4e know~ that the suppress~on of the
ev+4en~~ i~ ~~~~uentll o~d~~eq ~nti~ t4e
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case is finished. I hope the House will
not give its assent to so monstrous a proposition as that before it. In justice to
all parties interested, I say that we are
bound to finish as we began, and I trust
honorable members will not consent to a
motion that will have the effect of branding Members of Parliament with improper
practices on evidence given frivolously,
loosely, and got up by political cliques,
before they have nn opportunily of clearing
themselves of those charges.
Mr. KITTO.-I should like to ask the
Government, are they afraid or' not ?-do
they desire that the press should be admitted or not? Personally, I can see no
reason whatever why the press should not
be adinitted, or why the evidence taken
by the committee should not be published
to the country. I dare say the honorable
members opposi te have some cogent reasons
for thinking differently, or otherwise they
would not show so much anxiety against
the motion being carried. My own opinion
is, that these matters cannot be made too
public, and J shall vote for the amendment. It was not my intention to have
spoken on the question, but, as the course
the discussion has taken is different from
what. I expected, I think it desirable to
give my reasons for my vote.
Mr. LONGMORE.-The AttorneyGeneral knows as well as any honorable
member in this House that the only reason
why the committee excluded the press
from their deliberat.ions was, that they
felt that they must receive fragmentary
evidence; that they would cause wit.nesses
to give evidence that under other circumstances they would not give. The Attorney-General also knows that it was
agreed by the committee that, so soon as
it ,was known that publicity would not
interfere with the evidence, it should be
given. I-Je has made a statement to-night
that I defy him to prove, namely, that
evidence was taken before the committee
that would not have been taken if the
press had been present. As to the Land
Bill, and the majorities that the Minist.ry
have succeeded in obtaining on that measure, I tell the honorable gentleman that
on two divisions lately he only saved himself by the votes of two gentlemen who
.are mixed up in this question. I say it is
unfair that the Land Bill should go forward with the names of those gentlemen
on the division lists. It is next door to
indecent in legislation that the Land Bill
shoul4 be carried through by such means.
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The honorable member speaks of the way
in which evidence has been given before
the committee, but he should remember
. that three-fourths of those who have given
evidence are strong supporters of the Government. I am sorry to have to defend the
committee from these imputations thrown
out at random, and in a manner utterly
unbecoming, by the Attorney-General.
The honorable and learned gentleman
has stated here, to-night, things which are
not in consonance with the facts which
transpired before the committee. It was
thought, when the committee first met,
that to admit the press would be to circulate information which would be the means
of depriving the committe-e of evidence
that they would otherwise obtain. The
Attorney-General knows well enough that
the evidence of the conspirators examined
before the Complaint Committee went in a
certain groove; and that he did not believe their evidence at all. It was with
the object of preventing that wrong that
the press was excluded from this committee.
But I say-Of two wrongs,
choose the less. Let the press be present
at the meetings of all select committees
in the future. I will never again vote for
excluding the press from committees.
Mr. BERRY.-Honorable members opposite have endeavoured to place this question on a very false basis-in fact to put before the House a very different question
from the real one at issue. The question
is not one of publicity or no pUblicityof honorable members on ODe side wishing
to have the proceedings of the committee
published, and of honorable members on
the other side desiring those proceedings
to be kept secret. If the honorable member for the Ovens (Mr. Kerfel'd) wanted
publicity, why did he not ask, at the time
the committee was appointed, that all the
proceedings should be public? Why did
he not support the motion, when it was
made in the first instance, that the press
should be admitted? Had he done that,
he would have been consistent. Had he
done that, he might have been justified in
taking up the position which he has taken
up to-night. I deny that the question
before us involves the issue of publicity
on the one hand, or secrecy on the other.
It is a mere question of convenience; no
principle at all is involved. When honorable members opposite say that they want
a searching and thorough inquiry into the
administration of the Lands department,
an4 that they cannot secure it without this
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publicity, they are simply attempting to
throw dust in the eyes of honorable mem-bers, and in the eyes of the country. Cannot the inquiry be as fair and as thorough
without publicity as with it? (" No.")
A sliorthand writer is there. Everything
that is uttered is taken down, in order
that it may be afterwards published. Do
honorable members of the committee mean
to say that they cannot conduct the inquiry, and that they want the press to
conduct it for them? It is not for the
honorable member for the Ovens to come
and talk to honorable members on this
side of the House as if he could work
on their love of principle, justice, and
fair-play, to carry what, after all, is only a
political design on his part. The honorable member has talked of the Land Bill
not being allowed to quit this Chamber,
and of the other Chamber suspending
operations until this inquiry is completed.But what right has he to make such a"
threat? I ask if it is fair or honest to
the members charged, whether they are
guilty or not, to lay on the table a mass of
eviden~e which it is impossible to place
fairly before the public, merely that it may'
be extracted from and dealt with as any
public journal may think fit, without hearing one word from the committee as to the
guilt or innocence of the parties? I don't
know whether honorable members desire
to reverse the rule of Parliament, and to"
make select committees, in all instances,
open tribunals. I suppose, for some good
and wise purpose, it has hitherto been
considered a breach of the privileges of
Parliament to report or in any way make
public the proceedings of select committees; and if honorable members on
this committee require protection from
misstatements and misrepresentations, if
they have anything to complain of, why
have they not the courage. of their position ?-why do they not bring the matt.er
before the House, in order that it may be
stopped? It is not fair to the House Qt"
the country that, at this late period of the
inquiry, the members of the committee
should come down and say that the
inquiry cannot be thorough unless the
representatives of the press are present.
I would have advocated the admission of
the press from the commencement. I
believe that it is far better that the proceedings connected with such an inquiry
should be reported from day to day, in
such a way that the public may fully
unuerstund what is goillg Oil. Every
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witness then feels that he is giving his
evidence under the eye of public opinion,
, and that he is responsible to public opinion.
But that was not done. And why?
Because the committee did not think it
desirable. I submit that now they have
taken a mass of evidence, and are in a
position to give their opinion as to the
guilt or innocence of the parties charged,
it is only fair that, when that evidence is
presented to the House, it ~hould be
accompanied by t.heir opinion thereon.
Captain MAC MAHON.-The Attorney-General has stated that the amendment proposed by my honorable colleague
is of a crafty nature. For my part I
think it is perfectly straightforward antI
plain. The motion, as it stands, warrants the conclusion that it leaves the
committee to deal with the matter as they
think fit. But the amendment leaves no
doubt on the subject. My object in submitting the proposition which has been
accepted by the House was the same as
that of the honorable member for Dundas,
who agreed with me in the committeenamely, that it should rest with the committee to do as they thought proper in the
matter. One part of the duty of the
committee is to inquire into two distinct
charg~s which have been brought against
honorable members of this House; and I
submit that the committee should deal
with those charges in the first instancethat they should bring up t.he evidence in
relation to each charge, together with the
opinion of the committee thereon; and
that subsequently, when dealing with the
general inquiry into the administration of
the Lands department, it should be open
to them to bring up evidence, with or
without any report thereon, as they might
think fit.
That is the intention and
object of my proposition. If the idea of
honorable members in negativing the
amendment is that the committee are not
to submit any evidence which is not
supported by a report, I cannot agree
with it.
Mr. DUFFY.-I support the interpre-'
tat ion put by my honorable and gallant
friend upon the motion which the House
has already aaopted, and which I am
content should pass without the addition
proposed by the honorable member for
West Melbourne (Mr. Langton). To leave
the committee, after having heard the
views of the House, to exercise a discretion in the matter, is perhaps, on the
whole, the wisest conclusion to arrive at.
i
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The Attorney-General has said that, if
t,he evidence, ,already taken by the committee 'be, only Ipublished when the committee have arrived at a decision with
regal d to the two cases, he would have no
objecti9n to the admission of reporters for
the future. I have no objection to the
evidence already taken being withheld
from publication until the committee
arrive at a decision with respect to it,
provided that we have the assistance of
the press for the future. The honorable
member for Geelong West (Mr. Berry)
has Rsked why the committee did not,
from the beginning, insist on the admission
of the press. I consented to the exclusion of the press, simply because of the
wish expressed by the two members of
the Government who are on the committee. But I should prefer to have had
the reporters present from the beginning;
and I hope we shall have them for the
future.
Mr. GRANT.-I think the House is
somewhat in the dark as to the real under-,
standing about this matter. Is it the
understanding that the committee shall not
place on the table the printed evidence in
reference to the two cases specially referred to them, unless accompanied with
their decision thereon?'
Mr. DUFFY.-Provided the press be
admitted fOl; the future.
Mr. GRANT.-I can scarcely accept
that, because the question of the admission
of reporters is a question for tbe committee rather than the House. I may
also mention that it is just possible that
very· serious objections may lie in the
minds of the two honorable members
whose cases have been closed, to the admission of reporters now, on the ground
that evidence may transpire hereafter
which will have a bearing on their cases.
Mr. LANGTON. - I am willing to
withdraw my amendment on tho understanding set forth by my honorable and
gallant colleague.
Mr. FRAZER.-There is no use in the
]lOnorable member withdrawing his·amendment on an understanding of the kind,
because no such understanding has been
arrived at. When the evidence already
taken is submitted to the House" there
will ,be a discussion upon 'it-remarks
will then be :n;lade on the statements in
reference to this inquiry, which have
been pu hlished by the press, alid on the
:paragl,'aphs writ.tell by memb, ers of this
tlous~-ftJld it will be time enough? when
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that discussion takes place; to determine
what course the committee' will have to
pursue for the future.

The amendment having be'ell withdrawn,
the questioo-".That the committee have
leave to report minutes of evidence, 'and
their opinion thereon, from time to time,"
was agreed to.ARBORICULTURE.

Mr. KITTO asked the Minister of
Lands if the Land Bill contained sufficient
provision for the preservation of young
trees and saplings within boroughs, road
districts, and shires ? There were many
instances of fences being constructed of
saplings, which, if they had been all<?wed
to grow, would, ten years hence, have
been extremely valuable to the colony.
Mr. GRANT believed there was sufficient provision in the Land Bill to secure
the object mentioned:
BOUNDARIES OF THE COLONY.
Mr. F. L. SMYTH inquired.if the
Minister of Lands had rec~ived' any
report in reference, to thesur:vey of ~he
boundary-line betwef\n New South Wales
and Victoria?
Mr. GRANT said ,he had received the
following' report on the subject, from
the Superintendent of the Geodetic Survey:" Melbourne Observatory, Aug. 1.7, 1869.
"Sir,-I have the honour to inform you that
Mr. William Turton, assistant geodetic sUrveyor,
who is now engaged extending the triangulation
between the entrance of the Snowy River and
Cape Howe, mentions in his last report, dated
August 2, that he is nQw camped on the Wingan
Inlet, about sixty miles east of Cape Howe.
That about three miles and a half east of Cape
Everard there are two rivers which unite into
one about half a mile inland-one river coming
from the north-east and the other from north.
These rivers are unnamed. , He reports having
nearly completed the erection of a station on
Ram Head, and of making rapid progress towards Cape Howe, ,He also mentions the existence of a quartz reef, rich in gold...bearing
pyrites, on the south side of Mount Cann. The
reef is so rich in pyrites that he says there
appears nearly as niuch of it as there is of $luartz.
He makes no estimate of its richness, and' he had
no means of ascertaining. He merely says," .the
pyrites contain gold,' so it must be visible. 'He
further states-' We are at present obliged to do
without meat, and where to get any I do not at
present see. I must go on a foraging expedition
into the Genoa country next week. One good
thing is we have plenty of oysters, and could
load ships with them. We m~mage to live
on them now.' This orster bed is at Wingan
Inlet.
<SiS-Iled)
Rj)l3f. L. J, E14LE~r."
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SCAB IN SHEEP.
. 'Mr.' McKEAN asked the AttorneyGeneral whether a Bill to provide for the
eradication and prevention of scab in
sheep ·had been prepared and submitted to
the Government by Judge Skinner? He
put the question because he understood
that the committee of another place, to
whom the Scab Bill of the Government
had been referred, were adopting the principal portion of a measure prepared by
Judge Skinner.
Mr. G. PATON SMITH said he believed Judge Skinner did prepare a Bill,
and that it was consigned to the wastepaper basket.
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whether there would be· any .objection to
reconsider the 12th clause, for the purpose
of enabling the .Governor in Council to
revoke such proclamations?
Mr. CASEY said there would not be
the smallest objection to give the House
an opportunity of dealing with the clause
i;n the way suggested.
Mr. LONGMORE inquired if the Government had any objection to recommit
the clause relating to the squatters' rents?
Mr. CASEY said he had no amendment
to propose in that clause. He desired to
recommit the clauses named in the motion
merely to make certain technical.amendments which. involved no principle, and
which became necessary, owing to the
LAND LAWS AMENDMENT BILL. amendments made in ·the Bill, during its
On the order of the day for considering passage through committee.
Mr. EVERARD moved. that clause 59
the report on this Bill,
.
Mr. CASEY moved that the order of be recommitted.
the day be discharged with a view to the
Mr. DUFFY reminded honorable memrecommittal of the Bill, for the reconsi- bers that they would be at liberty to propose
deration of clauses 2, 3, 6, 19, 20, 21, 22, what amendments they pleased, when the
23, 30, 37, 83, 90, 94, 96, and 98, and the report was being considered.
2nd schedule, and also for the consiThe amendment was withdrawn; and
deration of new clauses.
the motion was agreed to.
Mr. FARRELL called attention to the
The Bill was then re-committed.
necessity for recommitting the J 2th clause.
Several verbal amendments having been
That clause, he said, gave power to the made in clause 2,
Mr. CASEY proposed to substitute, as
Governor in Council to proclaim counties
and define their boundaries but contained the interpretation of the word "occupy,"
no power for the revocation of such pro- in clause 3, the words "residing on an
clamation; and this omission he thought allotment by a licensee in his own proper
should be supplied. As a reason for this person," for the words "to personally
he would mention the recent proclamation reside on any land."
of the county of Bendigo, in which he
Mr. BYRNE objected to the amendfound a portion of the borough of Castle- ment, on the ground that it would exclude
maine was included. He could not under- Members of Parliament from selecting
stand the undue haste which appeared to land under the Bill. A Member of
have been exercised in naming the county Parliament could not attend to his public
~'Bendigo."
The adjoining counties- duties, and at the same time reside on his
Talbot and Rodney-were named after selection, "in his own proper person."
men famous in British history; and on He thought he might say, without offence,
behalf of the people of Castlemaine, and that there were some honorable members
on behalf of the persons interested in that to whom a selection under the Bill would
portion of the county adjoining Castle- be a considerable advantage; amI why, he
maine, he protested against the district asked, should these gentlemen, after
being named after a gladiator. The name giving their services to the country for
was given to a gold-field ata time when years, be placed in a worse position, so
the convict element was directed hither far as the benefits accruing .from land
from Ta-smania, poisoning the social life legislation were concerned, than the
of the colony, and to perpetuate the name stranger who might not place foot in the
by conferring it upon an important district colony until the Land Bill had passed?
would be a reflection both upon the
Mr. MACPHERSON expressed surGovernment and the people. Years hence prise at the difference between the interit might be asked-" What could have pretation of the word" occupy" given in
induced the Government to give such a the clause as it stood, and that contained
. name to such a district?" He begged to in the amendmep.t. rne q.efinition proposeq
~sk th~ Minister in CAar~e pf t~e ~iIIl b! the qmCJHlmeHt wp!~ Hot pr~U1~aHc;uJ,
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Mr. CASEY reminded the committee
that he had previously explained that
"residence" had received a variety of
interpretations from law courts, and that
he had adopted the definition contained in
the clause as the one best calculated to
meet the object desired. The interpretation proposed by the amendment, however,
had since been suggested to him by Mr.
Carter, the Commissioner of Titles, and he
had accepted it in deference to that gentleman's great experience.
The amendment was agreed to.
Mr. HIGINBOTHAM proposed an
amendment in that paragraph of the clause
defining the meaning of the word "allotment," the practical effect of the amendment being to substitute "320" for "640"
as the maximum numher of' acres which a
selector should be allowed to take up.
He was aware that a similar amendment
had been negatived, but he was not able
to be present during its discussion, and
the question was one which he thought
ought to receive a large share of attention
from the committee before it was finally
He moved the amendment,
decided.
however, with very great diffidence, and
mainly for the purpose of evoking discussion
on the question, as he confessed that
he had not a very decided opinion on
the subject. It seemed to him that a
question of this kind was specially entitled to the consideration of honorable
members who had practical acquaintance with agricultural pursuits, and
who were better acquainted than he
presumed to be with the extent and quality
of the land yet remaining for settlement
in this country. Six hundred and forty
acres certainly appeared at first sight
to be a very large quantity of land to
give to selectors on the exceedingly
favorable terms proposed by the Bill.
He thought it ~ight be doubted whether, in the interests of the State, it
was advisable that so large a quantity
should be given to agricultural settlers. In the United States of America,
where there there was almost an illimitable extent of territory yet unoccupied,
the quantity allowed to be taken up by a
settler was only 160 acres. Moreover the
unoccupied land in the United States was
situated at vast distances from markets,
and was therefore less favorable for settlement than lands in this country, all parts
of which were within comparatively easy
reach of settlement. He was informed
that the bquantity of land in Victoria yet
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available for settlement was very small.
It was stated that all the really good land
in the neighbourhood of markets was
already occupied under the 42nd section
and other provisions of the existing law,
and that the only good agricllltural land
yet remaining unoccupied was situated at
a considerable distance from markets, and
required a large amount of improvement
to be turned to account by settlers. Another argument, advanced by the honorable member for Richmond (Mr; Francis) against a selector being allowed
to take up such a large quantity
of land as 640 acres, appeared to be
deserving of great consideration. Were
honorable members sure that, if so large
a quantity of land was given to settlers,
it would be possible to prevent a repetition
of the old evasions of the law ? Would
not the temptation as well as the facility
for evasion be increased if so large an
area was allowed to be selected? The
case put by -the honorable member for
Richmond would commend itself to any
one. If a pastoral occupier had between
2,000 and 3,000 acres of good land on his
run-the locality of which, of course, he
knew better than any other person didt,here would be a great temptation to him
to get persons to select the land on his
behalf; and would not there be greater
facilities for his doing so if he had only
to employ four persons instead of eight?
(An Honorable Member-" He will do it,
no matter what the law is.") He entirely
admitted the force of that argument.
Attempts at evasion would be made, no
matter what law might be passed, but
greater facilities for evasion might be
given under one provision than another.
The object of the IJegislature should be to
make evasion as difficult as possible.
Then, with reference to the interests of
the selector himse1f, was it advisable that
he should be allowed to take up such a
large quantity of land as 640 acres? The
honorable member for Castlemaine (Mr.
Kitto) had very forcibly urged upon the
committee that there was no necessity for
a selector to be compelled to reside upon
the land. The honorable member asked
why he should not be aHowed to take up
land, although not prepared to reside
upon it, if he was prepared to effect
certain improvements upon it? The only
answer which could be given to a question
of that kind was, that the purpose of the
Bill was not to provide for persons who
had capital and were prepar~d
to employ,
,
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labour in cultivating the land, but for the
poorer classes of agricultural settlers,
who would actually with their own hands
cultivate the soil. There was no reason
why a Member of Parliament, or anyone
else, who had money to expend, and was
willing to expend it in improvements on
the land, should be compelled to reside
upon the land except that the object of
the Bill was not to provide for those who
had capital, but for that class of persons
who, having very little or no capital, were
willing to settle on the land and cultivate
it with their own individual labour. If
that, was the class for whom the Bill intended to provide, he doubted whether it
was expedient, even in regard to their
interests, to give a selector so large an
extent of, land as 640 acres. Would a
farmer be able to comply with the conditions of the measure if he took up 640
acres? He would have to fence his allotment in the first instance; he would have
to build a house to reside in; and it
would be at least a year before he could
get any return. Would a selector be able
to comply with these conditions? Every
man selecting land would of course be
tempted to take up as large a quantity as
he could; and if as large a quantity as
640 acres was taken up it was very
doubtful whether the selector would be
able to comply with the conditions. Even
if he were, it was still more doubtful
whether he would be able to turn the land
to profitable account without becoming an
employer of labour instead of a labourer
himself. He (Mr. Higinbotham) had had
very little experience in farming, but he
happened to be acquainted with a case in
which a hard-working, industrious man
purchased a farm of from seventy to
eighty acres, eight years ago, and up to
the present time he had not been able to
clear more than fifty acres. If a man
was given 640 acres it would take a very
large number of years before he could
turn it to account for agricultural purposes, or, if otherwise, he must be in a
position in which he would be an employer of labour rather than a labouring
farmer himself. It might be doubted
whether persons who could afford to have
640 acres cultivated were precisely the
class for whom it was intended to provide
under the Bill. Since he gave notice of
his amendment he had received several
communications on both sides of the
question. One of the letters in favour of
the amendment contained a passage which
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he thought was worth reading to the
committee. It was as follows:"When Oregon Territory was organized.
some twenty-five years ago, 640 acres was
offered to the pre-emptors to induce settlement
in that then far distant country (previous to
the gold discovery). This liberality answered
for the time ; but some ten or fifteen years subsequently it was found necessary to offer inducements to the holders of such large allotments to surrender pa.rt of their lands to the
State, because the country was too thinly populated'for American institutions. Townships were
too far apart; schools could not be established;
bailiffs and justices of the peace too great distance apart; roads too expensive, &c., &c. Many
difficulties arose, and 160 acres (one-quarter of
a square mile) is considered quite enough for a
pre-emptor to acquire (and the Americans have
had 200 years experience). Consider that if
640 acres is given, each man is one mile from
his neighbour."

This seemed to pu t the case very forcibly. The Bill proposed to give a square
mile of territory to every man who applied for it. The effect of that would be
that if each settler built his house in the
middle of his allotment it would be one
mile from his neighbour'S. That was
hardly the settlement, which was intended
by the Legislature when it passed a
measure of this kind. The only argument he had heard against the amendment
was that there was not a sufficient
quantity of really good land remaining
unoccupied to render farming profitable if
the maximum extent of an allotment was
limited to 320 acres. He would read an
extract from a letter written by one of the
persons who took that view of he
question : "Small farms, then-and with our pre dent
population, except at a short distance from a
market, I regard 320 acres as a very small farm
-compel the farmer to resort to a system of
spoliation. He is driven to depend almost exclusively on the plough, whereas grass used for
dairy stock or for sheep ought to be his mainstay, that is if he is to cope successfully with
our variable seasons and pursue a system of
legitimate cultivation instead of one of spoliation. I need hardly point out to you that where
spoliation, or an exhaustive system of husbandry,
is followed-that is the constant production of
grain crops-the present generation of farmers
are living at the expense of posterity, and, by
wasting the birthright of mankind-the soils of
fertility. By settling a large number of small
farmers on the land, and rendering them, as they
must be, entirely dependent on grain growing,
it is my :firm conviction that three successive
seasons of abundant crops will land us in the
midst of wide-spread agricultural distress. We
are too far from a market for such bulky surplus
produce as grain. Dairy produce, wool, tallow,
and meat would answer better, on politicoeconomical as well as commercial grounds, for
exportation. In these articles we would send
away less tha.n in grain of what ought to remain
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the fixed capital of tbe country-the fertility of colony, for the 'benefit of themselves and
the soil. But to obtain them we require grass, their posterity.
and to have g!ass we want area. Six hundred
Mr. McKEAN opposed the amendand forty acres, at over ten miles from a
market, is none too much. We ought p.atu- ment, on the ground that 32'0 acres was
rally-therefore, I assume,properly:,:.-to pass insufficient for a comfortable' farm. The
from the' . ,purely pastoral, through the semi- object of the L~gislature ought to be to
pastoral, before we reach the purely cultural
era, which will come, in due time" with in- promote the settlement on the land of a.
crease of population. By settling large num- Class of yeomen-a class entirely different
bers of people on small farms, we will unduly from the pauper farmers of the south and
develop cultivation, and suffer the consequent . west of Ireland. It was not desirable to
retribution; but the more we settle, providing
the farms are large enough, the more certain have small patches of land under cultivawill be the progress and the greater the pros- tion; with results similar to what existed
perity of the country."
in Ireland. He had 'seen too much of the

He thought that, even with 320 acres,
there would be an opportunity of COIQ.bining graz'~ng with farming. There could
be no doubt that if a farIT\er took up 320
acres it would be' many years before he
was able to cultivate it all, and, while it
remained uncultivated, he would have to
u'se a large part of it for grazing purposes.
His object in proposing the amendment,
he repeated, 'was to draw out the opinions
of honorable members on the question.
The inclination of his own opinion was in
favour of 320 acres, but if the committee
would give the matter further consideration and discussion his object would be
attained.
Mr. KITTO considered that it was a
matter of little moment whether the maximum quantity of land allowed to be taken
up was 640 or 320 acres, be,cause there
were not 100 persons, in the colony who
would be able to cOn;lply with the conditions which the Bill imposed upon selectors. He did not believe that there
were 100 persons here who had the means
of taking 'up either 320 or 640 acres
of land, and complying with the conditions of' residence and cultivation. No
person could do so unless he possessed a
considerable sum of money, and farming
in this country was in such a state· that
it was' not likely that one in ten of the
persons who. 'possessed sufficient means
would spend it in that direction. It was
for this reason that he desired that the
condition of residence should not be compulsory. If persons were allowed to
obtain land on condition that they cultivated it, without being required to reside
upon their allotment, he believed that
thousands would take up land where
only tens would be enabled to do so
und'er .the conditions prescribed by the
BilL The effect. of making residence compulsory would be: to debar the industrious
and,saving classes, of the' community from
investing their money' in the lands of the

evils of small farming in that country ever
to sanction it in ·Victoria. In Ireland,
farmers occupying fifteen, twenty, forty, or
sixty acres were not able to make a decent
living and bring up their children respectably, although they had the advantage of
more uniform seasons than prevailed in this
colony. As a rule, it would be impossible
for a man to carryon farming successfully,
in this country, if he was only allowed
to take up 320 acres. The Minister of
Lands knew that this was the case. In a
speech, at Dunolly, the honorable gentleman stated that 1,280 acres was little
enough to enable a person to .combine
grazing with farming, and at the ·same
time expressed the opinion that, that class
of settlers should be encouraged. The
honorable gentleman· promised that he
would embody these views in the Land
Bill, but he had not done so. It was preposterous to suppose. that 320 acres was
a. sufficient area for a man who intended
to combine sheep or cattle farming with
agriculture. If .the land would carry one
sheep to the acre, there could only be 320
sheep put upon it; and where would the cultivation be carried on? To combine grazing
with agriculture, reasonably large, farms
must be allowed. The sensible writer of
the last letter read by the honorable and
learned member for Brighton put the case
very forcibly. What was wanted was the
settlement on the land of a class of well-todo and industrious farmers--=a happy and
prosperous yeomanry-who would com,bine grazing with agriculture, and prepare
the way for a healthy stream of useful
immigrants. The committee had' been
told that disadvantages would arise if the
selectors were miles distant from their
neighbours-that schools would not be
erected, and that church spires would not
be seen here and there, and so forth. He
would prefer to see people driving three
or four miles to church, and sending their
children three or four miles to school,
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rather than see a district so poverty
stricken that the people could not afford
to send their children to school. Honorable members were also told that they
mUdt study the interest of the selector, and
not allow him to· take up too much land,
lest ·he should ruin himself. That was a
matter which might very well be left to
the selector himself. If a selector was a
wiseman, he would only select according
to his means. ,If he did not want 640
acres, it was not to be assumed that he
would take it for mere greed. Again,
honorable members were told that they
ought not to legislate for the well-to-do
class-the class which consisted of men
who had 1;l1ade their £2,000 or £3,000 in
professional or trading. occupations, and
desired to settle on the land.. He maintained, however, that it was their duty to
legislate for all classes of the community;
and certainly, after having, in years past,
legislated for squatters and large capitalistf3, many of whom had absorbed thousands of acres,· they ought not to ignore,
the interests· of a more deserving class ..
The Legislature, also, ought not to give
advantages to newly arrived immigrants,
and deny equal advantages to persons who
were already in the colony, and who had
borne ·the burthen and heat of the day.
Honorable members were likewise told
that if a selector was allowed to take up
640 acres, dummyism would be facilitated,
because it would be easier fOl~ a squatter
to employ four dummies than eight. There
was very little force in the argument, because it would not be much more difficult
to resort to dummyism in either case.
The . Bill; however, conferred powers
on the Minister of Lands which, if,
honestly carried out, would prevent
any dummyism. Moreover, he was inclined to think that squatters would not
have the same inducement to attempt
dummy ism as they had hitherto had. As
to the argument that the quantity of land
which a settler was allowed to take up in
the United States of America was much
less than 320 acres, he would only remark
that it was nonsense to compare the United
States with this country. The land there
-rich alluvial soil, which might be under
crop for ten or fifteen years without requiring any manuring-was very much
superior to the general character of the
land in Victoria; and the facilities for
obtaining access to .markets in the United
States by rivers, railways, and canals were
infinitely greater- than in this conntry,
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while the seasons were more uniform in
America. He did not understand why
the honorable and learned member for
Brighton, who was a supporter of the .Government, had proposed the amendment.
If the Government desired to reduce the
maximum area which a selector should, bo
allowed to take up to 320 acres,' let thehl
accept the responsibility of the amendment.
If the Minister of Lands said-" We
have got the squatting clauses passed,
and we will now only allow the selector to
have half the advantages previously proposed," the honorable' gentleman's conduct
would not be more inconsistent than it had
been with regard to the promises which he
held out, on· the ·second reading, to 'allow
amendments to be made when the Bill was
in committee.
Mr. GRANT submitted that the honorable and learned member for Brighton,
although a supporter of the Government,
was not bound to support the proposition
to allow a selector to take up 640 acres
simply because it was contained i.n the
.Bill. He (Mr. Grant) was perfectly sincere in proposing that a selector should be
entitled to select up to 640 acres, and he
was also sincere in suggesting at Dunolly
that the maximum area of an allotment
should be 1,280 acres. His experience
since then, however, had convinced him of
the fact that the quantity of available agricultural land was comparatively
limited, and that, if a selector was allowed
to take up as large an area as 1,280 acres,
great inducements would be held out for
evasions of the law. What the maximum
area should be was, after all, a question
which honorable members who were
practical farmers were most competent to
deal with. Speaking for himself and his
colleagues, they believed that a man should,
if he pleased, select up to the extent of
640 acres. It did not follow, ho~ever,
that every selector would take up that
quantity. A bonlt fide and honest man
would not select beyond what his means
would enable him to hold in compliance
with the conditions of the Bill ; but, as
the best agricultural lands had already
been parted with by the State, the Government considered that, in most localities, 640 acres was little enough to enable
a man to carryon farming pursuits with
anything like profit. It was for that
reason that the Bill proposed that a selector
should be allowed to take up 640 acres.
No doubt there was a goo<J. deal of truth
in some of the reasons urged by the
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honorable member for Brighton in support country, however, the markets were much
of the amendment, but all the arguments on closer to the land than in America.
that side of the question were completely Honorable members had talked about the
answered by the last letter which the country being monopolized by squatters,
honorable and learned gentleman read.
but it was proposed to allow a monopoly,
Mr. EVERARD urged that 320 acres under the name of selectors, which would
was a sufficiently large quantity of land to prove as formidable an evil as the squatters
allow a select.or to take up as a pre-emp- themselves. A selector was only required
tion, provided that he had grazing rights to cultivate one acre in ten in two years
over twice that area, at Sd. per acre, as and half, and he was under no obligation
contemplated by a clause which the hon- to cultivate the remainder of his allotorable member for Ripon and Hampden ment; so that nine-tenths of the land
had given notice of his intention to pro- might remain uncultivated for an inpose. If that clause were inserted in the definite number of years. The arguBill, he (Mr. Everard) would support the ment . that it was necessary to allow a
amendment now before the committee ; selector to take up 640 acres to enable
but, if grazing rights were not given to him to carryon grazing was illusory,
the selector, he would vote against the because it was impossible for him,
with profit to himself, to pay a rental of
amendment.
Mr. MACKAY remarked that. though 2s. a year for land for grazing purposes.
the area that a selector should be allowed to As to the evils of small farms in Ireland,
take up was a question for practical farmers they arose from the farms being i'idicuto discuss, there were certain arguments lously small-only four or five acres.
upon the faceofit which appealed to all rea- (Mr. Longmore - " No.")
He would
soning men. In determining the question, appeal to the experience of any honorable
honorable member must be guided by the member, whether the evils of the cotter
cirumstances of the country, and by con- system in Ireland did not arise from the·
siderations of pul>lic policy. What class fact that the farms consisted of only a
of persons was it desired should select few acres of land. He submitted that the
land?
Without going the length of proper settlement of this country could be
saying that the selecting class should. be effected by allowing selectors much smaller
paupers or very poor men, it would areas than 640 acres-that it could be
• at all events be admitted that it should effected even if the allotments were 160
consist of practical men, who would culti- acres. He would support the amendment
vate the land. In dealing with men of to reduce the maximum area to 320 acres,
that class they. had to consider· what believing that the result of adopting the
quantity of land they could cultivate with amendment would be to avoid a number
profit to themselves and benefit to the of evils, and at the same time to give bonfi
colony. To arrive at a conclusion, he fide farmers facilities to settle on the land.
Mr. LONGMORE suggested that if
naturally looked to the experience of
other countries; and he would ask " 40" was substituted for "640" the
whether the experience of any other allotments would be quite large enough
country under the sun showed that so much for such people as the honorable member
as a square mile was a propel' quantity for Sandhurst (Mr. Mackay) wished to
of land to give to a selector of the class see on the land. The honorable member
which the Bill intended to provide for? evidently knew nothing whatever about
The example of America was a very farming. Under the Land Acts of 1862
pertinent one, and there, under the Home- and 1865 persons were allowed to select
stead Act, a settler was only allowed to take 640 acres of land every year, but the
up 160 acres, although there was almost present Bill provided that a man should
an unlimited area of land in that country. only be allowed to select once, and the
Here, however, it was proposed to give amendment of the honorable and learned
four times that quant.ity, although the member for Brighton was s6 illiberal as
extent of unalienated land was very to propose to reduce the area by half.
circumscribed. It had been argued that He was afraid this reasoning of the honorthe· land in America was so super- able and learned member for Brighton
eminently fertile, that a selector in came from the fact that they were legisVictoria ought to be allowed to take up lating for the poor and needy, the lame
four times the quantity that a man could and the blind-that class, in fact, who
select in the United States. In this were regarded by some as being fit for
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NOES.
nothing else than to be fat'mers. He told
Mr. Burtt,
Mr. MacBain,
honorable members that they were not
" Cohen,
" Mackay.
there to legislate only for the poor man,
" Crews,
Tellers.
but for the man of means as well. He
" Francis,
" Dyte,
hoped that the committee would on no
" Higinbotham,
" Macgregor.
account assent to the proposition for the
Clause 6 was struck out.
reduction.
Verbal amendments having been made
Mr. BYRNE expressed his intention of in clauses 19, 20,21, and 22, it was agreed
voting for the 640 acres, for the reason that progress should be reported.
put forth by the Minister of Lands, that
Progress was reported accordingly.
there was very little good agricultural
The House adjourned at a quarter to
land open for selection. Whilst 640 acres twelve o'clock.
would suit a man of large means, 320 would
better suit the man of small means; because the least amount a man should have
LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL.
at his command who selected 640 acres
Wednesday, August 18, 1869.
of even medium land should be £1,000.
He would suggest that progress be reported.
Mr. MACGREGOR said that this was County Courts Law Amendment Bill - Consolidated Revenue (£600.000) Bill-Local Government Act Amenda question that deserved to· receive the
ment Bill-Fisheries Act Amendment Bill.
consideration of a fuller House. He certainly believed, from his own knowledge
The PRESIDENT took the chair at nineof the lands open for selection, that in a
few years the whole of the lands fit for teen minutes past four o'clock p.m., and
agricultural purposes would be absolutely read the prayer.
exhausted, and when, if not before, the
PETITIONS.
last acre of land of that character was
Petitions were presented-In favour of
absorbed, that moment immigration would
cease. He would support the amendment. the County Courts Law Amendment Bill,
Mr. McLELLAN said that he would by the Hon. J. MCCRAE, from the mervote against the amendment, and hoped chants and traders of Melbourne; in favour
the committee would pass the clause as it of the Local Government Act Amendment
stood, because the proposed reduction Bill, by the Hon. N. FITZGERALD, from the
would work a great injustice to the farmer. Echuca Road Board and the Fryers Road
Mr. CREWS supported the amendment, Board; and in favour of the same Bill,
and repeated the views he had expressed except as regards the abolition of tolls, by
to the committee on a previous occasion the Hon. W. H. PETTETT, from the Mount
with reference to the combination of the Eliza Road Board.
grazing element with agriculture.
COUNTY COURTS LAW AMENDThe committtee divided on the question
MENT BILL.
that "640" stand part of the clauseThe House considered the message of
Ayes ...
28
the Legislative Assembty in reference to
Noes ...
9
the amendments of the Legislative Council
in this Bill.
Majority against J.Y.Ir. Higin-} 19
The Hon. J. McCRAE moved that the
botham's amendment ...
House do not insist on the first of the two
AYES.
provisos added by the Council to the 9th
clause, namelyMr. Aspinall,
Capt. Mac Mahon,

"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"

Berry,
Blair,
Bourke,
Byrne,
Casey,
E. Cope,
Davies,
Everard,
Farrell,
Frazer,
Grant,
James,
Kitto,
Lobb,
VOL. VII.-6 B

Mr. Mason,
" McCulloch,
" McKean,
" McLellan,
" Russell,
" G. Paton Smith,
" G. V. Smith,
" Stutt,
" Sullivan,
" Watkins.
Tellers.
Mr. Longmore,
" Wilson.

c, Provided always that not more than nine such
persons shall hold the office of judge of a County
Court under this Act, unless addresses praying
for a greater number, and specifying such number, shall from time to time be presented to the
Governor by the Legislati ve Council and Legislative Assembly."

The Hon. F. ROBERTSON seconded.
the motion.
The Hon. W. fJIGHETT moved, as an
amendment, that the proviso be insisted
on.
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The Hon. R •. S. ANDERSON seconded
the amendmenp. He would be satisfied,
if the first proviso remained, as a compromise, to way ,on the second, relative to
the tenure.
Mr. McCRAE said he could not, as
the member of that House representing
the Government, bind the Legislative
Assembly in any action they might'think
fit to take in reference to the suggested
compromise; but he would do all in his
power personally to induce its acceptance.
The amendment for insisting upon the
proviso was agreed to.
Mr. McCRAE moved that the Council do
not insiston the· second proviso, viz." Provided also that no judge shall be liable
to be removed from office unless upon an address
to the Governor, from both Houses of the Legislature.."
.

The motion was agreed to.
The amendments of the Legislative
Assembly on the Council's amendments
in. clauses 22 and 125 were adopted.
CONSOLIDATED REVENUE
(£600,000) BILL.
, The Hon. J. McCRAE moved that this
Bill be read a second time.
The Hon. W. H. F. MITCHELL observed that the Bill contained the obnoxious preamble which had been so frequently commented upon. He thought
quite enough had been said on the subject,
and trusted the time was not far distant
when the question would be finally settled.
He did not intend to 'protest against the
Bill being read a second time, but he abstained from doing so upon the distinct
understanding that he neither waived his
individual rights, nor did the House waive
thei.rs ; and that the question was still
open to be discussed. He would, therefore, concur in the motion for the second
reading.
. The motion was agreed to, and the Bill
was read a second time and passed through
its remaining stages.
LOCAL GOVERNMENT ACT
AMENDMENT BILL.
The House went into 'committee for the
fur,ther consideration of this Bill.
The Hon. J. O'SHANASSY said. that
he wished now only to direct the attention'
of the committee to those clauses of the
Bill which were likely to call for much
discussion or alteration. The rest of them
merely related ·to matters of machinery
necessary for carrying out the principles
involved in the more prominent ones

Act Amendment Bill.

The clauses that he was about to refer to
were seven in' number, and 'the first of
them was the 57th, which referred to the
qualification' of voters. Then there was
the 170th, which provided for the appoint-'
;ment of auditors ; the 209th, referring to
the valuation of rateable property; the
243rd, which had relation to the appointment of valuers ;,the 324th, which applied
to the abolition of tolls; the 339th, which
gave permission to abolish tolls and to
levy rates in lieu of tolls ; and also the
246th, which declared that the special and
general rates should not exceed 3s. in the
£1, subject to the special rate of Is. in the
£1. If the committee would permit him,
he would move that all the clauses ·up to
clause 57 be postponed.
Clauses from 8 to 56, both inclusive,
were postponed.
~r. O'SHANASSY said that he would
first direct the attention of the committee
to clause 57, which provided for the qualification of voters. He reminded honorable
members that Mr. Highett had succeeded
in getting a most valuable return to an
order of the House, dated June 13, 1868"
and that return furnished much informa-·
tion as to what the effect of carrying this
clause into law would be. . There were
40,242 persons rated under £25,.in shires
and road districts. So soon as persons
were rated, their names were transferred·
to the rolls of the Legislative Assembly,
and the basis on which those rolls rested
was that transfer. It would be found
that the number of persons rated at between
£25 and £50 was 9,226; at between £50
and £100,5,015'; at £100 and under £150,'
1,429 ; there were 607 at from £150 and
under £200; from £200 and under £300,there were 455 ; and at £300 and upwards, 786. Therefore, as would be seen,
the numbers were reduced in proportion to
the increase in the amount of :rating. The
existing Local Government Aot .provided
that only persons who were rated at £10
could be put upon the roll of the Legislative
Ass~mbly. But the Bill with which the
committee was n~w dealing removed that
provision, and proposed, by the ,clause
which was under consideration, thM every
person who paid rates from Is. and upwards, should· be entitled to vote in the
shires, and to be thereupon transferred to
the electoral. roll of the Legislative Assembly. The number of those persons
would be over 40,000, and the effect of
the alteration would be to increase the
number of persons, who, not ~aving taken
,"
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out· electoral rights, would b.e entitled to
be placed 'on the electoral roll. The principle established in England, by the' common voice of the people, was· that all
persons who paid rates should be entitled
to the franchise, they having performed a
duty to the State; but by this proposal,
unless holders of property paid rates they
would have no voice in elections, 'a state
of things subversive of the principle of
popular suffrage, and most discouraging
to the community at large. Of persons
rated under £50, there would be 50,000
voters; whilst of those rated above £50
and under £100, there would be only
10,030 voters, or a mere trifle over 1 in 5.
Of those rated above £100 and under £150,
there would be ] ,429 voters; of those
rated above £ 150 and under £200, there
would be 607; of those rated above £200
and under £300, there would be 455; and
of those rated at £300 and upwards, there
would be 786. The total of these' num'bers was 3,277 voters rated at £100 and
upwards, and three times that number
gave only p, total of 9,831 voters. If to
this were added the 10,030 voters, who
were rated under £ 100 and above £50,
there would only be a total voting power
enjoyed by those rated at £50 and upwards of 19,861, as against the voting
power enjoyed by those who were rated
under £50 of 50,000. It would therefore
be apparent tha~ the inequality which this
measure proposed, was much larger than
that which existed in the present law.
A great injustice would be done if
such an inequality were' permitted.
He proposed to take a different scale
of voting-a scale which he thought
would 'correct this injustice: His proposition was that persons who were rat~d.
from £25 to £50 should have two votes,
which would give 18,000 voters; £50 to
£75 three votes, which would give 12,000
voters; . and £75 and upwards four votes,
which would give 10,000 voters. .,:£,he
total number would be 40,000 voters.
This would reconcile' the inequalIty, inasmuch as there would be 50,000 voters
rated under £25, and 40,000 voters rated
and entitled on the scale he submitted
who would exercise their votes. If his
proposition were accepted, holders of
prqperty would have that number of votes
to exercise in the protection of that pro-.
perty, and they would be in a positionas it was not proposed they should be
under the Bill as it stood-to exercise
such an. influence in the politics of the
6B2
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country as th~ra:tes they paid entitled
them to .. If, on the contrary,tQ.8 balance.
of power were thrown immediately into
the hands of one class, local-bodies. would
be in a position to .influence,in .any direction they pleased the elections that took
place within their districts. If that were
so the holders of property would be discouraged from taking any active part in
the politics of the country, for the reason
that they would feel that they would be
numerically outweighed by the votes of
the other class. It was, therefore, having
regard to the great importance of the
question, and .the. ease with which it
might be dealt with at present as compared with the difficulty of dealing with
it in after, years, that he proposed the
amendment of the clause on the scale he
had submitted, and . that the owner of
reteable property of under £25 net value
should have one vote. It was not right
that, whilst a man who resided in the
district, rated at 1s., should be entitled to
be placed upon the voters'· roll, a nonresident holder of property worth £20
should not be permitted to exercise·. the
franchise. No doubt the object was to place
a check on fagot-votes, but he thought all
the requirements of the case would be met
by reducing the amount from ·£20 to £5.
The Hon. A. FRASER reminded the
committee that Mr. O'Shanassy had announced his intention of testing the opinion
of the committee on the principles of the
voting, rating, and tolls clauses. It
appeared to him that the alterations proposed in the clause now under consideration
were of so very important a character, that
it was only right they should be printed
and circulated, before the committee was
asked to affirm them. He believed it
might prove far better to bring forward
a new Bill. He doubted whether the
course that had been adopted-taking the
Bill out of the hands of the Minister of
t1;1e day-was one that could be justified.
It was, in his opinion, at least inconvenient
to adopt. Besides, it was scarcely worth
while proceeding with the amendment of
a measure the inevitable destination of
which would be the waste paper-basket.
Mr. O'SHANASSY said that if the
amendments proposed were in the nature
of new clauses, he could understand the
necessity for their being printed; but as
they were merely amendments he could
·see. no reason for it, especially as their
object was so plain that it could not possibly be mistaken.
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The Hon. T. T. A'BECKETT remarked
that it would be a very lamentable thing
if the measure were to· be smothered in
that Chamber, seeing that the country
wished the admitted benefits of it to be
conferred. There were other principles
besides those involved in the 7th clause,
upon which it was of the greatest, importance that the opinion of the Council
should be expressed, and he understood it
to be the desire of Mr. O'Shanassy that
it should be so expressed. At the same
time he ventured to hope that the honorable member would not stand out on his
amendment to the 7th clause, but allow it
to go as originally proposed, with such
modifications and concessions as might, he
thought, be without difficulty arrived at
by both· sides, and as would ensure the
amalgamation of road boards and shires
at no very distant period. If honorable
members thought it advisable that the
amendments now shadowed forth by Mr.
O'Shanassy should be printed, he trusted
no objection would be taken to that being
done, so as to afford ample opportunity for
their being properly considered.
The Hon. W. CAMPBELL said that
he heartily concurred in the amendments,
which he thought could be very easily
understood. " He confessed, however,
that he would rather see the Minister of
Public Works proceeding with the conduct of the Bill, because he couLd not
divest himself of the fear that the circumstance of its being in the hands of Mr.
O'Shanassy would create a prejudice in
another place. It would, perhaps, under
ordinary circumstances, and if time permitted, be weil to adopt the suggestion of
Mr. Fraser, although he thought that it
would be a gl'eat waste of time to print
every amendment.
The Hon. F. ROBERTSON would be
glad to know what reasonable prospect
Mr. O'Shanassy had of carrying his
amendments through the other branch of
the Legislature, even if he carried them
through .that House?
Mr. O'SHAN AHSY said the honorable
member ought to ask another question,
namely, whether that House was to give
up its functions altogether.
Mr. ROBERTSON contended that
the House was not asserting its pri vileges,
but by the action which it seemed disposed
to adopt was destroying au important
measure which was regarded favorably
He regretted that any
by the country.
member of the House should set up his
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individual opinion against the majority
of the people. He feared that the House
was losing the beneficial influence that~
for so long a time, it. had exercised upon
the community. He would ask the honorable gentleman to reconsider whether,
bearing in mind the large number of
petitions that had been presented to the
House in favour of the measure as introduced by tlie Minister of Public Works,
he could not now see his way to reverting to the consideration of the
7th clause in its original form.
He
thought Mr. O'Shanassy might yield
to some extent the position he had taken
up, seeing that his refusal to do so would
destroy a most useful measure. Surely
. some path could be discovered out of this
difficulty. The second division on the
question was not, as it had been alleged
it was, a proper test of the feelings of
the House with respect to it, and he
felt assured that in a full House the
7th clause would have been restored to
its original form.
Mr. O'SHANASSY entertained fully
as great a respect for the opinion
of the public as any otber member
of that House. He had the greatest
possible respect for it, but he denied that
the petitions which had been referred to
represented that opinion. Those petitions
were manifestly a response from the
chairmen of the various local boards to a
printed circular which had been addressed
to them. The ratepayers had not expressed any opinion on the subject, nor
could they in any way be said to be
represented by the petitions.
The amendment in the scale of voting,
as proposed by Mr. O'Shanassy, was
agreed to.
Mr. O'SHANASSY moved that, in
line 40, the word "ten" be substituted
for the word" twenty." The effect of
the amendment was that the owner of unoccupied property of the net annual value
of £10 should be entitled to vote on payment of rates.
.
The amendment was agreed to.
Mr. T~ T. A'BECKETT again expressed the hope that Mr. O'Shanassy
would assent to the restoration of the 7th
clause rather than that the Bill should be
abandoned by the Government. Now
that the two amendments proposed by the
honorable gentleman in the 57th clause
had been carried, he urged him not to regard the question as being one of snch
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great importance as to justify him in
sacrificing the measure.
Mr. O'SHANASSY said that at this
stage of the Bill it was very inconvenient
to make appeals of that kind to him, because it was asking him to express an
opinion beforehand-that was, before the
other principles of the Bill were discussed. '
After the House had expressed an opinion
upon them, the question could more properly be raised.
Mr. CAMPBELL thought it was undesirable to raise the question of the 7th
clnusejust now. For himself he had voted
both against the clause as introduced by the
Minister of Public Works, and against the
amendment proposed in it by Mr. O'Shanassy. It would be better to go through
the principles now they had commenced
dealing with them, and get rid of the question ODe way or the other.
The Hon. N. FITZGERALD concurred with the views expressed by the
last speaker, and hoped that honorable
members would take heart and deal with
the principles of the Bill. Throughout
the length and breadth of the country
there was but one feeling, namely, that the
centres of authority should be as few, and
that the principle of local self-government
should be as amalgamated as possible.
On clause 170, providing for the appointment of auditors,
Mr. O'SHANASSY said that it was
not advisable to leave in the hands of the
Go'vernor the appointment of auditors.
He moved an amendment, vesting the
appointment in the hands of the ratepayers.
'.rhe amendment was agreed to.
On clause 209, with reference to the
valuation of rateable property,
Mr., O'SHANASSY moved that the
word "net" be inserted before the words
annual value.
The amendment was agreed to.
On clause 243, which made annual
valuations compulsory.
Mr. O'SHANASSY moved the omission of the latter portion of the clause,
which declared that, after special rates
had been made, appointments of valuers
might be disallowed by the Governor.
The amendment was agreed to.
On clause 246, providing that special
and general rates taken together should
not exceed 3s. in the £1, and that special
rates should not exceed Is. in the £1.
Mr. O'SHANASSY moved that "2s.
6d." be substituted for 3s.~ ap4 "6d." for I B:
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The amendment was agreed to.
On clause 324, relating to exemption
from tolls,
Mr. O'SHANASSY moved the omission of the following proviso at the end of
the clause:"Provided further that no toll 'shall be demanded or levied under this Act on a.nd a.fter
the 1st January, 1872."

. The amendment was agreed to.
On clause 339, empowering a shire
council to abolish tolls,
Mr. O'SHANASSY moved the omission of the latter part of the clause, which
authorized a shire council, in the event of
such abolition, to make a sixpenny rate
for road maintenance.
The amendment was agreed to.
Progress was then reported.
FISHERIES ACT AMENDMENT
BILL.,
This Bill was re-committed.
Some additional amendments having
been made, the Bill was reported with
further amendments.
The House adjourned at twenty-eight
ininutes to seven o'clock.

LEGIS:LATIVE ASSEMBL Y.
Wednesday, August 18, 1869.
Dancing Saloons-Common Schools-The Snowy RiverExpelled Members of Parliament-Police Protection at
Bendock-MiningLeases-Land Laws Amendment BillCounty Courts Law Amendment Bill- Water SuPPl1
Expenditure - Wines, Beer, and Spirits BaJe Statute
Amendment Bill- Insolvency Law Amendment BillCriminal Law and Practice Amendment Bill-Lunac;V
Statute Amendment Bill-Mr. John Ewart.

The SPEAKER took the chair at halfpast four o'clock p.m.
DANCING SALOONS.
Mr. BATE S rose to ask the Minister
of Justice if his attention had been called
to a decision lately given by the police
magistrate at Fitzroy, namely, that borough
councils had no power to make by-laws to
control dancing saloons or places of amusement in their respective districts; and if
he would insert a clause in the Municipal
Corporations Law Amendment Bill now
before the House, giving to borough
councils that power? The honorable
member remarked that, for a long time
past, borough councils had been under the
impression that they h~d C(:)D~~o! ~v~r the
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Expelled Members.

honorable member' read ,some extracts
from Mr. Peers'. report, showing that
a journey from Bairnsdale to Bepdock
-a distance· of only 126 llliles-at
present occupied about five days, owing
to the want of an efficient crossing over
the Snowy River. The report suggested
that a punt should be stationed on the
river, and that the line from the Snowy
River to the Deddie, already partially
marked, should be fully marked' by a
survey party stationed at Gelantipy, by
which means "a shorter road would be
made available, a safe crossing at the river
secured, and a' new region of country
opened up."
Mr . GRANT said that· a licence for a
punt had been issued, and that it had been
left to the warden 'to determine the site
for the punt, the erection of which would
SALE COMMON SCHOOL.
be commenced forthwith.
Mr. EVERARD asked the PostmasterMr. SULLIVAN promised that the
General if his attention had been called other matter referred to in the honorable
to an attempt to e~ablish social distinc- member's questioI!: should receive attentions in the several classes of the common tion.
school at Sale? He was informed that
EXPELLED MEMBERS OF.
some of the inhabitants of that district,
PARLIAMENT.
who considered themselves better than
Mr.
LANGTON
asked the Chief Sectheir neighbours, had had a· part of the
retary
if
it
was
his
intention
to introduce,
school set apart exclusively for their own
without delay, a Bill to render persons who
children.
..
Mr. G. V. SMITH stated that the shall be expelled from Parliament for corattention of the Board of Education rupt practices incapable henceforth of
had been directed to the circumstance to being elected to, or sitting in either House
which the honorable member alluded. It of Parliament.
Mr. McCULLOCH replied that, as
:Was true that such an attempt had been
there
was an immense amount of business
. made, but the board took immediate steps
in the matter, and threatened that State "before the House requiring to be imaid would be withdrawn from the school mediately disposed of, it was not his
unless the attempted social aistinction was intention at present to introduce such a.
discontinued. A positive reply was re- Bill.
POLICE PROTECTION AT
ceived from the correspondent of the
BENDOCK.
school that the distinction would. be put
Mr. F. L.- SMYTH asked the Chief
an end to. A regulation h~d been framed
by the board to meet any cases of a Secretary if any steps had been taken
similar character.
'.
toward~ affording police protection and
the establishment of a petty sessions court
·THE SNOWY RIVER.
at Bendock, North Gippsland? The
Mr. F. L. SMYTH directed the atten- honorable' member referred to the report
tion of the Minister of Lands to the of Mr. J. G. Peers, mining surveyor, to
special: report of Mr. J. G. Peers, mining show the necessity for police protection at
surveyor (pp. 41 and 42 of the reports of Bendock.
the mining surveyors and registrars,
Mr. McCULLOCH stated that arrangeending June, 1869); and asked if any ments were now being made to afford
steps had been taken towards establishing police protection at Bendoe, but, until that
a punt or other efficient mode of crossing was done, it would be impossible to say
the Snowy River, and· of causing the anything about a court of petty sessions.
track from the Snowy River to the The warden, however, had been directed
Deddie to be fully marked and surveyed to visit the district and hold courts there
. . . ..
;tI).d also m~de available f9~· ~raffi.c? The periodic~lly.
dancing saloons arid other place's of amusement in their" respective. districts ; but, in
a .case which recently came before the
police-court at Fitzroy,.·the police' magistrate deCided: that the council of that
borough had no power to make' by-laws
for controlling places of amusement. He
(Mr. Bates) though that a clause might
be inserted in the Municipal Corporations
Bill, in order to meet the case.'
Mr. G. PATON SMITH (in the
absence of the Minister of Justice) informed the honorable member that he was
not aware of the decision given at Fitzroy,
but the Wines, Beer, and Spirits Sale
Statute Amendment Bill would contain'
ample provision for the regulation of
dancing saloons, and other places of
amusement, all over the colony.
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MINING LEASES.
Mr. EVERARD moved. "That there be laid upon the 'table of this
House ~ return showing the number of mining
leases at present issued for· the mining district
of Gippsland; the number in arrears for rent on
1st July, 1869; the number of said leases in
which the labour and machinery covenants have'
been complied with up to 1st July, 1869."

Mr.
which

R~EVES
wa~ agreed

seconded the motion,
to.

LAND LAWS AMENDMENT BILL.
The Rouse went into committee for the
further consideration (on recommittal) of
this Bill.
On cl.ause 90, which was as follows,
discussion took place : "Whenever a. penalty has been incurred by
any person under the i26th section of the Land
Act 1862, it shaH be lawful for the Governor to
demand and receive the amount of.such penalty
in addition to the purchase-money, before issuing
a Crown grant in .respect of any allotment upon
whiqh such penalty has accrued, to such person
or his assignee: Provided that no Crown grant
of any Such allotment shall be issued, unless the
person applying for such grant shall have proved,
to the satisfaction of the· Board, to be certified
under it!3 seal, t4at the provisions of the 126th
section of Act No. 145 have been fully complied
with in respect of such allotment, or in default
of such certificate, shall have paid a penalty at
the rate of 5s. for every acre of such allotment.',

-Mr. CASEY moved that "36th" sectiou·be substituted for "126th"·in the
second line of the clause, and in the last
line 'but four ..
Mr. DUFFY inquired the -reason for
the ~lteration ?
Mr. CASEY explained that the pemilty
referred to was really incurred under' the
36th section of the Land Act of 1862, but
the 126th section fixed the amount of the
penalty. By an inadvertence in drafting
the clause, reference had been made to the
126th section. The penalty was 58. an
acre, to:which any person was liable' who
, did not, within one year after he became
a. selector, do one of three things-namely,
cultivate one acre out of every ten, erect
a habitable dwelling, or enclose his allotment with a substantial fence.
The amendment was agreed to.
9n the question that the clause, as
amended, stand part of the Bill,
. Mr. COHEN moved that the clause be
expunged, on the ground that its action
was retrospective. He said ·that it' imposed a penalty on the holders of certificates under what were known as Cummins's clauses, in the Land Act of 1862,
and WOJ.1,14 4~ve ~'be same effect a~ ~4~
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Quieting of Titles Bill-a measure introduced two years ago - would have
had, if it had been passed. It would be
much better to allow the certificates to
stand on their own merits. If they conferred a proper title, let the holders have ,
the land; if not, let the laud revert to the
State. He objected to a penalty being
imposed· upon persons who had exercised
rights under a former Act, and condemned
such retrospective legislation as unjust.
Mr. MACBAIN observed that this
clause, amongst others, was passed through
cOJllmittee. in the first instance, by ·t)le
reading of the marginal notes only, and it
escaped the attention of several honorable
members. Some. of the highest legal
authorities held that the Government had
not power legally· to enforce the penalty
which was sought to be imposed by this
clause, and he believed that was the reason
why the Lands-office had not taken steps
to enforce the penalty. If there had been
any infringement of the law, it had been
condoned by. the Government accepting
the successive annual payments due upon
lands selected under certificates.
The
clause was intended to remove any doubt
which existed as to the power of the Government to enforce the penalty; but, if a
legal doubt existed, he did not think that
it ought to be remo-v-ed by retrospective
legislation. The best plan would be to
let both parties - the Government and
the selector-remain in the same position
which the Act granting the certificates
left them in.'
Mr. DUFFY considered that the clause
. was simply declaratory; it provided for
what ·might be an omission in the Land'
Act of 1865. The question had not yet
been tested in a court of law; but the
object of the clause was to carry out the
intention of the previous Act. It applied
to 600,000 acres of land which had been
taken up under certificates. An inquiry,
lasting several months, was held by a
committee of the House into efforts made
by persons interested in certificates to
evade the law, and this clause was the
result of that inquiry-the only result. It
provided that persons who had taken up
land under certificates without making the
improvements contemplated by the Act of
1862-namely, erecting a fence or habitable dweUing, oi' cultivating a certain
portion of the lap.d-should pay a penalty
of 58. an acre~ lie trusteq ~h~t t4e committee would ~ccept the ~·rangeIJlep.t,
w4ich was the smallest concession tha~
•
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ought to be taken from the holders of and not the person to whom the certificate
was issued, was the person upon whom
the land.
Captain MAC MAHON regarded the the penalty was entailed. It was with
clause as an attempt at ex post facto legis- the selector, and not with any other perlation, of a character repugnant to the son, that the clause now before the comsentiments of any British community. It mittee dealt. _The clause said that if the
proposed to enforce a penalty against cer- selector did not satisfy the Board of Land
tain persons for omitting to do something, and Works that he had done one of the
the neglect of which had not hitherto been three things contemplated by the 36th
an offence ag.ainst the law. In some in- section of the Land Act of 1862 he should
stances the operation of the clause would not have a Crown grant, unless he paid
be extremely harsh, because a great deal the penalty of 5s. an acre imposed by the
of the land which had been taken up under .126th section of that Act. He (Mr. Casey)
certificates was of inferior quality. Why did not see how this could be called ex post
should the Crown gain 5s. an acre because facto legislation. The fact that the cercertain improvements which the present tificates had been trafficked in was no realaw did not require were not carried out? son why the Legislature should sanction an
Was there any reason why an attempt evasion of the provisions of a former Act.
should be made to impose penalties now
Mr. LANGTON contended that, if the
which were not imposed when the certifi- clause was merely declaratory, there was
cates were in the hands of the original no necessity for it-the law might be left
holders? Some persons who had made just as it was. Under the Land Act of
use of certificates in taking up large tracts 1862 a certain penalty atta~hed to selecof land had already received the Crown tors, if they failed to do one of three
grants, and therefore the penalty contem- things; and he wanted to know why that
plated by the clause could not be enforced penalty was not enforced against the
against them.
Obviously it would be holders of certificates, if it could be?
grossly unfair to enforce a penalty of 5s. 'Vhy should there be a fresh law to enforce
an acre against some persons who had ob- penalties against persons who were not
tained land under certificates, and not liable to them under the previous Act?
against others. Under any circumstances A contract was entered into with certain
it would be but equitable to come to some parties. and the law provided that, if they
compromise, whereby, at all events, did not fulfil their contract, they should
holders of land under certificates should be liable to a penalty. Following the
have the option of either submitting to the principles of modern legislation in England,
penalty, or letting the land revert to the care was taken, in order to prevent any
State, on receiving the amount which they blot on the title, that the penalty should
had paid on account of it.
attach to the person and not to the land.
Mr. CASEY hoped to be able to satisfy The Legislature was now asked-seven
the honorable and gallant member that the years after the passing of the Act-to make
penalty was not imposed by this clause, some persons liable to the penalty who
but by the Land Act of 1862, under which had not incurred any penalty. This was
the certificates were granted. This clause ex post facto legislation of the worst
simply provided that the selectors should character. It altered an essential con-'
not be let off paying the penalty. The dition of the contract, seven years after
36th section of the Land Act of 1862 de- the contract was made. He could not
clared that every selector must either cul- regard such a proceeding as moral, even
tivate one acre of his allotment out of if the parties upon whom it was proposed
every ten, or erect a habitable dwelling that the penalties should fall had evaded
or a substantial fence; and, if he neglected the Act, because if they did an improper
to do one of these three things, the 126th thing some time ago, that was no reason
section of the same Act rendered him liable why the Government should be guilty of
to a penalty of 5s. per acre. A number a breach of contract. He was afraid,
of persons had trafficked in certificates, from the majority which the Government
and the honorable and gallant member commanded, that the clause would be
said it was unfair to inflict a penalty on passed; but he trusted that, in another
the present holders to which the original place, such action would be taken as
holders were not liable. It was not pro- would save the Legislature from the disposed to do so, because by the Act of grace of committing anything like an act
18Q2 the person who selected the land, of repudiation or a breach of contract,
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Mr. DUFFY said that the argument of
the honorable member for West Melbourne would be quite conclusive if he
had not entirely mistaken the facts of the
case. The honorable member had argued
as if no legislation on the subject had
taken place between the passing of the Land
Act of 1862 aud the present time ; but
the 7th clause of the Land Act of 1862,
under which the selections inquestion had
been made, declared that any person
selecting or purchasing land under certificates, "and the executors, administrators,
and assigns of such person," should be
liable to the conditions as to cultivation,
or the erection of a habitable dwelling or
fence, and to the penalty of 5s. an
acre if one or other of those conditions
was not fulfilled. He did not know why
that section did not enable the Government
to sue for the .penalty; but at all events
the clause now before the committee did
not seek to affect a class of persons
who were not liable to any penalty
It simply
under the existing Act.
declared that a class of persons whom
the law intended to affect., and whom
the law specifically mentioned, should
continue liable. If the case were as
stated by the honorable member for
West Melbourne, he would quite agree
with the honorable member's views; but
it was totally different.
Mr. WATKINS urged that the purchasers of certificates had bought them
well-knowing the conditions which attached to them, and that they ought not
to be released from their obligation. He
hoped that the committee would not consent to the Government being " diddled"
out of a large sum of money.
Mr. COHEN submitted that, the Government having allowed traffic in certificates, and having received rent for lands
taken up under certificates, it was unjust
to attempt to force a penalty against
certificate holders, especially as Crown
grants had already been issued for a large
portion of the land represented by certificates. He agreed. with the honorable
member for West Melbourne (Captain
MacMahon), that the fairest way would be
for the Government to introduce a Bill
affording the selectors the option of
giving up the land or receiving back all
the money they had paid on account
of it.
Mr. BYRNE supported' the clause. He
said that he was in favour of the
Quieting of Titles Bill, with a penalty
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of 5s. an acre, which was equivalent
to the principle of the clause before
the committee.
If the Government
could get back the whole of the lands
taken up under certificates on the
terms proposed by the last speaker, it
would be a good bargain to the State;
but to take back only such land as the
selectors considered to be of inferior
quality was anything but a business
transaction.
Mr. HARBISON said he hardly saw how
it was possible for certificate-holders to
have obtained the superior land which had
been referred to, seeing that, in their case,
there had not been a fair administration of
the land law, and that they had to be content with inferior land or none at all.
He looked upon the clause as retrospective
legislation; but he should not object to it
so much if it applied to ordinary selectors
as well as to certificate-holders. Why not
enforce the law, if it was law, in the one
case as in the other. The ordinary selectors had obtained the choice lan.ds, and it
was well known that many of them had
not complied with the conditions, and did
not intend to do so.
.
Mr. LANGTON called attention to the
fact that whereas the 23rd section of the
Land Act of 1862, which related to land
certificates, required land taken up under
those certificates to be held ., on the same
term s as 'herein before' provided for selectors of land in an agricultural area," the
conditions as to improvement, applicable
to selectors, were contained in the 126th
section. He believed that this was one of
the. reasons why no attempt had been made
to enforce the penalties. There was a
doubt whether they could be enforced at
law. The committee were asked, by this
clause, to make invidious exceptions; to
impose upon some persons penalties from
which others were exempted.
Mr. FRANCIS said, in dealing with this
question, he was compelled to carry back his
mind to the year 1862, when the Duffy
Land Act was under consideration. It
was then- thought that persons who had
previously bought land, many of them at
high prices, should be allowed to select
under that measure to an extent not exceeding 320 acres, on terms which would
place them on an equality with ordinary
selectors, subject, of course, to similar
conditions and penalties. This led to the
enactment of the 23rd section. He look
advantage of that section, but finding it
inconvenient to comply with the conditious
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of settlerpen~ provided by the 126th sec- equitably, if not legally, bound 'by the protion, he pa~ed with the rights and privi- visions of the 126th section. The honleges which he enjoyed under .his. certi1l- orable and gallant. member for West
cate. He then understood that the person Melbourne had asserted that certain Crown
who purchased hi~ right also accepted the grants had. issued. No ,doubt there had.
obligation to comply with .the conditions of They .were issQed under pr~ssure-under
the Act; and it was·only w];len the Su- threat of legal proceedings--"aIl:d: in cases
preme Court decided that the obligation 'wh'ere improvements. to·the val,ue 6f from
did not follow the transfer that he came lOs. to 20s. per acre h;:td been placed upon
to' the conchision that the House had the hmd. He considered tliat, 'in one reeither been misled or. was self-deceived spect, it was to.be regretted that some arwith regard to the obligations of selectors. rangement was not made in reference to
Certainly it was thE! intention of the Legis- the cases of certificate-holders, when the
lature, at the time, that the certificate- Quieting of Titles Bill was before the
holder should comply witl\ certain con- House. No doubt it would have been a
ditions or; pay the penalty.
better business transaction to have accepted
Captain MAC MAHON asked if the a certain sum per acre in lieu pf imRroveMinister of Lands could state, roughly, how ments, .than to endure. the. silly fareeof
many thousand acres on which improve- habitable dwellings not worth £10; but
ments had not been effected had been it was felt by the Government, and the
granted to individuats ?: He believed that majority of the House that, if the conditions of the A~t of "1862 were relaxed.in
gra~tshad issued for.~ considerable extent of
land: on which the improven;tents required favour of certificate-holders, all other selecby the Act of 1862 had .not been effected. tors would come and ask the Legislature
Mr. GRANT sai4 no Crown grants had also to relax the conditions in their cases.
issued- except in one or two instances.
·Mr. 13AYLES inquired whether the
None ha¢l been i~sued for land ta~en up Minister of Lands intended to enforce any
under certificates.
.
penalty beyond. the 5s. per acre?
Captain.MAC MAHON observed that
Mr. LANGTON thought the committee
his impression was that Crown grants had were indebted to the Minister of Lands
issued for several .thousand acres on which for admitting this was ex post facto legisimprovements had not been mad'e, without lation. It thus appeared that the Governthe penalty being imposed. Therefore the -ment intended by this' clause to· impose
adoption of this clause would. lead to an . upon the assignees of selectors under the
irregularity of treatment. . The Minister Act of 1862·a.penalty which that .Act did
of J llstice had striven to show. th,at the not c<;mt.emplate.· . The Act of 1862 imclause was merely a continuance of exist- posed a penalty upon the selector of an
ing legislation. .But the honorable and allotment, but· upon no one else. It was
learned gentleman could not deny that, now desired to make that penaltyattachwhereas under the Acts of 1862 and 1865 able, not to the original selector, but to
the penalty attached to the individual, somebody else. But was that a thing
under this clause the penalty would attach which any Parliament ought to sanction?
to the land. In short, the Crown grant The 126th· section of the Act of 1~62
was not to issue until the penalty for not stated that "if any selector of an' allotmaking the improvements was paid. This ment" did not do certain things " he
reversed the whole tenor of previous legis- should forfeit a penalty at the. rate of 5s.
lation on the subject and was, therefore, for every acre." But the clause before
to a great extent, retrospective. legislation. the committee saidMr. G RANT remarked that honorable
"Whenever a penalty 'has been incurred by
members laboured under a misapprehen- any person under the 126th section of the Land
Act
of,1862, it shall be lawful for the .(jovernor
sion in considering that this question had
demand and receive the amount of such
reference only to certific~te-holders. The to
penalty, in' addition to the purchase money,
penalty applied to all . land selected. under before issning a Crown grant in· respect of
the Act of 1862, whether. by certificate or any allotment upon which such penalty has
.
not. He admitted that the clause was ex accrued,"
post' facto legislation; but he contended The last few· words furnished some little
that it was warranted by the circum- gleam of hope that the piece of ex post
stances. There could be no doubt that aU facto injustice to which the Minister of
persons who took up land under the Acts Lands had pleaded guilty would not be
of 1862 ~nd 1865 were morally and perpetr~teq. if th.e 91ause r~IIlf!.ineq. 11/3 it
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stood, bec~use no penalty had accrued on they were liable to; that the attempt
any 'land under the 126th section. He failed; and that, nevertheless, from that time
trusted the committee would not hastily to this no single penalty had been imposed.
decide this question. He admitted that, if Now, until this inoment, he (Mr. Duffy)
the clause were limited to selectors under was under the impression that the Minister
the Act of 1865, one of the gravest objec- of Lands put this clause into the Bill to
tions to it would be removed,. because the enable him to impose the penalty on these
7th section of the Act of 1865 applie9"
persons. If that was not the object, by
not only to persons who were entitled what process of law did the Minister of
under the 23rd section of the Act of 1862 Lands intend to impose it? The honorto select land, but also to their" assigns." able gentleman had said that he had put a
Mr. GRANT pointed out that the 7th clause into the leases. But had any lease
section of the 'Act of 1865 empowered the been the subject of judicial investigation
Board' of Land and Works to make regu- with the view of ascertaining whether
lations for enforcing the conditions and the penalty could be legally exacted?
obligations of selectors under certificates, How did it happen that in no one case
or of preventing the violation or evasion had any certificate-holder under the Act
of any of the provisions of the Act of of 1865 been held liable at law? If it
1862. Under that provision the Governor were intended to pass a clause which
sanctioned a form of lease, in which the would affect persons who selected seven
obligations of the 126th section of the Act years ago, without having any notice that
of 1862 went with the land.
their assigns were to be responsible, and
Mr. DUFFY asked if he was to under- not to insert any provision making sure
stand that the clause did not affect se- that the persons who selected under the
lectors under the 7th section of the Act Act of 1865 would be responsible, a twoof 1865? (Mr. Grant-" I don't think it edged injustice·would be perpetrated. One
does.") If it did not, there was no pro- class would be subjected to the injustice of
vision whatever to make these selectors retrospective legislation, while anotheJ'
responsible. If the powers contained in class would escape, as many others had
the leases were effective, how was it that escaped before. Why did not this penalty
the Minister of Lands never imposed one clause cover the selectors of 1865? The
penalty on one selector? The honorable House and the country had no security
gentleman had not required selectors to that these selectors would be made responpay the 5s. per acre, or to comply with sible for the penalties, except the lease?,
any other of the conditions. How did which might prove as futile as the regulathat happen? If the Minister of Lands tions in reference to volunteers' certificates.
proposed to put into this Bill a clause He wanted to know what security there
which should affect, by ex post facto would be that these selectors, about whom
legislation, a number of persons who had there had been such a struggle-about
escaped the obligations of the Act of 1862, whom members had been expelled from
through the omission from the 23rd sec- the House, and a great scandal had fallen,
tion of that Act, of the word·" assigns," upon the colony-would be made to comwhy did he not take similar power with ply with the conditions under which they
respect to the persons who selected under obtained the land.
his own Act, and who had hitherto
Mr. GRANT expressed his surprise at
escaped their obligations-persons about the honorable and learned member for
whom,'and about whom alone, the Quieting Dalhousie arguing in a circle. The Act
of Titles was introduced? (Mr. Grant- of 1862 required, as a test of the hon&.
"The honorable member is quite mis- fides of a selector, that he shouhl do one
taken.") Iu what respect? If he was of three things-cultivate, fence, or erect
mistaken, he was mistaken in company a habitable dwelling. But when the lessee
with a large number of persons. His im- transferred his lease, the obligation was
pression was that some 600,000 acres of gone. The obligation attached only to
. lands were selected by certificates issued the individual selector, and the assign
under the Act of 1865 ; that the persons was not liable in any way. He GC)llsidered
interested in those certificates subscribed that, morally and equitably, this ex post
money, and brought influence to bear, facto legislation, to reach aSRigns was fully
with a view to induce the House to pass warranted. The honorable and learned
the Quieting of Titles Bill, which would member for Dalhousie had asked what
pave savecl them from the penalties that guarantefl was there thf!t the -penaltieJ
t
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would be enforced against persons who
selected land under the Act of 1865, and
failed to comply with the conditions. The
guarantee was a simple lease, which provided that the lessee, his executors, administrators, and assigns, should perform
such conditions - otherwise the lease
would be forfeited. It had been asked
whether any forfeiture had taken place.
But it should be remembered that the
term of seven years would not expire
until 1H72. The regulations framed under
the 7th section had been held by the Supreme Court to be reasonable, and not a
single Crown grant would be issued until
the conditions were complied with.
Captain MAC MAHON mentioned that
in many cases a lease had not been exeeuted, and yet the Government had
thought fit to go on accepting rent from
the selectors.
•
Ml'. MACPHERSON said it seemed
extraordinary, and was to be very much
regretted, that the committee should be
considering the propriety of adopting
retrospective legislation, extending back
for a period ~of seven years. The amount
of the penalty might be proper enough;
the land which had been acquired might
be worth that, and a great deal more; but
he considered retrospective legislation
dangerous-so dangerous, indeed, as to
warrant the House, at the outset, in setting its face against it. If it were sanctioned, there would be nothing to hinder
the majority proposing to-morrow that
a few of the wealthier classes should
pay the whole taxation of the colony ; or
that the owners of land should contribute
towards the burthens of the State at the
rate of £ l per acre. He trusted the clause
would never become law. At the same
time he thought the can dour of the Minister of Lands, in clearly pointing out
that the clause was retrospective, was
most creditable to him.
Mr. FRANCIS observed, with reference to the point raised by the honorable
member for West Melbourne (Mr. Langton), that the clause would be inoperative,
because no penalty had accrued on the
land, that the proviso would prevent the
issue of the Crown grant, unless the improvements had been effected, or the
penalty of 5s. had been paid.
Mr. DUFFY asked if the Government
had any objection to the insertion, after the
words "Land Act of 1862," in the second
line of the clause, of the words" or the 7th
section of the AmeI).ding Land Act, 1865"?

Amendment Bill.

Mr. CASEY said there was nO" objection to the insertion of the words.
·The clause was amended accordingly,
and similar words were inserted after" Act
No. 145," in t.he last line but three.
Mr. LANGTON pointed out that the
amendment would not remove his objection
to the clause. He admitted that persons
who had selected land by virtue of certificates issued under the Land Act of
1865, might be dealt with in the manner
proposed; but selectors under certificates
granted under the Act of 1862 were not
amenable to the penalties imposed by
the clause. He wished to submit two
additional reasons, which appeared to him
to be as forcible as reasons could be, why
the clause should not be assented to. The
committee had been assured by the honorable member for Richmond (Mr. Francis),
that when the Land Act of 1862 was
under consideration it was distinctly understood that all selectors, whether under
certifi~ates or selectors in the ordinary
way, were to be subject to the penalties
which this clause proposed, if they failed
to comply with the conditions of the 36th
section of the Act. On looking to the
debate on that section, he found that Mr.
Orkney proposed, as an amendment, that
words should be added to prevent the
Crown grant being issued, if the conditions
were not complied with, and the amendment was negatived. This proved distinctly that Parliament was now, in 1869
-after the ·selections had taken placedeliberately asked to impose conditions
which it refused to impose at the time
that the law allowing the selections to be
made was passed. What could be a more
deliberate act of repudiation-a more deliberate breach of contract? Parliament
was now asked to do what it had refused
to do before the contract was entered into.
This was one reason, and he thought it
was a pretty strong one, why the clause
should not be assented to. It was a reason
which mu~t commend itself to every British subject- to everyone who had any
regard for the common principles of justice. If the Legislature repudiated a distinct contract entered into by an Act of
Parliament-and upon a point which was
not overlooked, but ~hich Parliament refused to assent to at the time-what might
it not do? The honorable member for
Richmond had also said that the omission
of' the word "assigns" was not noticed at
the time, and that the effect of that omission was not se~n. Upon this poi~t t~Q
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following remarks were made at Wan-narnbool, in October, 1864, by Mr. J. D. Wood,
who was Minister of Justice at the time
that the Land Act of 1862 was passed : -

Mr. Russell,
" J. T. Smith,
" Thomas,
" Walsh.
Tellers.
Mr. Bayles,
" Harbison.

On clause 94, providing that no proceedings under the Act should be removed,
by ce'J'tiorari or any writ or process whatsoever, into the Supreme Court,
Mr. CASEY proposed the following
addition : "And no mandamus, certiorari, prohibition,
writ, or other process of what kind soever,
whether of the nature of those herein specified
or otherwise, shall be issued in or out of the
Supreme Court, touching or concerning any
matter left or directed by the Act to be finally
judged of and determined by the Governor
alone."
The amendment was agreed to.
Formal amendments were made in
several clauses, and in the second schedule.
The committee then proceeded to ct>nsider new clauses.
Mr. McCULLOCH proposed the following clauses : " From and after the 1st day of January, 1870,
there shall be paid within each year out of the
consolidated revenue from the moneY!l arising
from the sale and alienation of Crown lands
under this Act to the credit of a trust account,
to be called the' Railway Loan Liquidation and
Construction Account,' the sum of £200,000.
"All such moneys as shall from time to time
be standing to the credit of' the said account
shall be and be deemed to be appropriated, and
be legally available for the following purposes,
viz. : ,. The repurchase of. any debentures heretofore issued to provide for the construction
of State railways.
"The making of any railways the construction of which shall hereafter be authorized by any Act of Parliament."
He said-Sir, it will be remembered that,
on the second reading of the Bill, I undertook, at the suggestion of the honorable
member for Richmond (Mr. Francis) to
bring d~wn a clause to provide for the
setting aside of a portion of the land
revenue each year for railway purposesnot so much as a sinking fund for the payment of the present debt, but more with
the view of laying aside a portion of that
land revenue for the purpose of constructing railways throughout the whole colony.
I could never exactly see my way to the
adoption of a sinking fund pure and
simple. I have always looked upon such
a fund as one which, under peculiar circumstances, might be taken advantage of

The committee divided on the question
that the clause, as amended, stand part of
the Bill-

3]
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AYES.

Mr. Baillie,
" Burtt,
" Casey,
" T. Cope,
" Crews.
" Cunningham,
" Davies,
" Everard,
" Farrell,
" Grant,
" Higinbotham,
" James,
" Kernot,
" King,
" Lobb,
" Longmore,
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NOES.

It was here distinctly stated that the word
" assigns" was not omitted for any private
purpose, but to accomplish a public object
-namely, to make legislation in this
colony in regard to land, in agreement
with recent legislation in England, and
especially with Torrens's Act, which had
then been recently adopted in Victoria.
On these two grounds, he submitted that
the committee ought not to assent to the
clause.

Majority for the clause

Amendment Biil.

Mr. Aspinall,
" Bourke,
" Langton,
" l\1acBain,
" McDonnell,
" Macpherson,
" McLellan,

" The next alleged defect in the phraseology
of the Act was that, while it required a selector
to make certain improvements upon his land
under a certain penalty, it omitted to make the
assign of a selector liable to the penalty as well
as the selector himself, and that the consequence
had been that fraudulent selectors had been
enabled to assign their land to dishonest employers, who escaped the penalty. This might
be a defect in the principle of the Bill, but it
was not an error in the drafting of it. When
the Bill was under discussion by the late Government it was pointed out that, if certain conditions
were embodied in the Crown grant, it would be
open to any purchaser, at any distance of time,
to require the sl;!ller to prove that these conditions had been complied with-that the whole
tendency of modern legislation, take Torrens's
Act as an example, was to render it, as far as
possible, unnecessary to go back to a distant
date in investigating a title to land, and, rightly
01' wrongly, it had been determined upon, after
deliberation, that it should not be necessary for
a seller to prove to a purchaser that the conditions as to improvement had been complied
with."

Ayes
Noes

18.J

Dr. Macartney,
Mr. Mason,
" McCulloch,
" Plummer,
" Reeves,
" Richardson,
" G. Paton Smith,
" G. V. Smith,
" Sullivan,
" Watkins,
" Williams,
" Wilson,
" Witt.
Tellers.
Mr. Bates,
" Dyte.
II
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by the Government, or even by Parlia- something like 420 miles of railway, which
ment. No doubt, if we go into the market will be quite sufficient to meet the entire
to borrow money largely for the pUl'pose wants of this country for almost all time.
of carrying out even reproductive works, At present we have 98 miles of railway to
it is desirable that we should see' our way ,Ballarat, 156 miles to Sandlmrst and
'to pay off,the debt we contract. Now the Echuca, and .. we are about to construct
same object may be met by carrying out 186 miles to the north-eastern portion of
works froin the annual ~ revenue- of the the colony; so that if my suggestion is
colony, so that at the end of fourteen ye'ars, carried out, and we construct 420 miles of
when a large proportion of the present railway, we ·shall have· altogether 860
railway debt falls due, w'e shall have a miles of railway through the country at
great extent of railways through the the end of i 883. Sir, at that time the
country free from any debt whatsoever. total amount of money borrowed for railAt the. present time, our debt amounts to way works. will be £ 10,657. It is quite
about £ 12,000,000-money borrowed for clear that tlie country will not be able to
various wotks which have been under- payoff this amount of money at that time.
taken in the colony during the last fifteen We shall require to go into the money
or sixteen year~. I find that we owe the market to borrow money for t~at purpose ..
following sums :-For Corporation Bonds, In fact, we shall have to renew our loan
£210,000 ; Waterworks and Sewer- for a further period; but we shall be
age, £ 150,000; Government Railways, in a much better position to borrow money,
£8,000,000; Geelong Railway, £300,000; . because we shall have a very much larger
Additional Railway Works, £250,000; extent of reproductive works to pledge as
Defences, £100,000; Country Water- security to the people who come forward
works, £500,000; and for the Mount to offer us money to replace the money
Alexander . Railway, £68,100; total, which we shall have to pay at, that par£9,578,100.
During' last session the ticular time. I believe that we shall be
House authorized £610~000 to be bor- ina v~ry much better position for borrowed for public works, and £2,107,000 for rowing mo~ey, because we shall be able to
the North-eastern Railway, making a.- . give the lenders much better security than
gross total of £12,295,100. Now this is we cau now, not only in consequence of
an enormous debt, no doubt, for this young having a larger extent of reproductive
country to have already contracted. I am works, but also from the country being
aware that it has been contracted for the thoroughly opened up, and the population
purpose of carrying out most valuable being much greater than it is at the prepublic works-works which are 'opening sent' time. I think, therefore, we may
up the country-and I 'am glad to say safely calculate that though we shall have
that. they are becoming, to a very to borrow this £ 10, 000, 000, we will be
large, extent, reproductive; but it must able to borrow it at least as low as five
be remembered that most of this money per cent., so that we shall save at least
was borrowed at a time when public £100,000 per annum on the interest which
works were carried out in th~ most we have now to pay in connexion with our
expensive and costly style possible. railways. Seeing that we have borrowed so
The present railways cost the country , largely in the past-and I think that no one
something like £35,000 or £37,000 per can blame us for what we have done in this
mile. Eight millions will have to be respect-we ought now to make an effort
paid off in 1883 and 1884-partly in one to save from our annual revenue. At all
year, and partly in the other.. Supposing events, when we are parting so fast with
that future railways can be const\,ucted our real estate-the lands of the colonyfor about £7,000 per mile, we shall be we should take care that a considerable
able, by the system I suggest-by laying portion of the land revenue is laid aside, in
aside £200,000 per annum out of the pro:" order to carry out reproductive works, withceeds arising from the sale and alienation out borrowing furthtlr than what we have
of Crown lands~to cOIistruct thirty miles already done. I trust that we h~ve now
of railway annually, which I believe will gone to the extent of borrowing money,
be quite as much as this cotmtry can carry either for one purpose or another-whether
out, even if we consider only the labour for railways or other works-except it
required. At that rate, during the four- may be for the purpose of completing any
teen years before this large amount of works already commenced. I trust that
debt falls due, we will have constructed we will allow this £12,000,000 to be the
Mr. McCulloch,
(~.
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extent· of our bbrrowing for some very
considerable time to "come~ I am quite
sure ,that the construction of thirty miles
of railway per annum will be sufficient to
meet aU the requirements' 6f' the country.
It is impossible, 'of course, 'to 'supply eV"eri
district at once; but if' we: Diake sixty'
miles in one direction and sixty miles in
anoth-er, in: the" course\of ,three .'01' . four
years we will have' all the large and important portions of the country supplied with
railways; I have made provision in these
clauses that a portion of the money which·
. I propose shall be laid aside out of the
land revenue may be invested, if the Parliament of the day thinks it necessary to
do so; in'" the repurchase 'of any debentures heretofore' issued to provide for the
construction of- State railways." I trust
that thes~ clauses will be accepted hy the
committee.' I' believe that the proposition
which ·they conta5n, is one essential to
maintain our financial credit, not only here"
but' throughout the world,' and' that" their
adoption will have the effect of improving
our position in the estimation of flnanciers·
generally. .
Captain MAC' ~AHON said that he
did not rise for the purpose of opposing
the clauses submitted by the Chief Secretary, as .he -believed that the general prosition which they 'contained would commend itself to the' Legislature" and to the'
country.
But there were some points in
connexion with the proposal which it was
necessary that ·the public' should clearly
understand. He gathered that the Chief
Secretary wished to show that by layingaside a" certain portion' of the land revenue'
for the construction of additional railways,
the colony would give' increas'ed security
to those' from whom it had already bor·
rowed money,. by imprOving the estate
The
which was now their security.
hOllOrable gentleman, however, did not
attempt to show that the construction of
additional railways would be, in reality,
an improvement to the property of' the
colony;':; There would be no earthly use
in constructing railways if .there was no
population- to travel on them. The honorable gentleman had entirely 'ignored the
fact that in a previous Land Act provision
had' been made for a certain portion of the
land revenue being' set apart to' introduce
population to the colony. .It might be> a
very 'good cry to dangle before the Cduntry~'
to say-" See what we' pr6pose doing;:
we 'propose constructing thirty miles of"
railway" per 'allntitn to' different parts of
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the country;" and of course the const.ituencieswould all .compete . as to the
localities to which the particular lines
should be constructed. It was an' admirable electioneering mQvement; bdt .' if
the lhonorable gentleman suppose~ th~t
the' people 'of England, who lent 'ilie
colony money, were to be caught by any
such chaff, he was imposing'a littI"e too
far upon their credulity. He (Captain
Mac Mahon) believed' that .if, instead.' of
a portion of the land revenue being so applied, it was applied as originally' intended,
to bring population here, and thereby utilize
the vast public works already constructed
and make them remunerative, far more
would be done' to enable the colopy to
,liquidate the liabilities which it had already
incurred. It had never been shown' that
anyof the works for :which the debt was
contracted, except the Y an Yean, werereproductive.
The existing railways were
'not ·reproductive.
The' waterworks in
the country districts were not reproductive,
and if was very doubtful whether" they
would be in the present generation. The
proposed railway to the North-eastern
district would not be reproductive; a~
least there was -very little reason to' suppose that it would ever yield anything
like interest on the money borrowed for
its construction.
Under the circumstances how could persons at home;
who had lent the colony money, be deluded
into supposing that the setting apart of a
certain. portion of the land revenue for
the construction of additional railways
would give them a further security for
the repayment of the loan? If a sum
. of money were set apart to shorten the
distance between Victoria and the mother
country, by making the passage easier, and
enabling this colony to compete with other
countries for a good class of immigrants,
far more would be done to give security
to English capitalists than by the appropriation of a sum of money for the con-'
struction of a certain number of miles of
railway .per annum. If the honorable
gentleman confined his proposal to a sinking fund purely, he" would obtain the'
sympathy of those who were lending the
colony money. There could be no objection to con tin ue to borrow as long as
provision for repayment was made' by'
means of a sinkin'g fund. The colony
could not pay £10,000,000 or £12,000,000
in the next score of' years except by
borrowing money; and the very best way"
in which it could give a guarantee 'for the
o
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repayment of a future loan would be by
actually setting apart a certain sum of
money per annum to reduce the debentures
already in existence. People at home
would not believe in the present proposal.
They would say that money had previously
been set apart for increasing the PQPulation,
but it had never been expended for that
purpose. If the Chief Secretary would
confine his proposal to the application of
a portion of the land revenue to form a
sinking fund, to meet liabilities already
incurred, that would create a great deal
of confidence amongst those from whom
the colony would have to borrow in
future.
Mr. McCULLOCH.-I can assure the
committee that I had not the slightest
intention, in submitting this proposition,
to raise any electioneering cry. I brought
it forward in all good faith. I have no
desire to use it for any ulterior purpose
whatever; but there is no reason why it
should be set aside merely because I am
twitted with raising a party cry. I have
brought forward the proposal for this one
reason-because I believe it to be for the
good of the State. As to immigration, I
will be no party to laying aside money out
of the land revenue for the purpose of
immigration. If the question of immigration is to be dealt with, it should be dealt
with annually by the House.
Captain MAC MAHON.-So should
railways.
Mr. McCULLOCH.-I think that railways are an entirely different thing. As
to spending a portion of the fund to encourage the establishment of a line of large
and powerful steam vessels between the
mother country and Victoria, and thus
shorten the passage, I think the Government have done all they possibly could in
that matter. They have asked for tenders,
and the Agent-General of the colony is
doing all he can to promote the establishment of a line of steamers of that class.
The Government are prepared to further
the object by recommending the payment
of a sum of money out of the revenue for
that purpose. I believe that that is the
best way of encouraging immigration-it
i~ far better than giving facilities in the
other direction.
We know for what description of immigration the cry has been
People at home are
raised at home.
anxious to send out shiploads of emigrants;
but are we prepared to receive the class
which they would send? If we gave
them the slightest encouragement they
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would send out any quantity of paupers;
but that is the most undesirable class
which could be broliLSht into this country.
I am sorry to have to refer to the
question of immigration on this occasion,
but I say that we cannot, in this country,
take up beyond a comparatively limited
proportion of immigrants at a time. It is
all very well to say import any quantity
of labour, and it will find employment.
Immigration can only be carried on gradually. If you brought 500 or 1,000
people a week into the colony, what could
Where could
be done with them?
they find employment ? We see that in
a neighbouring colony immigrants are
being employed by the Government at 3s.
per day. We ought to be very cautious.
Facilities ought to be afforded for a good
class of people to come out from England
to settle here; but in dealing with immigration at all, it must be dealt with very
cautiously indeed. With res.pect to offering inducements to the people of England
to lend us money, I may say that I don't
propose to ask any more money from the
people of England. I think that we ought
now to be content to carry out our public
works by our own means. Instead of
investing £200,000 annually in a. mere
sinking fund, to payoff our present debentures, it is surely a vast deal better that
we should employ the money in: opening
up the country by means of railways, from
which, by-and-by, we shall get a return.
From the railways now in existence about
four per cent. per annum is received.
C" No.") I can assure honorable members
that I have made the calculation, and that
it comes as closely as possible to four per
cent. If those railways had been constructed at anything like the cost at which
w~ can now make railways, they would have
been paying six or seven per cent. at the
very least. I have no hesitation in saying
that the North-eastern railway will be
of the greatest possible advantage to the
country.
Mr. McLELLAN.-1t won't pay one
per cent.
Mr. McCULLOCH.-The Government
are satisfied, from a very close investigation of the matter, that it will yield a very
handsome return. Even though it does
not yield the full amount of interest we
pay on the loan, the advantage which will
be gained by opening up that part of the
country will amply repay us for the outlay
upon it. I don't think that we should
stop with the north-eastern portion of the
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country. The Western district must be
opened up, and also Gippsland. No dou bt
many members desire that railway communication shou1d be extended to other
distriofs, but it is impossible that this can
be done all at once. The necessary labour
could not be obtained, except at enormous
cost. If one district is supplied, and then
anot.her, at the rate of about thirty miles
of railway per year, all the requirements
of the country will be met. As I have
already said, I hope that we shall not extend our borrowing beyond the amount of
our present indebtedness-that we shall
not go into the English money market for
any additional sums of money. I believe
that the population will have so increased by
the time that the new railways are carried
out, and by the time we are called upon
to pay £8,000,000 of the existing loan,
that the amount of the debt will in reality
be very much less. I believe that the
population will have increased half as
much as it is at the present time. The
population is now about 800,000.
An HONORABLE MEMBER.-700,000.
Mr. McCULLOCH.-I believe that the
population is as close as possible upon
800,000. I am of opinio;n that it has been
very much under-estimated in all the
returns which have appeared of late. I
think that, when the next census is taken,
the number of the population will be found
to be what I have indicated; and I have
no doubt whatever that, in fourteen years,
we shall have another 400,000 added to
the population. We cannot force ourselves
into possessing a population equal to that
of England. We must go on gradually.
No doubt it is very desirable to say_I' Let.
us have any number of cities like Melbourne; let us have any extent of manufactures," but that cannot be done in ,a
day. It must be the growth of years.
All that we can do is to afford facilities
for opening up the country, and also afford
proper facilities for a right class of people
to come to these shores.
Mr. LANGTON observed that, whilst
he could not but agree with the view
expressed by his honorable and gallant
colleague in reference to the absence from
the Bill of any provision for securing a
regular stream of immigration to the
colony, he must express his thanks to the
Chief Secretary for proposing a provision
of the kind now before the committee.
Ever since he had been a member of the
House, he had entered his protest, year by
year, against the public estate being sold
VOL. VII.-6
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lor the purpose of defraying current f'Xpenditure. He had always regarded the
selling annually of £300,000 or £400,000
worth of the public estate, and the swallowing up of the proceed,s in current expenses as a transaction worthy of a bankrupt community. As to the works proposed to be undel'taken out of the annual
accumulations contemplated by the clause,
he was very much afraid that they would
not be reproductive for a considerable
period. The Chief Secretary had st.ated
that the existing railways paid four per
cent.; but that was calculated on the
debenture capital, and not on the actual
cost of the works. The existing railways
had cost a very much larger sum than
that borrowed. If honorable members
would take the pains to unravel the
balance-sheet of the Railway department·
which was published lately-a work tha.t
would considerably task their knowledge
of accounts-they would most likely come
to the conclusion that the railways had
cost the country as nea.rly as possible
£12,000,000. Therefore, if the present
iucome were calculated according to the
actual cost of the works, and not merely
on the debenture capital, it would be found
that the· railways yielded nothing like
fo,ur per cent. The other provision-the
repurchase of any debentures heretofore
issued-partook of the character of a
sinking fund; but, unless hedged round
with restrictions, that provision would be
obnoxious to the objections which had
always been urged, and never answered,
against sinking funds. He believed that
in the few instances in which sinking
funds-had been tded on a very large scale,
they had almost invariably failed. Some
public necessity had arisen-the public
finances had been in an unhealthy condition, or there had been a difficulty to meet
current expenses-and then the large accumulations of the sinking fund had been
invariably seized upon to tide over the
temporary evil. N ow these moneys in the
trust fund would be exposed to the very
same danger, to the very' same liability of
being used for some other purpose, unless
Parliament inserted words- which would
preclude them from being used for any
other purpose. For instance, if words
were inserted to make the second clause
read in this way-" That the moneys
standing to the credit of the said account
shall be and be deempd to be appropriated
and be legally available for the following
purposes and no other "-that would be an
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effectual prevention to the moneys being
used for any' other purposes than the two
named. or course, if there was an appro-'
priation of these ~oneys every year to
this purpose, it· would be comparatively
easy for a certain portion to be set aside
by some officer-the Audit Commissioners
for instance-until such time as it might
be convenient to apply it in the direction
provided for by the clause. But from the
terms of the Chief Secretary's speech, it
might be gathered that it was not contemplated at present to apply any. of these
moneys to the repurchase of debentures.
The honorable gentleman spoke of this
money being sufficient to construct thirty
miles of railway per annum. He also inferred that the Chief Secretary intended
to make some alteration with respect to
the recent loan. If £200,000 was to be
set aside annually in the· manner proposed,
the conditions of that loan would have to
be modified to some extent or other. The
honorable gentleman spoke of the credit
of the colony in the eyes of the London
capitalists; but that could not weigh wit.h
the honorable' gentleman, because he had
already stated that., inasmuch as theLondon
capitalists objected to the terms which he
proposed, he intended to raise the rest of
the loan in this colony. Be that as it
might, the provision now proposed was
certainly a prudent one, and would put a
stop, once and for ever, to the practice of
alienating the public estat.e-the capital of
the colony-:-rnercly for temporary purposes.
.
Mr. EVERARD heartily concurred in
the proposal of the Chief Seeret,ary. The
principle 'which it involved was advocated
by him twelve years AgO, when it was first
proposed to build the existing rail ways.
He then suggested that £300,000 a year
should be saved out of the public revenue
for the purpose of making railways. Had
that been done-had the colony gone on
the principle of limiting the yearly expendi ture on rail way construction to £300,000,
the amount being met out of the OI'dinary
revenne-not only would the construction
of the lines have cost less than it did, but,
instead of having to pay something like
£600,000 a year in the shape of interest,
the State would now ha.ve been deriving a
revenue of £300,000 or £400,000 from
the railways, without having any debt.
By the means proposed by the Chief Secretary, works from which a considerable
revenue might be expected could be constriIcted within the next fourteen years
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The principle was one which ought to
have been adopted long ngo ; but it was
never too late to commence a good course.
Mr. FRANCIS said he had heard with
exceeding satisfaction the proposal of the
Chief Secretary in reference to the future
disposition of the land revenue. He had
always condemned the system of selling
the public. estate-what might be called
the capital of t.he colony-to meet current
expenses. It was practically wrong, because the time must come when the
revenue from this source would be dried
up. He thought that to appropriate every
year £200,000 of the land revenue to th.e
construction of reproductive public works,
or to the extinction of the national debt,
was a proceeding correct in principle. It
was said that railways were not wanted.
He should not be sorry for that time to
arrive, because it would afford a period of
rest during which money might accumulate
for the extinction of existing obligations.
There need be no apprehension that the
proposed a.ppropriation would, at any time,
experience a fate similar to that which
had befallen sinking funds, because the
cla.use expressly provided that the money
was to be either applied to the construction
of railways or to the repurchase of debentures. N ow he need hardly point out
that debentures opce repurchased became
lapsed; they were not in the hands of the
Government for resale. It was also said
that provision should be made for a continuance of the. stream of immigration.
Now it was at his suggestion that a provision was inserted in the Land Act of
1862 for the appropriation of a certain
portion of the land revenue to the purposes of immigration. He was still an
advocate for immigration, under favorable, and even under ordinary, circumstances; but he had learned from experience that immigration nnder all circumstances was not equally desirable. He
had seen the time, since the passing of the
Act of 1862, when immigration would
have been a useless waste of pu blic money;
and he had also seen the time when. immigra~ion was a State necessity.
He repeated that, nnder the Act of 1862, a
certain proportion of the land reven ue .
was appropriated to immigration. But as
the land revenue depended to a. great extent on the exigencies of the Treasurer
for the time beiug, or the accidental circumstances connected with the Lands
administration, ~ large proportion of that
special appropriation had lapsed from year
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to year. Many' persons had thought that
there was a perversion of the intentions of
Parliament, when the full amount of
money was not expended; . but he was
prepared to assert distinctly th~t, up to
the full letter of the Act, and the regulations under the Act, there had been
unrestricted immigration to the colony.
It was asserted that the rail ways were
But reproduction
not reproductive.
meant something more than yielding
a certain amount of interest. Railways
might be reproductive in a hundred ways.
The railways might pay only three per
cent., and the interest on the money expended in their construction might be six
per cent., and yet the railways might be a
profitable investment for the colony.
Mr. McLELLAN considered the argument advanced by the Chief Secretary,
and taken up by the honorahle member
for Richmond (Mr. Francis), was about as
fallacious as anything could possibly be.
Railways and other public works could not
enrich a country, if those works were
beyond the requirements of the population.
The Chief Secretary stated that the present population of the colony was only
800,000, and he calculated that, by the
time 800 miles of railway were constructed-which would be in fourteen
years-there would be an addition to the
present population of 400,000. Rut could
anything more monstrous be proposed by
a gentleman pretending to bE;l a financier,
than to construct 800 miles of railway for
the accommodation of a population of
1,200,000? Better would it be to expend
the money in bringing people to the
country. People only could enrich a
country. Railways might be constructed
in every direction, but, so long as the
population wa.s limited to its present number, those railways could never pay. The
Chief Secretary alleged that there was no
outlet for labour in the colony, and that, if a
number of immigrants were to arrive now,
. they would not find employment. Why
with one' of the finest climates under the
sun, with lands on which anything could be
grown, with the richest mines, with every
facility for members of the human family
to make fortunes, or at ;tIl events to live
comfortably, there must be something very
wrong if the colony afforded no outlet for
the labour of Europe. The country must
be misgoverned. Why the country could
afford employment to 30,000,000 instead
of 1,000,000. He felt ashamed at the
Chief Secretary being content with an
6c2
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increase of only 400,000 to the population
during the next fourteen years. Why if
he believed that the colony would continue to be only a little Peddlington~ he
should have Ii great inducement to leave
it. But it was his ambition to see the
country occupied by a large and flourishing
population. That was the only way to
add wealth to the colony. With respect
to railways and other public works, what,
he would ask, had been done already?
Why money had been squandered in every
direction. Millions had been wasted in
connexion with railways, and large sums
had been wasted in connexion with waterworks 'and defences. And now they
were about to construct a railway
196 miles long, which would not pay one
per cent. on its cost. But the Western
district, where there was really a population sufficient to demand a railway, was
promised that it should have a line constructed at the rate of 30 miles per year,.
after the North-eastern Railway was completed. He hoped the people of that
district would not be satisfied with this
treatment, but would insist upon an equal
share of the moneys borrowed for rail way
construction.
At the same time he
declared that he was not at all in favour
of expending money in railway construction at the present time. The existing
railways had been finished same years, and
yet a large, useless, and extravagant staff
of engineers had been kept in connexion
with them. Large sums of money had
been paid annually to gentlemen who
would not be employed on the construction
of railways in the mother country, simply
because they had friends in connexion
with the Government. ,And this promised
construction of thirty miles of rail way per
annum would only be an excuse for keeping
these few engineers in their present position. Rathel' than keep up an expensive
staff, he would have all the railways that
were contemplated carried out at once,
becanse it would be far cheaper to the
country.
The existing railways were
mismanaged to a fearful extent.
He believed that, with proper management, the
railways could be made to pay a fair interest on the money expended on theie
construction; but so long as the country
had to endure incapable Ministers alJd
engineers, incapable everybodies and nobodies, the railways would never be made
to pay.
, Mr. KERNOT stated that, in the main,
he concurred with the proposal of the
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Chief Secretary.
He considered it a
practical measure which commended itself
to the attention of the committee. He
should have been glad to have heard from
the Chief Secretary how he proposed to
carry out the management of the construction and redemption fund which he desired
to create under the clauses before the committee. He (Mr. Kernot) couid understand the construction fund. He could
understand the House exercising its privileges, and voting for the expenditure of
that money. In reference to the redemption fund, it was stated that it would be
for the repurchase of the railway loan
debentures, but it was not stated under
what management or control that fund
would be. He did not agree with the
Chief Secretary, that some 400 miles of
railway should be constructed in a few
years. Why that might be sufP.cient, so
far as the colony was concerned, for all
time. He believed the construction of
railways to be indispensably neces&ary to
meet the physical formation of the country ..
But he would not like to SE;le railways constructed in. the future as they
had been in the past. He had generally
been in favour of the Government carrying out the main lines of railway, but he
really thought that railway construction
could oftentimes be done far better by private enterprise. Even in the little island
of Tasmania railway construction could be
carried out by private enterprise. In conl"idering this matter, the great ~xpense to
the country of forming common roads
should be remembered. He desired to
know whether, in future, railways were
to be made parallel to macad.amized roads.
He believed that the railway policy of the
colony was not yet defined. He should
like to see the Ministry bring down a
plan or system of railways which would
Jlet the whole colony. He considered that
future railways might be constructed at a
far less expense than past railways. The
introduction of new features into railway
construction would, he was convinced, in
a few years, almost do away with the
necessity for macadamized roads. With
regard to the subject of immigration, he
believed that, although the land fund was
passing away, the attractions of the colony
were such as to induce, from Europe and
other parts of the world, a healthy stream
of immigrat.ion. He had no doubt that, if
t.he colony had a tariff of the right description-not a tariff which taxed articles
that' could not be produced in the colony
}Jr. Kernot.
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-there would be attracted hither manu
facturers and others who, in the long run
would m~ke this portion of Australia the
manufacturing emporium of the Southern
hemisphere. With regard to this £200,000
which was to be taken from the land revenue annually, he saw one danger looming. During the past the land revenue
had been depended upon to meet current
expenditure; and he was anxious to know
whether the yearly expenses of Government were to be reduced in future, or
whether the £200,000 proposed to be
taken from the land revenue w~s to be
made up by additional taxation?
Mr. BYRNE considered immigration
to be the main spring.and hinge on which
the prosperity of this or any other new
country turned; and he would not support the present or any other Government,
unless it was prepared to promote immigration. Notwithstanding what the Chief
Secretary had said, he should like to see
immigrants arriving at the rate of 1,000
per week. He remembered, when in New
York, twenty years ago, people arriving
at the rate of 10,000 per day. Some persons thought that such an influx of population was calculated to cause the creation
of workhouses-that there would be no
employment for' the people, and that
the place would be ruined.
But the
fears were groundless. Why immigration
was the life-blood of every new country. What was the use of constructing waterworks and rail ways, if there
were not people to benefit by them?
The Hobson's Bay Railway Company, when
they were asked to furnish better carriages,
and charge lower fares, said-." Give us
more passengers, and we will do both."
He was so thoroughly impressed with the
importance of immigration, that he would
be willing to stand before any constituency
and stake the success of his candidature
on the advocacy of that principle. Under
these circumstances lte must ask the Chief
Secretary whether he was correct. in the
supposition that the whole of the immigration fund would. not be swallowed up
in t.his proposed appropriation of £200,000
per annum for railways?
Mr. McCULLOCH said the honorable
member was quite correct. The appropriation of this £200,000 would not
interfere with immigration in any way;
it would be altogether independent of any
other fund. ,The sum required for immigration would in future be vot~d on the
Estimates every year, instead of being
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the subject of a special appropriation. As'
the honorable member for Richmond (Mr.
Francis) had observed, immigration to a
large extent might be very well one year,
and yet might not be desirable the next
year. It was said that, if 25,000 people
were to arrive in the course of a year,
the number would not be too great. But
he apprehended that if 500 were to arrive
in Melbourne every Monday morning,
there would be considerable difficulty ip
getting them drafted off.
Everyone
admitted that a good class of immigration
was a desirable thing for the colony, but
the question was one which must be carefully considered and managed. A proper
opportunity would be afforded the House
to deal with the question when the new
regulations were brought down.
Mr. MACBAIN observed that he had
no obj ection to the proposal of the Chief
Secretary. It had been said that the
national debt amounted, up to the present
time, to £12,000,000. He did not think
that too large a debt for the country to
incur, considering the security which was
offered. He believed the position of the
colony to be such as to warrant the Legislature in increasing the debt for the
purpose of constructing railways and other
public works. At the same . time he
admitted the wisdom of the proposal, that,
instead of increasing the public debt,
£200,000 should be appropriated annually
out of the land fund to the purpose of
railway extension. In fact, the question
was whether it would not be more advantageous to the country to construct
railways at from £6,000 to £7,000 per
mile, than to construct roads at £5,000
per mile. A large portion of the colony
wa~ at present without roads, while other
districts had the benefit both of roads and
railways constructed at the pUblic.expense
N ow an expenditure on roads was not r~-·
productive, but there was a return for
monej expended on rail ways. The only
objection which he had to the Chief
Secretary's proposal was that it was not
definite enough. The fir$t idea was that
£200,000 was to be expended in the
construction. and extension of railways.
He wanted it to be put beyond any doubt
that it would be expended for that and no
other purpose, because at present it was
not imperative that one shilling of .it
should find its way into that channel. If
the Government would make this plain he
would concur with the suggestion contained in the clause.
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9 Mr. REEVES
thought that if money
was to be taken for railway construction
purposes, the land revenue was the proper
source from whence it should come.
Mr • HANNA pointed out that, before
the cQnstruction of railways was commenced, enormous sums of money were
spent in the making and maintaining of.
roads. He thought the sum named in the
clauses was not sufficient.
The clauses were then agreed to.
On the motion of Mr. CASEY, the
following new clauses, to be inserted at
the close of part 3, were agreed to : -

" When at the time of any conveyance under
this Act or the Acts of the Parliament of Victoria
Nos. 117, 145, and 237, any stream, creek, race,
drain, dam, or reservoir flows through or over, or
is upon the land so conveyed, although no reservation or exception thereof 'be contained in the
Crown grant of such land, no per~on unless
specially authorized thereto by the board, shall
obstruct or interfere therewith under a penalty
not exceeding £20 for every such obstruction or
interference.
"The board may grant licences to cut and
construct, upon and through any land described
in such licence, any such race, drain, dam, or
reservoir, or to deepen, widen, clean, repair, or
otherwise improve any such race, drain, dam, or
reservoir, in the same manner as if the same
were situated on Crown lands; and the licensee
may by the authority thereof, and for the purpurposes therein expressed, enter upon the land
so conveyed, but such licensee shall make compensation to the owner of such land for any
damage occasioned by such entry, to be determined by arbitration in such manner as shall be
determined by regulations to be made by the
Governor.
"The Governor may, upon payment of such
rent or fee, and subject to such conditions as.
shall be determined by regulations from time to
time to be made by the Governor, grant for a
term not exceeding fifteen years a licence which
shall authorize such person, his executors, administrators, and assigns (except as against Her
Majesty, the Governor, or the board) to cut
construct and use races through and upon any
Crown lands, and to take or divert water from
any spring, lake, pool, or stream situated or
flowing upon or through or bounded by any such
Crown lands, in such manner and subject to such
conditions as shall be prescribed by such licence
and regulations, for the purposes of supplying
water-power to mills; and it shall be lawful for
the person to whom any such licence shall be
granted, to take or divert water to the same extent, but no greater than he might do if he
were the owner of such Crown lands, and the
right conferred by such licence; and the property and interest in any race cut or constructed
by virtue thereof, shall be deemed to be a
chattel interest. If any person to whom any
licence shall be granted shall by virtue thereof
enter upon any land demised or licensed under
the provisions of this or any other Act now or
hereafter to be in force or occupied by virtue of
a miner's right or business ,licence, he shall
make compensation for any injury occasioned
by such entryI and by the Ctltting ~nd constructing
,
.. ' .... ", ,," ,.
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of any races on any such land, and the amount
of such c,ompensation shall be determined by
arbitration in such manner' as shall be prascribed by the said regulations, and may be recovered in a County Court or before two justices:
Provided always that it shall be lawful for the
Governor, at any time, to revoke any' licence
granted hereunder, on payment of compensation
to the person entitled to the benefit thereof, for
any outlay by such person for or in respect of
any such race, and on paying to him in addition
to the amount of such compensation such percentage on such amount not exceeding £10 per
centum per annum, as shall seem to the said Governor just, having regard to all the circumstances of the case,·the amount of such compensation to be determined in manner directed by
the regulations as aforesaid."

The Bill was then reported with further
amendments.
COUNTY COURTS LAW AMENDMENT BILL.
The SPEAKER announced the receipt
of a message from the Legislative Council,
intimating that they insisted on their
amendment limiting the number of County
Court judges to nine.
Mr. CASEY moved that the House
should not insist in its objection to this
amendment, which was the only one in reference to which any difference now existed between the two Houses. As the
amendment in question involved no principle, and as the Legislative Council had
given way on all the others, he thought
the House would not be justified in insisting upon disagreeing with it.
The motion was agreed to.
WATER SUPPLY.
The House having resolved itself into
committee,
Mr. SULLIVAN moved the following
resolutions : " That the following sums be issued and applied for salaries, wages, and contingencies for
1869, incident to and required for the purposes
of 'The Public Works Loan Act 1868 :'VICTORIAN WATER SUPPLY, 1869.
Providing and laying pipes from
£
s. d.
Expedition Pass reservoir to
Chewton, Castlemaine, and
Campbell's Creek, with reticulation of Castlemaine and
Chewton, with works contingent thereon - by day
......
8,000 0 0
labour
Forming aqueduct line from
Spring. Gully reservoir to
Huntley, and other works
contingent thereon-by day
labour
...
...
...
1,600 0 0
Laying pipes from the Anakies
to Geelong, with reticulation
of the town of Geelol1~-by
day labour...
...
,..
R,OOO 0 0
,£17,600 0 0

Water' Supply.

"That the following sums be issued and ap"
plied :for salaries, wages, and 'contingencies for
1868, incident to and required for the purposes
of "The Public Works Loan A{'t 1868 :'VICTORIAN WAT.im SUPPLY, 1868.
£
s. d.
4,256 3 6
Salaries
Allowances to seventeen district
and assistant engineers in
lieu of equipment ...
837 10 0
Wages of labourers, chainmen,
and general assistance
2.678 11 10
Contingencies ...
1~372 14 10

°

£9,145
2
" That the following estimate of the expenditure which the Board of Land and Works proposes to incur for the purposes of water supply
to the Castlemaine and Sandhurst districts and
the town of Geelong, and to be advanced for the
completion of works of water supply to Ballarat
during 1869, in lieu of the estimate which was
agreed to by the Legislative Assembly on
the 7th April last, be agreed to by this committee, viz. : Outlet works at Malmsbury re£
s. d.
servoir, including tower and
other works contingent there22,000 0 0
on
Erecting, at the Back Creek, iron
syphon pipe, with syphonheads and sluice-gates, and
other works contingent there12,000
0
on
Outlet works at Barker's Creek
reservoir, including clearing
and fencing, and other works
3,000 0 0
contingent thereon ...
Outlet works at Expedition Pass
reservoir, including clearing
and fencing, and other works
contingent thereon...
3,200 0 0
Providing and laying pipes from
Expedition Pass reservoir to
Chewton, Castlemaine, and
Campbell's Creek, with reticulation of Castlemaine and
Chewton, with works contingent thereon
19,000 0 0
Forming aqueduct line from
Spring Gully reservoir to
Huntley, and other works
contingent thereon - day
labour
Fencing and clearing reservoirs,
and other minor works of
construction ...
4,000 0 0
Completing tunnel at Preston
Vale, on aqueduct line to
Sandhurst, and works contingent thet;eon
20,000
0
Outlet works to Stony Creek
reservoir, and works contingent thereon...
5,800 0 0
Forming aqueduct from Stony
Creek reservoir, and works
19,000 0 0
contingent thereon ...
Constructing filter beds and service reservoir at Lovely
Banks, with works contingent thereon,
9,900 0 0
Laying pipes from the Anakies
to Geelong, with reticulation
9,000 0 0
of the town of Geelong

°

°

Criminal Law
Forming aqueduct from Upper
to Lower Watersheds, with
all contingent works
Junction of aqueducts, at IS-mile
peg. incluciing gates and
works contingent thereon ...
Purchase of lan<i, and expenses
connected therewith
Balance due on sundry contracts
Completion of Ballarat water
supply works
..
Completion channel from Malmsbury reservoir to Expedition
Pas,S ...
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6,000

0

0

1,000

0

0

2,725 5
1,174 10

6
9

.60,000

0

0

25,000

0

0

£222,799 16

3

The resolutions were agreed to, and reported.
WINES, BEER, A~D SPIRITS SALE
STATUTE AMENDMENT BILL.
The resolution passed in committee on
August 12, was considered and adopted.
Mr. G. PATON SMITH brought in a
Bill founded thereon, and moved that it
be read a first time.
Mr. McCULLOCH seconded the
motion, which was agreed to.
The Bill was then read a first time.
INSOLVENCY LAW AMENDMENT
BILL.
This Bill was recommitted.
Some verbal amendments having been
made, the Bill was reported with further
amendments.
CRIMINAL LAW AND PRACTICE
AMENDMENT BILL.
Mr. G. PATON SMITH.-I beg to
move the second reading of this Bill.
Honorable members are aware that the
object of it is to meet cases in which,
according to a recent decision of the Supreme Court, persons may go before a
commissioner authorized to receive a declaration, and would not be amenable to
punishment if the declaration were false.
I would call attention to the second clause,
because it may, at first sight, be supposed
to partake of the character of ex post facto
legislation. But this is not the case. The
clause only provides that persons shall be
amenable to punishment who wilfully make
a false dec 1arat iOIl-that they shall be
bound by their declarations as they are at
present by their affidavits. I apprehend
that there will be no opposition to it, as it
is very necessary for the proper transaction
of the business of Government in the
various departments.
Captain MAC MAHON.-It appears
to me that thero is something of a retrospective character in the Bill, &ud, if this be
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so, I should regard it as a very objectionable feature.
Mr. MACBAI~.-Although I shall not
oppose the secontl l'ealling of the Bill" I
wish to state now that ~ shall feel myself
just.ified in opposing some of the clauses
of it in committee.
Mr. MACPHERSON.-I hope the
Attorney-General will pause before he
makes this Bill retrospective in its character. I have no objection to support it, if
the object is to institute a prosecution in
certain cases which the Attorney-General
may have in view.
Mr. CASEY.-I hope the House will
not labour under the delusion that there is
any attempt to enact retrospective legislation in this case. There is nothing whatever of that character in it. The term
"retrospective legislation" is not always
what the words appear to imply. There
are two classes of declarations, one made
voluntarily, by virtue of an Act of
Parliament, by a person who says-" I
make this solemn declaration, conscientiously believing the same to be true," &c.,
in the form required by the Act of Parliament; and the other where persons make
them independent of the Act of Parliament. In the former case-supposing
every person either has his declaration
read over to him or he reads it himselfhe is punishable for wilful and corl'Upt
perjury, ,but in the latter he is not. The
only object of this Bill is to bring into
force a law which had been long supposed
to exist. I would point out to the House
that throughout the various departments
of the public service it is very necessary
that this amendment of the law should be
made, because there are officers in the
r:~ceipt of public moneys who ought not to
be allowed to escape the responsibilities of
their position, if they should make a false
declaration, by saying that they are not
punishable for wilful and corrupt perjury,
because they had not made the declaration
under and by virtue of an Act of Parliament.
Mr. WALSH expressed his intention
of voting for the second reading of the
Bill, the principles of which he did not
desire to oppose, although he thought the
Minister of Justice was somewhat in error
in saying that it did not partake of. the
character of ret.rospective legislation.
Mr. DYTE hoped the Bill would pass
in its pl'eReut Rhape. He would vote' for
the second reading.
The Dill W"S l'ead a second time, and
committed.
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Mr. MACPHERSON did not see how
On clause 1, declaring that persons
making voluntary declarations falsely either the clause or the amendment could
should be deemed to be guiIt.y of perjury, affect property. It could only affect persons and their liberty. If a declaration
and be punishable accordingly,
Mr. MACPH:h:RSON called atten- was false, the title to which it referred
tion to the fact that the clause would not be invalidated on that accoullt.
, referred to declarations which were not He objected, however, to a law being
provided for by any Act of Parliament. passed to make an act an offence which
If it was proposed to punish a person for was not a legal offence at the time it was
doing something which, at the time it was committed.
The amendment was negatived.
done, was not a legal ofIence~ although
On clause 3, which was as follows : morally wrong, that was retrospective
legislation. Unless some very good reason
" This Act shall be deemed to be incorpora.ted
to the contrary was shown, he thought that with and form part of the Act No. 233, and
it would be sufficient to make the Bill shall together with it be construed as one Act,
and shall be deemed to have been in force from
applicable to future cases.
the time of the coming into operation of the
Mr. G. PATON SMITH remarked said Act No. 233,"
that the Bill provided for the punishment
Mr. lVIACBAIN moved the omission of
of persons who had already made false the words" and shall be deemed to have
declarations as well as fo'r the punishment been in force from the time of the coming
of those who did so hereafter. There into operation of the said Act No. 233."
were thousands of declarations-declara- He objected to the measure being retrotions relating to titles and a variety of ·spective.
matters-made by persons who, at the
The amendment was negatived.
time of making them, were under the imThe whole of the clauses having been
pl'ession that they were amenable to punish- agreed to, t.he schedule and preamble were
ment if they stated what was false. Where adopted, the latter with a formal amendwas the hardship of punishing such per- ment.
sons if they had made false declarations?
The Bill was then reported to the House,
(Mr. Macpherson-" No hardship ; but it with amendments.
is a bad principle of l~gislation.") PerSESSIONAL ORDER.
sons who had solemnly declared that they
On the motion of'Mr. McCULLOCH,
were telling the truth, and who believed
that they were amenable to punishment if the order fixing the hour of meeting at
they stated what was false, certainly ought two o'clock on Thursday was suspended, to
to be punished if they had been guilty of allow the House next qay to meet at four
falsehood. This could not be called retro- o'clock.
spective legislation.
LUNACY STATUTE AMENDMENT
On clause 2, which was as follows : BILL.
" In any proceeding or prosecution which may
The House went into committee for the
hereafter be instituted against any person or perconsideration of this Bill.
sons for making any false declaration, wheth!1r
The first and only clause was agreed to
the same be voluntary or otherwise, no objection
without discuss,ion. It enabled the council
shall be taken or allowed by reason only that
such declaration did not relate to any fact,
of any city, town, borough, or shire, or
matter, or thing required or authorized by any the board of any district, which shall have
law at the time in force to be verified or otherduly paid any sum of money in pursuance
wise assured or ascertained by or upon the oath,
affirmation, declaration, or affidavit of some or of any order under the 10th section of the
any person,"
Lunacy Statute, to recover the amount
Mr. MACPHERSON moved that "does" from the person in respect of whose exbe substituterl ff)r "did," in the sixth line. amination such order was made, if he be
at large, or from the husband of such per~r. COHEN' trusted that the clause
would be passed as it stood. No doubt, son if a feme cov~rt, or from the father of
as a rule, retrospective legislation was such person if an infant under the age of
dangerous and injurious; but there was twelve years; and it also provided that if
no rule without an exception. If decla- the estate of such person be taken posrations which had been made under the session of by the Master in Lunacy, such
belief that the parties to them were liable amount should be a debt payable from the
to punishment if they declared what was estate.
Mr. CASEY submitted two new clauses,
false were not binding, property might be
one to authorize any police ~o~stable~ or
p,.ffe~ted.
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other person, to aITest any person named
in any order made by the Master in Lunacy under the 17th section of the Lunacy
Statute; and the other repealing the
l47th section of the Lunacy Statute,
und substituting in lieu thereof a provision
empowering the Master in Lunacy to pay,
out of the estate of any lunatic patient,
money for the maintenance of his wife or
other near relative, and for the maintenance and education of his children, and
to take all necessary steps for the management of his property.
Both clauses were adopted.
Some formal amendments were made in
the Bill, after which it was reported with
amendments.
JURIES STATUTE AMENDMENT
BILL.
Mr. G.PATON SMITH.-Mr. Speaker,
I desire to move that this Bill be read a
second time. The principle object of th~
measure is to enable ten jurymen to return
a verdict in causes tried by juries of
twelve, and five jurymen to return a
verdict in juries of six, which it is proposed to substitute for juries of four.
There are also provisions in the Bill
simplifying the empanelling of juries. In
order to elicit information, Qnd to obtain
the opinion of gentlemen who have given
some attention to these matters, I intend,
after the Bill is read a second time, to propose thft it be referred to a select committee.
The motion was agreed to, and the Bill
was read a second time.
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and Rochford District Road Board, in
favour of the Local Government Act
Amendment Bill being' passed with its
provisions unimpaired.
.
ASSE.NT TO BILLS.
At half-past four O'clock, the ,UShel\.
announced. that His Excellency the Governor was approaching the building.
Immediately afterwards, His Excellency
and suite entered the Chamber.
The members of the Legislative Assembly having been summoned,
His EXCELLENCY gave his assent
to the following Bills : 1. Coroners Statute Amendment Bill.
2. Consolidated Revenue (£600,000)
Bill. . .
.
The members of the Legislati ve
Assembly withdrew; and His Excellency
then retired from the Chamber.
The House adjourned at twenty-two
minutes to five O'clock, until Wednesday,
August 25.

LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY.
Thursday, August 19, 1869.
Visit of the Governor-Assent to Bills-Godfrey's CreekLands Compensation Bill-The Market Reserve at Sand·
ridge-Mining Compa.nies Bill-Customs Laws Amendment Bill-Juries Statute Amendment Bill-Land Laws
Amendment Bill-Publio Works and Railway Loans
Appropriation BillB.

The SPEAKER took the chair at halfpast four o'clock p.m.
MR. JOHN EWART.
Immediately afterwards, the Usher of
The resolution arrived at in commit~e.e the Legislative Council brought a message
on Thursday, August 12, in favour of from His Excellency the Governor,
£750 being voted to Mr. John Ewart, as requesting the attendance of honorable
a reward for assisting in the capture of members in the chamber of the Legislabushrangers in 1842, was considered and tive Council.
adopted.
The SPEAKER, accompanied by the
The House adjourned at five minutes members present, and attended by the
to eleven ·o'clock.
officers of the House, proceeded to the
chamber of the Legislative Council.
Returning in a few minutes,
LEGISLATI VE COUNCIL.
The SPEAKER announced that His
Thursday, August 19, 1869.
Excellency, in the presence of both
Houses, had given the Royal assent to the
Visit of the Governor-Assent to BillB.
Coroners Statute Amendment Bill, and
the Consolidated Revenue (£600,000) Bill.
The PRESIDENT took the chair at
GODFREY'S CREEK.
twenty-five minutes past four o'clock p.m.,
and read the prayer.
In reply to Mr. DUFFY,
Mr. McCULLOCH said he would
PETITION.
A petition was presented by the Hon. F. forthwith appoint an electoral registrar at
ROBERTSON, from the Woodend, Newham, Godfrey'S Creek.

~
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LANDS COMPENSATION BILL.

Protection Bill.

ABORIGINAL NATIVES PROTECTION BILL.

The SPEAKER announced the receipt
Mr. CASEY.-Mr. Speaker, I desire
of a communication from the Clerk of the to lllove for leave to bring in a Bill to
Parliaments, calling attention to a clerical .provide for the protection and manageerror in the 35th clause of this Bill.
ment of the aboriginal natives of Vic:tOl'ia.
On the motion of Mr. G. PATON Th,e Bill is intended to give the .J3oard for
SMITH, the necessarv amendment was the Protection of the Aborigines ,greater
made, and a message requesting concur- power to protect the natives. I am inrence therein was ordered to be forwarded formed that there are J ,834 aborigines
to the Legislative Council.
in the colony, of whom about 430 reside
on the six stations which have been esSANDRIDGE MARKET RESERVE. tablished, namely :-At Coranderrk, 100;
Mr. BYRNE called attention to the Lake Hindmarsh, 70 ; Lake Wellington,
fact that the reserve in Bay-street, Sand- 80 ; Lake Tyers, 80; Lake Condah, 80;
ridge, granted in 1857 for general market Framlingham, 20. The Bill will enahle the
purposes, had not been applied to those board to watch over the adult aborigina.ls
purposes, and asked the Minister of Lands throughout the colony-:-to prevent them
if he would order the land to be sold? wandering about among grog-shops, and,
The expenditure by the local authorities in fact, becoming waifs and strays, I am
on the land had been limited to the informed that it is desirable that the board
erection of a fence, an'd the sowing of shall have the power to keep aboriginars,
grass seed. If the land were sold in adults and children, on the stations, and
building allotments something like £5 per provide them. with food, clothing, and
foot, or from £1,300 to £2,000 would be necessary education. The Bill will likewise enable the board to exercise a certain
realized.
amou'nt
of protection over the earnings of
Mr. GRANT said he believed that the
land referred to had not been applied to aboriginals who are employed by private
the purposes for which it was set apart; persons, in the erection of fencing, taking
but he found that in 1861 the Crown care of stock, or other similar occupations.
grant was issued. Many persons supposed I am told that sometimes t.hese aboriginals
that, when a Crown grant issued for land are not paid at all, or that, if they are paid,
reserved for public purposes, the trustees the. payment generally takes place in a
could not be reached, and the land could public-house, where the money is afternot be forfeited. That, however, was a wards squandered. If the board is-enabled
mistake. The Crown grant was iSiiued to act in loco parentis to the aborigines, I
upon certain trusts, and the question was think that a great deal of good will be
whether those trusts had been carried out done. I do not desire to further explain
or not. But if the Sandridge muni- the details of the Bill at the present stage.
cipality had forfeited its right to the land, I may mention, however, that it is not
it would be necessary, to enable the proposed to create any new office; nor,
Government to acquire possession, to bring indeed, is there any alteration from the
an action of ejectment and obtain the present condition of things. It is merely
proposed to perpetuate, by legal enactment,
opinion of a jury on the subject.
the present Board for the Protection of
the Aborigines, which exists by virtue of
PETITION.
the Governor's commission. There is a
A petition was presented by Mr. DUFFY, clause in the Governor's commission
from Henry Perkins, of Alexandra, lately which directs His Excellency to take care
a butcher, but now out of business, of the aborigines. I believe that is the
praying the House to inquire into the only authority which we at present have
circumstances under which he had been for protecting these poor people. It is
deprived of 80 acres of land at Thornton, the intention of the Bill to gi,ve the force
taken up by him under the 42nd section of of law to this, and to enable the board to
the Land Act.
make such rules and regulations as will
Mr. DUFFY moved that the petition protect both the young and the adults of
be referred to the select committee on the the a.boriginal tribes.
Lands department.
Mr. KERFERD.-I understand that
After some discussion, tl;te motion was the board appointed to take care of the
agreed to.
aborigines are anxious that there should
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be some· l~gislation on the subject, and
therefore, although it. is inconvenient to
introduce any new Bills at this period of
the session, I think that the Government
will be justified in bringing in the measure
which the Minister of Justice intends to
submit to our consideration. I may take
the opportunity of remarking, however,
that one Bill was read a second time and
rushed throu~h committee last night, at a
late hour, without any member on this
side of the House knowing anything about
it. If the Government wish measures to
be discussed, and to receive consideration
at the hands of the House, there ought to
be an understanding as to when the business on the paper will be taken. The
discussion which ought properly to have
taken place on the second reading of the
Rill to which I allude will have to be
taken on the third reading.
Mr. MACBAIN.-The Bill which the
Minister of Justice desires to introduce is
a very short one, and has received the
~areful consideration' of the Board for the
Protection of the Aborigines. The board
have long felt that they have not the
power to protect the interests of the aborigines in such a way as to be of service
to them. There have been so manyattempts to interfere with the rights of the
aborigines, and, the board not having the
legal power to prosecute and punish the
offending persons, it is absolutely necessary that a Bill of this. description should
be passed into law.
Mr. DUFFY.-I think it is a reproach
to this count~ that we have taken so little
care of those who, after all, are the real
owners of the country. I shall be glad to
see a well-considered measure passed
which will, even at this late hour, when
so few of the aborigines remain, take steps
for their comfort and protection. I am
glad that such a Bill has been introduced.
Mr. WATKINS.-I do not wish to
raise the slightest objection to the introduction of this Bill, because no doubt such
a measure is necessary. Provision ought
also to be made for bringing up the halfcaste offspring of the aborigines in such a
way that they may be enabled to earn their
own livelihood. I believe that the board
who have the management of the aborigines have shown great zeal and anxiety
for their welfare; but if a system of local
bodies was estaLlished, to afford the board
better information than they have at pre-·
sent as to the working of the various
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stations, I think it would be found very
beneficial.
Some of the sites set apart
for the use of the aborigines comprise a
great deal of land, and I desire that
neither the land nor money granted by
this House for the support of the aborigines should be used for any other purpose.
The motion was then agreed to, and the
Bill was brought in and read a first time.
MINING COMPANIES BILL.
Mr. CASEY.-Mr. Speaker, I desire to
obtain the assent of the House to the introduction of a Bill for the amendment of
the law relating to the incorporation, regulation, and winding-up of mining companies. The House will not ex pect me to
go into an elaborate description of th(·
provisions of the Bill; but, in order that
honorable members may know the leadin~
objects of the measure, I may mention
that it will embrace all the chief featuret:!
of the various Acts which h~ve been in
force in this colony in relation to mining
companies. Honorable members, no doubt,
will recollect the first limited liability
Act in reference to mining ·companies.
known as Haines's Act. It was followed
by one introduced by Mr. Ireland. But,
on cases being submitted to the Supreme
Court, it was discovered that limited liability. did not obtain under either of those
Acts. Mr. Ireland's Act provided for
articles of association and a directory, but
made no provision by which money could
be borrowed on the plant of limited liability companies. In many instances the
necessities and exigencies of these companies require them to borrow money, and,
if they cannot do so, all persons connected
with the companies have to suffer. Again,
we had the Act introduced by Mr. Pyke,
and known by his name. Then, for the
first time, limited liability companies were
incorporated. Shortly afterwarus, that Act
gave place to another, which is known as
Frazer's Act, and which has required to be
amended on two or three occasions. What
are considered the best features of all these
Acts have been gathered together, and.
form the substance of the measure whil'h
I propose to ask the House on an early
day to read a second time, if it be now
read a first time. My object. is to give
limited liability to persons who are shareholders in mining companies, and at the
same time to provide for a system of fnir
dealing with all persons tradillg with
mining companies. In order t.hat per~u1l8
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may not be defrauded by mining companies, an alteration is proposed in the
present system of forming companies.
Honorable members familiar with the
oper~tion of the Mining Companies Act,
know that any person may get a company
registered by going to a Court of Mines,
and depositing half-a-dozen names on a
sheet ofpaper. The names may be fictitious,
but so long as some person represents
himself as the manager of the company,
and deposits the names with the Court of
Mines, that is an act of. incorporation.
Such a system ought not to be permitted.
It has enabled a number of mushroom
companies to be established, and a number
of fictitious traders, if I may use the term,
to exist. Under the Bill'which I desire
to introduce, it is proposed that before any
. incorporation can take place, the company
must first exist-it must really and bona
fide exist; that is, there must be some
number of real persons in existence, having
for their object the prosecution of mining
in some way. And when they arrive at
the conclusion that it is advisable to have
themsel ves incorporated, a very simple
and easy means of incorporation is provided for them. I have attempted to expressly exclude any opport.uni ty of creating
fictitious companies. That is one of the
leading features which I have endeavoured
to provide for in the Bill. Whether I
have been successful or not will remain
for the wisdom of a committee of the
whole House to determine. Another
difficulty which has arisen under the existing law-although this is probably a
question of minor importance-is as to
where mining companies shall be registered. The present system requires that
they shall be registered at the nearest
Court of Mines. An endless amount of
litigation has arisen in consequence of this;
in many instances the incorporation of
companies has been set aside; and an Act
of Parliament had to be passed in order, to
a certain extent, to mitigate the difficulties
which have arisen. I propose that all
mining companies shall be registered at
the Registrar-General's office, in Melbourne. With our postal system, and our
railways, no difficulty whatever will arise
from having one place of registry; and I
have provided a ready means by which
search can be obtained by anybody, at any
time. But in order that the public shall
not be in any way affected by this, 01'
compelled to go to the registration-office, in
order to get a certificate of incorporation,
Mr. Casey.
"
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the Bill provides that when the articles
of association are deposited in the Registrar-General's office, and the company
has complied with all the conditions
necessary for it.s incorporation, the Registrar-General shall publish in the Government Gazette notice that such and such a
company has been duly registered, and
the mere production of that notice, in any
court in the colony, will be evidence of
the due incorporation of the company.
Any person who desires to prove that a
mining company is incorporated, will
merely have to produce a copy of the
Government Gazette containing a notice of
its incorporation.
An HONORABLE MEMBER-That is the
case now.
Mr. CASEY.-It is the case under the
Trading Companies Act, but not under
the Mining Companies Act. Under the
Mining Companies Act, it is nec!3ssary to
produce a certificate from the Court of
Mines, sealed with the seal of the court.
Another feature which I pr·opose is to
restrict the power of directors to incur
liability on behalf of a company. We
know that, in many instances, directors
have incurred liabilities on behalf of companies, and, without paying, their own
calls, have made calls upon the other
shareholders-they have, in fact, fleeced
the other shareholders, and protected
themselves. In some instances they have
mortgaged the property of the company
to a bank, and the bank has afterwards
sold it to the directors themselves. I have
endeavoured to provide ag8iinst this state
of things. I know of instances in which
the estate of a company has been sold by
a bank, under a bill of sale effected by
the directors, and some of the directors,
who were cognizant of the fact, purchased
the property. I know of other instances
where directors, with their own calls
unpaid, have made calls upon the general
body of shareholders. These things have
been allowed to exist under the present
law. I have made express provision in
this Bill, that no directors shall be permitted to pass a resolution making a call
on the shareholders, unless their own calls
are paid. Again, I have provided an easy
and ready means fol' the recovery of calls,
and for the winding up of companies
afterwards, if necessary. At present
calls may be recovered either in a County
Court or a police-court; and, if you want
to wind up a company; you have to go to
the Court of Mines. Sometimes persons
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interested in a mmmg comp~ny are to shut out private rights, and a clause of
knocked about from pillar to post-from that sort would, to a certain extent, interone court to another-because they really fere with private rights. If any members
do not know where to get justice adminis- desire to propose one, an opportunity will
tered to them. I propose that the pro- be afforded them to do so. I have no
ceedings· shall be confined to one court- objection to the committee expressing its
the County Court. As regards the re- opinion on the subject, but I have not
covery of calls, magistrates will have a thought proper to introduce such a clause
concurrent jurisdiction, up to a .certain for the reason which I have stated. With
amount; but I propose that, with this these remarks, I beg to move that leave
exception, the whole of the administration be given to me to introduce the Bill.
Mr. SULLIVAN seconded the motion.
of the Act shall be in one court, just as
Mr. KERFERD.-Although the Minthe Trading Companies Act is at present
administered in the Court of Equity. ister of Justice has gone at greater length
When the winding-up of a company is into its provisions than I think he should
ordered by the court, the power of making have done on the motion for leave to incalls on the shareholders of the com pany will troduce the Bill, there is no doubt that a
be given to the court, instead of to the measure of this kind is neces8ary, in conofficial agent,asatpresent; and the official sequence of the very unsatisfactory state
agent will not be allowed a per centage on of the present law. A large amount of
the whole of the assets, but only on the money has been wasted in litigation, in
connexion with the winding-up of mining
amo~nt necessary to be called up to pay
off the liabilities of the company. We companies, and I rise for the purpose of
have heard of instances in which, where offering a suggestion on this su bject,
companies have only wanted perhaps £100 which I hopethe honorable gentleman will
to payoff their liabilities, and had some adopt. A considerable portion of the
thousands of pounds surplus, in the shape money squandered in winding up comof unpaid calls, the official agents have panie's has been expended in consequence
collected all the money, although it was of what may be called technical defectsnot required, merely for the sake of getting the winding-up order or some other order
being informal. If the schedule of the
a percentage on the full amount.
An HONORABLE MEMBER.-It is' not Bill contained all the forms required to be
used under it, so that persons would have
legal.
,
Mr. CASEY.-I am merely quoting nothing to do but to copy them, it would
the fact to show what has been done. I be a great advantage, and would save a
desire that such conduct shall ,not be per- world of litigation. The real object in
mitted to be pursued in future. There ,-iew is to assist in developing the mining
are other features of the Bill which will interest, and rendering legal proceediugs
commend themselves to the attention of as cheap as possible. At its future
honorable members when ~the measure is stages I will do all I can to assist the
circulated, which I hope will be in a few Government in making the measure perdays. One matter of considera~le interest fect.
The motion was agreed to, and the
to all honorable members acquainted with·
the subject, is the question of the forfeiture Bill was brought in and read a first time.
of shares. I have made ample provision
CUSTOMS LAWS AMENDMENT.
in the Bill whereby shares may be forMr. G. PATON SMITH.-Sir, I beg
. feited. Articles of association may be
adopted by the shareholders, and under to move"That this House will, on Tuesday next, rethose articles PQwer may be. taken to
solve itself into a committee of the whole to
forfeit shares for the non-payment of calls. . consider
the following resolutions : A decision has recently been given which
'" That it is expedien t to amend the laws relatmakes this question of more than ordinary ing to the Customs.' '
'" That a Bill be brought in for the purpose of
interest at the present time. It has been
suggested to me that some provision should carrying out the above resolution.'"
be made, whereby the forfeitures already I will not occupy the time of the House
made for non-payment of calls should be further than to say that the object of the
legalized.
There is no doubt that any Bill which I desire to introduce is to reclause of that character will be ex post medy certain defects in a schedule of
facto.
I have not introduced such a the existing Customs Act, which is renclause into the Bill, because I do not like dered necessary in consequence of the
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verdict given in a case tried in the Supreme Court last week.
Mr. KERFERD. - Surely the honorable gentleman does not seriously mean to"
introduce a Bill to amend the law relating
to customs, unless, in addition to 'the
duties of Attorney-General, he intends to
assume those of Minister of Customs. I
call hardly understand a proposal of this
kind. Surely the honorable member who
is to be appointed to the vacant office of
Minister of Customs ought to have some
opportunity of making himself acquainted
with a Bill which is to affect his own department.
The motion was agreed to.
JURIES STATUTE AMENDMENT
BILL.
Mr. G. PATON SMITH moved,. That the Juries Statute Amendment Bill be
referred for consideration and report to a select
committee, to consist of Capt. Mac Mahon, Mr.
McDonnell, Mr. McKean, Mr. Kerferd, Mr.
Macgregor, Mr. Macpherson, Mr. Cohen, Mr.
Aspinall, Mr. Byrne, and the mover; three to
form a quorum."
Mr. McCULLOCH seconded the motion,
which was agreed to.
LAND LAWS AMENDMENT BILL.
The House proceeded to consider the
amendments made by the committee in
this Bill.
.
Mr. BAYLES proposed the striking
out of an amendment in clause 20, providing that "no licence shall be issued to
any person who, under the provisions of
any previous Land Act or Acts, shall have
selected the maximum number of acres
allowed by this Act." He thought that it
was unwise, by a sweeping provision of
this character, to debar persons who had
made selections years ago from taking up
any further land. Many persons who
were settled on the land desired to obtain
an additional quantity for their children,
~nd it was but reasonable to give them
facilities to do so. The suggestion was
one which had been made to him by several selectors residing in the district which
he represented.
"
Mr. EVERARD regarded this proviso
as one of the great safeguards of the measure. If it was struck out, the curse of
having a few large proprietors, in "place of
numerous bonafide selectors, with which
the colony "had been too long afflicted,
would be increased.
The proposal to strike out the amendment was negatived.
.

Amendment Bill.

Mr. LONGMORE moved the omission
of the words "The repurchase of any debentures heretofore issued to provide for
the construction of State rail ways," from
the second of the two clauses, adopted
on the previous evening, to appropriate
£200,000 per annum out of the land revenue to the repurchase of railway debentures or the construction of new railways.
He understood it was the feeling of the
House that the whole of the £200,000
should be expended on railway extension,
and that no portion of the amount should
be used for the purpose of repurchasing
the existing debentures. He also gathered
from the Chief Secretary's remarks that
such was the honorable gentlo~an's intention; but, if the clause stood in its present
shape, any portion of the money might be
used for repurchasing debentures already
issued.
Considering the importance of
railway extension, and the anxiety of the
people in the Western district, in the district north-west of Ballarat, in Gippsland,
and in other parts of the colony, to have
railway communication with the m~tro
polis, it was very undesirable to allow"
means to exist by which the proposed railway extension fund could be di verted from
its original purpose.
Mr. McCULLOCH hoped the House
would not agree to the amendment. He
desired, as much as the honorable member
for Ripon and Hampden, to see the whole
of this money expended in the construction of' railways throughout the colony,
but that was a matter which must rest
with Parliament, from time to time, to"
determine. The Government could not
carry out these works of themselves, but
must come down to the House, and get its
sanction from year to year. The time
might come when Parliament would not
desire to go on with further works, and
-the words which the honorable member
for Ripon wished to strike out provided
that, if the House stopped the making of
railways, the money should be used for
the repurchase of debentures. It was
only in such an event as that, which was
not likely to occur for many years to come,
that the money would be so applied. For
the next ten or twel ve years they could
go on making railways throughout the
country. The power to repurchase debentures was only inserted in the clause
to meet such a case as he referred to,
namely, the event of Parliament not considering it desirable to proceed with further railway works. It WOUld .. be the
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duty of the Government each year to
state what they proposed to do with the
£200,000, and to obtain the sanction of
the House to their proposal.
Mr. BAYLES remarked that a feeling
prevailed amongst some honorable members that thif,:I money was to be made use
of for repurchasing the debentures for the
North-eastern Railway, and he desired to
ask the' Chief Secretary if any pOl'tion of
it would be employed for that purpose?
Mr. McCULLOCH assured the honorable member that there was not the
slightest intention to apply any portion of
the money. to the construction of the
North-eastern line. Authority had already
been given to borrow a certain sum of
money t~ construct that line.
Mr. MACBAIN observed that on the
previous evening he concurred with the
honorable member for Ripon and Hampden, that the words refetTed to should be
omitted, but, on reconsidering the matter, he
was of opinion that the clause should stand
as it was. The House had it in its power
to control the expenditure of the money.
The amendment was negatived.
.
Mr. LONGMORE thought,the clause
,as it stood would enable the Government
to repurchase debentures for any purpose
whatever. Therefore he begged to move
the insertion, after the words providing
forthe repurchase of any debentures heretofore issued for the construction of State
railways, of the words "to be expended in
the construction of rail ways, from time to
time, as ,the Legislative Assembly may
direct." This would givo a guarantee to
the House and t~ecoun~ry that the money
would be expended in accordanGe with the
wishes of the House.
'
Mi,. EVERARD said he was under'the
impression, when the Chief Secretary first
brought forward this matter, that the intention of' repurchasing the debentures
was merely to invest money at the rate of
£200,000 a-year, until such time as it
migh~be wanted for railway purposes; in
other words, that £200,000 should be laid
aside yearly for the construction of ra'ilways and not as a sinking fund'.
Mr. McCULLOCH remarked that the
Government would have no power under
the clause to repurchase debentures, without nrst coming to the House and ascertaining its opinion on the subject. " ..
Mr. DUFFY observed that circumstances might arise in any year, either·
from the state of the labour market or
from some other cause, which would make
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it undesirable to expend any money on
railways; and therefore it would be unwise absolutely to direct that £200,000
should be expended every year on railway
con!?t,ruction. The advantage of the clause
was that the money, if not applied to
railway construction, could be applh3d to
paying off a portion of the national debt.
The honorable member for Collingwood
(Mr. Everard) talked of a .sinking fund.
But a sinking fund was a fund accumulated for a particular purpose which might
be used for some other purpose. The
present proposal was something a great
deal better than that. If debentures were
repurchased, the extinction of so much of
the national debt followed as a matter of
course. A debenture when repurchased
by the Government was destroyed, and
thus the money was appropriated to a
public purpose from which it could not be
withdrawn. Probably it would be an improvement to insert ~ords, as the Chief
Secretary suggested, making it necessary,
each year, to ascertain the pleasure of'
Parliament in the matter. He would here
venture to ask whether the Treasurer had
duly considered the financial effect of determining, just when the State was taking
upon itself the burthen of the interest on
a new railway loan, to spend £200,000
per annum in a new way-ei ther in the
construction of further railways, or towards the extinction of the national debt?
He was not sure that it was wise national
policy to declare that all future expenditure on railways-permanent works which
posterity would have the advantage ofshould be paid out of the national income.
He should prefer the money going to the
extinct.ion of the existing debt, and new
loans being raised for future railway purposes. Every civilized nation had found
it wise economy to borrow. He did not
approve of the amendment, because it would
make it necessary to spend, yearly, a
specific sum out of the nat.ional income on
objects, the cost of which ought to be
borne by the next generation along with
the present.
'
Mr. MACBAIN thought the objections
\ raised to the clause would be met by' a
transposition of the purposes. The effect
of that alteration would be to make the
money legally available, first, for railway
construction; and, if the necessary parliamentary authority was not given for that
purpose, then for the repurchase of debentures. As the clause stood, the secondary
object was stated first.
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Mr. McCULLOCH expressed his wil- repurchase of debentures - after the
lingness to add to the portion of the clause words" State railways "-of the words
relating to the repurchase of debentures "to such an amount as shall from time to
the words "as shall be authorized by the time be approved of by the Legislative
Assembly."
Legislative Assembly."
Mr. LANGTON submitted that it
Mr. LANGTON suggested it would be
worth while to include words showing how . would be an unwise thing to fetter the
the debentures would be treated when discretion of the Government in a matter
they were repurchased-to provide that of this kind. He certainly could not be
they should be cancelled, so as to prevent aceused of desiring to give too large
their re-issue. With regard to the pro- powers to the Government, but in this
posal that the Government should come to instance he thought full discretion should
the House every time they proposed to re- be allowed them; and that information
purchase debentures, why the mere an- with respect to the transaction should be
nouncement that the Government were conveyed t.o Parliament after it was com. doing such a thing would raise the market pleted, and not before. During a long
at once.
It was indispensable that this recess, when £200,000 might be lying to
matter should be vested in the Treasurer- the credit of the trust fund, th~ Govern. that he should be left to exercise his own ment might recei ve information of money in
discretion. The only way in which de- England rising rapidly in value, and of
bentures could be purchased at all advan- Victorian debentures falling in equal pro-.
tageously was by the matter being con- portion, and, under such circumstances,
ducted as it would be conducted in the they ought to be in a position to telegraph
interests of a private citizen. A private at once for the purchase of £200,000
citizen who oontemplated buying deben- worth of debentures. But i£ the Govern-.
tures would not announce his intentions rnent had to wait until Parliament met, and
a long time beforehand. He would go . if it were then announced what they were
to work in a quiet way, so as not to raise going to do, what possibility would there
the ma.rket against himself. A similar be of such a purchase being effected on
course should be adopted in the case of advantageous terms? The same prinpurchases by the Government. There- ciple operated in the colonial market.
fore all that was needed was the insertion Honorable members knew how, a little
of a general proviso that the Government time ago, the value of debentures fluctushould lay before Parliament, at the com- ated-how they went down four or five
mencement of every year or session, an per cent.-simply because a tolerably large
account of ithe debel}tures repur.chased parcel was put upon the market for sale
If the colonial
before the mail left.
during the previous year.
Mr. McCULLOCH said he had no market was so sensitive, what would be
objection to insert words providing for the effect of the announcement, at the
thecaIicelling of the debentures, but he beginning of a. session, that,. during the
thought the provision unnecessary, year, the Government were going to ex. because the Government had no power pend £100,000 or £200,000 in the repurto re-issue debentures after they had been chase of debentures? Publicity would
repurchased. As to the apprehension that defeat the object of the Government, and
the authorizing of the Government to re- would make that a very costly bargain
purchase debentures would cause a rise which otherwise would be most advanin the market, he considered it unfounded, tageous.
because no Government would think of
Mr. McCULLOCH admitted that it
expending £200,000 at one time in the might be an advantage, to some extent, for
repurchase of debentures. If the pur- the Treasurer to be untrammelled in the
chases to such an amount were spread matter; but the investment of £200,000
over a year, there need be no expectation in the repurchase of debentures in the
of an enhanced price having to be paid. London market, would make little, if any,
Mr. LONGMORE withdrew his amend- difference to that market; and particularly
mente He had submitted it under the as the repurchase need not be made at a
impression that the Government, after greater rate than £10,000 or £12,000 per
they had repurchased the debentures, month. The debentures could be repurchased cheaper in London than in the
could re-sell them.
1.\:1r. CASEY moved the insertion, in colony. His desire was that the House
that part of the clause relating to the should have an opportunity of saying,
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at the commencement of each session,
whether the money should be invested in
debentures or in railways.
Mr. EVERARD considered there was
little force in the objection raised by the
honorable mem ber for West Melbourne (Mr.
Langton), because it was not likely that
the House would authorize the investment
in debentures of any portion of this
£200,000 per annum - at all events for
many years to come. But suppoeing the
House did give instructions for the purchase of debentures, surely no sane.Treasurer would think of investing £200,000
in that way, either in the London or
colonial market, in one day or one week.
The chief object of the clause was to invest .£200,000 in railways every year.
The words proposed by Mr. Casey
were inserted in the clause.
The other amendments made in the Bill,
in committee, were adopted.
Mr. LONGMORE then proposed the
insertion of the following new clause:" Any person who shall obtain an allotment of
land by selection under part 2 of this Act in the
unsettled districts, or in any part of the colony
where no commonage shall have been proclaimed,
shall be allowed to rent, for grazing purposes
only, at the yearly rent of Sd. per acre, a quantity of adjoining land, if any, not greater in extent than twice the size of the allotment of
which he shall have obtained a licence: Provided that the land so rented shall be subject at
any time to be leased, sold, or occupied by virtue of miners' rights, or otherwise disposed of
by the Governor in Council."

The honorable member recapitulated the
arguments which he advanced when
moving a similar clause on a former occasion, and expressed the conviction that
the provision would be a valuable adjunct to. the Bill.
Mr. McKEAN supported the clause,
which he said, if regarded only in the
light of a commercial transaction, ought
to be accepted by the House. The Legislature occupied the position of trustees of
the Crown lands of the colony for the
benefit not of any privileged class, but of
the country at large. Looking at the matter in that light-purely as a business
transaction-were the Government justified in withholding- its support from a
clause which, while adding to the facilities
for settlement under the Bill, would have
the effect of increasing the revenue from
land used only for grazing purposes from
) :ld. to Sd. per acre ?
Mr. McLELLAN contended that the
clause would be of no use to the selector.
It would not be worth the, while of the
VOL. VII.-6 D
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selector to fence the land, because it was
liable to be selected at any moment; and
as it would remain unfenced, and as the
selector would have no power to impound,
the squatter or anyone else might drive
stock across it, and destroy the whole of
the grass in one day. So long as the 29th
clause, which prevented the selector from
impounding, remained in the Bill, it would
be impossible to do good to the selector ill
the way proposed by the honorable member.for Ripon and Hampden.
Mr. MACGREGOR agreed with the
principle of the proposed clause, but considered that the objections of the honor·
able member .for Ararat (Mr. McLellan)
were insuperable. The licensees would
be exposed to trespass on their grazing
land without any means of redress, and
therefore the adoption of the clause would
confer no advantage without an alteration
of the Impounding Act.
The House divided on the clauseAyes
14
27
Noes
Majority against the clause

13

AYES.

Mr. Byrne,
" E. Cope,
" T. Cope,
" Crews,
" Duffy,
" Everard,
" Farrell,
. " Hanna,

Mr. Jones,
" Kerferd,
" F. L. Smyth,
" Witt.
Tellers.
Mr. Longmore,
" McKean.
NOES.

Mr. Aspinall,
" Bates,
" Bayles,
" Blair,

" Burtt.

" Casey,
" Graut,
" Harcourt,
" Langton,
" MacBain,
" Macgregor,
Capt. Mac Mahon,
Mr. Macpherson,
" Mason,

Mr. McCulloch,
" McKenna, "
" Reeves,
" Riddell,
" G. Paton Smith,
" G. V. Smith,
" Stutt,
" Sullivan,
" Thomas,
" Walsh,
" Williams.
Tellers.
Mr. Cohen,
" Wilson.

Mr. MACPHERSON moved the insertion, in clause 3 (the interpretation
clause), of words to provide that "dams
and wells" should be included in the
definition of "substantial and permanent
improvements." He could not see the
remotest reason why the amendment
should be objected to. Dams and wells
were amongst the most important im-'
provements which a selector could make
on his land.
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Mr. McKEAN hoped that the Govern· body-comprised more than one·half of
ment would accept the amendment. The the population of the colony. According
nature of the 'climate rendered' the con· to the census of 1861, they amounted to
struction of dams : and' wells of great 63 per cent.'of all the religious bodies.
Another ·large section of the cOlnmunity
advantage to farmers.
. Mr. CASEY opposed the- amendment, - the Roman Catholics - were also in
on the ground that its adoption would favour of this provision 'being retained.
assist 'squatters to take up land by dum· Land was allowed .to be granted for all
sorts of purposes, and, amongst others,
mies.
Mr. LONGMORE supported the for mechanics' institutions-for the moral
education of the popUlation. Why, thereamendment~ The construction of dams
and wells would be of vast importance to fore, deny land for the purpose of religious
all selectors who did not possess a river instruction, which exercised a beneficial
frontage. The other evening 'it was influence over the whole population?
Mr. G. PATON SMITH trusted that
determined that sowing grass seeds,
without ploughing the land, should be the House would DOt adopt_ the amend·
deemed an improvement within the mente He denied that the three gentlemeaning of the clause. After that decision men who had signed the petition referred
it would be absurd to say that a dam or to by the honorable member represented 63
well, constructed perhaps at an expense pe~ cent. of the religious bodies of the
of £50 or £100; should not be reckoned colony. He did not know how far the
as an improvement. ' Under the existing gentleman signing himself" C. Melbourne"
Act, dams and wells were considered im· represented the United Church of
provements, and they ought not to be England and Ireland in this colony;
but he submitted that the Rev. I.
erased from the list.
Mr. MACBAIN believed that no class Hetherington had no authority to speak on
of improvements afforded a better indica· behalf of the Presbyterian Church. The
tion of a selector's bona fides than dams only person who could do so 'was the
and wells. They were absolutely neces· moderator. Mr. Hetherington, in fact,
simply spoke as the convener of a com·
aary.
Mr. BYRNE said'that one of the first mittee of certain Presbyterian ~lergymen
things a selector did was to dig a water· who received State aid. ThePresbyterian
hole or sink a well. Many selectors Church was so constituted that the question of State aid never could arise in it as
wo~ld spend £100 in doing this, in order
to preserve .a supply of water for the a church question; but he ventured to
summer months, and £20 was a very say that four·fifths of the Presbyterians in
insignificant outlay for such a work.
Victoria were opposed to State aid. The
Mr. LOBB saw no reason whydanls site occupied by a Presbyterian church
and wells should not be considered as and minister's dwelling, in Collins·street,
substantial and permanent improvements. afforded a striking instance of the misMr. CASEY, in deference to the feeling appropriation of public property, a portion
of the House, consented to the amend· of it being leased for a long period for
.private purposes.
mente
Mr. EVERARD, as a member of the
The clause was amended accordingly.
Mr. BAYLES proposed an amendment Church of England, denied that the Bishop
in clause 7, to provide that the purposes of Melbourne represented ~is views on
for which the Governor in Council should this question, because no one w'as more
have power to grant land should include strongly in- favour of the abolition of State
"places of public worship," and "dwelling aid to religion than himseff. He believed
h()Uses for ministers of any religious de· that the majority of the people were wil·
nomination." The b,onorable member re· ling tnat State aid to religious bodies should
minded the committee that the existing be altogether abolished.
Mr. RIDDELL submitted that ''- the
Land Act contained this provision, and
that he had presented a petition praying . amendment had nothing to do with'"the
for its retention, from the Bishop of Mel· question of State aid to religion. The
bourne (Dr. Perry), the Rev. I. Hether· clause allowed sites of land to be granted
ington, and the Rev. J. S. Waugh. The for all kinds of amusements and recreation,
z:eligious denominations represented by the and the amendment simply proposed that
'petitioners-namely, the.Church of Eng. sites should also be given for places of
land, the Presbyterians, and the Wesleyan public worship and dwellings ~f Ministers
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of religious denominations. It would be might be met by the introduction of 0.
clause in the Bill, in the Upper House, to
B disgrace to the. country to refuse to allow
land to be granted for these purposes. allow sites for churches and minister's
He hoped that the House would have the dwellings to ~e granted at the upset price
good sense to accept the amendment, of land sold in the neighbourhood.
which, in fact, simply retained a power
Mr. KERFERD regarded the question
which had hitherto been exercised with not as one of policy, but of conscience.
The land of the colony belonged to the
advantage.
Mr. McLELLAN said that he would whole people of the colony, and he could
vote for the amendment, because he be- not reconcile it with his conscience to
lieved that it was far better to give sites give a portion of that land as an endowfor churches than for gaols. He, however, ment to certain religious bodies. The
haq always been opposed to State aid to present was a favorable opportunity for
religion, and would vote for the abolition removing that bone of contention-State
of State aid whenever that question came aid to religion-at once and for ~ver from
before the House. He was astonished this young country. As a member of the
that honorable' members representing Church 'of England, he, with great respect
metropolitan and suburban districts, in to the Bishop, took a very opposite view
which reserves for church purPQses had from that learned dignitary on this
'
been made sufficient to meet all require- question.
Mr. WITT expressed his conviction, as
ments for the next century, should desire
to deprive the country districts of the a member of the Wesleyan body, that
opportunity of obtaining similar privileges. three-fourths of that denomination were
One effect of granting sites for churches opposed to State aid to religion. He had
was to induce the erection of buildings spoken to the Rev. J. S. Waugh on the
that were an ornament to the district in . subject of the petition, and the rev.
which they were situated, where oth~r gentleman, while opposed to State aid
wise unsightly structures would be reared. ,being given to religion in the, shape of
As a matter of policy-apart altogether money, thought that, as sites were granted
from the beneficial influence which religion for mechanics' and other institutions, there
had on the people-it was desirable that was nothing. inconsistent in. permitting
the Government should encourage the sites to be also granted for places of
building of churches. .
worship. He. (Mr. Witt) saw no differMr.' MACBAIN remarked that several ence between State aid to religion in
honorable members, who were opposed to money and in land, and therefore he
State aid to religion, objected to the ques- opposed the amendment.
Mr. HARCOURT would support the
tion being dealt with in any shape in the
Land Bill. He could corroborate the state- amendment, because he thought it was
ment of the Attorney-General, that pro- wrong to deprive the Government of the
bably three-fourths of the Presbyterian power of giving sites for' churches and
body were ready to abandon State aid to ministers' dwellings. To do so would be
religion in every form, and at the proper to anticipate the question of the .abolition
time he would be prepared to vote against- of State aid to religion. When the time
State aid to religion, but he could not for the discussion of that question arrived,
agree with the policy which had been he was quite sure that the church repreadopted of anticipating the question by sented by the Rev. J. S. Waugh would
depriving, under a clause in the Land Bill, be prepared to acquiesce in the decision
the various religious denominations of of the Legislature, if it thought fit to
prjvileges which they had enjoyed from abolish State aid to religion.
the foundation of the colony. On another
Mr. MACPHERSON contended that
clause he had objected to sites being there was a great distinction between
granted for public-houses in thinly-popu- granting land to religious bodies and
lated localities, but his objection was not granting money. State aid in money must
entertained. If sites were granted for all be obtained from the contributions of the
sorts of purposes, why should a special people-the general taxation-but the
exception be made to exclude places of granting of land, though it might be an
worship? While he felt compelled to injury to the State, could not be an it;ljury
support the amendment, he would suggest to the individual. As to the Attorneyto the honorable member for Villiers and General's remarka, in reference to the
Heytesbury (Mr. Bayles) that his object Presb;rterians~ h~ might state that, some
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time ago, before a committee of the Rouse,
two Presbyterian denominations endeavoured to secure to themselves sites which
had been granted by the State for churches.
It was witMn his knowledge that the
Presbyterians, as a body, were in favour
of sites of land being granted for churches
and ministers' dwellings. (" No.") He
had no hesitation in saying that, with the
exception of one section-a very small
one in this country-Presbyterians were
in favour of receiving sites for churches
and ministers' dwellings, although they
were thoroughly divided on the question of
State aid.
Mr. LANGTON observed that a
reference to the means by which the
revenue of the colony was derived would
dispel the whole of the argument of the
honorable and learned member for Dundas,
as to there being a distinction between
giving land and giving money. A certain
portion of the revenue was obtained from
the lands every year; and, therefore, to
give away land was to diminish a source
of revenue. The difference must be made
up out of the pockets of the people. He
regretted that the House should be compelled to discuss the question of State aid
to religion on this occasion. He regretted
that the House had to deal with such a
clause as this before dealing with the Bill,
promised by the Government, for the
abolition of State aid to religion. This
clause would follow as the natural complement of such a Bill. As it was, the
House had the complement first, and the
original thing had to come afterwards.
It was to be hoped they would have the
original thing before the close of the session. He had always advocated the abolition of State aid to religion. He believed
that religion was better without the help
of the State than with it. As had been
well said, truth alone, or truth when opposed even by the powers that be, had
always got on a great deal better than
when truth and power were united. No
doubt inconvenience might arise in new
townships that might be created in the
future, if suitable "sites were not granted
for churches; but he thought they were
prone to exaggerate the inconvenience.
There were inconveniences on the other
side. In a township within a short distance of Melbourne, two churches had
been built on unsuitable sites, granted by
the Governmen t, and the prospects of
those two churches had been permanently
bJighted, because of the unsuitability
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of the sites. No land in suitable situations could the denominations now obtain.
In another township, the denomination
believed to be the weakest in that
locality had lately raised a large sum,
and was building one of the handsomest
churches in the suburbs, on one of the
best sites in the township-a site infinitely
preferable to those which had been given
by the Government to other denominations-which had been gladly given by
a member of the church, although it was
worth £700 or £800. He had also observed the working of this system of granting lan"ds for church purposes in "other
parts of the colony. He knew a country
township where four separate sites had
been set apart for churches. The effect
of granting those four sites had been to
secure the erection of three small Protestant churches, where, but for these grants,
and the pecuniary aid afforded by the State,
only one would have been built. There
would have been a Roman Catholic church,
and a Protestant church, used by all denominations. As it was, there were three
feeble Protestant churches, and only one of
the three maintained a permanent minister. This inconvenience was felt all
through the country; and he was perfectly
satisfied that religion would not suffer in
the least degree if the whole of this system
of subsidy were abolished to-morrow. As
a matter of fact, the religion which had
vitality and force would maintain itself,
and would prosper, whether the State supported or opposed it. It did not rest upon
State assistance, nor depend for its existence on the help of the constable's baton.
or the influence of Parliament. It rested
on the free-will, the kindly feelings, and
the reverent affections of the human heart;
a.nd, unless sustained by those, it never
could be sustained at all.
Mr. LOBB observed that this question
was brought forward when the Bill was
passing through committee; and the decision which the committee then arrived
at he did not feel inclined to disturb.
He should support the clause as it stood.
Mr. ASPINALL said he was also
:opposed to the introduction of this provision in reference to sites for the houses
of ministers of religion. He believed
that every section of the community ought
to be independent in reference to this
matter. He could understand the alliance
of State with Church in England and
other parts of Europe, where there was but
one State church; but to pay Protestants
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to preach down Catholics, and Catholics
to preach down Protestants, and Jews to
preach down both, was, he conceived,
one of the most monstrous and disgusting pieces of iniquity that could possibly
be conceived. If State aid to religion
were defended as a police system, as a
means for encouraging and preserving
morality, it might perhaps be afforded with
reason on that ground; but he could not.
understand the wisdom of the Government
making friends with the clergy by paying
each church to prove that the members of
every other church would go to a place
where that church would not .go. He
could understand the State paying one
church-supportirlg ministers and erecting
places of worship for the propagation of a
particular belief, whether right or wrong
-but to start a dozen churches on the
same way, just as horses were started for
the Derby, to see which would run the
other down, appeared a most absurd position for a country to place itself in. To
have not one State church, but about
twenty State churches, all of different
opinions, must be abhorrent to. everybody
who did not possess the most philosophical
mind.' If Parliament adopted the view that
one religion was as good as another, and
that all should be assisted by the State, it
would have to support everyone that
turned up. But if it was believed that a
person's fate in the next world would
depend upon the religion which he supported in this, Parliament had better
determine which religion it was going to
support. He, for one, did not know how
many were subsidized by the State at present. All he knew was that, as a rule, one
church declared itself right and all the
others wrong; and according to that
doctrine, while the State might have,
under the present arrangement of contributing £50,000 yearly in aid of religion,
£1,000 worth of piety, ,,it would have
£49,000 worth of iniquity. He submitted
that ministers of religion could take as
good care of themselves as some of their
neighbours.
With regard to temporal
matters they were usually quite as acute
as laymen. He admitted that the present
was not the whole question, but he considered it a very important part of the
question; and he would suggest that ministers of religion should do like other
people - provide themselves with residences and pay for them.
Mr. WATKINS considered that it
woulq have been more convenient if this
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discussion had been reserved until the
whole question of State aid to religion
came before the ,House. Some honorable
members had dealt with the matter from
a Collins-street or Elizabeth-street point
of view; they had had in remembrance
the fact of portions of church sites being
converted to other uses than those for
which they were originally granted; but
he looked upon the matter in connexion
with its probable effect upon isolated districts,. where the popUlation was thin, and
where the local means for establishing
places of worship was limited. It was a
well-known fact that, in a newly settled
country district, the first' difficulty in connexion with the observance of religion
was to obtain a site for a place of worship.
That acquired, a building was soon erected,
and, in the absence of a stated minister,
religious . services were conducted by
miners and others, to the great benefit of
the people of the locality. He should
vote for the Government being in a position, as heretofore, to grant sites for
religious purposes in such districts.
Mr. BYRNE thought that the manner
in which the House dealt with the present
motion would furnish an indication of the
treatment which the question of State aid
to religion would receive when it came on
for discussion. He considered that Melbourne and the large towns of the co.lony
were very well supplied with church
reserves. In fact, he was of opinion that
an error of judgment was committed in
the early days, when those reserves
were set apart; because they occupied
leading positions in busy thoroughfares,
whereas, in his opinion, they should be in
private places, where the devotions of a
congregation would not be disturbed by
street traffic. As to new townships, land
in those townships usually sold at a low
figure.
Generally speaking the upset
price fixed by the Government was £8
per acre; amI half an ~re or an acre was
quite enough for any church or chapel.
The price, in fact, was a mere bagatelle;
and, therefore, no denomination could suffer
any inconvenience by being unable to
obtain land for nothing. He believed that
one of the best things that could happen
for the colony was for the State to have
nothing to do with religion; and he hoped
to live to see the day when no minister of
religion would ever have anything to do
with politics.
Mr. WALSH supported the amendment.,
for the reason that it was part of the
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present policy of the State to grant assistance to religion, and that, until this
arrangement was altered, it would be
impolitic to deprive the' Government of
the power to grant sites for chul'ches.
When the Legislature decided upon
abolishing State aid .to religion, a proceeding which he was ,in favour of, then
would be the time todiscQntinue the
granting of land for places of public
worship.
Mr. BOWMAN said he could not agree
with the honorable member for Crowlands
(Mr. Byrne), that the vote on this amendment would show the country how the
House was disposed to deal with the
question of State' aid to religion. He
Bupported the amendment, but, when the
larger question of State aid came before
the House, he should vote against it. He
thought it would be a hardship if new
townships were deprived of this privilege
of land grants for church purposes, which
older localities had for so many years
enjoyed. ,
Mr. F. L. SMYTH considered that
the misappropriation of sites in Melbourne
granted for religious purposes, to which·
the Attorney-General had -referred, was
attributable to want of care and caution
on the part of previous law officers, who
ought to have seen that the deeds prepared at the time contained such covenants
as would guard against misappropriations
of the kind. Nothing could be more easy
than to insert. in the Crown grant a provision that the land the subject of that
grant should be devoted solely and exclusively to the purpose specified-whether
it might be for a church, a minister's
dwelling, or a school. With regard to one
argument of the honorable member for
Crowlands (Mr. Byrne), he. would remark that, if denominations had to pay
for their own church sites, that fact
would not prevent them from selecting
sites abutting on the best and most
busy thoroughfares. As to the amendment, he submitted that so long. as the
Government had Crown lands at their
disposal, it was not too much to ask
that a. very small proportion of those
lands might be appropriated as sites for
churches. That was a different thing altogether from giving pecuniary aid for which
individuals might· have to be taxed in
futuro.
The House divided on the question that
the words proposed to be inserted be so
inserted-
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Ayes
Noes

....

.•••. 17
.26

Majority against;Mr.} 9
Bayles' amendment
AYES. '

Mr. Bayles,
" .Duffy,
" Farrell,
." Hanna,
" Harcourt,
,. MacBain,
Capt. Mac Mahon,
Mr. Macpherson,
" McKenna,

Mr. McLellan,
,,' Reeves,
" Riddell,
" ]'. L. Smyth,
" Thomas,
" Watkins.
Tell'ers. ,
Mr. Bowman,
" Walsh.
NOES.

0

Mr. Aspinall,
" Blair,
" Burtt,
" Byrne,
" Casey,
" Crews,
" Everard,
" Francis,
" Grant,
" James,
" Jones,
" Kerferd,
" Langton,
" Lobb,

Mr. 'Longmore,
" Macgregor,
" Mason, .
" McCulloch,
" McKean,
" G. Paton Smith,
" G. V. Smith,
" Stutt,
" Sullivan,
" Witt.
Tellers,
Mr. Bates,
" Wilson.'

Mr. FARRELL moved that the following words be added to clause .12 : " Provided that it shall be lawful for the Governor, by proclamation in the Government Ga. zette, to diminish, extend, or alter t~e boul!.daries or name of any county,' and to add the
territory taken away from one county, and to
divide any county into two or more counties and
. give to each a distinguishing name."

He had heard lawyers moot the necessity
for assimilating the county' system in this
colony, so far as it could be done consistently with local self-govel'nment, to the
county system in England; and, as an
amendment of the Juries Statute was now
under discussion, perhaps it would be well
for the Government to consider the advisability of doing something towards this
assimilation in connexion with that measure. At present, the Attorney-General
was in his own person the grand jury of
the colony; but it had been frequently
urged by persons, who were entitled to
speak with authority, that it would be
better, in the interests of justice, that each
county or district· here should, like every
English county, have its own grand jury.
He would suggest that, in the future formation of counties, it would be advisable
to make the largest town of the districtthe town in which the circuit or assize
court was held, and in which the Government offices were: situate -the county
town, and to provi,de that the district
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embraced in a radius say or twenty miles
from that town should form the county.
The amenc1ment was agreed to.
Mr~ F. L. SMYTH called attention to
an amendment which he desired to make
in clause 18. The clause was as follows : "The Governor may, if he shall thiRk :fit,
issue a licence to occupy any Crown lands not
exceeding in the whole 640 acres fQr a period of
three years, a.t a fee for occupation of 2s. per
annum for each and every acre, or fractional
part of an acre, to any person who shall have
applied for such licence, and who shall have paid
a half-year'$ fee in advahce for such allotment."

The amendment which he had to propose
was· that all the words after "years," in
the fourth line, be omitted, with a view
to insert instead· thereof the following
words : " That every selector under this or any previous Act. or Acts shall, previous to the obtaining of. _a grant, of his allotment, be entitled to
receive a certificate from the Board of Land
an.d Works, 'in which shall be specified the
amount :of rent and survey. fees (if any) paid by
him; and that the BoardofLand and Works shall,
when and so soon as the amount of such rent
and survey fees so paid by such selector together' amount to the sum of 20s. per acre,
issue such certificate to such selector previous
to the obtaining of such grant. and the amount
on foot of said rent and survey fees shall be
credited to said selector as against the purchase
money :which the selector shall be liable to pay
for the obtaining of a grant for'the allotment ill
respect of which such rent and survey fees have
been paid by such selector."
The object of the amendment (~aid Mr.

Smyth) }Vas to get rid of the licence-fee
of 2s. per acre per annum which the Bill
Bought to impose on the selector for the
first three years ; in other words to secure
the land to the selecto~' for a payment of
20s. per acre distributed over thirteen
years-that payment to'include the survey
fees. The Government were at, the expense of survey, so far as selectors under
the 12th section of the existing Act were
concerned; and he did not see why any
different course should be adopted with regard to selectors under the Bill. No statement had been made by the Government,
and t~~re was no provision in the Bill, in
reference to the survey fees; but he had
gathered indirectly that it was the intention of the Government to cast'the burthen of those fees on the selector, no matter what extent of land he might take up,
whether 40 or 640 acres. Now the land
question was· one upon which every honorable member was called upon, at the last
general election, to express his ideas. He
was questioned upon the topic, and he
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declared himself in favour of the rent 'Of
selections going in part payment of the
purchase money. He believed -that to
be a just policy, and he was the more
impressed on that head because the' same
policy was advocated in the celebrated
speech delivered by the Minister of Lands
at Avoca, three months' before. - That
policy he thought the' Government intended to abide by, and he was 'not
undeceived on that point until the polling
day for North Gippsland, when news
arrived' of another speech delivered by
the Minister of Lands at Dunolly; the
effect of which was that he lost 120 or
130 votes. Had that speech, avowing
another policy, been delivered a few days
earlier, probably he would not noW' havo
: been standing on the floor of the House
a~ the representative of North Gippsland.
But, notwithstanding the change ,in. the
Ministerial policy, he was prepared to
fulfil the pledges which he gave to his
constituents. Coming to the mEilrits of
the qu~stion, he insisted that to, require
this payment of 2s. per acre per annum
for the first three years was nothing more
nor less than requiring a payment of 26s.
per acre, which would be increased, by the
survey fees, to probably 28s. or 30s. per
acre. Such a requirement was both
unjust and' impolitic, considering' the
serious conditions imposed upon the
selector by the Bill. The selector was
required to fence the land which he took
up, to cultivate one acre out of every ten,
and to erect a habitation. Now a gr~at
deal of the land was, heavily timbered,
and he was given to understand that, to
clear land which was but moderately
wooded, the selector would be put to an
expense of £10 an acre. Well if 60
acres, out of a. section of 640 acres, were
cleared, the cost of that operation would
be £600, and it would have to be performed during the first three years. The
cost of fencing, he understood, ranged
from £60 to £120 per mile. Taking £100
per mile as an average, the cost of fencing
a 640-acre block would be £400. Thus
the clearing and fencing would toge~her
come to £1,000. Then the cost ,of
erecting a dwelling would be not much
less than £100. So that before a selector
could obtain his lease, he would have to
be at an outlay of £1,100 irrespective of
the annual payment of 2s. per acre, and
the survey fees. He thought under such
circumstances it was only just that everything paid in the shape .of rent and survey
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fees should be accepted as payments on
account of the purchase money. The
amendment would apply not only to all
Relectors under the Bill, but to both 12th
and 42nd section selectors under the
existing Act. The amendment would
thus be retrospective, but it ought not to
be objected to on that ground after the
two cases of retrospective legislation to
which the House assented on the previous
evening. Some time since he presented
to the House a petition from certain 42nd
section selectors, in which they set forth
the difficulties which they had to encounter, and the expenses to which they
were put, as compared with selectors
under the 12th section of the present Act.
The petition contained these passages"Your petitioners find that, by the proposed
Land Bill, it is proposed that the settlers under
the 12th clause should have the fee simple of
their lands on payment of 20s. per acre, with
five per cent. interest added.
.
"The 42nd lessees of 80 acre8 have paid in
three rents £3410s.; average survey fees £8108;
in all, £43. This amount, with five per cent.
interest, and six (instead of ten) of the proposed annual payments at the rate of 2s. per
acre per annum, would entitle the 42nd lessees to
the fee simple of their lands if they are placed
on an equality with the 12th clause selectors,
as proposed by Mr. Grant to the deputation who
waited on him on the 1st December, 1868."

Calculation would show that in six years
the 42nd section selectors would pay as
much in six years as the 12th section
selectors would pay in thirteen years
under the Bill. "Therefore he proposed
to include the 42nd section selectors in
his amendment. Now seeing that in three
of the adjoining colonies land could be had
at 208. per acre, the effect of charging 26s.
per acre exclusive of survey fees would
be to keep population away from Victoria.
Talk of offering attractions to immigrants,
let honorable members consider what
was being being done in that respect in
other parts of the world. Why in the
United States, 160 acres could be had
for nothing; in Upper Canada, 200 acres
could be obtained on similar terms; in
Nova Scotia and New Brunswick, the cost
of land was 5s. per acre, the payment being
distributed over six years. Now how could
this colony, when charging 26s. per acre,
exclusive of survey fees, expect to enter
into successful competition with those
countries? It was totally impossible. He
maintained that the terms proposed by the
Bill as regarded the selectors themselves
and future immigration were alike impolitic. . Since 1852, 450,000 immigrants
Hr. F. L. S'OIt!Jth.
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who had come to the colony had left it. He
ventured to say that if similar facilities
had existed for settling on the land as were
offered in the United States and in Canada,
not 50,000 of those persons would have
gone away, and the population of the
colony would now have been nearly
1,250,000. The result would have been
that the whole of the revenue required
for the Government of the country would
have been obtained through the Customshouse, instead of a large portion of it
having to be derived from the land.
Mr. MACGREGOR seconded the
amendment.
Mr. LOBB expressed the belief that
selectors would be satisfied by obtaining
land at the price which the clause proposed.
The amendment was negatived.
Mr. DUFFY called attention to the
fact that the words "no such licence or
lease shall be deemed to give to the licensee,
lessee, or to any assignee the right to
search for or to take any metal or mineral,"
in the 19th clause, would prevent a
selector taking any lime, salt, or stone on
his land.. He suggested that the words
"or mineral" should be omitted.
Mr. CASEY acquiesced, and the words
"or mineral" were struck out.
Mr. DUFFY also pointed out that
the 30th clause required selectors under
the .42nd section to be in possession of
their allotments three years before they
acquired the right to purchase. Selectors
under this Bill, however, would have the
right of purchase at the end of two years
and a half, and he suggested that selectors
under the 42nd section should be placed
in the same position.
Mr. CASEY said there was no objection
to adopt the suggestion.
The clause was a.mended accordingly.
Mr. LONGMORE moved the insertion
of the following words in clause 56, relating
to commons : "Any person who shall obtain an allotment
of land by selection under part,2 of this Act in
the unsettled districts, or 'in any part of the
colony where no commonage shall have been
proclaimed, shall be allowed to rent, for grazing
purposes only, at the yearly rent of 6d. per acre,
a quantity of adjoining land, if any, not greater
in extent than the size of the allotment of' which
he shall have obtained a license; Provided that
the land so rented shall be subject at any time
to be leased, sold, or occupied by virtue of miners'
rights, or otherwise disposed of by the Governor
in Council."

Mr. EVERARD seconded the amendment.
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The House divided on the question
that the words be insertedllyes
8
No~
30
Majority against the} 22
..•
amendment
AYES.

Mr. Duffy,
" Jones,
" Kerferd,
Dr. Macartney,
Mr. McDonnell,

.
Tellers.
Mr. Everard,
" Longmore,
NOES.

Mr. Aspinall,
" Bates,
" Bayles,
" Blair,
" Burtt,
" Casey,
" Francis,
" Grant,
" Hanna,
" Harcourt,
" James,
" Langton,
" MacBain,
" Macgregor,
Capt. Mac Mahon,
Mr. Mason,

.

Mr. F. L. Smyth

•

Mr. McCulloch,
" McKenna,
" McLellan,
" Riddell,
" G. Paton Smith,
" G. V. Smith,
" Stutt,
" Sullivan,
" Thomas,
" Walsh,
" Watkins,
" Witt.

Tellers.
Mr. Cohen,
" Wilson.

Mr. DUFFY referred to the 58th
clause, authorizing the Governor to issue
yearly licences to the present occupants of
runs, or their executors, administrators, or
assigns. There was, he said, an important omission in this clause, words in the
corresponding clause of the Act of J 862,
which declared that the squatters should
have no greater privileges than they had
hitherto possessed, being left out. The
words omitted were "in the same manner
as heretofore," 'at the beginning of the
clause relating to the manner in which
the licences should be issued; and also
words at the end of the clause, providing
that SUGh licences should "not confer any
greater privilege upon the person to whom
the same shall be issued than licences to
occupy for pastoral purposes have hitherto
conferred." Unless some satisfactory reason was given for their omission, he would
move that they be inserted. .
Mr. CllSEY said that the words had
been expressly omitted, in consequence o£
the decision of the Supreme Court in Tlte
Queen v. Dallimore. The court held
that the words conferring" no greater
privileges meant that as great privileges
were conferred, and, moreover, that it was
mandatory on the Governor in Council to
issue the licences up to the end of the
period. For these reasons the words had
been struck out."' Their insertion would
VOL. vu.-6 E
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have quite the contrary effect to what the
honorable member desired.
Mr. DUFFY intimated that, after thia
explanation, he would not press the matter further. He desired, however, to call
attention to an omission in the 59th clause.
That clause fixed the rent to be paid by a
pastoral tenant at 8d. for every sheep aod ...'
4s. for every head of cattle which the
board determined his run to be capable of
carrying ; and there was a proviso declaring "that the said rate shall be re-adjusted
upon the expiration of five years" after
the passing of the llct. There was,
however, no provision for re-adjusting the
grazing capabilities of the runs.
Mr. CASEY remarked that the grazing
capabilities of the runs could be re-adjusted
by the Minister of the department from
time to time, but Parliament alone could
alter the rate per head which should be
'
paid for sheep and cattle.
On the suggestion of Mr. DUFFY, the
words "by Parliament" were inserted.
On the motion of Mr. CASEY, the fo~
lowing words were added to the clause : "Provided further, that until the 31st day of
December, 1870, the rent to be paid by every
licensee for pastoral occupation shall be determined by the board, and paid, and payment
thereof may be enforced in the same manner as
if this Act had not been passed."

Mr. EVERARD proposed that the
rental should be Is. per head for sheep and
6s. for cattle. He did so as a last effort to
compel the squatters, in justice to the
community at large, to pay a fair assessment to the State for the ad vantages
which they enjoyed.
The House divided on the question
that" 8d." and" 4s.," proposed to be struck
out, stand part of the clauseAyes
30
No~
4

.

Majority against Mr.}
Everard's amendment

26

AYES.

Mr. Aspinall,
" Bates,
" Blair,
" Burtt,
" Casey,
" Francis,

" Grant,

" Hanna,
" Harcourt,
" James,
" Jones,
" Langton,
" Lobb,
" MacBain,
" McDonnell,
Capt. Mac Mahon,

Mr. Mason,
" Mc Culloch,
" McKenna,
" McLellan,
" Riddell,
" G. Paton Smith,
" G. V. Smith,
" Stutt,
" Sullivan,
" Walsh,
" Watkins,
" Witt.

Tellers.
Mr. Cohen,

." Wilson.
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STATE AID TO RELIGION.
Mr~ McCULLOCH moved-

Tellers. ;
Mr. Everard~,
"That tbis IIouse will, on Wednesday. next,
. ' " L6ngmore.
, resolve itself into a committee of the whole to
,Verbal amendments, were Jii~de' in consider resolutions for abolishing State aid to
Mr. F. L. Smyth.

several clauses.

religion'."
The third' reading of the B ill was made
Mr. CASEY seconded -the motion,
an order for Tuesday, August 24.
, which was 'agreed to.
'
PUBLIC WORKS LOAN APPROLAND LAWS AMENDMENT B;rLL.
PRIATION BILL.
Mr. GRANT moved that this Bill be
'The resolutions arrived at in committee now read a third time.
'
on the previous, day, authorizing certain
Mr. DUFFY.-Mr. Spe~ker, after the
expenditure under the ':public Works Loan ,protracted debate to, Which this measure
Act, were considered and adopted. '
has been subjected in committee, I should
Mr. SULLIVAN then broug~t up' a not have, ventured to intrude to delay a
Bill, to legalize the expenditure recom- final decision upon it, except under a
mended by the resolutions and by kindred convictio,n of the urgent necessity for
doing so. We are asked to. pass this
resolutio~s adopted on August 5, an~
measure from oQ.r control, by reading it
moved that it be read a first time.
The motion was agreed to, and the Bill for the third time, under circumstances, I
think, unprecedented in any deliberative
was'reaa a first time... .'
'
assembly.
have given new ~nd ~lll
RAILWAY LOAN APPROPRIATION heard of powers to the Minister of La~ds .
.' .
BILL.'
,
We have enabled him to determine, at his
Mr. ,S,ULLIVAN brought up a Bill will and pleasure, the rent of every pasfounded on the resolutipn, arriv~d at in toral run in the country, and to shift it
committee on July 29; authorizing certain up and down on "proper rep~esentation."
eJtpenditureunder the Railway Loan Act,' We have enabled him to detennine where
ft'ee selection shall take" place and
and rn?v~d that it be read .a first .ti~e.
The motion was agreed to, and the Bill where it· shall not take place, what
runs shall be open and what runs shall
wes read a first time.
be reserved. We have enabled him to
'rne House adjourned at seventeen proclaim commons' where there is no popuminutes past eleven o'clock until Tuesday, lation, and, if he think proper,' 'refuse
August 24.
commons where there is the most urgent
necessity for them. We have given him
powers as great, and, in some respects,
LEGISLATIVE' ASSEMBLY.
greater, than those exercised by the Chief
Justice; and this at th~ very period"when
Tuesday, August 24, 1869.
the House has thought proper to remit to
a select committee the inquiry' whether
the powers existing under the Act of ,
Abolition of State Aid to Religion-Third Reading of the
Land Laws Amendment Bill-Criminal Law and Practice
1865 have been properly or improperly
Amendment Bill - Lunacy Statute Amendment Bill
exercised by the department over'~hich h~
-Waterworks CommiSsiolis Bill-Public Works Loan
presides. ~hat commit~ee has ('been diAppropriation Bill-Railway Loan Appropriation Billrecteq, to inquire whethef; undu.e influence
Insolven~y Law Amendment Bill- Aboi;ginal Natives
Protection Bill-Customs Laws Amendment Bill.
by Members of Parliament has' been
brought to bear upon the: ~~mini'$tration
of the Land Act. If the House were 'of
The ·SPEAKER 'took the chair at half- opin~on 'that the Minister·.of Land's' did
pas~ /,our .o'clock p.m:
not and would not, under any circumstances,permit undue influence to sway
POST OFFICES AND TELEGRAPH him in the administration of the law, thEm
STATIONS.
I must say that I think 'Ye did'him a gros~
Mr. G. V. SMITH laid ,on th~: table, injustice in per~itting this i~quiry. ~f,
pursuant to order of the House' '( dated on the other hand, they w~re. of opinion
February 25), a retUl'll in reference to'the th~t it was a subject whicp. aemanded inpost offices au,o telegraph stations ,of the vestigation, .W'pi~h was prop~rly a subjec~
colony. "
for inqu'iry "Qya select comIriitt~e, then '1

We
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insist that we 'shall do scant justice to the
country in ,passing this measure nntil the
result of that inquiry can be ascertained. It
may be that the committee will report that
the suspicions'which we hear of on all hands,
are ill-founded. . Then, sir, a slight delay
will do no harm.. On the other hand, it
may be that the committee will report
that political influences have, largely and
habitually intervened in dealing with the
public territory of' this country. If that
be so, in what ,condition will we be, having absolutely parted with all control-of
this measure, which enormously increases
the powers conferred upon the Minister of
the· department. W()Uld any of us, in his
private affairs, do what we are invited to
do here f Would any~of us, if persons in
charge of a busin~ss in which .we were
interested, had so conducted it that we
considered . inquiry into their conduct
necessary-would we, under those circumstances, increase and timltiply the powers
and ad~antagesconferred upon them? I
say that none of us would do it with respect to .our own private affairs, and that
it would be a lasting reproach to us to ~o
it' where the interest and the property of
the people are concerned. ,I -may be told
that we have provided against a recurrence of any of these mishaps by requiring
publicity in future proceedings of the
Board of Land and W orks~ but I deny
that' we have made any such provision.
The 'provision contained in the clause introduced' by the honorable and learned
member for Brighton is that the president
of the Board of Land and Works, if he
thinks proper, may transact business of
thi~ nature in P!lblic ; but if he refuses or
delays to transact it in public, the suitor
has no remedy whatever. The honorable
member fo~ East Bourke (Mr. McCaw),
proposed a clause which made it compulsory to transact the business of the board
in public, arid which imposed a penalty
upon any person who sought to haye any
business that ought to be transacted bMoI,'e
the board effected elsewhere. . But the
House accepted the proposal of the honorable and learned member for Brighton,
and rejected that of the honorable
member for East Bourke. The latter wou~d have effectually accomplished
the end we have in view; but the clause,
as it, stands at present with respect to
publicity, will prQduce no practical results
whatever. If the Minister of Lands
never did, and' would, not, transact his
business in .a, manner which ,requires the
" 6 E2 _ . '
.
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presence of the public to supervise it,
there is no more reasor,. for having the
clause in the Bill than for insisting that
the Chief Secretary should transact his
business in public; but, if thete is
~eason for putting such a proYision in the
Bill, I say the clause is totally ineffective
for accomplishing the end in view. My
intention is to move that this' Bill be read
a third time this day three months. I do
so with the view of giving time to await
the decision of the committee to whom we
have remitted the question of the management 'of the Lands department. Ifany
honorable members who concur with me
in that view think that a shorter period
should be adopted, so as to enable the
measure to be taken up again this seRsion,
I shall have no objection to alter the
motion accordingly. But if the House
proceeds to pass the Bill while this inquiry
is pending, then, I say, either we have
been unj ust to the Minister, or we are
about to be unjust to the country. I now
propose to take a very rapid glance at the
scope and character of the measure as it
has passed from the committee. We have
declared that there shall be free selection
all over this territory, but can any man
tell me where the free selection is to be ?
I say that no man. can tell-that no man
can point out an acre of land which will
be open for selection. It is absolutely at
th~ discretion of the Minister to open or
shut the lands at his pleasure-to open or
shut them on the representation of persons
interested; and there is not one aUotment
of any special value which will not be
made, of necessity, the subject of" proper
representation " to the department. Now,
sir, in what manner is a selector who
desires to settle on the public lands invited
to proceed? A register is opened, in
which he is to enter his name, and his
rent will be received; but after his rent
is receiveu, and his name entered, he is
not advanced a step towards securing or.
obtaining the land which he desires. He
has no advantage whatever. He is not
before anybody else who may come in at
a later period. It is still left to the will
and discretion of the Minister of Lands to
accept him as a selector or not. Again,
sir, how is the selector to mark his land
to satisfy the land officer as to the particular allotment which he has selected?
No method is pointed out in the Bill. He
is, I presume, to go to the expense of .a
private survey to determine the boundaries of the land which he desires; and
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if any other person is anxious to have the
samf\ land-and this I venture to assert
will be the case wherever the lands are
of any special value-although we have
heard the strongest denunciations of the
method of ballot, no method is substituted
for determining, when there are two or
more competitors, -which is to have the
land. I may be told that, upon due inquiry, land will be given to the bonb.fide
selector, and that others will be set aside.
But I confess that a wider and closer
knowledge of the operation of the existing law than I had when this Bill was
read a second time, has led me to the
fixed conclusion that a man may be a
bona fide selector, and yet have no effi-.
cient security that he will obtain the land
he desires, if a Member of Parliament is
interested upon the other side. Assuming,
however, that some reso~ute selectors will
break through all these barriers, and at
last obtain some land to settle upon, I
insist that, under the conditions of this
Bill, they will be in a worse position than
selectors in any other Australian colony;
they will pay more than the selectors in
South Australia, Tasmania, or Queensland, and they will .have infinitely fewer
advantages than are accorded to the'selector in New South Wales. And that is
not the worst. After the selector has
settled down to improve his allotment, he
will want that stimulus without which
industry never exists-namely, security of
tenure. He will not have the slightest
protection, except the will of the Minister
of Lands, against being turned out of his
land, without receiving notice beforehand,
or without receiving compensati.on for his
improvements. As illustrating this question of the insecurity of tenure, ~et me
recall the fact that the honorable member
for Collingwood (Mr. Everard) recently
brought before the House the case of a
selector whose licence was forfeited,
against whom a process of ejection had
been commenced, and who would have
been turned out of his land but for the
local bench of magistrates interposing and
insisting on giving him time, in order that
he might have the opportunity of representing the grounds which he had for resisting the meal:iures of the department.
Well, sir, this House, in its wisdom, has
thought proper to take away that power
of delay. A bench of magistrates hereafter, on the mere production of the G0'vernment Gazette, must accept it as
. evidence of the forfeiture. In a case like
Mr. ])uh.
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McNicol's, where a squatter wants a free
selector turned off his land, out the selector must go, on the production of the
Government Gazette, if this Bill becomes
law. Then, as respects the rent, the selector will be not merely at a disadvantage
with regard to the selectors of other
colonies, but at a striking disadvantage
with regard to the people among whom
he has to live - namely, the pastoral
tenants. I may be told that, in case he
takes the entire ten years to complete his
purchase, he will not be payi~g much more
than £1 per acre. But in case he prefers to
buy his land at the end of the first three
years, as he is entitled to do, he will be
paying 26s. per acre-a higher price than
was ever attained by auction in this
country. I have suggested the striking
difference between the mode of treatment
applied to the free selector and that appli~d to the pastoral tenant.
And, to
illustrate this, I have extracted from the
Government Gazette of June last a few
of the rents of the pastoral runs. I will
not commit the unfairness of going to districts where the land is of an inferior character, and, therefore, where large tracts
are held at a low rent; I pass over such
districts as Swan Hill, the Wimmera,
Benalla, and even Beechworth ; but I will
take districts where the land is of an
agricultural character, and where selection
is certain to take place. If the selector
takes up 100 acres of land, he will have to
pay £10 a year for it; if 150 acres, he
will havl3 to pay £15. But what sums
have the pastoral tenants to pay for much
1arger areas? In the Melbourne district,
there is the Balla Balla run.
That
consists of 1,400 acres, for which the
pastoral tenant pays £8 8s. per annum.
Then there is the Elizabeth Island run,
with 3,000 acres, for which the pastoral
tenant pays only £1 168. a year. There
is the Hurdy Gurdy run, of 14,000 acres,
for which the pastoral tenant pays£14 13s.,
or about £1 for every 1,000 acres. There
is the Yallock run, consisting of 20,000
acres, for which-although it is in the
Melbourne district-the pastoral tenant
pays only £4 4s. per annum. I now pnss
to the Portland district. In that district
there is a run called Castlemaddie. It
consists of 10,800 acres, for which the
pastoral tenant has to pay no more than a
selector will have to pay, under the Bill,
for 150 acres in the same district-namely,
£ 15 per year. Then there are three runs,
each called "Surrey River," held by ~he
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same gentleman-a member of the other
branch of the Legislature. Each consists
of 5,000 acres; for one the pastoral tenant
pays £15, and for each of the others £10
per year. For the run called "Tarwin
)Vest," 7,680 acres, the pastoral tenant
pays only £5 a year. For Wandin Yallock run, 3,500 acres, £10 per year is
paid. For the Mount Sturgeon Plains
station, 2,000 acres, in the Warrnambool
district, where the land is of a superior
character, the pastoral tenant pays £8 7s.
per annum, a smaller sum than will have
to be paid by the selector of 100 acres.
Mr. RUSSELL.-These are the leavings.
Mr. DUFFY.-I admit that these are
the renmant$ of runs, but I presume the
soil is generally of the same character as
the rest of the land in the district. Of
this I am perfectly certain-that these
lands, in general, are lands that the people
would have preferred taking up to some
of the land which has been taken. up in
the' Western district under the 42nd section, and which, for the most part, has
belonged, not to runs, but to commons and
reserves. I refer to land like that between
Geelong and Warrnambool, a great deal
of which, as far as I am capable of judging,
is not worth having at any price-land
which was taken up because it was the
only land made available in that district.
My list concludes with the Quamly station, of 1,800 acres, for which the
pastoral tenant pays £14 12s. per annum,
or less than the payment required
from a selector of 150 acres. Now I
don't think it can be fairly maintained that
these two classes have been treated alike;
and I fail to understand upon what principle of justice the same identical land is
let to one of these parties upon such
liberal terms, while the other, whom we
profess to foster, is subjected to terms so
widely different. Before passing from the
agricultural division of this measure, I desire to dwell for a moment on one other
point connected with it.
Every land
measure proposed for many years past has
contained some device for uniting pastoral
with agricultural pursuits-for enabling
the farmer to have cattle as well as crops
to depend upon; and I believe that, to
make the pursuit of agriculture profitable,
it is absolutely necessary that the farmer
should have such advantages afforded him.
The Minister of Lands, in his speech at
Dun oIly, promised to give the people
• Bome,thing in the shape of small squattages1
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by enabling them to select, in the case of
lands not of first quality, to the extent of
1,280 acres. But that provisi9n is not in
the Bill, and no provision has been substituted for it. As far as I know, this
measure contains no method by which a
farmer can unite pastoral with agricultural
pursuits. Coming to the pastoral part of
the measure, I may observe that, when
the Bill was being read a second time, I
stated, very definitively, my opinion that
the pastoral lands, after 1870, ought to be
let by tender, and that the. very large runs
ought to be subdivided, with the view, not
of increasing the number of squatters,
but of substituting new .ones for those
who might be extinguished by the remnants of runs being taken up. But there
is no provision for anything of the kind.
In point of fact, as far as the pastoral interest is concerned-indeed, as far as threefourths of the Bill are concerned-the
measure is one of paste and scissors;
there is no new dealing with one of the
largest interests that the Parliament can
have to legislate upon. I may remind
the House that most of these remnants of
runs to which I was referring just now
produce a rent of under £10; and I would
ask whether it would not have been a wise
arrangement not to let them at all after
1870, so that no impediment would stand
in the way of the selector taking up such
portions as he thought proper, not fit for
agriculture, for grazing purposes - an
arrangement by which -the State would
have lost a sum trifling to count, and a
public advantage of a manifest sort would
have accrued? But that· provision has
not been made. Again, there are from
13,000,000 to 17,000,000 acres which the
squatter declares absolutely worthless,
and for which he pays no rent. Surely,
it would have been a wise arrangement,
when we were about to legislate anew, to
cut these portions, which are declared
valueless, from the runs, and see if small
industrious men would not make a better
use of them than leaving them absolutely
waste and worthless, as at present. Now
one word upon the tenure which it is
proposed to give to the squatters. I
would scorn to hunt into Hansard for the
opinions which honorable members expressed on the question of the squatters'
tenure when it was last before Parliament.
Debate is for the purpose of modifying
opinion; and no doubt honorabfe members
may have modified their opinion upon a
larger acquaintance with the facts. Here,
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however, is, not merely a modificatiop, but for ,Brighto~' said on tp:e. nigbt 'tli~f the
a total change of opinion, and I think the . Land Bill of 186~ w.as r.eada third .timepublic have a right to such a clear ex"It appeared 't~ him that' th~ only way in
planation of it as will prevent them : which the State could m;tke s~~e. of obtaining the
utterly distrusting public men. When I . highest rent would be:by putting up the pastoral
. 1862 t· .
th
lands to auction. That was the plan adopted .
. th
propose d, III e yeal
, 0 gIve
e - with other properties, and h~ thought the State
squatters a tenure of ten years, on con- had departed from it altogether· too far; and he
dition of extinguishing the Orders in would be ready to apply it to a mucl~ greater
Council, which had been a barrier to extent."
settlement, from the first occupation of the Now mark t4e object for which he gave
country until that time, an amendment the tenure.
was moved for reducing the period to
" In his opinion, the only object for which a
three years. That amendment had the . term of tenure should. be giyen would be for
support of Mr. Francis, Mr. Sullivan, Mr. the purpose of giving the squatters·time to make
Berry, and Mr. Richardson; and when arrangements before the runs were subdivided
and sold by auction. A much shorter time than
the clause limiting the tenure to nine that proposed would be sufficient, and he was .
years was carried, by a slight majority, disposed to think three years long enough;. but
Mr.. Sullivan moved that the clause be in any case seven years woulp. be better than
struck out-it was so offensive to him. ten, and five years better than seven;· 'wbiIe a
tenure of three years would be best of all.
Listening patiently to all that has been Public opinion was, unfortunate,ly, very apasaid under recent circumstances, I really theticdo not see what has produced this enormous I am afraid that is pretty much the etate
alteration in opinion .. It has been said that o(public opinion at present-- ..
the squatters have ceased to be a powerful "-a fact which was owmg to the strong desire
class in the country, and so forth. Their to have the question settled, and weariness at
pecuniary position is no doubt altered the length to which the agitation had been
for the worse; but, if they were not still carried. It was, therefore, desirable to get rid of
very powerful, there would not be the the subject; but at the same time he f~lt sure
that, if a ten years' tenure were given, a general
slightest pretence for arming the Minister feeling of regret would shortly be evinced at
of Lands with the immense powers you the fact that the country had its hands ti~d"and
give him in this Bill, as a barrier to their could not get so high a profit for its lands as
attempt to seize upon the country. I said that to which it was entitled~"
.
I would not have .recourse to Hansard- With that opinion I entirely concur. ·I
though the Minister of Lands and the should have concurred with it at that time
Attorney-General have both hunted up but, as I have said, the country got in'retur~
Hansard, with, as far as I am concerned, for the tenure given. to. the squatters, the
very little result-but I desire to quote . removal out of the way of "orders" which
one paragraph from the speech of an had been a perpetual barrier to settl~ment
honorable and learned member, because it up to that period. The honorable and
expresses· my own ~ opinion upon the learned member wished to have the runs
method which ought to be applied in a subdivided. The honorable and learned
Bill dealing with the public territory so member for Belfast, in addressing himself
completely that, if the honorable and to that part of the question, took a line of
learned member were present, I would argument which amazed: me ~ great deal.
invite him to explain what reasons in- He said-" What need is there for further
duced him to adopt it then, and induce power of subdivisiol1 than the power of
him to reject it now. Just as the Land selecting every run which will be given
Bill of 1862 was coming to a third reading, by the Bill." 'rhe honorable ~nd learnerl:
the honorable and learned member for member treated the subject as if those who
Brighton entered this House, and ad- desired subdivision simply' desired to
dressed himself to the measure.
And worry, annoy, and injur:e the squatter.
here is the statement which he made-a With that object I have not the slightest
statement which I would be willing to sympathy. I desire subdivision so that
adopt as applicable to the Act of 1869, a new industrious class may find an openand which I would have been willing to ing in this country. I wish 'the same
apply to the Act of 1862, except that it stimulns given to pastoral pursuits
was considered a reasonable compromise by. such a measure as that ,~hich has
to extinguish the Orders in Council by given a stimulus to agricultural purgiving the tenure then proposed. This is suits under the 42nd section ·of the"
what the hOI\m'able and learne4. member Act of 1~65.
Subdivision with tha.t
Mr.J)p;!f.o/. \.... " .:; .. ,.'
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promoted or effected at
of se~ecting, 640 acres
th~ Bill. l, have on!y one more
PQj~t tg cftll the attentipn of the House to
before I conclude. I see it is still the
, ~pi~io~ of some journals; ,th~t ,noamend~
ment has been 'made in the terms which
t4e :Sill origi:uaUy' propose.d to exact from
selectors under the 42nd section; but that
is 's ~i~~,al~~. 9n ~4e sec<')lid reading of the
::Sill~ I poi~~ed Q~t that alter.a selector was
~,hree years, in ,9ccupation, the Mini~ter of
~an~s OJight refuse him his land altogether,
or give' h~m only part of it, or charge him
~hat pri,c~ he thought proper for it ; .that
in ~J.le case of an all~tmento~ ~~e gold:-p.~lds,
~ rent of 4s. or, more p~r acre might be
take~, for t4ree years, an~ that the selector
wa,s not p~rmitted to gather lime, o~ salt,
or stone from his land. The Government
~Jcepted amendments .from' me by which
al\ ~~ese obje~ti~ns have been removed.
l'lie·fr~~. s~J~ctor will no~ pay only 2s~
per a~re 111 any case; and only pay for ~he
la:nd actually held. In many instances
where a .se~ector was c,J.large,d for 20 acres,
the allotment which' he held was smaller
than ~O acres. ' 'And, hereafter, 'the Minis~er 'cannot charge th~ purchase money
at his·. . own option, hl~t, only a BU,m
~ot~~ceeding the p,ighest upset price of
land lin ~he distriGt. . In ~hat respect a'
serious amendment has been made in the
B,ill ;', a?(t I take this opportunity o( menti~ming th~, D;ls~t~~ in, ~rder ~hat, it m~y
~he ,so~n~r )~each the, large <?lass Qf s,el~c
tOffi,ll: ,the ~ountry who ar~ interested in'it.
I willcO'ncludeby moving 'that this Bill be
read a third time this day three months .
. Mr'-LONGMORE seconded the amend~ent:"
.
'Af~er a pause,
.
LANGTON rose and said-I did
Jj.,ot ~tend t9 take a promin~nt part iit this
d~bate ; 'but I cannot allow 'the third
~:~a<;ling ,of the Bill to pass without'once
Illore,entering ~y protest ~gainst, it. I
will nQt de~ain' the House at any)ength,.
gElc~'Qse'the hon<?rable and learned member
(or . b!tlhousi~ has pretty ,well exhausted
the"various <;>bj~ct~ons which may be urged
~gai~st, the provisions of this Bill.
I
~h~n~ 'that every part of those provisions
is open ,to the gravest possible objection.
I ..believe that if the system embodied in
this, ,Bill ,is ratified, by P,arliamEmt, 'and
becomes :the, law pf the' laIid, anything
like honesty in politics will ,1;>e'impossible
so long as the Bill remains law. The
slstetp. 9f ,~' proper representatio~" ~
~ll

by
pnder

Mr.

~e po~er
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~ernicious; mischievo~s, and demoralizing
as it is-will be perpetuated; and thus any
Government unscrupulous enough to turn
their control of the Lands department to
aGcount, may be able to remain in office 1l~
l<?ng as they please. I fear that the system
of degradation 'which, unfortunately,' has
been going on, for years in connexion with
the' Legislature' of this country, will g'o on
still further if we have a parliamentary
system which, not merely as an accidental
but as an essential feature of it, is designed for the exp~ess purpose of providing
the means of dispensing, favours. by tpe
Government of the day to those who sit
behind them. l' cannot see how it is
possi~le; under such' circumstance,s, for u~
to retrieve ou~ public and political position,
and to secure for the Parliament of this
~ountry that respect which it ought to obtain among the electors of the colony. I
feel satisfied that If this system remains
in force-if the courts are precluded from
determining questions in reference to the
right to property---:-:-if every question is to.
be determined merely by the Circumstl:!'nce~
whether or no an influential Member of
Parliament is secured. t~ advocate the case
of any person who goes before the Board
of Land and Works, Parliament will become less and less entitled to receive the
respect and sympathy of .the country at
large. I shall heartily support the amendment.
Aft~r a second pause~,
,,'
Mr. LONGMORE said, as the Governmentappeared to be utter~y unprepared ,to
deferid the Bill, he would move' the adjournment of the debate.
Mr. KERFERD seconded the motion.
It had been formally an~ounced in one of
the daily papers th~t ~his was to be a onesided deba~e; ~ut surely, as the Bill' had,
been the subject of a number of amend-.
ments, some occupant of the Treasury
bench ought to have something to say in
favour of those amendments.
Mr. BYRNE observed that'there might
be some reason in the suggestion of the
honorable member for the Ovens (Mr.
Kerferd) if there was a large difference of
opinion on the question. But seeing that"
with very few exceptions, the House was,
all on one side in the matter, he did not
see why the passage of the Bill should be.
delayed by. further debate. 'He was
satisfied now to allow the Bill to pass
without ol:U~ction, because his oonstituentl:i
aud the cOllntry were quiesce:p.t; they
ha.4 S~0'YD~ b1 their sileuc~, that they
>
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:were content with the measure. He had I defy any power in the colony to touch a
not received from any constituent any Ministry which has the opportunity of
communication objecting to the BilL granting favours in private, It is a
Therefore, no matter what his private downright shame that the Government
views might be-and he admitted that should force the Bill to a third reading,
they were opposed to some portions of the without stating reasons why they refused
Bill-he felt bound to vote for the third to assent to certain amendments which
reading. In committee, he endeavoured to were proposed in committee. It is also flo
secure the passage of several amendments; disgrace to honorable members sitting
he advocated a classification of territory, behind the Government to allow the Bill
with a view of regulating the price and to be read a third time in silence when
rental by the quality of the land; he everyone of them said, on the debate on
sought to obtain for the selector in inferior the second reading, that, in voting for the
country certain grazing rights; but, in second reading, he would reserve to himevery case in which he and a few other ~elf the right of amending the Bill in
honorable members had acted together committee. The Bill is as stringent as
wi th a desire to amend the Bill, they had ever it was, and those honorable members
been out-voted by the assistance of honor- who voted for the second reading, on the
able gentlemen sitting on the opposition understanding that the measure would be
'benches,
amended in committee, have been deceived.
The mQtion for the adjournment of the They were told that everything in connexion with the administration of the
debate was negatived without a division.
Mr. LONG .MORE.----It was my desire measure would be done in open court; but
that some further discussion should take the honorable and learned member took
place with reference to this Bill before it particular care that his proposal on that
passed its third reading. Some votes subject should not have the effect of comwhich I gave when the measure was in pelling everything to be done in open court.
committee, were obtained from me under The honorable and learned member .said
false pretences. It was stated on the he was quite willing that the Minister
Government side, that everything that should receive " proper representations"
was done by the Minister of Lands for the . after the court sat, and be guided by them.
time being should be done in open court. It might be well, in certain cases, that the
But the amendment passed at the instance Minister should be so guided; but an
of the honorable and learned member for open court ought to be held again in any
Brighton provides that this shall not be case in which it is· thought desirable to
done in open court. That amendment is receive" proper representations." If the
a snare. It provides that the Minister of honorable and learned member had sugLands may hear reasons for or objections gested this 'he would have recommended
against any selection in public. But there a reasonable, open, and honest way of
is no provision to compel the Minister of dealing with the matter; but it will not
J..Iands to give his decision in public. do to give the Ministry the power to help
There is ~o provision to prevent" proper their friends-the power 'to hold their
representations" being made after the pub- seats by unworthy means. It will not do
lic hearing of the case, or to prevent the to give them the power to help their
Minister of Lands acting on those repre- friends to large tracts of territory, as they
sentations, and totally ignoring the repre- can do if the Bill becomes law in its
sentations made to him in public. Why present shape. They have the power to
the .House is putting into the hands of the bribe and corrupt-to put Members of
Minister for the time being a power which Parliament in the way of making their
he may exercise in secret-which will living at the Lands-office, in order to.
enable him to hel p his own friends on any secure their aid in voting down any
and every occasion at the expense of right lionest measure which does not suit
and justice. If the representations under them. This, I think, is a strong reason
the Land Act of 1865 had been conducted why the Bill should not be read a third
in public, rpany things could never have time. The people of the country, as a
been done which have been'done. I say rule, imagine that, under this measure,
that this Land Bill, providing, as it does, there is to be free selection over the whole
for the arrangement of these matters in territory; but there never was a more
private, is neither more nor less than a most fallacious idea. There will be free selection just wll,ere the Minister of Lands
~udacious bid for office for the l1ext ten years.
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allows selection to take place, but nowhere
else. Intending selectors may peg out
land, they may f'ven go through the ordeal
of a public examination, and, after all, th~
:\Hnister of Lands has full power to take
the land away from them-to declare it
reserved from selection. This is the state
of things which we are asked to submit
to ! This is the measure the third reading
of which we are asked to allow to be
passed in silence! It seems astonishing·
that one in my position should stand up
and almost say-" Thank God that we
have another House, where the Bill will
be discussed again."- The men who defied
the other House for such a lengthened
period are the very men whom the country
ought now to be warned against, as the most
dangerous men who have ever held power
in the colony of Victoria. They have
gathered aU power into their hands, and
they have done so by false pretences. I
say this without fear of successful contradiction. What lands shall be open for
selection and what shall be reserved from
selection is entirely at the will of the
Minister of Lands. I say that his will is
not fit to be the law of the land. His will
may perpetrate a great amount of hardship
upon del;!erving men. I would not have
opposed the third reading of the Bill if
the hearing in open court of all applications for land had been made compulsory;
but the honorable and learned member
for Brighton, who proposed the clause
allowing cases to be heard in public, distinctly stated that the effect of it is merely
to permit the Minister of Lands to hear
applications in public if he thinks fit.
After a long provision about a public
hearing, the clause says"Provided always, and it is hereby expressly
declared and enacted, that such hearing is hereby
directed for the purpose, solely, of better and
more certainly acquainting the Minister with
the real and just merits of each case; and no obje"ction to any such hearing, report, or notice,
founded on the absence, failure, or insufficiency
of the same, or of either of them, shall be taken
or allowed in any court of justice; but the decision of the Governor shall be, for all purposes
whatsoever, conclusive and binding."
Does the Minister of Lands mean to say
that this binds him to hear all applications
in public and to give his decision in publie?
Mr. GRANT.-Certainly.
Mr. LONGMORE.-Clearly not. The
honorable and learned member for Brighton
distinctly stated that his object was not
to compel t4e Minister to decide cases in
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open court, but to allow him to receive
" proper representations," both before and
after the public hearing. The public'
hearing of applications is solely for the information of the Minister of Lands. The
clause does not require him to adjudicate
upon cases in public. I think that thi8
clause ought to be fatal to any Land Bill.
The Minister of Lands can come into
open court, hear reasons, accept those
reasons, and afterwards reverse his decision, as was done in connexion with the
inquiry held at Ballarat, on April 9, 1866,
as to the claims of certain applicants for
land under the 27th and 42nd sections of
the Land Act of 1865. A board was
appointed to consider those claims, and
conducted its inquiry in open court. It
arrived at a decision in favour of the applicants under the 42nd section, and next
day the Minister of Lands reversed that
decision. Does not the honorable gentleman remember that? It is a mere farce
.to have an open court under this Bill if it
is simply to be held for the better information of the Minister of Lands, and not
for the better administration of justice in
reference to the lands. It is of no use
having a public inquiry if two or three
Members of' Parliament can afterwards go
to the Minister of Lands, privately, and
get him to upset a verdict which has been'
gi ven in open court the day before. The
result of the decision of the board which
sat at Ballarat, on April 9, 1866, being
overturned next day by the Minister of
Lands was to inflict a serious loss on
hundreds of individuals, who are this day
wandering through the colony, some of
them not able to get a foot of land to
settle on. The Minister of Lands professes to be anxious to give the land to
"the landless and homeless," but on that
occasion it was given to the wealthy and
the speculator, and the landless and homeless were turned adrift. I object to power
to do what he likes with the land being
given to any man, more particularly to a
man like the Minister of Lands, who has
no fixity of purpose. All applications
for land should be entirely dealt with in
open court. If any representations are
to be allowed after the court is closedwhether proper, improper, or selfish representations-they should also be heard in
open court, to be held subsequently, and
not entertained and adjudicated upon in
private. I am as anxious as anybody to
give the Minister of Lands for the time
being power to deal with the lands; I
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desi~e that the lands sh~uld be as niuch as
possi~le .un'der his control; but, at' the

Amendm~nt Bill.

OCQasions d~~~t!~:c~d
:~q~.~t~ing m~~opoly,;. :a:nq, , th~ p.onor~?le, ~emb~r for
South.,~our~e. (Mr. ql'e,ws);,. a.~ ol~,S;on
v~n~ion I m~n~a free-gr~s~ maR-~has
denounCEid ~h~. squ~t,~er.s . t~w~ .,withput
number. . , , : . , ,_, "" ' "
.
, ).\{l~". CR~WS..-~eyer;. N?tt~~,s<J';lat
ters-t!l~. sql!3:~t~!lg system.. ...,... ,
";Mr. LO~GMO~E.---:-I ,me~~ 'the squatting system. I am. quite 8Ur~ .that ~:p.~
honorab~e memQer. ha~ pe~w; ~~d .~' p.ersonal. quarrel with any 1?9.~~ttEt'!'. I I have
no obj~ct~(;m. to sq~attrr~, tl~~m~~~ves
some o~ t~en:t ar~, sittmg. ne~r ~e, I1pq..very
nice 'gentlemen they;,are,-:-~ut I :w~pt ~,o
deprive them of, t~egrea~. pri vi1~g~~". the
great monopoly, which t~eyeJljojr, ~?, t~e
disadvantage ~f the.. r~s~; of .~h~. ~<?rpiPu~
nity. _,I, think,. tpat pot!]. ~e p.onC;>K~ble
member for ,Gee~ong W~~t" ~n~ th,~ ..h,<?por~
able member for .South Bourke, .. should
state, why they ,~~ve. altered. J~e~.r ppini.~n:
on this ~ubject., :the .. Bill, ""iiI, fpr. tlt~
next ten y.ears, .give ~he ~quatter:8.~ ~ood,
a pos8essj~n, of their runs ,as $eY" hl}d, under,
the Land Act of 1~62: It will giv~:them
as g~od;a RQssessi~n as, th.er. ha:d und~_r:_~h~
. Act of 1865-,-indee~. ~great.d~a\,p~tt~r..
It, is said that the squatte~s:ll.r:er:rery,p09r;
bu~ it is ~ disgr~ce tp t~~~ t:li~i h,ar~
not made money aft~r.e.njQ'ylpg i,advl),p:-,
tages w4jc~ no other cll1~s jn ~~ 90~mu-:
nity J:1as posse~sed. It is ~,~isgx:~~e}o
the.m that, after, ~n~ ~x.cepti0!l,al Ie~r,;.th~y.

..t4e

same time, I am anxious that the public
should know what the Minister does with
the land. I am anxious that no Member
of Parliament should, by ." prop~r' represeD;tations," get an undue advantage 'fox:
one man over another.
One of the
strongest o~ections' which I hav~ to ~h~
Bill is that whereas we were told everything was to be d.one in public, we now
know t)lat nothing i__s to be done in p~blic,
except what the Minister for the. time
being wishes. With t~e appearan~e. of
giving publicity, thE1re is, in re.ality, no
publici~y given. It is a sham. Honor-:-,
able members sitting bep.ind the Ministry
voted for the seco:o.d reading on ~he ple~
that the Bill would be amended in committee, but, with the e~ception'of a smal~
amendment proposed by .the honorable_
and learned member for Dalho.usie, all the
amendments worth having have been
negatived by the large Jllajori~y wpich the
Government keep at their back. Hoporable members owe; it to the country, and
they owe it to themselves, as me~ ~f cha",:
racter at;lq. right feeling, to show that· .the
Bill has ,been amended in the direction
which they desired, or, if i.t ha'!:! not, to
explain why they are wi~ling that it s~all
be read a third time in s~lence .. They OlVe
it to their. constituents to give some r~asop.
for the course which they adopt. If they'
are to profess one thing, and do the oppo: sh~uld~o.w, c~~p~~i~ t~a~,.t~~,~av~.ma~.e
site when it suits them, the character of no~lJ,.i;tg. ~ ~ dry ~eal;!?~ .~s /~ i:t~ous~~
the House is reduced ,v~'Fy Jow '~ndee<1:., tiO!es ~or~ di,f¥cult. to,'con~eIl~ agai~stiq~
Scar~ely one of those honorable members
first g;oing on the land, ,!he~.m9pey;,~~.s,to
,agreed with the Bill, and' yet they are all be spent upon it, than a#er being settre<I
willing that its third reading shall be ,upon the land for some. time.~onorabl~
passed in silence, a~though no amendments members may therefore have some notion'
haye .been made in it. Perhaps, on a of what sele'ctOrs (have sufIe'red since i 86'5.
f~ture occasion, the cou.ntry will ask them. But there'l's not' a word ab~ut the unforto explain their conduct. Another point tunate, selector! ' I know" hundreds ~f
which several honorable members ought selectors'who have been utterly~ hopelessly
to explain is, why they voted for the ruined bf·g.oin·g, on',the land i~ 'dry:
squatting clauses.
There is hard.1Y a weather. ' We 'are' conti~ually toJ<l ~boU:t
single member sitting behind the Govern- the drought injuring the squatters, but
ment who did not come into the' House there is not a word 'ab6fitthe poor selec'on the plea and professed determination, tors. Many squatters" corild 'have sold
stated publicly, that he intended to get a their statioils for ': £40,000,: £'50,000, or
greater rent from the squatFers, or to place £60,000 ; and yet these men 'are' supposed
more people on the grass of the country. to be martyrs because~ they· have' had a
But everyone of the1,ll has forgotten what dry year or two, which, can have had very
he said on former occasions.' Honorable little effect upon' them .. '·.'The . cry .bas
members behind the Government will re- been 'raised, for. t.~e . expres~ purpose- of
. member that, upon many occasions, they getting th~ ~,and·. BiH throu,g~ ~the Hp'uSe •
have denounced the squatting monopoly. The fact of :the Chief S~cretary being
The honorable member, for Geelong West the directo~ of a b~nk is' {!. veri potent
(Mr. Berry) }:las upon a multitude of reaso~----..
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Th~ SPE.AKER.~Tli'eho~o~~ble ~eni
Mr.. HIGINBOTHAM.-Yes.
.
ber is:, not- in" order in referring to' a
Mr. ~ONG:MORE.~Then wh.a:~ is f'hd
member's private pursuits. .
open court worth? I say the statemeul.
Mr.· LONGMORE.-I won't refer to that information i~ to be given in open
the honorable gentleman's private pursuits; court is worth nothing in the world. I
but, sir, the banking establishments. of have brought forw~rd an .instance in whiqh .
this ~~ty ,are largely, heavily, and de~ply the Minister of Lands reversed a large
involv~~
in squatting.
This. is one number of decisions in priva.t~ which were
of, the reasons 'why the, Land Bill given in open cqurt. What proof is there
is. being got through, and a very im- that he won't do it again.? What reason
porta.nt reason ~t is.
I remember that is there to expect that he will not do it.
when'the honorable member for Ballarat again ? ' Under these circumstance~, and
E~st (Mr. ~umffray) crossed the floor of considering the objectionable nature of
the House in 1862, on the ground that if the squatting clauses, it is my it;ltention to
the squatters were interfered with there divide the House, and to vO,te against the
wo~ld be a commercial crisis, he wag
third reading of the Bill.
scouted without limit-he was driven out
Mr. KERFERD.-Sir, I am exceedof the House with the' greatest possible ingly sorry that this debate should be of
odium. The words that were used by the one-sided character, which. it appears
the Chief'Secretary in his advocacy of the to me that it will be.; ne-yertheless I fee]
Bill now; before the House, were precisely it to be ~y duty, before w~ part with the
the same words that lost Mr. Humffray measure-:-before, we pass it through its
his seat·on the occasion to which I refer. final stage-to offer once more the objecI will not allude to the Ohief Secretary's tions .which it present~ to my mind. The
private pursuits, but I say that privat~ honorable and learned member for Daloccupations and private dealings have a housie referred to va~ious clauses of the
great deal to do with our public actions in measure, and he appeared to point out,
this House, and with retarding wise legis- J;Dost conclusively, that, regarding the Bill
lation. I had no idea"in my mind-I did from what may be termed its machinery
not b~lieve it-that a House could be got point of view, it is not a wise one. _I Will
together in 1869 to grant a ten years' not travel over the ground that the hontenure to the squatters. The Land Act OI'able and learned member took up, but I
of 1862 provided a nine years' tenure to wi~l' state other objections, at which he
the squatters, by an annual licence, which' only slightly glanced. It appears to me
did not give any power to prevent settle- that we have been most unfortunate in our
ment on the lands. Under this Bill they attempts to legislate in regard to the waste
will have" ten years' tenuro, by an·annual lands of the Crown. From ,the very
licence, with no power to prevent settle- earliest history of the colony, we have
ment. But here is the point.- When we failed to get the peopl_e settled on the land,
give an enormous stake to be played for, and now, when we are brought face to
such as a ten years' tenure of a good run, 'fa'ce with the· squatter, who has sheep, on
immense efforts will be made to prevent the one hand, and the State, which has
selection on the run, and in nine cases out grass, on the other-when no vested inof ten, from what we know of the pas~, . terests ~tand in' the way; when· all diffithose efforts will be effectual. There is no culties have been removed; when the
sucl,1 thing in this Bill as free selection time has properly come for a final settleover the (folony. There may be pegging ment of the whole question, what do we
out, and people may have to pay for the propose to do ? We propose simply to
survey, as they have been at liberty to do continue things as we have done before.
under the 42nd section; but the Bill is I feel convinced that, if this Bill bE)comes
not anything better than the Act of 1865. law, a more unfortunate Act could not
It is not equal to the Act of 1865- possibly come into operation in Victoria.
nothingUke it. It is a retrogressive step. It is of the very first importance that we
I am glad that the honorable and learned shollld settle the people on the land, and
member for Brighton has corne into the that the land should be made reproductive
House.' I may mention that I have been to the State. We' have something like
stating that the clause introduced to allow 36,000,000 acres of land which it' is said
cases to be heard in public does not compel are only fit for pastoral purposes, .and of
the Minister of Lands to give his decision these 36,000,000 only some 20,000,000
are really in use by the sqn~tter. Now
ill :public. Am ~ right ip,. that?
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what does this wide domain-this im- believe there is a great deal of truth in
mense area of territory-yield to the the remark, that private dealings are inrevenue of the colony? Absolutely some- fluencing the House. I believe that this
thing under £200,000 per annum. Surely is not a question of squatters, but aquestion
it is of great importance to the tax-paying of banks. I believe that those persons
community that these public lands should who have endeavoured to evade the
. be granted on such terms as will make various Land Acts have done so by the
them of value to the State. We are in assistance of banks. - The property which
this position-we part with 36)000,000 they have acquired in that manner has
acres of land for less than £200;000 per been lodged wjth the banks as security;
annum, while we are not able to produce and it becomes a question whether. our
sufficient beef 'and mutton in the colony banking institutions shall be compelled
for our own consumption. I hold in my suddenly to realize their securities, or
hand a return showing that, notwi~h whether they shall obtain another tenure
standing we have all this immense area of of ten years, and so tide over the difficulty.
pastoral land, we imported from another I am afraid that if we could see the value
colony, in 1868, stock of the value of of the securities in some of the banks we
illearly three-quarters of a million sterling. should be surprised to find how largely
The number of cattle we imported was they are interested in this question. There
67,433; of sheep, 539,072 ; and of horses, is no doubt in my mind that this state of
2,790. If we reckon the value of cattle things is a most important element in
at £5 per head, of sheep at lOs., and of compelling the passing of this measure.
horses at £10, we have nearly £750,000 I am excee.;I.ingly sorry for it. I believe
worth of stock imported into the colony. it is not to the interests of the squatters
This appears to me a conclusive proof themselves, nor is it to the interest of the
that we are not turning to the most pro- country, that the state of things which has
fitable account the waste lands of the now being going on for some years should
colony. Had we dealt with this matter in continue. So far back as 1852, 1853, and
the way shadowed forth as early as 1862, 1854, the difficulties which the squatting
in the observations of ihe honorable and system in this country presented to the
learned member for Brighton, quoted to- settlement of the people were very great.
night by the honorable and learned memher We know that other colonies attracted the
for Dalhousie; had we set ourselves to the bone and sinew, and attracted the wealth
task of raising a new class-a grazing also, which would have found a profitable
class-of subdividing the runs, and giving investment in this country. 'Vhy should'
a longer tenure, we should have es- we, after all this experience, continue the
tablished a most important industry in the same state of things for another ten years?
colony, one which would have turned to I do not believe that the provision which
profitable account an immense area of has been made-although no doubt it is a
country, and given employment to the very wise one-to expend £200,000 per
people. We have lately added to our list annum in the construction of rail ways will
of exports a new article. We see that it really be carried out. Somehow or other
is possible to preserve animal food so as we have always been in the position of
to make it a profitable article of export. being pompelled to draw upon the land
If we can supply animal food to older fund to make up the revenue for the year.
countries, more dEmsely populated than The Land Act of 1862 provided that oneours, how profitable might not the waste fourth of the entire land revenue should
lands of the colony become? I am exceed- be expended in immigr~tion. We know
jngly sorry that the Bill makes no provision that provision became a dead-letter. Notfor turning the pastoral lands to profitable withstanding that the Government of the
account. Another great defect is that it day had the power to take that money and
makes no provision to enable the small use it for the purpose·· for which it
farmer to combine <grazing with farming. was specially appropriated, they did not
I do not think that 640 acres is sufficient think it expedient to do so. We may
for that purpose. A man may cultivate have a Government now who think it
100 01' 200 acres, but he must have a desirable that £200,000 should be annually
much larger area to be a.ble to profitab1y expended in the construction of railways;
carryon grazing in conjunction with we may have another Government who
farming. It was said hy the honorable will think it will be wise to le~ that promember for Ripon and Hampden, and I 'vision be a dead-letter. But it is clear to
Mr. Kerferd.
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me that we are going on a most unprofit- future. With respect to the third reading,
able course if we continue, year after I think that although the Bill now is not
year, to use the revenue derived from the by any means so good a measure as I
sale or rental of land, unless we expend it should like to see it, yet, upon the whole,
on public works. We ought to take care the House is perfectly justified in reading
that every sixpence derived from that it a third time, and doing so without
source is expended in the construction of delay. With regard to the facilities given
reproductive public works. What will to free selectors, and with regard to the
this country be unless it is opened up by restrictions placed upon what has been
railways? And the only way in which the squatting monopoly, this Bill is
we can carry out a system of railways is very much in advance of former legislaby appropriating the revenue derived from tion. I can therefore understand, after
the rental or sale of public lands for that the various principles of the measure have
purpose. I have no doubt that the Bill been discussed for weeks, that, although
will be returned from the other House some members may not have been able to
with some amendments, and that we shall effect the partic,ular amendments they
have another opportunity of discussiag its desired, they may, like wise and prudent
merits; but, if it should not come to us men, consent to sink small' objections, and
again, I do not feel myself at aij. bound to join in passing a measure which will be a
resist any attempt to· alter the land legis- great boon to the country. What do
lation simply because this measure is to honorable memoers who speak against the
continue in operation for ten years. I for Bill want? Is it perfection they want?
one feel that the squatters now in oc- Is it something to settle the land question
cupation of the soil, have no right to once and for ever? Are we not legislating
consider that they have any vested interest tentatively, going from one stage to
under this Bill. In the nex,t Parliament, another, according to the information that
if I have the honour to be a member of it, we have acquired by past experience?
I shall feel myself just as free to deal with We have no right to govern upon mere
that interest as if this attempted settlement theoretical experiments in dealing with
of it-for it is no settlement at a11- had the lands of the colony. Looking .at the
never been carried out. For my part, I do measure even from a political point of view,
not look upop. this Bill as a settlement, nor although there are many things in it I
do I look upon our giving ten years tenure don't like, I say it would be a great boon
to the squatter as giving them the slightest to this country to have it passed, and
vested interest in their runs.
moreover, I believe that the people of the
Mr. MACKAY.-Mr. Speaker, I am .country are of the same opinion. A
not one of those members who have remark has been made as to the absence
entered into any compact to remain silent. of any public meetings in support of the
At the same time, I think the measure has Bill. If it. were a pernicious measure, do
been debated so thoroughly that the honorable members think that the country
speeches on the third reading ought, at all would be silent? If it were a squatters'
events, to be very brief. The honorable Bill, do honorable members think that the
member for Ripon and Hampden has country would remain passive and supine?
thought proper to make himself a censor Would not thA constituencies speak out,
of members on this side of the House, and send petitions and memorials to their
and has told them that, because certain representatives, with. urgent exhortations
amendments have not been made in the to them to do all in their power to defeat
Bill, they should now join in rejecting the so scandalous a measure ? We always
motion for the third reading. Now I for find that when the public are supine they
one did not hesitate to sa,y that I should are satisfied. I take it that the present
support the second reading of the Bill inert state of the public mind is because,
contingently. I accepted it, and voted upon the whole, the public are satisfied
for the second reading, not because I that this measure is a very desirable one.
believed that it was the most perfect and They may think, with some honorable
best measure which could be brought members, that improvements could have
forward, but because I thought it was a been effected; but they can judge from
great step in advance of the land legisla": the Bill itself, from the discussion which
tion which had previously taken place, has taken place here, and from the
and tqat it would be a stepping-stone to diatribes which have proceeded from the
something like permanent legislation in other side of the House, and from some
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members on this side, how utterly hollow
thoroughly rotten are the objections
made' to the measure-that in the majority
of cases those objecti~ns really arise from
p0litical motives. Sir, I accept the state
<?f the public mind as' the best proof that
the people are quite satisfied with the
measure. The honorable and learned
mem ber for Dalhousie urges, as a reason
against the· third reading, that there is at
present an inq~irY' going o:n into certain
alleged malpractices at the Lands-office,
and that, until the committee has brought
up its report, a Bill dealing w~th the lands
should not be passed. I admit that, on
the face of it, there is 'some slight reason
iJ;!. that argument; but, if.it is, looked into,
what does it amount to? Is it a fact that
there is only one possible Minister of Lands
with . whom you can trust the- powers
given by this measuro? In consenting
to give the large powers conferred by the
Bill, I, for one, don't imagine that I am '
simply giving those powers to the honorable member for the Avoca (Mr. Grant).
lam giving powers which no doubt are
very arbitrary, which there 'is no doubt
a.re contrary to the spirit; of ~ivilization
-contra.ry to the progress of civilized
society~
In, consenting to give this arbitrary power to' the Minister -of the
day" I do so with a; full knowledge
of what I am doing'; I do so with
a full understanding of the risks and
dangers that I run; and also of -the good
object, which '1 wish to effect. I ,quite
admit that . courts' of justice 'have been'
formed specially in order that we should
escape the. necessity of depending upon
the will or capric&ofany 'One man, but even
cOUJ:ts of justice are liable to failure. ' The
best machinery in the world breaks down
occasi(:mally, and so may the machinery
provided in this Bill. I consent to give
these powers to the Minister of Lands,
because I think that in this colony, in
dealing wIth the land,. which is 50 valuable
a treasure, .and in which so many people
have' great pecuniary interest-inen who
have great power in public - justice
cannot always assert itself in tlle courts of
law. " I 8ary, with all deference to the courts
of justice, that where there iSa"conflict
between poverty and riches, poverty goes
to the wall. ' Th~ plain mean ing of Acts
of Parliament, passed with the idea of
caTrying out practical measures, bas been
set aside bylong purses in the courts oflaw.
We ha.ve- thet'efore' been compelled to have
re'course to what evencivili2!ed countries
·'Mr. Mackay.
a~d

I
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sometimes resort to, and we have created
a land dictator for the time being-a land
d~ctator subject to this House, subject to
the representatives of the country; and to
'the full discussion of any case of, aUeged
wrong-doing. .The-whole ~political,·status
of the Minister of Lands, depends upon
his probity, and the faithful and honest
administration of the Lands department.
The guarantees which exist for the
honesty of the Minister are quite, sufficient to satisfy us that we ar.e not, ,doing
a foolish .thing in vesting this, power in
him. I consented, to. gi veo this powel"'·to
the Minister of Lands in v:irtue of a great
necessity, and I don't se~ ,any reason why
1 should hold back my hand, and have the
Bill .postponed'to a future time,:in order
that the committee of, inquiry may first
finish its labour alid bring up its report.
If the report were brought up to-morrow,
and if it impeached the Lands department
and the Minister of Lands, I still should
see no other resource-I should still give
the powers which the Bill will confer. I
should even regard the' result asa:,pr.oof
that I was perfectly right -in, believing
that wrong-doing will be righted. Therefore I thin~ there is· nothi;ngwhatev~r ,in
the argument that we should wait for the
result'of the inquiry before we determine
to pass' the Bill. The ,honorab,le and
learlled member for Dalhousie" whose
utterances, 1 admit; are always entitled to
attention, stated that, under thi-s measure,
the bonlr. fide selector will have no chance
with" the influence of a Member of Parliament against him.
'
,
Mt. D UFFY.-What I said WR'S that
there would be no security-no positive
security-that a man's bonlr. fides would
get, him the land, if a Member of Parliament used his'lnfluence on the other side.
Mr. MACKAY.-I accept the, honorable and learned member's statem~nt as
meaning that at aU events there is sC!IDe
risk-a considerable amount of risk-of a
selecto:r not getting justice from the Minister of Lands if a Member of Parliament
exerc,ises his influence against him~ Now;
if we were dealing 'with this matter for
the first ti~e in the pis tory of the
colony, I ,could understand such an 9bjection being raised; but we have the e~
perience of many years; we know that
thousands of cases ~ave passed through the
Lands-office - that many thousands of
selectors have bee~ placed on .the land-:and that the number of cases in which
anything l~kechar~es . have been brought
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forward against ,the Mipister of Lands,
forms an utterly miserable proportion of the'
whole of those which he has dealt with.
This is the st~ongest proof that th~re is no
foundation for the statements'which have
bee~' made ~ that, the' p~st affi?rcis ,no
ground whatever for believing in the possibility' of the existence of such a state of
things in the future as theh6norable and
learned ~me~ber for Dalholisiehassuggested. On the contrary, in :dealing -with
8(rv:aluablea~treasure as the public lands,
a;~d con~ideririg the thousand and one influences that beset a Minister, the fact
that' 'so ,few, case's have been brought for.:.
ward-I aoubt, whether there has been
one dase within the last ten yearsin" which any man' ~as b~en denied fair
justice, in, consequ~nce 'of the opposition of any Member of, Parliament, is
a. str~ng' rea~on for sw:eepinK away, the
insiriuationswhich have been' made and
believing them to be without foundation.
It· has' been complained by the'honorable
member: for Dalhousie, that' there is no
remedy for" selectors whose' lands, ,have
be'eIi \ declared forfei'ted;' if the, power of
applying to petty sessIons is' taken away.
I itnagine that: 'under '!he' 'Present Act
forfeitures' may be revoked, so that' no
injustice' i~: done; and that when lands
have been forfeited by the Minister, 'if it
is found', upon proper representa~ion; that
injustice has' been dont', the' wrong can be
undone, and "the" selector placed in his
original 'position.:" ,That argument~ therefore~ goes for '~othiiig. With regard to
the'remarks' made on the squatting clauses
6f;the' measUre,'itmong' which it has.. heen
said, thaPan 'undue pr,eference. has 'beeh
give~' to . squatters' over the selectors, I
thihJcI 'need not tIlaymuch. The House
ha.s heard' quite 'enough on 'that subject.
The land open to the one class is no doubt
small,: as compared to that open to the
other; but; r think tJIe House will not' fail
to a:pp'reci~te the distinction. .I ,think there
has been here a decided' step iIi' the 'right
direction:. t~t,:is, said'that, with the powel's
of're'servation given tb the Goyernm'ent,
110' man' kIio\vs whet'e to' select; but it
not' t'afrto suppose 'th:\t' a Ministry' will' be
gui~ty of the grossest pervel'sion .of the
law. "Suppose," say the cavillers against
the Bill,'" the" reservations' made. under
this measure 'should be of such a 'charact.er,
and
extep,siva' ~ th'a t, 'practically:, fre'e
selection :1s' of
efrecit." It is. plain' that
wh~n·'the" ,objectors .to:th'is measure have
recOurse
to:• su'cp.
m~tis~t~us e~aggeration~
• ...:
:."1 ••
" .'
",,_. •
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-to such absurd and far-fetched arguments-their case is a very· poor one
indeed. Is it reasonable to suppose that
reservations wilrbe made in contravention
of the plain principles of a measure, that
there-shall be free selection over all land
which 'it 'is not for the' public interest
should be reser.ved? If, reservations are
made, there will be good and potent reasons
for making them. Opposition based upon
such a strained objection as that, is not
worthy of consideration, During my
political career in this and 3r neighbouring
colony, I ha-ve written against the 'tenure
of the squatters, and ,have taken ~part in
agitations directed against what was really
monopoly-what was really tyranny-and
the takIng up of ground to the exclusion
of anything like proper settlement. In
the colony to which I refer, regulations
were actually framed which had the effect
of stopping settlement; but having, after
much experience, come to a period in which
we can legislate with all fairness, I think we
should rise above the traditional animosities
and enmities of past times and do justice.
A man should not under the' mere ,in..
fiuence of a cry persist in following.a
course which, though right some years
ago, is wrong now. I think everything
we . can ask ,for the settlement of the
country has been given us when the
tenure' of the pastoral tenants is' made
only a strong one until the land is wanted.
It does not bar really practical bona fide
settlement; and, therefore, so fa.r I shall
give the Bill my support. I do not see
the use of raising up one class of pastoral
tenants to usurp the place of "another. To
meet the .'objections raised to so ,much
arbitrary' power being placed in the hands
of a Minister ·of Lands, on the ground
that'he might be dishonest, the honorable
member for Brighton, a few evenings ago,
introduced a new clause making it incumbent, that applications made to the
department should be heard before the
Board of Land and Wbrks in public, so
that there should be no danger of a poor
man be,ing uriable to compete- successfully
with a· more wealthy opponent. In order
to avoid that evil there is a proviso to the
c1au'se, which distinctly stat~s that the
proceedirigs , before the public shall only
be as an instruction to the Minister of
Lands, and that" no objection to any' such
hearing, report, or notice, founded on the
fail~l'e or insU:fficiency of. the same," shall
affect the u~t~mate action of the departm'ent ~n g'ranting the lands.' I wish it to
•.
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be clearly understood that this House at
all eventR requires that the first part of
the clause shall be carried out in good
faith. I wish the Minister of Lands, the
Government, and the public to understand
that ill framing that clause our desire is to
bring all the force of moral obligation
upon the Mio.ister of Lands and the Board
of Land and Works. Governments are
too apt to overlook responsibilities which
are not brought distinctly home to them.
The House was clearly of opinion, in
passing this clause, that the present or any
future Minister of Lands should be able
to dispense with the necessity of hearing
all applications whenever disputes arose,
and that these matters should be investigated in public. This is so vital a part of
the Bill, that I wish to have it clearly
understood. I say if publicity is given to
these proceedings by means of an open
court and the press, so that the public
may comment upon them, we can ,set at
defiance an unjust Minister. But if a
Minister chooses to dispense with the
obligation of holding these inquiries, I at
once say I could not then have the same
confidence in the administration of the
Land Bill. The very best men are not fit
to be intrusted wit,h too great a power of
this kind; the wisest and most honest are
all the better for having the public eye
upon them, and for being subject to public
criticism and pnblic remarks. I therefore
hope this' clause will be taken to mean
what it clearly implies.
With these
observations I shall cordially support the
third reading of the measure.
Mr. MACGREGOR.-Although, no
doubt, a large majority of the members of
the House are fully committed to the
principles of' this Bill, no one can reasonably
deny that this is the proper opportunity
for honorable members to review the
course of action taken in regard to this
It
measure since its second reading.
seems to me that very little has been done
in the way of modifying its principles.
The machinery by which it is proposed to
carry out the principles has certainly not
been modified, however objectionable that
machinery may be to t.he members who
gave the Bill a general support on the
occasion of the second reading. It will
be remembered that, during the debate on
the second reading, honorable members
expressed their determination of insisting
on certain amendments in committee
which they conceived would remove objections to the Bill. The question is now

Amendment Bill.

whether this Bill really answers the
description of what a good land measure
should be. A land measure in this colony
should, I think, have two important objects in view. One of these is of course'
to facilitate the settlement on the land
of so many persons as choose to go there,
and who would be better occupied in cultivating the land than they would be in any
other pursuit. A good Land Bill would
offer facilities to persons desirous of
settling; but it appears to me that this
Bill does not offer the facilities it ought
to. It throws open agricultural lands to
selection, but at the same time leaves it
to the Minister of Lands to determine
what shall be thrown open and what shall
be reserved. This is a very great arbitrary power to place in the hands of one
man, no matter what confidence we may
have in him. Further, it appears to me
that the powers possessed by the Minister
of Lands are such as to throw very great
obstacles instead of facilities in the way
of persons who desire to get upon the
land.
Supposing them to possess all the
qualifications required by the Act, they
are not entitled to select as a matter of
course, for No. 1 applicant may be superseded by applicants No.2, 3, and 4 ;
and there is no 'Provision in this Bill that
the first applicant shall have the land.
Again, there is a number of tests which
a selector has ,to pass through, which, if
of a permanent character, would no doubt
be very proper for the purpose of securing
bona fide occupiers of the soil, but if
these powers are of an arbitrary and uncertain character, so that the Minister of
Lands may exercise them in regard to
one and not in regard to another, I say
that they are obstacles thrown in the way
of the selector instead of facilities to encourage him to take up land. Although
persons are qualified to take up land, it is
quite competent for the Minister of Lands
to declare they are disqualified, while at
the same time he may give lands to
persons who are not qualified according
to the Bill. Anyone may be allowed to
select, and the Commissioner may give
lands to w hom he pleases, whether
the selectors be qualified or not. With
regard to the proceedings to be instituted under the 98th clause, the investigation provided for by that clause may
be entirely omitted, and, at the same time,
the act of the board cannot be questioned on
account of the omission. Notwithstanding the result of any proceedings before the
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board, the Governor may give a decision
quite irrespective of that of the board.
The Minister of Lands can ignore any part
of the Bill he pleases as far as selections are
concerned, and he can open lands for selection or withdraw them at pleasure.
This clause, therefore, like any other, can
be withdrawn from operation. In another
aspect, does this Bill comply with what
should be the provisions of a good land
system in this colony? Is this Bill calculated to attract population to the
country? In the Act of 1862, a certain
proportion of land revenue was set aside
for promoting immigration.
Although
that money has not been fully applied to
the purpose, still the principle was there.
Now this Bill does not propose to set
aside a single farthing of land revenue to
induce population to come. to this country.
How then can we expect to compete with
other countries at a less distance from the
great centres of European population? In
the United States of America, land may
be obtained for as many shillings as we
require pounds, and the people who go
there are under no uncertainty whatever
as to getting lands. If they come within
the qualifications they are entitled to the
land, and no Minister or other person can
refuse it. What likelihood is there of
people coming to this country on a chance
of getting on the lands, when they can go
to America, which is much nearer to them,
with the certainty of getting what they
desire? The words of the Homestead Act,
after the formal part as to citizenship, are,
-·"He shall,from and after the 1st of
January, 1863, be entitled to enter uppn
a selection." That is 160 acres; and
mark the words "he shall be entitled."
N ow, what is to be the language of the
corresponding enactment in this colony?
It is that "the Governor may if he think
fit grant an allotment ofland." Is it reasonable to suppose that a person will come
16,000 miles on this chance, when he may
go to a country 4,000 or 5,000 miles distant
and be entitleCl to receive his allotment?
Can any man in his senses expect this
Bill will have the effect of inducing any
'considerable number of individuals to come
to this colony On account of the facilities
it affords for settlement? I say certainly
not; and, therefore, the Bill has failed in
two important objects which a land measure ought to have in view .. Whether, as the
honorable member for Dalhousie suggests,
the third reading of the Bill should be
postponed until the result of the inquiry
VOL. VII.-6 F
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in the Lands department now going on is
before the House, is a question. The reply
of the honorable member for Randhurst,
is that the result of that inquiry is not of
the slightest consequence, and that, whatever the result may be, the House should
not hesitate for a moment in passing the
Bill, because of the long experience we
have had of the working of land measures in this colony.
This appears to
me most inconsequential reasoning. I
support the opposite view, and hold that
the more experience we have of the
working of land systems in this colony,
the better we shall be prepared to lay
down distinct and definite rules by which
the Lands department should be guided.
In that view of the matter, our experience
has gone for very little, unless we are prepared now to lay down some distinct and
definite course as to the mode in which
the public lands should be disposed of.
I do not propose to detain the House any
16nger, but at the' same time I must say
that this measure has certainly not been
discussed under the most favorable circumstances to ensure its being improved as
much as was intended. Honorable members after having stated, in a distinct
manner, their determination to amend this
Bill in committee, Itave at the same time,
in the most extraordinary way, supported
its provisions pretty much as they were,
and not only that, they have been prepared,
on every suggestion, to increase the powers
proposed to be given to the Minister of
Lands. I am rather at a loss to explain
this conduct on the part of honorable
members. I anticipated that they would
have been prepared to go in for a fair
revision of the meaSllre, to have the
powers more definitely stated, so that
parties applying for land would know
exactly what they were going to apply
for, and whether they would be successful
or not. U rider these circumstances I certainly do not think those honorable members who are disposed to vote against the
third reading, are expecting too much of
the House in asking that this Bill should
not pass into law, before the inquiry now
going on as to the operation of the present
law has been concluded, for it is only by
acting on the experience of the 'Past that
we can secure a good Bill.
Dr. MACARTNEY.-Mr. Speaker,
when the Bill came on .for the second
reading, I voted against it because I
believed no change of any importance
could take place in committee.
A

"
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majority of the honorable mem~ers who
supported the second reading of the Bill,
expressly declared that they did so because
they believed those changes would take
place.in committee,which I h.ad not form~d
the slightest hope of. It wIll be fresh m
the memory of the majority of those who
supported the second reading that they
declared, if their amendments were not
embodied in the·Bill, they would be found,
on the third reading of the Bill, voting
RO'ainst it. The honorable member for
MarYborough (Mr. McKean) put the
matter in a proper light on that occasion.
He said"Every member who votes for the ~ec?nd
reading of the Bill should do so on the dIst:nct
understanding that, if the. necessary alteratI?nS
are not made in committee, he reserves tp hImself the right of endeavouring to throw out the
measure on the third reading."

I find that the honorable member for East
Bourke (Mr. McCaw) ~aid" Although I disagree with many of the provisions of the Bill, I shall vote for the second
reading; but, in dOing. so, I reserve to myself
the right of endeavonrmg to prevent the ~ea
sure going beyond committee, if the .alterat~~ns
which I deem necessary are not carrIed out.

The honorable member did propose some
most excellent alterations and amendments,
not one of which was accepted. They
were steadfastly and strenuously opposed
by the Government, and rejected by ~he
vote of this House. I should sympathIze
with the honorable member, if he were
present, in his disappointment; yet, notwithstanding that, the Bill has undergone
a change in committee most beneficial to
the country. The honorable member for
South Bourke (Mr. Crews), in his speech
on the second reading, said-

Amendment Bill.

to the country than it otherwise would
have been. The honol.'able and learned
member fQr Belfast expressed: himself
thus"I think, when you come to reflect upon it,

you will find that the effect of confining undue,
untramelled, and absolute pbwe'r to any liead of
a depa-rtment, so far from giving power to the
people, is positively to take power froIl?- them,
and to erect a .party or a Govern~ent, as It were,

into a

po~ition

stronger than the people them.-

selves."

N ow, sir, that "undue, untrammelled: and
absolute power," which the honorable and
learned member regarded with such c~)llsti;
tutional horror, has been embodied in this'
Bill. That power 'whIch he considered
would, so far from giving power to th~
people, positively take power from the:m~
and erect a party or a Government into ~
position stronger than the people themselves, has been given. If he were present I should offer him my sympathy;
yet although that change has not taken
place, the Bill has undergone a change
beneficial to the co·untry. The honorable
member for Ararat (Mr. McLell~n)
said"I will do my utmost, in committee, to endeavour to fill this skeleton of a Bill with clauses.
which shall state exactly what the Legislature
intends. If it is possible to do that, I am pre~:
pared to do it ; .if not, I am afraid the measure'
must get the go-by."
;

The honorable member, whose honesty will
be admired by every member, and whose
outspoken can dour can be appreciated by
all, finds that that skeleton has not been:
filled up. That skeleton· was carefully
guarded by the Government against the
vulgar touch of vulgar politicians. That
skeleton, however, they will galvanize' and
put into ac'ive life, if Parliament only
"I made the inquiry whether any alteration will give its sanction. They will make it
would be made in committee, more particularly go forward, leap over all constitutional
in reference to that clause ; because, if the Bill
rights, close its eyes when it suits their
is to give a further tenure of ten years to the
purpose, kick one man and caress another,.
squatters, I should vote against it at all hazards.
I would not vote for a further tenure to the
ruin one man and enrich another. This is
squatters, for the pu~pose of ~eeping even the
the skeleton th~ Government will; put in
present Government lD power.
motion; but they will not fill· it up in the
The honorable member did propose several, way the. honorable member for Ararat
amend'ments or alterations, which certainly wished to vote for. I sympathize with
would have added to the usefulness of the the honorable member. And yet, sir, the
Bill before' us. He himself knows the Bill has undergone a change beneficial to.
treatment which those alterations. or pro- the country. Again, I find that the.
posed amendments.received at the hands of honorable member for Richmond (Mr.
the Government of whom he made these Francis) did not regard this Bill as. the.
inquiries. Not one of them was accepted. pure, spotless, and beneficent creature the,
I sympathize. with the honorable ~ember Government would have us suppose it is.
for $outh Bourke also, in his disappoint- What did he sny? Why ihis .:ment.;. and yet the Bill has .u.ndergone
"How I shall ultimately act with regard· to·
a change which renders jt·more..~eneficia~ t4e Bill will.necessarily depend upon the manner,
Dr. Macartney.
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in whi~h the clauses to which I take exception
Dr. MACARTNEY.-I am sorry the
are' geaJt with. J do not hesitate to say.that, honorable member is unable to rise up in .
if the measure should pass into law as it
his place and tell us what his pledges were.
statlds"-- ~ ,
' '. ' .
As honorable members know, he subArid it i~ about to! pass into law as it,then
mitted a particular amendment relative to
stood, with the exqeption of a few changes,
the 42nd clause, and that was the amendwhicll in the opinion of the. honorable
ment he desired above all others to intromember f6r Richmond, will rio doubt make
duce. On the 29th June last, writing to
it still more despicablethe press, the honorable member said"it wiil be found as pernici{)us ·as any Bill
"I can only add that, whilst I voted for the
which has' preceded it, and that frauds as great Bill
into committee, where every concesas those which we have had to regret will be sion going
can be made, I shall oppose the third reading
perpetrated under it."
of the Bill, unless the claims of the 42nd selectors
The changes· proposed by the honorable under the present Act, and the claims of the
member are not in the Bill, and therefore, selectors under the proposed Bill, for which I
if he were present, I could not help offer- contended, are conceded."
ing -him the same sympathy. Yet there The honorable member for North Gippsis a change in the measure-a change I land proposed his amendment. It was not
believe beneficial to the country. I find, accepted, yet he declared to his conalso, tbat during the debate the honorable stituents that the acceptance or rejection
member for the Murray Boroughs de- of that amendment would guide him in
voting for or against the third reading of
.
clared :-.
"I shall support the second reading, in the' the Bill.
hope that, in committee, the Bill may be amended
Mr. LONGMORE. - He will vote
according to my views. If this be not done, I against it.
shall reserve to myself the right of voting on the
Dr. MACARTNEY.-I believe the
third reading ias. I think proper." ,
honorable member values his pledges and
I find' further on that the honorable and
written statements too much to vote for a
le'arned membe:/.' fot North Gippsland, in
Bill the third time, which he had, by
his speech upon the second I,"eading, said- writings and pledges, declared he would
ee In case these amendments are not made, I
reserve to myself the _right of dealing with the oppose. Yet, notwithstanding, a change
Bill, on its third reading, as will be consistent 'has taken place. The Government, it
with the pledges I have given to mY,constituents, will be remembered, declared their readiand which are according to right and justice."
ness, before the second reading, or during
Now, sir, the question arises as to what the debate thereon, to accept or facilitate
the, honorable member meant by his pledges. the paSSing of any amendments or alteraIt will be interesting and useful, and tions ,likely to be proposed. But it was
worthy the· attention of honorable mem- not their readiness that assisted the change
bers -to hear. The honorable member, I now speak of, nor has the change taken
during his electioneering campaign, on the place through the direct amendments or
first platform on which he made a speech, propositions of any member present. The
declared that every penny of the rent change arose, not from the readiness of
should go as part of the purchase money. the Government to assist, but from' the
That was esteemed very little; the people absolute resistance of the Government to
of North Gippsland looked for a more every amendment of a liberal tendency or
liberal law than that. Accordingly, at character. The change is this: The Bill
the next' platform, the honorable member came into the House with two faces, and
was prepared to give the land at 15s. per it went out with one-it came in like a
acre. On the next platform the honorable Janus and went out like a Judas. It came
member -promised the land for lOs., and so in with a face smiling on one side on the
he went on, his heart expanding as he squatter, and with a face smiling on the
progr~ssed, until finally he said he was
other upon the fl'ee selector. Now, sir, it
not prepared to support any Adminis- goes forth no longer to deceive the public,
tration that would 'not adopt the plan of . for that face which looked upon the free'
the United States of America, and give . 'selector has been found to be a false one.
the land for nothing. But the honorable It will now go forth through the country
mem bel' is now in his place, and will be under the name of the Ministry'S Bill-a
able, if necessary, to corroborate what I' Ministry in which I once had faith, which
have said.
\ .
degenerated into hope, hope which passed
Mr. F. L. SMYTH.-J am very sorry into fear, and fear which has changed into
despair, as the country will find-it wil
I am not.able.
6F2
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go forth to exhaust the wealth of the had with the Chief Secretary, the At.State, and betray the best interests of the torney-General, and honorable members
people. .
who sit around him, before he stood for
Mr. F. L. SMYTH.-I hope I may be South Gippsland-let him remember the
allowed a few observations in reply to the .pretexts and pretences on which he came
honorable member for South Gippsland. into the House-and then let him say
I was not in the House when the honorable whether his conduct now is consistent
member began his address, and, on opening with the pledges which he gave to the
the door casually, it was with the utmost Ministry on the .occasion of the late memsurprise that I heard him debating on my ber resigning. Where, I ask, is the honorproceedings in North Gippsland. I can able member now? .
Dr. MACARTNEY.-Here.
only repeat what I said a few. minutes
Mr. F. L. SMYTH. - How does he
since, that it is not in my . power to
corroborate the honorable member's de- vote?
Dr. MACARTNEY.-Right.
scription of my proceedings and hustings'
Mr. F. L. SMYTH.-Right it may be
speeches in North Gippsland.
Dr. MACARTNEY.-Do you deny it? according to the honorable member's
notions; but is it consistent with the stateMr. F. L. SMYTH.-I deny it most
ments and the avowal of intentions which
emphatically.
The honorable member
he made when he came into this House ?
asserts that I promised the land, first at
And yet, forsooth, it is the honorable mem20s., then at 15s., subsequently at lOs ..
ber. who comes forward and charges me
and finally for nothing at all. The whole
with inconsistency. Sir, I maintain that
of that is a fiction, which exfsts only in
I have acted consistently with my profesthe imagination of the honorable member.
sions to my constituents. I have advocated
I never made any such promises. I prothroughout that the cost of the land to the
ceeded upon the one announcement conselector should n,?t exceed 20s. per acre,
tained in my address published in the
and that all payments in.the shape of rent
local journals for three months before the
and survey fees should be reckoned as part
election took place, and I never varied
of' the purchase money; and this principle
from that statement.
I endeavoured t~ carry into effect the other
Dr. MACARTNEY.-What was the night. But how was I supported? Why
statement?
many members who had promised to aid
Mr; F. L. SMYTH.-That the rent me were absent-one excused himself on
should go as part payment of the purchase the plea that lie would be late for the St.
money. By that I abided, and I moved a Kilda train-while others, who were preresolutio~ in the House in conformity with
sent, sat as silent as " dumb dogs." And
it when the report on the Bill was brought finding myself thus deserted, I did not
up. There is an honorable member by the even venture to go to a division. And so
side of the honorable member for South I leave the honorable member for South
Gippsland, who was to have seconded that Gippsland to the enjoyment of his charge
resolution, but he was not present, and of inconsistency against me. I must now
in lieu of him the honorable member deprecate further .resistance to the Bill,'
who has just addressed the House was to because of the overwhelming majorities
second it.
by which aU the provisions of the measure
Dr. MACARTNEY.-No.
have been carried. If we 'are to pay any
Mr. F. L. SMYTH.-In the,absence respect at all to majorities, there must be
of the honorable member for Maryborough a time for resistance to cease. Further
(Mr. McKean) the honorable member was debate in relation to the Bill I consider
to have seconded it.
useless. I cannot vote for the third readDr. MACARTNEY.-Nothing of the ing, seeing that the measure contains an
kind.
element of which I disapprove; but, after
Mr. F. L. SMYTH.-But instead of the overwhelming majorities against the
being in his place, the honorable member carrying out of the views which I have
was in the Library, trifling away his time advocated, I shall refrain from further opwith light literature, while I was speaking. position.
The honorable member talks of Janus and
Mr. BERRY.':" I can scarcely help
Judas. But where, I ask, are his promises being struck with the character of the
to the electors .of South Gippsland? Let opposition which has been offered to this
him remember the interviews which he Bill. Those honorable members who have
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opposed the Bill have done so apparently by the repeated charges made against the
from a popular point of view, and yet administration of the Land Act and the
every testing point-every division-has moving for select committees, that the
shown that they had no intention what- object of the Opposition was to keep the
ever of amending it in a popular direction. Bill in the House as long as possible, in
Of course I except from this remark some the hope that something might turn up.
IJalf-dozen of my ord political friends- Is it wonderful, then, that honorable members on this side should at last become
consi~tent land reformers-who have opposed various provisions of the measure disgusted with such tactics, and should
because they did not carry out their object to co-operate with honorable
extreme liberal views.
Whenever the gentlemen in whose action they saw simply
test of a division came, those honor- a political dodge to change the Ministry,
able members were left by themselves; without °any attempt to give a liberal
and yet in the face of that-in the face measnre to the country? We have now
of a hundred such facts-the Opposition before us the Land Bill in its last stage;
pretend, to the last moment, to denounce and I have no hesitation in saying that it
this Bill because it is not popular, nor is considerably in ad vance of any Bill for
liberal, nor favorable to the settlement of settling the people on the lands which this
the free selector.
Why every liberal country has had before. It has come
amendment has been opposed by them en nearer the pure principles for which
masse. I would have been glad if several the land reformers have always· conof the amendments proposed had been tended than any measure which has
adopted~ On the occasion of the second
Bon~ fide
passed this Legislature.
reading, I mentioned three points in residence is insisted upon. The squatter
respect of which I considered the Bill is to give way to the free selector,
needed amendment. The first was pub- but he is not to be interfered with by the
licity in connexion with the proceedings speculator or the dummy. That is a step
at the Lands-office; the next was to give in the right direction.
Fancy the
free selectors the same right as squatters thousands of pounds which have been
to impound; the third was· to give the expended in this country, under the Acts
squatter merely a permissive licence-in of 1862 and 1865, to degrade, debase,
fact a tenure more in accord with the and demoralize the population. The men
other provisions of the Bill. Amendments who have made the most out of those
iu this direction were sought to be made Land Acts have been of the worst classin committee, but from the Opposition- men who have had no intention of settling,
who had tried to make capital out of their who have levied black-mail on the
objections to the Bill-those amendments squatter, and have defeated the intentions
had no support. I consider that if the of the Legislature. Is it not a step in
Bill had been opposed by honorable mem- advance to put a stop to that demoralizabers who spoke against it on the second tion and degradation, to say nothing of
reading, honestly and in the direction of removing the obstacle which stands in the
making it more liberal and more satisfac- way of the men who want land simply.
torY,othe Bill would have been amended. for cultivation and residence ? We secure
But it has been opposed first of all from othis by the great powers which we have
an apparently popular point of view, when given to the Minister of Lands.
I have
the real object has been to oppose all more confidence in the political tribunal of
amendments of a popular tendency; and the Public Lands than in the Supreme
secondly, from purely political motives, Court of the colony. In every case
without the slightest desire to improve the of the intention of a Land Act being
measure. I defy any honorable member defeated, it has been defeated through
to go through the long debate on the appeals to the Supreme Court. I am
second reading, and the discussions which surprised that honorable members who
have extended over two months in com- represent popular constituencies can
mittee; and find anything whatever to complain that this House retains in its own
justify the assertion that the Opposition hands the ultimate power for the disposal
desired to amend the Bill. And yet, of the public lands. What are the
forsooth, they rise and taunt honorable Government but the representatives'of the
members sitting on this side that they have majority of the people?
They are
not carried. out all that they wished. If amenable at all times to the control of
further proof were needed it is furnished, this House ; ~nd. this House is responsible
0
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to the country. And yet, forsooth, we who will see that their Parliament does
are told by ·honorablemembers' opposite--.,;. its duty. I have also confidence that the
speaking, not from :the old t~ry poJ.nt of House will take care that the large'powers
view, but from the assumed popular 'which it 'is now conferdng on the,Expoint of view-that this is taking power ecutive will bel 'used for the, good of the
from the people. Why is it not a fact 'entire country. That being the case, I
that at this very moment, while the ~and cordially support the motion for the
Bill is passing through this House, a third reading of. this Bill.
committee, appointed by the House, is
Mr. McLELLAN.-There are one or
sitting to inquire into the working of the two reasons why I sha,11 vote for the third
Lands department? ,There is no man, reading of this Bill.
the first place,
however humble, who cannot bring his I think the Government were too long
case before that committee, and have it in calling Parliament together to give any
inquired into free of all expense to other party time to propose a new. Bill ;
himself and his witnesses.
Can the and therefore it will be very hard both on
humbler classes of this country have a squatters' and selectors if the measure is
tribunal more powerful to right them, and thrown out at the present time. Still I
more easily reached, than a select com- must say that this House has altogether
mittee of this House?
This being so, abrogated its functions, inasmuch as
I am totally at a loss to understand the it has left it entirely to the will of the
strong opposition that is shown to the Minister of Lands for the time being to
passing of this Bill. Of course I am devise a land law of his own. There is
perfectly aware that a great change nothing in this Bill that can fetter him in
has come over honorable members. The the least degree.
He has the whole
altered tone of debate, and the reduced territory entirely at his .own ' disposal.
numbers of those who oppose the measure, Although I am no prophet, I think I
furnish proof that at all events the practi- could mention certain runs- where not a
cal common sense of the country approves single acre of land will be selected perhaps
the Bill. There has been no protest for the next ten years. I am satisfied
against the Bill from one end of the that, so long as the Bill is in existence,
country to the other, although every the Lands department will be nothing but
means has been used to bring forward a den of corruption, influencing Memoers
every complaint that could possibly be of Parliament and constituencies, because it
made both against the administration of will be in the power of the Minister to
,the existing Act, and against the do as he pleases with the public territory.
provisions of the Bill. What better 'These things will- grow to an extent to
proof can there be that the practical overwhelm altogether the political insticommon sense of the country accepts tutions of the country? "That is the
the Bill?We hear a great deal about reason that this Bill is supported, at the
the tenure of the squatters, and I candidly present time, by the free selectors? Not
say that I would have preferred the issue a single free selector in the country is
of licences to the squatters to have been satisfied w~th th't ,measure' as a whole ; ,
permissive, in the same way that the but the free selectors support it for the
licences to the free selectors are permissive; reason that it will reduce the price of their
but I don't fear this tenure much, because land to something below what they were
I know that, if the free sele'ction clauses required to give for it in the first instance.
of the Bill are honestly and fairly ad- Why is it that the squatters in this
ministered, we shall secure such settle- House support the Bill? Because they
ment as will make the population con- will receive advantages under it which
tent to allow the squatters to remain in they did not possess before. Thus polipossession. With respect to the rent to tical influence is held over their heads in
be paid for the use of the pastoral lands, order to induce them to support the meaI think that, looking to the other pro- sure. But I say that it is impossible for
visions of the Bill and the altered circum- anyone individual, or any set of public
stances of the squatters, that rent is fair men, in deallng with the public' lands of
and .equitable.
This being so, I see no the colony, unless he is guided by what is
reason to regret the passage of the Bill. contained within the four corners of an
I have confidence in the men who are Act of Parliament, to discharge his duties
going to administer the measure, and in without creating suspicions Oll every hand.
the practical common sense of the people, Why, sir, at the present time, the public
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'mind of this country is full of suspicion This is not a solitary case. And yet we
as to the way in which the Lands depart- are going to give more power to the parment is conducted; .and so sure as the ties who have done these things. Now I
present Bill passes, will the Government say that if this Parliament is not competent
be overwhelmed by the public. I do not to deal with this question, the better plan
wish to bring any personal charge against would be to reserve every acre of land
the Government. I merely say that if the until we have a Parliament that is able to
Government desired to discharge their deal with the question. I hold that land
duty to the people they would never seek has been given to the people of this colony
to pass a measure of this sort, because, far in excess of their requirements. What
although they may have confidence in can a population of 650,000 do with
themselves and in their colleague at the ar.able land to the extent of 10,000,000
head of the Lands depa'rtment, they can- acres? Supposing c!ereals were to be
not expect to remain in office for the next grown on that extent of territOl:y, the proten years. I consider the Bill worse than duce would be more than is necessary for
any which have preceded it. Still it finds the consumption of. the popUlation, and it
favour with the people, because it gives would be impossible to export the surplus
to selectors advantages not given them because it would not pay to do so. And,
before. In fact, by this' Bill, the Govern- in the face of all this, we are about
ment have been buying support from the to divide additional land. In all· proselectors on the one hand, and from the bability, by the time the operation of'
squatters on the other. Now I s'ay the this Bill has expired there will not be
public lands of the colony ought not to be a single acre of land in the colony redealt 'with in this way. We, 'as a Parlia- maining unselected; and by that time,
ment, ought to ;hold the public lands in according to the calculation of the Chief
reserve for the people who are to come Secretary, as submitted by him'theother
'hereafter to settle in the colony. Up to evening, there will be only 1,200,000
the present time we have been distributing souls in the colony. I contend that the
these lands among ourselves. Among a colony is capable of 'maintaining a populapopulation of 650,000 s(~>uls, we have dis- tion of 30,000,000; but after our lands
are gone what will there be to induce imtribut~d 10,000,000 acres of the best lands
of the colony; and for the purposes of migration to our shores? N othing. We
immigration we have put our land law have ruined the colony with our liberal
into'such a state as will render it impos- land laws and bungling legislation. I
sible for any immigrant to settle under it. have expressed my views with respect to
At the present moment there is not a this Land Bill over and over again. I do
single acre of land within a marketable not believe any Government can be sincere
distance whereon t~e immigrant could in seeking to pass such a measure into
settle. To prove what I have said it is law, Still I am compelled to vote for it
'only necessary for an honorable member for the reason that if. it were rejected the
to cast his eye round the benches of this financial interests of the colony would be
Asseinbly. One has 3,000 acres under npset, as it were, and thus more harm
the· Land Act; another, 4,000 acres; a than good would be done. However, I
third; 5,000 acres; others have larger or shall be prepared to support any amendSmaller areas; and in this way, up to the . ment of the measure that may be brought
present t.ime, the land law has been used. in. I do not feel myself pledged to abide
Still·we;, are told that it has been adminis- by the Bill for the time fixed for its operatered honestly. Such things as State tion, because I hold that any new Parliaforests, swamps, and other advantages not. ment will have it in its power, at any time,
worth mentioning, are given to members to enact a new land law-a law more suitI able than this to the requirements of the.
when their services are necessary.
know a gentleman, high in political country.
i>~wer in this country, whose services
The House divided on the question that
are of some value· to those in office, the word" now," proposed to be omitted,
'Yho has actually got the whole of a stand part of the questionsquatter's run t~ken from him, under the
Ay~
37
pretence of making it a Common, and at
Noes
14
t~e 'present time he holds that land in the
centre of the run-a run as it were within
Majority against Mr.} 23
a.ru~-to the 'detriment of the squatter.
Duffy's amendment
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AYES.

Mr. Berry,
" Blair,
.. Burrowes,
". Casey,
" Cohen,
" E. Cope,
" T. Cope,
.. Crews,
" Cunningham,
" Frazer,
" Grant,
" Hanna,
" Higinbotham,
" Jones,
" King,
" Lobb,
" MacBain,
" Mackay, I
" Macpherson,

Mr.

.M~son,

McCulloch,

" McLellan,
" Miller,

" Reeves,

" Richardson,
" Russell,
" G. Paton Smith,
" G. V. Smith,
" J. T. Smith,
" Stutt,
" Sullivan,
" Watkins,
.. Williams,
" Wilson,
" Witt.
Tellers.
Mr. Burtt,
" Dyte.
NOES.

Mr. Aspinall,
" Bourke,
" Duffy,
" Farrell,
" Kerferd,
" Langton,
" Longmore,
Dr. Macartney,

Mr. Macgregor,
" McKean,
" McKenna,
" Thomas.

Tellers.
Mr. Bowman,
" Walsh.

The Bill was then read a third time.
On the question that the Bill do pass,
Mr. FARRELL called attention to the
necessity for an amendment in the proviso,
relative to altering county boundaries,
added (on August 19) to clause 12. He
proposed to substitute for the words
"diminish, extend, or alter," the words
"diminish or extend the area of any
county, or to alter."
The amendment was agreed to.
Mr. DUFFY mentioned that, at the
last sitting, the words "by Parliament"
were inserted, at 'his instance, in clause
63, relating to the squ~tting rents; but
they were inserted in the wrong place.
The clause as it now stood read thus"Provided that the said rate shall be
readjusted upon the expiration of five
years from the passing hereof by Parliament." The words "by Parliament"
should be inserted after" readjusted," and
he begged to move their transposition
accordingly.
Mr. CASEY said there was no objection to the amendment. The words were
~ inserted where they appeared, because
they were not proposed until that part of
the clause was reached.
The amendment was agreed to.
The Bill then passed.
CRIMINAL LAW AND PRACTICE
AMENDMENT BILL.
The amendment made by the committee
in this Bill was considered and adopted.

Amendment Bill.

Mr. ASPINALL proposed the insertion
of the word "hereafter" in clause 2, with
the view of preventing the Bill from
having a retrospective effect. He objected to the creation of crimes by Act of
Parliament. If the making of a false
declaration hitherto was not a punishable
offence it was the fault of the Legislature;
and the law should be altered so as to
'apply to all future cases, but not to the
past.
Mr. G. PATON SMITH observed
that all the declarations which had been
made hitherto had been made under the
belief that, if the averments were untrue,
the person making them would be punishable, as for a misdemeanor. Rut it was
found that a portion of the section relating
to false declarations had been omitted in
consolidation. And was it a hardship
that persons who had come forward voluntarily and made a statement of facts, and
vouched for their truth, should be rendered
amenable to the punishment which they
expected they were liable to at the time
they made their declarations? The honorabIe and learned member for St. Kilda
(Mr. Aspinall) objected to the Bill,
because it was retrospective; but no such
objection was taken last session to the
, Bill, introduced by the then Chief Secretary (Mr. Sladen), to amend the Friendly
Societies Act. If ever there was an
instance of ex post facto legislation, that
measure supplied .it. That Bill arose out
of a point taken at the trial of a secretary'
to a friendly society at Talbot. To render
persons in a like position to that secretary
amenable to the criminal law, that Bill
was introduced and passed. That. was an
analogous case. There might have been
other fraudulent secretaries of improperly
registered societies, and, because one man
had escaped, the Legislature deliberately
made every person who had committed a
similar offence amenable to the law. That
was just what the present Bill proposed
to do. He would mention another instance
of very sweeping ex post facto legislation.
The judges in a neighbouring colony
denied that the courts had any legal existence-they stated that the Constitution
was a myth, and that every person in
gaol was improperly imprisoned. In that
case the English legislature interfered.
It did not, however, content itself with
providing that everything should be done
properly thereafter, but the whole of the
proceedings of the South Australian
Legislature and the courts of justice were
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, validated by one Act. Again, on a recent
occasion, when a public functionary in
Ireland thought proper to indulge, at a
public dinner, in inflammatory language,
the Imperial Parliament proposed to pass
a Bill to punish the offence by depriving
the functIonary of his office. He trusted
that the House, having regard to the
thousands of declarations now in existence,
making averments of facts which were of
the utmost importance to the community~ which had peen made by persons under
the belief that if they stated what was I
false they were liable to punishmentwould render the measure retrospective so
far as it could be regarded in that light.
If that was not done, great difficulties
would arise hereafter. When it was
necessary to have confirmation of any
written instrument-any document relating to a title-the question would be,
perpetually arising-" Was it made after:
the repeal of the Oaths Act, and before
the passing of the Act of 1869?" (Mr.:
Russell-" Will not the declaration be
equally valid ?") No; it was no declaration at all. There were thousands of
declarations suppqrting mercantile transactions and titles to property which
would be worthless if the Bill was not
passed in its present shape. If the object
of the measure was to deal with any particular case-to proceed against any individual for. making a false declarationit might be called ex post facto legislation;
but that was not its object. There was
no sinister object-no ind.ividual was
aimed at. For anything that was known
to the contrary, every declaration that
was made up to the present time was
true.
Mr. McKEAN considered' that the Bill
ought to be retrospective in its character,
or otherwise declarations which had been
made in reference to titles might not be
worth the paper they were written on.
Mr. MACPHERSON contended that
retrospective legislation was only justified
when it was necessary for the well-being
of society. On that ground the retrospective legislation which had taken place in
reference to the courts of justice in a
neighbouring colony was quite permissible;
but he could not see that the interests of
the community demanded that there should
be retrospective legislation of the character proposed by this Bill. It was -impossible that a title could be affected one
iota by the punishment of a person who
had made a false declaration ill regard to
I
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it. Whether the title was good or bad,
it would not be altered in any way. Was
it desirable to introduce a system of
ex post facto legislation merely for the sake
of punishing any persons who had made
false declarations, which at the time they
were made did not render the parties to
them liable to punishment? He. thought
that it would be dangerous to introduce
such a system.
Mr. J. T. SMITH also submitted that
the clause was a dangerous innovation,
and that the case in regard to South
Australia was not analogous. It was
most unwise to adopt ex post facto legislation, unless in exceptional cases of great
public emergency. The House ought to
set its face, against saying that a person
should be liable to punishment as a
criminal for an act which, at the time it
was committed, the law did not hold to be
criminal. He therefore supported the
amendment.
The House divided on the question that
the word "hereafter" be inserted in the
clauseAyes
12
Noes
27
Majority against the} 15
amendment
..
AYES.

Mr. Aspinall,
"Bourke, '"
" Cohen,
" Hanna,
" Jones,
Dr. Macartney,
Mr. Macpherson,

Mr. McLellan,
" Hussell,
" J. T. Sniith.
Tellers.
Mr. Langton,
" Walsh.
NOES.

Mr. Blair,
" Burrowes,
" Burtt,
" Byrne,
" Casey,
" Crews,
" Cunningham,
" Dyte~
" Higinbotham,
. " King,
" Lalor,
" Longmore,
" Mackay,
" McCulloch,

Mr. McKean,
" Miller,
" Richardson,
" G. Paton Smith,
" G. V. Smith,
" F. L. Smyth,
" Sullivan,
" Watkins,
" Williams,
" Wilson,
" Witt.
Tellers.
Mr. Bowman,
" Lobb.

Mr. LANGTON moved that clause 3,
which provided that the measure should
be incorporat~d with and be deemed to
have comP. into operation with the Act
No. 233, be struck out. He remarked
that the Attorney-General had adduced
several instances of legislation which he
had assured the House were of B similar
character to what was now proposed-

Commissions Bill.
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,
that they were .A'eta which made some- read a second'time; . The' objecto£.: the
thing a crime, after' the passing of the measure~ as I stated when' it was introActs, that, at the time of its commission, duced, is to enable local' 'bodies to carry
was no crime. He (Mr. Langton) failed out the provisions, of :the, Watenvorks
to discover that any of the measures re- Statute 1865: It providesth'at the Goferi'ed to by the honorable and learned vernor" in 'Council may appoint corhmisgentleman bore that character.. As to the sioners" not exceeding twelve in number,
Bill for the amendment of the Friendly in any locality in 'which waterworks' may
Societies Statute, the facts were simply .be constructed in accordance with' that
these. There was some flaw in the Act Act, and' those 'commissioners, subject to
in regard to the registration of" those the conditions named in the commission
societies, and the object of t1;1e measure itself, shall exercise the' functions and
was not to make that a crime which other- powers given to the Board of Land and
wise was not ,a crime, but to remedy a ~e Works by the Waterworks Statute and
fect in the Act which affected the property by the' Lands Compensation Statute.
of all those soCieties. It might, ,inciden- Municipal . bodies, incorporated mining
tally, have had the effect which this clause companies, apd even private individuals,
had, but it wa.s not designed to have that may, under one of the ·clauses 'of the Bill,
effect. As to the case of the Mayor of advance money' for calTying' out' the obCork, he apprehended that no crime was jects of the measure.' I venture 'to hope
created by the Bill affecting that gentle- that, if the House agrees to adopt the Bill,
man which was not a crime before." What it. will very much 'simplify the. process of
were the facts? The Mayor of Cork had obtaining an' efficient system'" of water
shown that he was uiIfit to be l~etained in supply. There is 'a further clause in' the
the commission of the peace, and a Bill measure, which deals with ,the -:Ballarat
was brought in to gi ve the Government Waterworks. It is within "the' knowledge
of the <lay the power to remOve him. of the House that the borough councils of
Where was the analogy between that case Ballarat and, Ballarat East, acting 'as' the
and tIm ,present? No ana~ogous case what- Ballarat'Wate!' Commission," have received
ever had been adduced. Not a single from the GovernIrient'·a, 'loan of £75,000,
parallel, instance in" modern legislation which they undertake to "repliy at a' subcould be shown. This was a deliberate sequent period. These .corporations ocattempt to make that a crime which, at the cupy a somewhat anomalous position, inastime it was committed, was not a crime. much as, not acting in a corporate capacity,
He objected to all legislation of the kind., they are incapable 'of holding lands and
It was repugnant to the essential prin- mortgaging lauds; lin point of fact, it is
ciples of British jurisprudence. . Every only by hol,ding the res-erves on which a
one at all acquainted with the elements of portion of the 'works a,re constructed that
law knew that, whilst ex post facto legis- the Government have security for this
lation of all kinds was looked upon by all loan. The 9th clause of the Bill provides
jurists with suspicion, ex post facto legis- that the two councils, on forming themlation in regard to criminal matters was , selves into a commission under the 'powers
denounced by all lawyers who' had any contained in the Bill, may mortgage any
authority to speak on the subject.
lands they hold to the Govern'ment as
The motion to strike out the clause was security for the money already advanced.
negatived without a division.
It is my intention to give honorable memThe Bill was then read a third time and bers the fullest opportunity' of discussing
the variQus· provisions of the Bill in compassed.
Seeing that , it ,is a measure
LUNACY STATUTE AMENDMENT mittee.
which, I believe, will' be simple in its
BILL.
, 1'he report of the committee on this: operation, 'and exceedingly'beneficial to
Bill, was considered and adopted," with a the whole community, I trust that the
House will consent to the second' readformal amendment.
..'
,
The Bill'was then read a thir'd time ~nd ing.
The motion w~s' agreed to, and the Bill
passed.
was read a second'time and' committed.
WATERWORKS COMMISSIONS
On clause 6~ empowering the Governor,
BILL.
in any commissions- issued under the .A:ct,
. Mr. G. PATON SMITH.'- Mr. "or in any' other document' or writing
Speak(fr, I beg to move that this Bill be under his hand," to fix the rates of charges
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for the use of wate~ supplied by tha cbmmissioners, and'to determiJ?e other regu'latio'nS to which the commissioners should
be subjected,
Mr. LALOR moved the omission of the
words "or in any other document 'or
writing under his hand." He said that,
unless these words were struck out, the
whole measttte would b'e a dead-letter.
'No' persons or local bodies would accept
the' responsibility of constructing waterworks if the rates which they were allowed
to charge for the supply of water, and all
the oth.er conditions to which they were
to be subject, could be changed from time
to time by the Governor in Council.
. Mr. G. PATON SMITH thought it
was desirable that the Governor in Council
should have the power'to make any alter.stion in commissions, if necessary.
Mr. SULLIVAN did not wish to fetter
the action of the commissioners, but, as very
lar'ge powers were given 'them by the
State, some control over them ought to be
reserved in the 'hands of the Governor in
Council. It was impossible to say what
. alterations in the commissions might' be
necessitated from time to time .
. Mr. DYTE pointed out that, if tlie
Governor in Council had power to vary
the price to be charged for water; or the
quantity to be supplied, the calculations
upon which the commissioners entered
upon the construction of waterworks might
be altogether destroyed. Perhaps it would
not be objectionable to insert in the commissions a condition (similar t~ one usually
conta.ined in gas companies' charters) to
the effect' that in no instance should the
profits exceed a certain percentage.
After some further discussion,. the
amendment was agreed to.
Discussion took place on . clause 8,
which empowered the council of any
borough, shire, or road district, or any
mining company respectively" situate and
being, or carrying on operations, or intending to carryon operations ,,'within the
localities mentioned in the Waterworks
Statute 1865, to lend money to water,: works commissioners, for the purpose of
assisting them to carry on waterwol~s.
A proviso to the clause rendered. it necessary for a municipal body to obtain the
consent of two-thirds in value of the
ratepayers before making any loan, and
required -a mining company to obtain .the
consent 'of the shareholders, to be given at
an extraordinary meeting to be called for
the purpose.
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Mr. LALOR recommended that the co'nsent of a majority of the ratepayers should
be deemed sufficient, instead' of two-thirds.
Mr. RUSSELL remarked that twothirds in value might be a minority ill
number.
The clause was amended by striking
out the words "in: value."
Mr. LALOR mentioned that the shareholders of the Clunes Mining Company
had alt'ead y authorized the directors of the
company to expend about £40,000 in the
construction of waterworks for the district of Clunes. It would be a waste of
time and money to require another meeting
to be held, and all the preliminaries to be
.gone through again; and he therefore
suggested that the clause should be
amended by the omission of the words
" to be " after ~, shareholders."
Mr. G. 'PATON S'MITH feared that
there was an insuperable objection to the
amendment, inasmuch as the ~hareholders
of the company in question could not have
been aware of the provisions of this :aill
at the time they consented to money belonging to the company being employed in
the construction of waterworks. It would
only be necessary for a shareholder to
apply for an injunction to restrain the
directors from doing .anything under, a
measure which was not in contemplation
'at that time.
Mr.· FRAZER supported the amendment. Although the amendment was
retrospective, it could 'only affect one case,
and could not possibly do any harm.
The amendment was agreed to, and the
wQrds "or special" were inserted after
" extraordinary."
The clause, as amended, was then
adopted.
On clause 9, empowering the councils of
Ballarat and Ballarat East to give seclll'lty
for money which had been advanced to
them by the Government to enable them
to execute certain works for water supply,
Mr. DYTE suggested that the clause
should be postponed.
After some discussion, in which Mr.
FRAZER and Mr. G. PATON SMITH took
part,
The clause was postponed.
,Clause 10, giving power to the Board or
Land and Works to purchase waterworks
. constructed by any corporate body, at any
time after the 'expiration of' seven years
after the completion of the' works, was
also postponed.
Progress was then reported.
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PUBLIC WORKS LOAN APPROPRIATION BILL.
On the motion of Mr. SULLIVAN, this
Bill was read a second time, and passed
through its remaining stages.
RAILWAY LOAN APPROPRIATION
BILL.
On the motion of Mr. SULLIVAN,
this Bill was read a second time, and
passed through its remaining stages.
INSOLVENCY LAW AMENDMENT
BILL.
The report of the committee on this
Bill was considered and adopted.
On the motion of Mr. G. PATON
SMITH, the Bill was then read a third
time and passed.
ABORIGINAL NATIVES PROTECTION BILL.
On the motion of Mr. CASEY, this Bill
was read a second time, and committed

proforma.
CUSTOMS

LAWS AMENDMENT
BILL.
The resolutions agreed to in committee,
on Thursday, August 19, in favour of an
amendment of the Customs laws, were
considered and adopted.
Mr. G. PATON SMITH brought in a
Bill founded thereon, which. was read a
first time.
The House adjourned at one minute
past eleven o'clock.

LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL.
Wednesday, August 25, 1869.
Legal Proceedings Facility Bill-Local Government Act

Amendment Bill-Land Laws Amendment Bill-Public
: Works Loa.n Appropriation Bill-Railway Loan Appropria.tion Bill-Lands Compensation Bill-County Courts
Law Amendment Bill-Criminal Law and Practice
Amendment Bill-Lunacy Statute Amendment BillFisheries Act Ame~dment Bill.

The PRESIDENT took the chair at a
qllarter past four o'clock p.m., and read
t~e prayer.
PETITIONS.
, Petitions were presented in favour of
the Local Government Act Amendment
Bill, by the Hon. R. S. ANDERSON, from
the Rutherglen Road Board; by"the Hon.
N. FITZGERALD, from the Pyalong Road
Board; by the Hon. W. HJGBE'l'T, from

Facility Bill.

the Mansfield Shire Council; and by the
Hon. A. FRASER, from the Avoca Shire
Council. Petitions were also presented in
favour of the Bill, with the exception of
the provision for abolishing tolls, by the
Hon. C. J . JENNER, from the Buninyong
Shire Council; by the Hon. A. FRASER,
from the Broadford Road Board and the
Maldon -Shire Council; and by the Hon.
W. H. PETTETT, from the "Cpper Plenty or
Morang Road Board, and from the Boroondara Road :Soard.
LEGAL PROCEEDINGS FACILITY
BILL.
The Hon. R. S. ANDERSON.-Mr.
President, I desire to ask the Minister
of Public Works, without notice,_ whether it is his intention to proceed with the
Bill he has introduced, to cheapen and
facilitate legal proceedings? A public intimation has been given that it is not the
honorable member's intention to proceed
with the measure.
The Hon. J. McCRAE.-I was not
aware before that a public intimation had
been given that it was not my intention to
proceed with the Bill. However, I may
state that, when I had the honour of asking
leave to introduce this measure, I was not
sure whether the County Courts Bill would
become law. That Bill having become
law, the question arises whether it is expedient to proceed with this Hill until we
see the working of the County Courts Act.
I may also state that it is the intention of
the Government, during the recess, to appoint a codlmission to take into consideration the subject of law reform; and it is
a question whether it is advisable to proceed with the Bill until the report of that
commission is before Parliament. I have
no wish personally to withdraw this Bill,
and, if it is the desire of the House that it
should not be proceeded with, I have no
wish to go on.
Mr. ANDERSON.-The opinion of the
House can only be ascertained by proceeding with the Bill.. Perhaps the honorable
member will say whether he intends to invite the House to proceed further with it
or not.
Mr. McCRAE.-Under the" circumstances I have mentioned, I question whether it would be expedient to proceed with
the Bill.
The Hon. W. H." F. MITCHELL.Will the honorable member state whether
he intends to proceed with the Bill or not?
What is the House to understand?
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Mr. McCRAE.-I have already expressed an opinion that it is not desirable
to proceed with the Bill.
The Hon. J. O'SHANASSY.-It is
necessary that a distinct answer should be
given, in order that persons interested in
the question may know definitely what is to
be done. If parties moving in the matter
know the Bill is not to be read a second
time, they will not take any further action.
Mr. McCRAE.-I cannot say more than
I have already said.
The Hon. T. T. A'BECKETT.-I take
what the honorable member has said as an
intimation that he does not intend to proceed with the Bill. At all events he might
promise that he will not. move the second
reading without at least a fortnight's notice.
Mr. McCRAE.-Certainly.
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The Bill was afterwards recommitted.
Mr. O'SHAN ASSY moved the addition
of the following proviso to clause 7 :"Provided, also, that the powers conferred upon
the Government by this section shall be exercised upon the petition of the ratepayers of the
shire, borough, or district affected thereby, in
the same manner as is hereinafter provided in
the case of the constitution of shires."
"

The amendment was agreed to.
Mr. O'SHAN ASS Y moved the addition
of the following proviso to clause 57, which
dealt with the qualification of voters : "Provided, further, that this section shall
apply to the voters-roll for road districts, and to
the persons entitled to vote for members of
district boards, and shall, as so read, be deemed
to be substituted for the 45th section of the Act
No. 176; and the said Act shall be read as if
such substitution were made accordingly."

The amendment was agreed to.
LOCAL GOVERNMENT·ACT
Mr. O'SHANASSY moved the inserAl\iENDMENT BILL.
tion, in clouse 209, relating to the valuation
The House went into" committee for of rateable property, of the following words
explanatory of the term "net annual
the further consideration of this Bill.
On clause 201, setting forth on what value :"" That is to say, at the rent at which the same
persons rates may be made and levied,
The Hon. J. Q'SHANASSY called might reasonably be expected to let from year
to year, free of all usual tenants' rates and
attention to the proviso" that "every per- taxes,
and deducting therefrom the probable
son occupying otherwise than under any annual average cost of insurance and other
lease Crown lands for pastoral purposes only expenses, if any, necessary to maintain such
shall be rated in respect of the same in property in a state to command such rent."
The amendment was agreed to.
proportion of one third part only of such
net annual value thereof as aforesaid."
The Hon. W. A'BECKETT moved the
There was a similar provision, he said, in insertion in the list of exemptions from
the existing Act, which had been in force toll contained in clause 324, of the words
many years, and it would, perhaps, be un- "any Member of either House of Parlianecessary to raise an issue upon it; but if ment," and "any police magistrate or
the issue were raised it was quite clear warden when on duty."
that petitions would soon be addressed to
The ameIl,dment was agreed to.
the House pointing out the effect of this
The Bill was then reported with further
in connexion with the change to be made amendments.
by the proposed land legislation.
On clause 264, (the first of the series LAND LAWS AMENDMENT BILL.
relating to the endowment of shires),
This Bill was received from the Legisreq uiring every shire council to furnish lative Assembly, and, on the motion of the
to the Treasurer annual accounts of its Hon. J. McCRAE, was read a first time.
finances, and also to supply local returns
Mr. McCRAE moved that the second
and information when desired by Parlia- reading of the Bill be made an order' of
the day for Tuesday, August 31.
ment,
The Hon. J. O'SHANASSY remarked
Mr. O'SHANASSY said his attention
had been called to the very arbitrary that he had heard many members say that
character of the words "or to give and they would not be prepared for the second
furnish "any other information requested reading on the following Tues·day. The
by the Minister in relation to their pro- proceedings of a Legislature were not
ceedings." He moved that the words be hastened by being hurried. The Bill had
omitted.
been three or four months before the other
House, and certainly the Council ought to
The amendment was agreed to.
The Bill, having been gone through, be allowed eVel'y opportunity of fully conwas reported to the House" with amend- sidering it. Moreover, there was plenty of
other business to be gone on with.
ments.
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·Mr. McCRAE assured the House that
he had every.desire to afford time for the
consideratiop.. of the. measure, . b.ut, :the
s~ssion.ha'Ving ,been a very long one, he
thought hQnorable ,members should, endea.vour to facilitate business as much as
possible.,
',..
The Hon. W. CAM~BELL suggested.
that the second reading should be taken
that day fortnight.
"
Mr. McCRAE said he could not consent
to that. He would not object to the
second reading being taken that day
we~~~ Hon. J. F. STRACHAN r~marked
,
.
that the House required time to study the
provisions of the BUL The Bill involved
very important questions, and it was, ,perhaps, the most important measure for all
classes, and the State itself, that had ever
come before the Legislature. He would
move, as an amendment, that the second
reading be taken on Tuesday, September 7.
Mr .. McCRAE submitted that one week
would give honorable members ample time
to consider the Bill, claus~ by clause. It
had been before the country a very long
time, and honorable members ought to be'
fully informed in regard to it if they read
the debates in another place.
The Hon. W. 'A'BECKETT said the
Assembly did not push the Bill through
to suit the Council, and h~ did. not see
why, the Co~nqil should' push 'it 'through'
to suit the, Assembly.
.
Mr. McCRAE assured the House that
there was no desire to," push" the Bill
through at all.
The Hon, .W, H. F .. MITCHELL
poi~ted out, as an additional reason why
more time should be given for, the con-.
sideration of the measure, that up to a few
nights ago the country was not aware what
change had actually been made in the Bill.
The public did not know what the real
n~ture of $e Bill was, and any measure
containing such extraordinary provisions
required a great deal of consideration. It
was due to honorable members that they
should have an opportunity of communicating with their constituents, and receiving an expression of opinion. on the.
Bill from them.
.
Mr. McCRAE ,said, if it was the desire
of the Ilouse to postpone the second reading until the day named by. Mr: Strachan,
he would nO,t offer any further objection.
It. was then agreed that the second
rea~ing of, the Bill should be taken on
Tuesday, S~pteml:>er 7.
I

,I"

Amendment Bill.

PUBLIC· WORKS. LOAN APPRO..
. PRIATION BILL.
This Bill was received from the Legis-'
lative Assembly, and, on the motion of 'the
Hon. J. McCRAE; was read a first time.. '
Mr. McCRAE moved that the' Bill bEs'
read a !:Iecond time. He remarked that a
large number of'ppblic sen'ants had been
without their salaries for some time past,"
but those claims would 'be satisfied by this'
Bill, 'which' was a measure in conformity
with the sections of the Public' Works
Loan Act, which provided that an amount
for salaries, wages, and contigencies'should
be sanctibned by Parliament year byyear.
The :aoii.' J. HENTY seconded the
mo t'lOn, wh'lCh .was .agree d t 0 ; an'd the
Bill' was then read a second time, and
'
passed through its remaining stages.
RAILWAY LOAN APPROPRIATION
BILL.
This Bill was' brought
from the
Legislative ~ssembly, and, on th~ motion
of the Hon. J. McCRAE, was passed
through all it~ stages.
'

up

LANDS COMPENSATION BILL.
A message was received from the Legislative Asse~bly, intimating that they had
agreed. to the correctjon of a clerical error
in the 35th clause of this Bill, pointed out
by the Clerk of the Parliaments.
On the motion of the Hon. J. McCRAE,
the House concurred in the cQrrection.
COUNTY COURTS LAW AMENDMENT BILL.
A message was received from the Legislative Assembly, communicating the fact
that they had agreed to certain, clerical
amendments in this Bill, suggested by the
Clerk of the Parliaments.
On the motion of the Hon. J.McCRAE,
the several amendnients were read and
adopted.
CRIMiNAL LAW AND PRACTICE
AMENDMENT BILL.
This Bill was received from the Legislative Assembly, and, on the motion of the
Hon. J. McCRAE, was read a first time.
LUNACY STATUTE AMENDMENT
BILL.
This Bill was brought, up from the
Legislative Assembly, and, on the motion
of the Hon. J. McCRAE, was read a first
time.

Infirm Q.nd

LAUGUST

.FISJIERIES ACT AMENDMENT .
BILL.
The report of the committee on this
Bill wa~ considered and adopted.
On the motion of th~ Hon. A. FRA SER,
the Bill was then re~d, ~ t4ird time and
passed.'
.
. -The House adjourned at 'four minutes
to· seven o'clock.

.

.

L'EGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY.
Wednesday, :August 25, 1869.
Relief of the Poor-Social Difjtinctions in Common SchoolsAmendment of the Scab Act .... County Courts Law
Amendment Bill-Mr. M. J. P., HaniCy....:...yan· Yean
Water Supply-8tate Aid to Religion 'Abolition BillAboriginal Nativ~s.ProteQtion Bill. '

The SPEAKER took the chair at halfpast foqr o'clock p.m.
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reserves of land might be set apart,
from which a permanent income CQuid be
derived for the support of this class. As
the population of the colony increased, of
course the value of the lands would
increase. In bringing this subject under
the notice of the Chief Secretary, he did
not' mean to say that the poor of the
colony were worse off this winter than
they had been in previous wint~rs 'On
the contrary, he believed that there was
less distress in the colony this winter than
there had been for several years past.
Mr. McCULLOCH.-Mr. Speaker, I
admit at once t1?-e need of maintainin'g the
poor of this country, and that the present
, system is in a very unsatisfactory condition indeed. No doubt the same persons
who subscribe to one charitable institution
also support the others; but the question
of the best means of raising funds for the
maintenance of the poor is a question
beset with so many difficulties that it.
requires to be approached very carefully,
indeed.. I am averse to the adoption of a,
plan like the poor-law system in .England.
I should like to see some other systen:t
devised to meet the case. As I stated in
reply to a question put some time ago by
. the honorable member for Richmond (Mr.
Harcourt), I think that the appointment
of a general commission is necessary, in
order to devise some scheme for the
maintenance of the poor which will be
satisfactory to the colony at large.

lNFIRM AND AGED POOR.
Mr. BATES asked the Chief Secretary
if it was,the intention of the Government
to introduce a comprehensive measure to
provide for the support of the infirm ll,nd
aged poor of the colony? He thought
thlJ.,t it .was time that. such a measure was
introduced. On 'the 14th of July his
hono~able colleag~e (Mr. Everard) presented a petition from certain 'burgesses of
Collingwood ,and Fitzroy, praying that
pr.ovision might be ql.ade in the Land Bill
PETITION.
for 'permanent reserves in every road disA petition was presented by Mr. FELtrict,: .and in or near to every town,
borough, and city within the colony" for LOWS, from the Bishop of Melbourne
the benefit of the poor of the locality. A (Dr. Perry), against the abolition of State
petition ,of a similar character· was pre-. aid to religion.
sented, on the 29th of June, by the honorBRIGHTON COMMON SCHOOL.
able member for Ararat (Mr. McLellan).
Mr. EVERARD directed the attention
He would ask honorable members to hear
in mind that,. in the old country, there of the Postmaster-Genernl to a letter
was scarcely a town which was not en- published in the Daily Telegraph newsdowed 'with freehold .property, by which paper, of Monday, August 23, containing
the infirm and aged pOOl' were to a degree the following statemen,t : "Mr. Everard, in the House, having drawn
provi,ded. for. It was intended, he believed,
to ' an attempt' to establish social disto enlarge the Melbourne Benevolent attention
tinctions in the several classes of the common
Asylum; but, if honorable members school at Sale, would you, sir, through the
examined the subscription lists for that medium of your paper, permit me to inform him
that it is un fait accompli at Brighton; and that
inst~tution, the Hospital, and the Orphan
a separate playground is set apart for the' young'
Asylum, they would find nearly the same gentlemen'
attending one of the common schools
names ,on ea~h list. As the aged and there; moreover, that the Budd-ing offspring of
infirm poor were likely to increase in a high official connected with the Educationnumber, he thought that some system office attendR the common school."
Mr. G. V. SMITH said that the subject
shouldqe , adopted" 'Yjithout delay, . f-ol~
placing t~e means for their. reli~f on a had been brought under the consideratiQn
mOre .sat.isfactory .footing. ,Fqr instaBc~,. of the Board of Education, but a decision
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had not yet been arrived at, nor had all
the facts of the case 'been brought fully_
before the House. In the course of a few
days he would be able to give honorable
members some information in refereI;lce
to it.

Yean water supply, presented to this House ard
August instant, be 'taken into consideration in

SCAB ACT AMENDMENT BILL.
Mr. MACPHERSON asked the
Attorney-General what steps he intended
to take, at the end of the current month,
to carry out the provisions of the existing
Scab Act? He understood the honorable
gentleman had given the inspectors notice
that their duties would terminate at the
end of the month.
Mr. G. PATON SMITH replied that
it was quite true that the scab inspectors
had received notice that their services
would be dispensed with at the end of this
month, and for a very obvious reason.
Their salaries had only been voted for six
months, there were no funds to continue
to pay them with, 'and the existing Scab
Act was a dead-letter-under any circumstances it would expire with the termination of the session. There seemed very
little probability of any Scab Act being in
force at the end of the session. The Scab
Act Amendment Bill left this House for
another place, which, for the present purpose, he might designate " limbo." It had
remained there ever since, and how long
honorable members intended to keep it
there he did not know.

The House went into committee to
consider resolutions for the abolition of
~tate aid to religion.
Mr. McCULLOCH.-Mr. Smyth, I
desire to move the following' resolutions : " That the amount of £50,000 set apart by
the 53rd section of the Constitution Act be reduced by £10,000 every year on and after 1870,
so that State aid to religion should be finally
abolished in 1874.
" That the lands held for church purposes in
trust for the various denominations be granted
by Her Majesty to the denominations.
"That a Bill be brought in to carry out the
above resolutions."
. .

COUNTY COURTS LAW AMENDMENT BILL.
The SPEAKER announced the re.ceipt
of a communication from the Clerk -of the
Parliaments, calling attention to some
clerical errors in this Bill.
On the motion of Mr. CASEY, the
necessary amendments were made, and a
message requesting concurrence therein
was ordered to be sent to the Legislative
Council.
Mr. M. J. P. HANIFY.
Mr. ASPINALL moved"That the papers laid on the table of this
House on 16th March, 1869, relating. to the case
of Mr. M. J. P. IIanify, be referred to the
Government for consideration."
Mr. KERFERD seconded the motion,
which was agreed to.
YAN YEAN WATER SUPPLY.
Mr. GRANT moved'f That the estimates for works to be executed
during the year 1869, in respect of the Yan

committee of the whole Assembly to-morrow."

The motion was agreed to.

STATE AID TO RELIGION
ABOLITION BILL.

This question has been for a very
lengthened period before the people of
this country; and I may state that on
various occasions, at general fllections,
there has been a very decided feeling
expressed on the part of the constituencies
that this State aid should be abolished at
as early a date as possible. In the year
1856-at the first general election after
the inauguration of responsible government-this question was very prominently
brought before all the constituencies
of the country, and the result was the
introduction into this House, in 1857, of
a Bill proposing to abolish State aid
almost immediately. That Bill passed this
House, but was rejected in another place.
Again, in 1859, after the people had had
another opportunity of expressing their
opinion on this subject, a Bill was introduced by myself, and carried almost
unanimously through this House. It was
also agreed to by a very large majority in
the Legislative Council, although, unfortunately, there was not an absolute
majority of that House in favour of it,
as required by the Constitution Act, and
Again, a
hence the Bill w!),S lost.
measure was introduced iu 1861 with the
same object, and was carried in this House
by a very large majority of the whole
Assembly. That, unfortunately, was reIn referring to
jected by another place.
this subject, I at once admit the importance
which many persons place upon the necessity, as they look upon- it, of having State
aid to religion in this country; in fact,
they, I believe, to some extent consider that,
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unless 'there is 'State support for religion,
religion will fail allover the country. Now,
sir, I believe in the essential necessity of
religion being diffused over the country,
if the happiness of the people is to be increased or to be maintained; but I also
believe that religion is not to be maintained or increased by anything that the
State· can do in the way of affording a
temporary assistance to it. I desire to
remove all those false supports which are
given towards the extension of religion in
this country-supports which do more to
cripple and prevent the real dissemination
of religion than almost anything else that
can possibly be done in connexion with
this subject. We know that an State
churches are not characterized by the
liberality of their people towards the
diffusion of religion. With respect to the
Church of England, although I do not desire to speak of that church with anything
but respect, yet, at the same time, I must
say-and I think all who have watched
the doings of that church will admit thisthat the people belonging to it have done
comparatively nothing in a voluntary
manner towards the dIssemination of religion. What would England have been,
in a religious point of view, or what
would Scotland have been, but for the
dissenters in those countries ? We can
point to what has been done both in England and Scotland by the energy of dissenters in those countries. I say that
they have set an example which, unfortunately, has not been followed by the
Church of England. I believe that the
fact that it has not been followed by the
Church of England arises entirely from
the circumstance that that church has
been taught to lean on the State for support, and thus dry up all those springs of
charity which ought to flow from religious
bodies with the view to the extension of
the religion which they profess. I have'
not the least apprehension that, if the
State in this country withdraws this
£50,000, there will be any failure whatsoever with regard to the extension of religious observances, or of the means of
religion, throughout the country. I believe that if those who profess and express
such strong convictions of the .necessity
for relig'ion had only a little more faith in
their principles-if they trusted to the
liberality of the people, and brought
the principles which they profess to bear
on the people-they would find that they
would receive a far larger amount of
VOL. vlI.-6 G
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liberality than they have ever had in
the past. Sir, I am satisfied of this
-that there is now no idea whatever of an establishedchnrch in this
country. I believe that the time has gone
by for any section of the community to
think that a church should be established
in any country. The time has come when
churches should rather be disestablished
and disendowed.
I believe that the
example which has been set us by the
British Parliament, in that bold and liberal
Act which has been carried through the
House of Commons and the House of Lords,
is one worthy of all admiration by all
people; and it ought to be followed by us
in dealing with such a question as this.
I am well aware that it may be stated, and
is stated, that there is no' established
church here; but, sir, we have a very
close approach to it. We have a desire
on the part of those-of some of them at
all events-who are receiving State aid
that there should be an established church;
and what have we at this moment but the
establishment of various sections of the
church? We have every section here
supported by the State. One party considers one section wrong; still it is supported out of the pockets of the other.
The Irish Church, everyone must admit,
was a crying injustice to the people of
Ireland. It has been pronounced to be so,
I believe, all over the world; but I would
like to know whether we in this countryor a large section of the people in this
country-are' not also suffering a great
inj ustice? Th~re is a considerable portion
of this community-some ,of the religious
sects in this country-who do not receive.
State aid, because they cannot conscientiously do so. We have the Independent~,
the Baptists, and a considerable section of
the Presbyterians, who scorn to receive
State aid-who do not receive it because
they say that they cannot conscientiously
Now I ask why they should be
do so.
called upon-why any section of the
church in this country should be called
upon-to contribute for the. support of
another section of the church? I was
certainly a little surprised at the petition
presented to-night from the Bishop of
Melbourne, in which he implores the
House to continue the grant of £50,000, as
if it were absolutely necessary for the
maintenance of religion in this country.
What did that gentleman say not very long
ago with regard to this very subject?
A document has been sent to me conta.i.ning
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the following quotation from a speech
made by Bishop Perry in 1851 : , "The amount is not apportioned according to
the means of the sects', but according to their
numbers. One of the churcheFi thus suppor~ed
teaches doctrines subversive of true religion."
He declared himself opposed to an established
church, and said,-" that by recognising one
they would do what would prove most injurious
to the pl',ogress of true religion and piety. Then
came the question-Were they to reject State support, and depend entirely upon voluntary assistance? And, with a full sense of the difficulty
in his way, he woula ans\ver-Yes. The voluntary system had not failed in America; why
should it here? "

If the Bishop of Melbourne tho~ght the
endowment of one section of the church
was so injurious in 1851, I should like
him to have e:xplained in his petition how
he' has got over the difficulty now. Has
he come'to be assimilated_ more closely to
that church which he thought was so far
wrong jn 1851, or what is the reason why
he has thus changed his mind' on so vital
and important a point? Again, the Bishop
of Melboui'ne also said., in' a letter which
he addressed to the newspapers in 1852,
when it was proposed to increase the
grant~·
'.
"As to any increa~e of the amount of the'

•

grant, I would most earnestly deprecate it, as 'an
appro'talof and tending to perpetuate a -false
and most pernicious principle, and as stereotyping,
as, far ~s the. State can do so, every existing
religi<?u~ error. _ The recent petition of the
Roman Catholics must, I should think, make
every Protestant legislator sensible that that
church feels itself dependent upon State support for its continued existence in this colony,
and that its priests are aware of the impossibility
of retaining their dominion over the consciences
of an intelligent and independent people~J;uch
as the people of Victoria are likely to become.
Great, therefore, in my opinion, is the guilt of
assisting to prop up amongst us this system of
satanic delusion."

,This is the liberal Bish~p of Melbourne,
who talks about one church being a " system of satanic delusion!" This just shows
that the ,continuanc~ of this payment has
led 't!?-e Bishop of Melb~urne and other
par~ies also-because they have ,been so
long in the habit of receiving it-to look
upon it,.!ls a O1.att~r of far more importance
than even a "system of satanic delusion."
I say: that it is a dangerous thing for the
State to continue to grant sums of money
to that section pr to others; but if the
State is prepared to give money for the
support of anyone section, all s~ctions
are entitled to it-the Roman Catholic
quity I1S well as any other. T4e House
will recollect that, at one time, the Constitu.tion Act did not provide' for ~he J e~s
Mr. McCulloch.

Abolition Bill.

receiving assistance towards their religion"
but the House felt, and rightly so to, that
if any denominations were aided by the
State the Jews ought also to req~ive
support.
.
An HONORABLE MEMBER.-What auoJIt
the followers of Confucius-what about
the Chinamen,? '
Mr. McCULLOOH.-l;tis impossible tosay where it would stop. The only cure,
for it is really to cut it off, root and branch.
There is no necessity, in order to maintai-\J.
religion in this country, that we should
continue to dip the hands of any sect into
the general treasury. The people of this
country, i~ they are properly appealed to---:and if they are, properly dealt with by
the ministers of religion-will subscrihe
liberally for religious purposes, as they do
for all other schemes that are submitted
to them. In dealing with this question, I
do not propose that State. aid, to religion
should be immediately brought to 8 termination, but that its 'abolitio~ sho~ld'
extend over: a period of five years ; and
thus an ~opportunity will be afforded to,;
the various sects-if they really require_
time~to obtain time to make up
smaH
amount that, each will be deprived Qf by
the- abolition of thegr~nt. I.lrnow it has
been stated again and again":"'-and urged,
very strongly-that many clergymen cam.e
to this country on the faith of receiving a,
portion of this sum of £50,000. I think
there is nothing whatever in that. Twelve
years ago -those persons had a distinct
intimation from, the people 'of this,
country" and from the representatives, of,
the people in this lIouse, that State
aid to religion would be abolished at,no,
distant date, and they have had that
intimation repeated from time to .time.
There is, therefore, really no ground or.
excuse to delay dealing with this ~ubject on
that account. But, after all, what is ·the
amount receiv~d by the vario~s religiousdenominations from the S.tate in the way
of assistanc~ for stipends of'ministers ?
I find that ,th~ Church of England receives
for this, purpose £lQ,692; ,the l~omaJ?
Catholics, £5,330; Presbyterians, £3,445 ;.
Wesleyans, £2,149; Lutherans, £529;
Unitarians, £75; Primitive Methodists,
£198.
The total 'amount distributed
amongst Presbyterian ministers ~ho, received State aid is about £40 each. Is
it worth their while to keep up State aid
for the sake ,of £40 paid to each minister?
I think that the. ministers of the Oh urch
of England recei ve, on an aver~ge, about
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But what was the value of that inti~~shop receiving about
mation
? What was it to effect? Was it
£800;
alld
the
Roman
Catholics
receive
l
from £75 to' £100 ,each. It will be seen, intended that those gentlemen should pack
lir.,. the: f;e,con4 r·eso\utio.n wb~ch I. have up and go away.? I think 'Ye may take
a lesson from., what was done in a neighs~~~i.tt~d, ~hat .~, prop~se. that the lands
b~uring colony, where, when it 'Yas in ..
~eld in..trust for church purposes sh~ll. be
hanQ.ed over to .the various denominations, . tended to dispense. witI? the ordinary
~o use jn any way they think fit, provided grants for religious purposes, some prothat they are applied to the purposes of the vision was made for the clergymen who
denomination to which they are given. were.receiving State aid, and had come to
The lands .are already parted w~th by the the colony on the unclel'standing that they
State, ,and, in order. to deal liberally with would receive it. I think it would have
th.e denominations, I, propose that they been better. 'if the Chief Secretary ,had
may turn them to account in the best way proposed some principle of that kind in
they ~hink fit, provided that they apply connexion with his present scheme. The
t.he money realized •by the sale of' the honorable gentleman says that religion
lauds-if. they do' .sell them-only for suffers in consequence of £50,000 being
ch,urc:h purposes. I find that the total contributed by the State tO~Tards its supquantity of Jand. possessed by these bodies port. The State grant, in his 09inion, is
amounted, at the. end of the year 1868, to not only worthless and useless, but it is
1647 acres, .and,. with, the quantity added worse than useless. What evidence. does
durix1rg the last few months, the total will he give of this? Do not honorable mem1.>e somet~hlg like 1750 or 1800 acres. bers know the difficulties which have been
The val.ue of the laond held by these experienced in times past in the erection
churches . cannot be put ,down at an of places of worship, and that many of
average of l~ss than £40 an acre.
them would never have been built but for
An HONORABLE MEl\fBER.-More than the assistance given by the State? If it
that."
'
is said that the people are prepared to
. Mr. McCuLLOCH.-It is difficult t~ dispense with State aid to religion, I ask,
say what. it may be, because some of the where is the proof of that? After ail,
site,S in Melbourne are very valuable. If what is this State aid to religion?
they ~hink fit to sell a portion of the land, Why it is simply giving to the denoit will realize a considerable sum of minations a paltry portion of what
money f~r building other churches. In they themselves contribute to the Stato.
order to get quit of this question of State An honorable member, the other night,
aid, I proposed that we should deal thus thanked Providence that there is another
Ii berally with' the denominations. With House where the Land Bill may be
amended, and I can join with him in doing
thes~ remarks, I beg to move the resolutions.
'
so, because honorable members in this
Mr. G. PATON SMITH seconded the House seem disposed to carry the abolition'
motion.
.
of State aid to religion so far that they
Mr. J. T.' SMITH. - I might almost will not even allow a piece of land to be
speak. of the honorable member who has granted as a site for a church. I think
introduced this proposition as the reverend that the Chief Secretary has hardly dealt
gentleman. I t,hink he has given some fairly with the Bishop of Melbourne's
evidence thl;tt 4e is becoming a master in petition. A petition coming from the head
theology, as ,veIl as a very able Chief of a church which is the largest in number
Secretary, ~nd Treasurer. At the same of any sect in the colony ought to be
time, I ~m of opinion that he has taken. treated with the utmost respect. At the
up a lil,1e of action which ill suits him. I same time, I tliink that the language
think he has not shown a due regard for used by the Bishop in the letter which
existing interests in passing them over so the Chief Secretary quoted, wa::; not
hurriedly.
rhe honorable gentleman complimentary - indeed, it was very
states that there are clel'gymen in the insultip.g and unfair. I feel respect for a
c,olony who came here on the. under- minister of reli&ion, to whatever denomistanding that they were to receive Stat~ nation he belongs. I-laving been in the'
aid; and how does he propose, to deal colony longer than any memb~r of the
with them? He says ,that, twelve years House, having had ,1, great deal to do with
ago, .:tl;tey had au iutimation given. them the erection of churches, and knowing the
t.hat, ~y-3tnd-:QY, ,there woul~ b~ a c.p'a~g~. obstacles, which have had to be'encountered
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in connexion with the work, I am pre- and whether, on economical grounds atone,
pared to say that half the churches now the grant in aid of religion is not a judibuilt would not have been in existence cious appropriation? I don't think I should
but for the liberality of the State. The have much difficulty in finding on the EsChief Secretary holds out as a bait to timates many items of expenditure to the
religious denominations that they may sell amount of £50,000 which do not yield
the land which has been granted to them. so advantageous a return to the State
I say that to sell land which has been as this contribution in aid of religion.
dedicated for church purposes would be a It should be remembered that provision
violation of everything that ought to be has to be made in these churches for
held sacred. I would ask what right free seats. One-third of each church has
has the Chief Secretary to say to me to be reserved free to the public. In this
01' other members of the House who may
way there is a direct return for the conhave contributed towards the erection of tributions from the State. Notwithstandone or more churches, that, if this proposal ing that the advocate for the continuance of
of the Government. be accepted, the State aid to religion may be liable to be
trustees of church lands should be at derided, I have never hesitated to express
liberty to sell those lands, the value of my convictions on the subject, both in this
which has been enhanced by the contribu- House and before my constituents. Some
tions, not only of the living, but of the twelve or fifteen years ago 1. voted with a
dead? I ask whether such lands should ·large majority for an increase in the amount
not be held sacred? The Chief Secretary of the gran t then made. Subsequently I
has asserted that churches have not ad- stood here defending State aid to religion
vanced through the instrumentality of this when I had only three other members to
aid from the State. But does the honor- concur with me. And then there has been
ahle gentleman mean that the expenditure a revulsion of feeling, and I have seen
of £50,000 is attended by no result? At the proposal for the abolition of the grant,
the same time, the Chief Secretary·says once so popular, signally rejected. I take
that, if the State does not give the £50,000, it that the principle· involved- in the propothe money will be supplied by the liberality sition of the Chief Secretary is, that
of the people. The honorable gentleman people should be so impressed with the adthus admits the absolute necessity for vantages and benefits of religion as to be
means being provided for church purposes. impelled to supply their own wants in
He says that for the State to provide the that regard. But I say that the man
means is objectionable; it does harm rather who stops there has no religion in him •
.. thau good.
The honorable gentleman, In this matter I do not expect sympathy
however, has not attempted to prove this. from the representatives of what may be
He has contented himself with merely a bald termed sects as distinguished from
statement. Talk of no good resulting from churches - bodies whose hostility to
the aid given by the State, why the value of State aid to religion is traceable, in great
that aid can be seen in every direction. measure, to the fact that so large a share
Wherever a church has been raised, it has of the loaf should come to the Church of
not been raised by the State, but the State England. My experience has led me to
has helped in the work-the funds from the the conviction that the colony would have
Treasury have been a grateful supplement had neither half the churches nor half the
to the contributions of the people. The clergymen which it has at present, but for
Chief Secretary appears to think that the the aid and support given by the State to
people are so impressed with the value of religion. And is it to be said that those
. relig ious truth, that they will readily sup- churches and clergymen have not been the
ply all that is needed for the maintenance means of accomplishing great, valuable,
of their churches and the support of their and important ends? The Chief Secretary
ministers. If this were the case, the times proposes that this grant shall be reduced
would be happier than they.are; and State £10,000 every year until it is finally extinaid might be dispensed with altogether. guished. This operation will occupy five
But I am afraid that facts are opposed to years, and, according to the dictum prothe Chief Secretary's statement. I would nounced, the churches will be in an inask the honorable gentleman whether the finitely better condition than at the present
efficient maintenance of churches and reli- time. Well, that is quite beyond my arithgious ordinances is not calculated to lessen metic. If the Chief Secretary's prediction
the public expenditure on gaols and hulks, be fulfilled, miracles will be revived. For
¥r. J. T. Smith.
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my own part, I say, if the abolition of the
grant is inevitable, let the blow be dealt as
mercifully as possible. Let the withdrawal
of this aid be more gradual than is proposed.
Mr. FELLOWS.-The Chief Secretary
has alluded to the fact of Bills having a
similar object to the motion now before
the committee having passed this House,
and been lost elsewhere; from which he
desires it to be inferred, I suppose, that
this is a question on which the country
has definitely made up its mind. ("No.")
If that is not the object of referring to the
previous attempts at legislation on this
subject, 1 am unable to understand
why the reference was made. At al1
events, that inference cannot be drawn from
former attempts at legislation, because since
the last occasion mentioned by the Chief
Secretary, this question has been again
brought forward, and rejected on themotion for second reading, not for want of
an absolute majority, as required by the
Constitution Act, in its favour, but by a
majority voting against it. That'was four
years ago, and that was the last time that
the matter came before Parliament. Whatever may be the merits of this question, it
appears to me that the reasons assigned by
the Chief Secretary for repealing the grant
are altogether insufficient. The only statement of any importance which I collected
from his speech was: that this grant meant
one set of people paying out of their own
pockets for the support of another. I deny
that. I should like to know what religious
portion of the community, what denomination, can say that it contributes more, per
head, to the general revenue than any other
denomination? Excluding the Chinese, I
say there is no foundation whatever for the
assertion that one sect is supported out of
the taxes paid by another; because if they
contribute equally to the general revenue
out of which this payment is made, they
merely receive, through the medium of the
State collector, the contributions previously paid by themselves. Allusion has
been made to the Irish Church, and to the
noble legislation, as it has been termed,
which has taken place in reference to that
question. Sir, I don't wish to enter upon
the merits of that question, and I allude
to it simply to point out what appears very
clear on the face of it, that the instance
cited as applicable to the present case has
no bearing whatever upon it. It cannot
be contended that all the denominations
~erived e<Jual bep.efit from th~ ~xistellce
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of that establishment. Clearly they did
not. But they are all on the same footing
here. Therefore, to bring forward that
as an instance is altogether without any
justification. However, if it is to be
referred to, I think it might be referred
to for other purposes than the present.
Assuming the abolition of the Irish
Church to be analogous to the abolition
of State aid in this colony-which I
do not admit-the mode in which that
question has been dealt with is very
different from the mode in which it is
proposed to deal with this question. There
the existing rights of those immediately
receiving the benefits of the Irish Establishment were respected by the legislation
which abolished that establishment. But
nothing of the kind is proposed here.
That is a material distinction. Then, again,
the proceeds are, in the case of the Irish
Church, to be applied, I believe, among
other purposes, to providing lunatic asylums. Here the proceeds are to be applied
-as we may infer from the information
given to us' to-night as to what may be
expected next week-to payment of members. It appears a very curious coincidence that the first time this proposal to
abolish ·State aid to religion is brought
forward as a Government measure, the
Ministry should also be prepared to propose the payment of members of the
Legislative Assembly. It may be an
accident, but it is very odd that the
amount to be saved in the one case should
be precisely the amount required to be
appropriated in the other. Now, why
should not the two proposals be embraced
in one measure. Why should not the
Government introduce a Bill intituled
"An Act to abolish the payment of
£50,000 to the various religious denominations, and to transfer the amount to
Members of Parliament" ?
Mr. G. PATON SMITH.-Sir., it is
with some surprise that I have heard the .
honorable and learned member who has
just sat down state that all denominations
contribute equally to the revenue, and that
the moneys granted by 'the State for religious purposes are disbursed in the same
way. But, if the honorable and learned
member examines the statistics on the
table, he will find that there are large and
flourishing denominations which receive
no portion of the State aid, and who necessarily contribute to the support of those
that do receive it. If I give a portion,
and no port~on be returned ~Q ~~~ it
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ob.vi6~sly follows that it is:'giveh to sorne'- : convicfion.'" Uil.iess~wC aI~e fo und~rstand
that l~ is .speech to-n ightis from' " p:ersonal
conViction," we shall be hid to belie~~ that
I nave ~n my hand a brief speech deli- his opinions have undergone a change as
vered by the h~noi'able and learn~d merri- marvellous as, those of ~he rig4t reverend
bel', some ten' years ago, when moving, in gentleman who has petitioned the House
another place, the second reading of a this evening, on his own bebalf, in'referBill to abolish State aid to religion. ence to this grant in aid of religion.' We
The observations which the honorable and may understand the utility of the ,grant
from' the use made of it by the persons
learnEi~ member made then are singularly
inconsistent with his argument now. I who receive it. at present. I find 'that,
will read the speech--.,;
so far from' weak congregatio~s and
"'Mr. FELLOWS, in moving the second reading ministers· in remote. districts i'eceiving
of the Bill, said he did so from personal convic- benefit from the grant, a very larg~ 'protion, and not because it was a Government portion. of ,it 'is absorbed by clE~rgym~'n' 'in
measure. It seemed quite inconsistent to say
that, because a certain sum of money ~as set populous districts~geritlem(m who :oug:ht,
if there be virtue in religion; land if 'they
apart for the services of religion, all denoIl)inations were placed on a level.", .
are capable. of being its ministers, to be
Why, sir, what has fallen on the honorable able to maintain themselves" froni the
and learned member during the last ten offerings of their congregations. If the
years'?' In 1869, he insists that all deno- fund be set apart for the 'ad vanceri!ent of
minations are on the same level. In 1859, , religion, I say that these gentlemen stand
speaking from "conviction," and not as in the position of defrauding it for their
having charge of a Government measure, own personal benefit. I find, fr()m the stahe held that it was "quite inconsistent to tistics referred to by the Chief Secretary,
say that, because a certain sum of money that, of the sum of £·10,692 appropriated
was set apart for the services of' 'religion, . for stipends to the Church of England, no
all denominations were placed on a level." less than £1,000 ,(or about one-tenth of
The honorable 'and learned member then the'whole'sum) is devoted to the payment
of clergymen visiting the Melbo~rn~ Hoswent on to saypital, the Benevolent Asylum, the Indus" It was impossible for men of strong religious
convictions always to believe that others of a trial School at Prince's-bridge, and the
different tone of thinking could be so far l'ight reformatory h.ulk Deborah. Why, I !3hould
as to willingly contribute to the support of that
have thought that 'any clergyman, sincere
different religious belief."
Sir, how amazing is the difference be.tween and energetic in carriing out the work
the honorable member, speaking his" con- of Christianity, would have visited the
victiOll" in another place, and the hon- gaols and other places of that description
orable member speaking, as he has now, without fee or reward, and' especially
done, from the Opposition benches. The as the clergy are numerous' enough to
make the duty light. I say-" Shame to
honorable member addedthose clergymen who take this money."
"To refuse relief to all was, therefore, far
more just than to give relief to a few. With If we are to have faith in the Christian
these observations he begged to move the second, religion-if we are to trust to its' advancereading of the Bill."
ment, its independence, and the sipcerity
Now I think that is as interesting and as of its professors-we ought to find these
pregnant a speech as ever,was delivered persons showing they are sincere, by- perby the honorable and learned' member, forming· good works, and attending these
and it is somewhat a reproach to his mar- places as a labour of love. I don't think
vellously good memory that he should have it will be contended by any honorable
so far forgotten what occurred ten years member that that £1,000 is well bestowed.
ago as to come down here 'on a similar Then we find the dignitaries of the, Church
occasion, and declare that State aid is of Ellgland absorbing a considerable portion
quit.e consistent with a general contri- of the grant. The Bishop receives £800';
bution to the revenue---:...that all denomi- the Archdeacon of Geelong gets £450;
nations are on a level as regards State and simil~lr sums go to the Dean and the
aid. There is one omission which the Archdeacon of Castlemaine. These sums
honorable and learned member has made are apportioned, not for the advancement
on this occasion.' I don't know whether of religion, but for the ad~ancement of
it was intentional; but he did not state dignitaries.
Now, I .don't know where
to-night that he spoke, from '" personal dignitaries have been instrumental in
bo'dy else. "But I don't think the honorable
member always enterlait:1eil 1hat opinion.

M~.
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advancing Christianity. I am heter'edox
enough to believe that the fewer we have
of dignitaries, the mor'e we shall have of
religion.-! tutn to the Presbyterian
Church, and what do I find? Why, that
between £30.0 and '£400 are expended
in' Melboure, Richmond, St. Kilda, and
. ~outh Yarra, among Pl'esbyteriftU clergymen, each of whom takes' £40 8s. 8d.
The salaries of the gentlemen who
take" that pittance, and deprive tbe
country districts of it, val'Y from
£60.0 to £1,0.00. per annum. (" No.") . I
have reason 'to believe that the income of
the gentleman. who signed the petition
which 'Was presented here the other evening, is n<?t much less than £1,00'0 per
annum; and yet he trikes, as I am informed,
. £40 8s. 8d. from this fund, which ought to
be apportioned; if apportioneB. at all, to
the dissemination of religious belief in the
remote districts of the colony. I now
turn to the Wesleyans, nnd what do I find
'with respect to them? Why, that the
whole 'amount received from the State by
that body is absorbed in Melbourne,'
Geelong, Fitzroy, Brighton, Warrm:.mbool,
Bi'Lll~rati Castlemaine, Sandhul'st, Kyneton,
and Tarnagulla. Here are districts well
able to support their clergymen taking a
considerable sum of money, while remote
districts have no' State aid whatever.
What 'are 'we to say in the 'face of facts
like 't.1iese? The conclusion forces itself
upon us, however unwilling we may be to
receive it, that this fund is not being used
fo:r: the advancem'ent of religion, but goes
int'o' the' pockets' of gentlemen wbose
qualifications ought to be the means of
a~o.r.~ing them an adequate support. The
honorable member for West Bourke (Mr.
J·... T. Smith) has pleaded for State aid;
blit' he is' the last man from' whom to
expect a lecture on this subject, because
he :i9 connected with a church 'which
h'~s,' notoriously e~deavoured to repudIate
iW obligation·s. aildgrossly 'misapproptiate
it!f land-a church upon a portion of
\vhbse' land a line of shops has' heen
built, 'the rents from "'Which supply the' in.c9m,~- ,of' th~ clergyman, the congl'egation
·.contributing' almost nothing-a church
wnich made an attempt to shift a debt due
on church and school on to the school alone.
Why, I undertake to say that, if you 'want
to find slothful clergymen,' and: slothful
congregations-if 'yo'u ,,,ish to. discover
those little tricks which pious people alone,
can 'perpetrate with impunity-go where
.there is State aid'; and ~t;lst' J~ pr9portion
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as State aid is received will you find persons indisposed to help themselves. With
regard to that portion of the State aid
which goes to snpplementstipends...:...the
Church of England, with a church attend·
ance of 30,0.00, receives some £10,692';
the Pr,esbyterian Church, with' 31,000,
receives £3,445, and the Wesleyans, with
43,00.0, receive £2,149.
The' progreB'B
of religion in the colony can in no way be
judged of by this distribution of State aid,
because the most fiourishingdenominations,
the denominations which have pushed
furthest into the bush, receive the smalle'et
amount. The Baptists and the Independents receive none, and it 'cannot be
denied that' .they are' as eager for ' the
'dissemination . ~f religiOUS principles
as any other denominations. I trust the
House will not rest the future of Christianity in this colony on this miserable
grant of £50,000:' I could understand the
desirability of subsidizing religious bodies
in 1851, when the community was unsettled, and when the population was'much
smaller than it is now. But what proportion does this ~tate aid bear to the population? What proportion will it 'bear
R few
years hence to the population?
It is gradually becoming less to those
who ought to' be the recipients of it
..:....-the hard-working minister, the pastor
of the small congregation-while the dignitaries continue to receive as much as
ever. There is the inequali ty of, the
arrangement. The honorable member for
West Bourke has spoken somewhat contemptuously of the" sects," as he has been
pleased to style certain den?minations in
contra-distinction to what he is pleased to
can" the Church." . But if the abolition
of this grant will' ~end to the destruction
of sectarian teaching and the dissemination of simple religious' truth, then I say
we shall be doing a good w'ork in getting
rid of it. What we want is the dissemination of the true principles of Christianity,
which, I believe, are snnk in the miserable
disputations and ca.villings among sects.
Mr. BLAIR.-Mr. timyth, It:ise, not
for the purpose of making a philosophical
01' theological dissertation, but for the
purpose of submitting a few facts and
figures, which show unanswerably-as I
think the House will be iilduced, with one
voice, to acknowledge~that Stat8 aid to
religion shouJd be abolished. . The old
fallacies in reference to this question, which
we have heard over and over again. in
this House, have once more been laid
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before us. First there is the appeal on the
ground of inj ustice done to individual
ministers who are receiving State aid. But
what a sheer imposture this is. I ask,
when the item of £50,000 for the support
of the Christian religion was put into the
Constitution Act, was it ever intended or
conceived by those who placed it there,
that it would be the means of furnishing
stipends for life to a given number of individuals? Hadit beensointended, I presume
provision accordmgly would have been
made in the schedule relating to pensions,
and the individuals w,ould have been mentioned by name. Therefore I hope this
cant and whine about individual injustice
and wrong will not be again attempted in
this House. One piece of advice which
Dr. Johnson frequently repeated to his
friend Boswell was - "Sir, clear your
mind of cant." And surely, if ever there
was cant in any Legislative Assembly, this.
cant about religion, which we hear so
much of when this question comes up, is
among .the most odious and most nauseous.
We, as a Legislature, have nothing at all
to .do with religion, except to let it
alone. Then there is the assertion that
it is mere popularity hunting that induces
honorable members to vote for the abolition of this State. aid. Now, there is something so much worse than cant in that imputation that I really am astonished that
any man who wishes to have credit for
sincerity and honesty of purpose would
condescend to use such a taunt. What
does it mean? It means that the whole
mass of the people are in favonr of the
repeal of State aid to religion, and that we
here, who go for that repeal, are simply
giving voice to the general wish and conviction. If we are doing that, are we not
fulfilling our first and highest duty? Is
it to be thrust in our teeth that we are
recreant to honour and conscience, when, in
fact, we are doing the very thing. we were
sent here to do? If there be a strong impression and feeling pervading the whole
community that State aid to religion has
outlived its term in this colony, and ought
to be done away with, then unquestionably
we are doing our duty, even though it may
be slightly against our individual inclinations, if we gi ve that popular conviction
effect by our deliberate votes. But to
charge this upon us as m-ere popularityhunting is nothing but cant-odious cant,
in which a great deal of imposture is
mixed up. I assert that this grant of
£50,000 for what is called State aid

¥.r. Blair.
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to religion does direct, POSItIve, and
wide spread mischief in this community.
This money is dealt out to a dozen of
sects, everyone of which denounces all
the rest as radically unsound. For instance, a bishop to whom referenc,e has
been made in the course of this debate
refers to a creed which is opposed to his as
a "satanic delusion." Thus the State
gi ves aid to the propagation of the truth of
God with one hand, and of the delusion of
Satan with another. You deal out your
bounty indiscriminately to all sects. That
is your system of State aid to religion; but,
the very moment you make the profession,
your sense of truth and justice must tell
you that it is all cant-nothing but cant.
All the facts and all the arguments that
can be heaped together on this question go
to show that thorough genuine Christianity
is neither spiritual despotism nor cunning
priestcraft, but it is individual freedomthe freedom of the mind which has its expression and outcome in civil freedom. If,
by religion, you mean that, I adopt the
word; because it flourishes and extends,
. and is at this moment flourishing and extending in every country throughout the
world, just in proportion as all connexion
with the State is severed-just in proportion as all State aid is taken away. I have
in my hand a copy of The Broadway (London magazine) for June, which contains a
paper entitled "My impressions of America," by the Rev. Newman Hall, an eminent London minister. Mr. Hall has lately
been travelling in the United States, and this
is what he has to say in reference to churches
and voluntaryism in that country"It is feared by many that, without State
provision, there will be a deficiency of churches
and clergy, and the very existence of religion
be put in jeopardy. This has not yet taken
place in America, as far as the observation of
so hurried a visit would allow."
In proof of this, he mentions that, in one
town of 16,000 inhabitants, he found
eighteen churches with accommodation
for 9,400 persons, and that in another
town of 23,000 inhabitants there were
eighteen churches with accommodation for
14,450 people. He goes on to say"According to the United States census for
1860, there were 54,000 church edifices erected
entirely on the voluntary principle, at a cost of
171,000,000 dollars. The number and value of
the churches had increased at the rate of 100
per cent. during the preceding ten years. There
was an average of one church to 544 persons,
and a total accommodation for 12,875,119 persons; about one sitting to every two and a half
of the population. Church membership ha,d
outrun the increase of population:"
..
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That is in a country where there is no·,
State aid. But perhaps it may be said
, that the voluntary principle has been in
force in America from the first; that the
tine noble spirit which the Puritan Fathers
earried to that far western land has not yet
died out. Then I ask attention for a minute
while I furnish the illustration which exactly meets the present case. In Canada
-the British colony which parallels this
in most conditions-there was State aid up
to within a year or two ago, when the
system became so complicated and so full '
of abuses that, from sheer necessity, the
Legislature abolished it. With what
result? Mr. Newman Hall says"It may be added that the opinion of the
Canadians, in reference to free churches, confirms that of the Christian people of the States.
Rather than give my own impressions of what I
. saw there, I will quote the words of the Bishop
of Ontario, at Ottawa, on January 19, 1869."

And here are the bishop's words, which
no one can read without a glow of
feeling which affords a striking contrast
to the feeling with which one listens to
such a whining representation as that submitted, in the interests of another bishop,
to this House this afternoon" I candidly confess that I would not exchange
the present condition of the Canadian Church
for her condition as an endowed establishment.
We have no State aid, but we are free from
State restrictions onour development. We have
no legal superiority of status, but we have what
is better, synodical action."

The bishop adds"If a traveller to Canada fifteen years ago
were to re-visit it, he would see no change'in the
Church but for the better; he would find the
same services, but in increased numbers; and
the churches still open, but more of them, and
better built. Within the last six years, the
.number of the clergy of the diocese has
increased from fifty-four to eighty-six, and fifty
new churches and eighteen parsonages have been
built."

And now, I ask, is not the argument complete?
Mr. MACBAIN.-It is my intention to
vote for the abolition of State aid to
religion. The discussions on this subject
have been so numerous and frequent on
the platform outside the House as well as
inside the House, that it is not necessary
for me to go over all the reasons in favour
of the abolition of State aid. There are,
however, one or two points to which I
desire to refer. Ever since I read-many
years ago-Gladstone's Church and State,
and Macaulay'S criticism thereon, I have
been forced to the conclusion that Gladstone's yiews as to a State church are
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radically wrong, and cannot be upheld. I
am equally opposed to the principle advo. cated by M~caulay, who demolished Gladstone to my entire satisfaction. In considering the question whether or not it is
right for the Stat.e to appropriate any portion of its revenue for the propagation of
a religion, or of a series of forms of religion, I am inclined to believe that it does
not belong to the functions of the State to
do anything of the kind. If we take
into consideration the constitution of
society and of Parliament, I am perfectly
satisfied that any man who views religion
in a proper sense would not choose Parliament to decide for him as to any matter of
faith, or as to any form of church government. I will not argue, for I do not hold
that opinion, that there is no possible con- .
dition of society in which it would be
judicious for the State to do all it could
for the support of religion. I will not go
so far as that, because, if we look at history, we find that for a certain time in the
history of my native country-Scotlandthe Sta:te rendered a great deal of aid to
the propagation and support of true religion, as well as of education. But in that
country the necessity for such aid does not
now exist. We find that in course of time
people become divided as to what form of
church government should exist - they
become divided as to the various principles
which ought to guide them in a matter of
faith-which, in .my opinion, renders it
impracticable for a State to support any
religion or any church. I think that we
. need not go very far to see that the principle of promiscuous endowments, as held by
Macaulay, is wrong. He held the principle
that the State might support any form of
faith, if its teachings were not opposed to
the good government of the country. On
that principle he would be in favour of
Brahminism, Buddhism, or any other form
of worship. I believe that Macaulay held
that view more for the purpose of demolishing his antagonist than from any real
belief in, it, because I 'find that the party
with whom he was allied in politics, has
come forward to destroy one of the greatest
injustices perpetrated in any country in
the world. Ever since' I had the power of
thinking or judging for myself, I have
always sympathized with the Roman
Catholics of Ireland, in so far as they have
been tyrannized over by England, in reference to the State church in Ireland. I
think that the destruction ot the injustice
under which the Irish people h~ye laboured
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;in that' respect,!is a work'which redounds: exc~pt one, ''and that· :m'ihister never're'more to: ,tT1e "intelligEm~e .. and to' the cei ved sixpence, eithert'or btiilding purposes
religiQu8 principle of Englaud, t~an any .or towards his· income'$ out 'of 'the public
work she' has accomplished for a num- mon'ey apportioned to the: ~Ptesbyterian
ber of years. I think we would· do well body. Neither di4 thec'ongre~ation, over
in 'this colony not to try and support a whom that minister presides' e,~er receive
syRtem to which the intelligence of the old' 'any State' aid, 'no'r would th~y allow "their
country is so entirely opposed.' If, the minis,ter to: lJeceive it; because 'they· feel
principle that the State should pl'oviqe fo'r ' that it is their 'duty not ohly to support
the support of the various religions in the refigious ordinances· amongst ' 'themselv~s,
colonY'is a good one, what is £50,000 for but also to assist to support weaker colithat purpose? It is ~ mere bagatell~., If gregations in country distrIcts.: I wish
the principJe is 'a 'right "one, instead of to say; however, that, the J>r~sbyterian
£50,000' being devoted','fdr that purpose, body do l:eceive State' nid!' As a church
£500,000 or £l,OOO,OOO'would be required. they hold that'it is the duty of t4e State
,
The argument of Macaulay goes in'this to support religion. '. .
Mr. MACGREGOR.-Noi; . not laS a
direction-that it is necessary, for the sake
' ; ' , .. I',' .. ', ..
of gOQd Governmebt, that the State shoul~ body. '
s!1Pp,ort the various religious . denominaM;r; MAC~AI~>-:-Th~. P~~s9y~~rian
tions, to teach morality; in fact to use' ,Church of Victoria, as a church; "do 'not
ministers of religiori' as'a moral police. disapprove of State aid~! !I'hel'~n'te exNmv £50,000 will' n:Eiver accomplish that· ceptions. It has· ~beeIt made'1;lJ m~tter
object'. If it is right and proper that the of ~liberty-oneporti()n "of . the, ~hurch
State should support religion, then I say recei ving it, and the' other 'not'· rethat we should renGer the teachers of I'eli- ceiving it., But I:believe that the bulk of
gioh perfectly independelit dfthevoluntaty our people ,ar,e perfectly- willing to abancontr~tlu@ions of the people.
I desire Ito don State'aidto':religion. Theyhave·the
allude to a, statement uiadefby the' Attorney- experience of the old ,country that, If State
Genel~at Although I ttgreewith'thegreate'r
aid is: abolished, a s~lfij.cie:p.t 'amount of
portion of the honorable and learned gentle- voluntary subscriptions will be forthcomman's speech, I think h~ ought to be m'ore ing amongst them~el'V~s to siipport their
religion. A nota.bIe instance' of this . is
carefu~ before making reflections upon the
system adopted by the Qhurch 'of England, afforded by"the Free'Church of ·Scotland.
ana the manner in which' that church dis- , I beiieve that since', 18'43, that church has
pos«!ls of the funds \v hich it recei ves from the' done more by voluntary con,tripu,ti6ns to
~tate; The honorable and lelli'ned gentle- ' supply religious ordinances .. ~md provide
man said it was a shame that £1,000 of the education than wa.s done.by the Established
rn~1'i;ey' should be paid 'to ministers' ~f the' Church up to that year. "I ~ayaliude to
CI!nr~h of,England who visit gaols, hospi- the ?igh opinionexpregsed:by.'Mr~r,ight.
tals,' and other public institutions. I am and, <?il~ or two other leadi~g me'mbers of
informed that the visiting of thos~ institu- the House of Common's on· ,this Bubject.
tions constitutes the entire 'duty of those In 'fact there" can he no danger of men who .;;.
ministers, so that no blame can be ae- appreciate ,their' religion-.:.W'ho have: cpntacl?ed to them for t:ecei~ing the salaries victions, and. faith ~n the principles which.
which' are paid to them for performing they' pl'(jfess-n:eglectill'g" tHe' te'acheils Of
t~eir work. If State, aid, should be giv~n : that, religion and thp chu.rch ; ~*ith
for 'any'purpose inconliexioli with r~~jgion, : which' they: 'are connected.f'I think that
I am s~re that it should be' given: for the' thei'~ is' noi- the slightes,~: feal~ in regahi"i6
purpose of enabling ministers of religion to I this matter. I believe that'hefore' the time
visit such institutions as ga<:>ls and'hospi- arrives thttt State aid to religiotl :ls'n.nally
tals. The Attor~ey-General 'also, stated abo~i,she~, 'every ~hl1rc~ iri,'t~e ci,h!Oht w~l,l
that,those Presbyterian ministers' who re- take the necessary means' to make'· due
cei':,e S~ate' aid ' ~nly Obtain about £40 provision for its religious ordih'a.nces:' I
each out of'the sum :appropriated for tliat believe'that the adherents'of tliose churches
purpose, and that some. of the Presbyterian. 'win not onlisupply tlie £50,000 'o{w'bich
ministers in Melbourne who have salaries theY,will b~ '~epi'i~e,tl bY the '.S,ta.te~.·i~,tfiis
of from £600 to £l,OOO'a year ~i'ec'eive this gratlt he abolIshed, blit that t11ey
su'b£40.· I am in-a posi tion to state that no scrit)e £500,000 in 'its pla:ce. ' To'lean upon
minister of the Presbyterian church in this £50,000 is only to rely upon broken
Victoria has a stipend of £1,000 a year reed. If the grant is a.bolished a grea,t
Mr. MacBain.
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'd'~,nr~f'g'~od~ilF'be( dpne to th'tfre!igious :
bodies. 'With respect to one church which
receh'es State :rid-the Roman Catholic
body":"':I may say that I have frequently
heard, members of ,that church express
themselves strongly against State aio.
They are' perfectly willing to support
theii' "own -religion'; but,' on principle,
they think that, while Sta'te aid is in
existence, their church ought to,receiye its
slia:r~ of it. It is only fair that it should do
so; '. .I know well, however, from the liberality of the members.of that, church, that
they ~i1l hot be backward at the proper time
to sub'scribe money to m~et any deficiency
that is caused by the' abolition, of State
aid. I will refer to' another church. I
a~ '~orry to say that the ~ore aristocratic
a church becomes-the higher and. richer
its people are~the less inclined ·it ~s to do
without State aid. It is a most 'extraor:
di~ary.f~ct that in, England; Scotland, and
Ireland, arid, even in ~his country; those'
persons who ~re the highest, or who claim
to be the 'highest in the social scale-who
make the greatest, claim to 'an aristocrat,ic
position-are the very persons who will
not forego this aid, who claim, that it is the
dnty of the State to support their religion.
If we abolish State aid, I believe that we
shall confer one of the greatest b'enefits
upon that church that has ever been conf~rrcd upon it, because we shall show that
the duty devolves upon it to support' j ts
religion' without any extr~neous aid, whatever. I maintain that 'it is absolutely
wrong in pri.nciple ~hat a general tax should
be levied. on the community at large for tpe
purpose of endowing the various religious
If you
denominations promiscnously.
take into account the fact that there is no
communion whatever between some' of
these churches, that one holds another to
be heretic, and the other considers that
because 'the ministers of au other church
have not 'been consecra.ted according to
orthodox views-according to apostolic
succession~they are not consecrated at
all, it cei'tainly seems a most extraordinary
thing that they should combine in favour of
a general taxat,ion for the purpose of ,obtaining £50,000 from the State to' enable
tl;1em. t~ p~opagate .'their various :views on
religion. As I have already said~ it may
be possible, in certain circumstances, for
the State to support or propagate' a religion, hut the idea' of its doing so und'er
the present condi'tion of' divided feeling in
this' country, and also in"t'he old country,
is perfectly absurd. I should like to draw
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'tTle 'attention'of the comm'ittee to the'mode
in wpiclt the' £50,900 'set apart fOl~ StaIn
aj d' to religion in this coun try is, at preseu t
appropriated. The money is distributed according to the census of 1861. I will rClid
'the number of persons belonging to eaell
church, and' the am,ount received by the
various denominations on that basis.
According to the census, the number of
'aqherents of t.he Church of England iti
205,695 ; and here I may state that, ill
taking the census, the Church of England
abs'orbs all' persons that do not belopg to
any oth,er religion. (Laughter.) I do not
w,ish to cp,st any reflection on that church.
I merely 'state ~ fact, because I think it i-;
only fair: that, if there is' to be a distribution.of ·this money," it. shoul~ be divided
according to ,results.' The number of ,persons ,belorigjng to t4e Church of England
.is-put down at· 205,695, and the amount
of money apportioned :to that church h;
£21;607 lOs. 5d'. ; , the' Presbyterian
Church of Victoria ,num.bers. 66,304 persons, and receives £6,986 14s.; the Free
Presbyt,erian Church number$ 7.265 persons, and receives £765 12s.; . the Wesleyau Methodist Church has 40,799 adherents, and receives £4,299 9s~. 6d:; the
Roman Catholic Church numbers 107;610
persons, and receiyes £11,340 28. 10d.;
the Lutheran Church numbers 10,000 persons, and receives £1,058; and the pnitarian Church numBer 1~430, and receives
£150. If we apply theprindple qf results
-and I think this, is a very fail' way
of ,putting it-what do we find ?The
Wesleyan Methodists, who, I believe, are
really the forerunners or pioneers in supplyi~lg religious ordinances on the diggings
and in almost every part of the' colony,
only receive £4,229 for stipends aHd
building purposes out of the' £50,000.
Considering the work they do, ,and the
number of people to whom they supply
religious ordinances, -I think the amount
,they receive in comparison witli that paid
to some other denominations is ridiculous.
The Chutcll'of England receives £21,607,
and I believe that a very large portion: of
the money is distributed for the assistance
'of ministers whose congregations ought to
'be ashamed that they receive' a single
shilling of State aid. I think that the
mere' fact of the, puolicatio.n of the way in
which the £50,000 is apportioned amongst
the' various denominations will be quite
enough' to. make everyse'dous-minde,d
man in the country lise his efforts ~o
secure the abolition of the grant. Thel'(J
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is one matter, however, about which we
ought. to be very careful. I believe that
there is a majority of this House, and also
of the Upper House, in favour of the
abolition of State aid to religion; but we
ought to take care not to abolish it in such
a way as to give any cause for uneasiness or
offence to a large portion of the community.
However strong our views may be on the
subject, we must be careful that, though
we are in a majority, we do not tyrannize
over the minority. The minority, it should
be remembered, have their convictions,
which are d~ep-seated and the result of
early education and training. I think we
ought to make a fair compromise in the
matter, so that we may abolish State aid
to religion in such a way as to give satisfaction to all. Rather than continue it for
an indefinite period, I would vote for its
immediate abolition; but the Chief Secretary proposes to abolish it in five years. I
regard that as a compromise in a degree.
There are a number of poor congregations
in country districts who have been induced
to go to considerable expense, and incur
serious obligations, in building churches,
on the calculation that they would each
year receive a certain amount of State aid.
I think that we ought to take this matter
into consideration.
An HONORABLE MEMBER.-State aid
is to be continued for five years." ,
Mr. MACBAIN.-It is just a question
whether five years will be sufficient. I
should like it to be in the power of the
House, while providing for the gradual
decrease of the amount of State aid, to
take care that the largest portion of the
money still given should be appropriated
towards defraying the expense of building
those churches in country districts, and
nlso supporting ministers in districts
where the congregations are at present
unable to support them.
Mr. J. T. SMITH.-So it is now.
Mr. MACBAIN.-I have only to refer
the honorable member to the published
statements, showing how the various denominations apportion the money, and he
must be compelled to come to the conclusion that such is not the case. I think we
should ta.ke care, if possible, that the
money given by the State for religion
during the period over which the gradual
abolition of the grant is to extend, should
'not be expended in building churches or
supporting ministers in large or populous
towns, but in country districts, where the
congregations are not so able to provide
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for themselves. I do not know whether we
have the powertodictatethe terms on which
the money shall be given, but, if possible,
we ought to lay down some such conditions
as I suggest. We ought also to be guided
by what J:1as been done in Tasmania, where
the vested rights of ministers who had
gone there from the old country on the
faith of receiving State aid have been
respected. I think there are many old
ministers in this colony receiving State aid
who have certain rights which ought to be
considered in connexion with the abolition
of this grant. I will not take upon myself
the responsibility of moving an amendment
upon the resolutions, but I would suggest
that, with a view to enable the various
churches to provide against the abolition
of State aid, the Chief Secretary should
extend the period from five years to seven.
(" No.") I only throw out this suggestion
in order to have the matter thoroughly
The more liberally honorable
settled.
members deal with the question the sooner
will it be settled. If honorable members
persist in saying that State aid to religion
shall be extinguished in five years, probably another place may say that they will
not accept five years, and five years may
pass by before any measure at all on the
subject becomes law. If we are really in
earnest in the matter, we ought to endeavour
to see our way clear to get it settled within
a certain period. Let us deal with the
churches liberally, and then I believe that,
instead of viewing the abolition of State
aid to religion with antagonism, they will
cheerfully coincide in it. I throw out .the
hint, but, as I have already said, I will
not take the responsibility of moving an
amendment.
Captain MAC MAHON.-As the honorable member who has just resumed his
seat will not take the responsibility of
moving an amendment, I will do so. I
admit that it is unnecessary at this time
to enter into the general question as to
whether it is advisable that a system of
State aid to religion should be continued
in this country or not. Anyone who.has
had the opportunity of reading public
opinion must see that in the public mind
the question is settled. The only point to
be considered therefore is-what is the
most equitable mode of dealing with the'
subject? Although the Chief Secretary
and the several members who have
spoken in support of the resolutions have
done so in a manner which is to ~a great
extent convincing, not one of those
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honorable members has attempted to
say that the past effect of State aid to
religion in this country has been disastrous. (" Yes.") I am surprised to hear
that remark from anyone who has had
an opportunity of seeing what has taken
place in this country, since the discovery
of gold up to the present time. I am prepared to say that the effect of the assistance afforded by the State towards the
maintenance of religion, more particularly
towards the erection of places of worshi p,
has been highly beneficial. If we look at
State aic;, to religion in no other light than
the comparatively humble one of a social
police arrangement, I think that the advantage which the country has obtained
from it is incalculable. I believe that the
small sum which has been set apart by the
State in aid of religion has worked most
advantageously; but that it is unnecessary that it should continue to be applied
for that purpose in the centres of population
must be apparent even to those who were
formerly most vehement in upholding the
system. As, however, there is every pro. bability of new settlements being formed
in the colony, in consequence of the
discovery of fresh gold-fields, I consider it. would be most advantageous
for the State to continue, for a longer
period than that mentioned in these
resolutions, to give assistance to the various denominations towards the erection of
piaces of public worship; unless, indeed,
such an extraordinary bias exists in the
minds both of honorable members inside
this House and of the public outside that
they believe no denomination except their
own is deserving of any consideration. I
cannot see it in that light. I believe that
every denomination, whatsoever-whether
Christian or Pagan-will, if assisted, have
some good police effect upon the country.
The very fact of different creeds vieing
with each other in new locations has more
effect in producing good conduct amongst
the population than the coercion of any
number of police. Entertaining these
op.inions, I think it is desirable that the
period referred to in the resolutions submitted by the Chief Secretary should be
extended. I will do the honorable gentleman the justice to say that I believe, in
the present state of public feeling on this
subject-influenced, to some extent, QY the'
proceedings which have taken place at home
-a still more violent cessation of' the grant
set apart by the Constitution Act in aid of
religion would proLably have been accepted
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by the country; and I think that he
has acted in a fair and equitable spirit in
proposing the settlement which he has
done. Under any circumstances the matter
must be dealt with in the spirit of compromise. We must all admit that the Crown
lands of the colony were conferred upon us
by the British Government, subject t,o
certain conditions imposed by the Constitution Act, and that therefore, in seeking
to abolish one of those conditions, we must
only expect to do so by effecting an equitable compromise. Under the circumstances, it appears to me that if, "£5,000"
were substituted for "£10,000" as the
amount of the annual decrease, and" 1879"
for "1874" as the year when the grant
shall finally cease, this would be a compromise which would be accepted by all
sections and all classes. I don't think
it can be said that the longer period
will be injurious to anyone. I would,
however, be prepared to couple this with
a condition that, after a limited periodsay three years - no portion of the
money granted by the State should
be allowed for the salaries, or as an augmentation to the salaries of ministers, except in extraordinary isolated positions, but
that it should be applied towards the erection of churches. Any honorable member
who has had anything to do with the building of churches must know that one great
inducement for their erection has been the
fact that hitherto the State has granted
sites for churches. The power to grant
such sites will, however, no longer exist
if the Land Bill becomes law in its present
shape. Another great inducement to build
churches has been the fact that the subscribers have been informed that, for every
£1 they contributed, a sum would be received out of the Government grant for
religion. The result of these inducements
has been to stimulate the building of
churches, as"every honorable member must
admit. For these reasons, I believe it would
be advantageous if State aid to religion
were not finally abolished for ten years, and
probably by that time the country will be
so well settled that it will not require any
further assistance in this direction. I,
therefore beg to move, that "£5,000". be
substituted for "£10,000," and that
" 1879" be substituted for" 1874."
Mr. HIGINBOTHAM.-Sir, on the
last occasion on which this question was
put before the Legislative Assembly, I
voted in support of what is called State
aid to religion, and as I intend to-night to
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vote for the resolutions s~bmitted 'Qy.the religion,,~o disown i'el!gion in its acts-to.
Chie,f. Se9~~~ai'y, t, desir~ shortly 'to, state;· adopt, as the horiorable member for Cro.'Yto. ~,~le .~o,9S~ ~.he :r;E1:1~~ns, ',Vh}.<?h .ha:v e 1e<1. l~nds (Mr. Blair) has said, the. principle,
that'· the Stat~ ,has notl~ingto (10 with
to.',th~ ch~nge :o,£. m'y.oprni~n on tWs S~~lj~9~. "l!s.t~rte;d ,f~?m, th~,,})o~t ~f view. reIigioIl. e~,~ept. not, to no~i.~e ..i~will· !be,
exactly qppo~,lte to t4f\t . on ~hlCh the altoget4er a ,flulure;' But, SIr, when I
h?p-9rable rpem~er fq~. t~~ Wi~ni.era.pro spe~~ of religion, I certainly, ~o not speak
ceeded, when,r fir~t beg~n to thinl~ upon . C!f the form of belief which may be, pro-~
q~esti~J?-s of i~isl).]nd. The book 'Won the, f~ssed by any ,one Christian or other s~Gt •.
an.swer to whIch by Lord Macaulay th~ : When I speak of religion, in a country like.
h0I10r~b1e 'member's opinion was based is this, which pas not taken into its service any
particular sect or denomination, Ispea~ of'
It 'book from which I f].rst derived my
opinIons upon the. subject~Mr.-' Glad- it" as it haf;l been defined by a h~gh authostone's work on-, 'Church and' Biate~ I rity, to mea,n-and to my mind it is a very,
believe that 'the, 'principle of that boq~ is intelligible Il,lean,ing---:-;the re~jgion which.
oue which certainly hue' never 'been.over-' recognises the religious sent~ment. of ·(l.11
thrown by the.pomments of LordM:aca~ without ~he fanaticism of any:of the sects.
hiy, and whicn. cannpt be' overthrown, by" The honorable; 'and learned member, for,
, any, ~rgUIp.ents whateyer,. because it is, a Dalhousie Illay tell me that t4is is ~ntirely
principle: ';Which exists intact.
As I a fantasHcal notion of inille, but it is ,a
uriderstarid, it is this -that' a State notion which, I think, must be familiar to',
has: necessarily the.' character. of per- the mind of every man who gives attentio,n,
somility, ' ~,ri,d ~ that,. as " a person, it, to public affairs, ~nd to ,the ,influell(~~s
ne~essari1y mu~t profess and act upon cerwhich. govern, not merely 'political Ijfe",
tain' principles w4icq, 'are either, of a but life in its social and other relations.
religious <?r' qf an irr~ligious ~haracter t Sir, :i ,certainly do not mean the religi911:
and th.at, altogether apart ~rom tbe will or wbich is' ooimected and 'identifies itself
intention of tbe State, and independent of ,with a pa~ticular form, of reli~io~s belie£
AI:"
any design on, the part of the Legi,slature adopted by any particular' sect..
to vary or to do, away with that necessary though I am perfedly willing and desirouR
relation, the State (not merely in a counti'y that the State should not only have a
where a particular.forrri of,religion is pro- religion, but should, if possible, aid religion
fessed, but also in a 'countI'y like ~his, .in in its efforts t~ support aJld maintain its~1f
which no form ·of State" religipn is pro- among ~he"people, it is necessary, I thin.k, to
fessed), perfoi'ms, certain' hfgh ,functions, consider what 'we mean by the term "reli~
which wear, in' the'aspe~t' of ~4eJ 'commu- gion,"'.when we speak of aid.ing it~ The ~x
nity-which looks up to the State-a pression " State aid to religion" seems not
certain 'moral oharacter,' and which evoke merely foolish, but almost impiQus. How
comment eitlier of approvator disapproval. can th~ 'Stat~ aid religion? . It'.cannot
Hence a State, acting, in that 'way~p~r do' al?-ything of the kind. It can pay a
forming functions of tliat character-ne~ ! tribute-a mark of respect~to religion.
c~ssarily, I venture to believe, and have , It can seek 'the aid of religion legitimately,
always believed, must be influenced by I think, even by a money gran t, if by a
either religious or irreligious feeling, and money grant it can aid the efforts of those
cannot separate itself from the religious who unite in endeavouring to propagate
character. Now when our Constitution w.as religion, and support it among the people.
first formed we endeavoured to sepiri'ate what Under the Influence of these views, ): have
is called Church and, State; and r believe hitherto supporte~ what is call~d, very ,
that in that, as in many other questions, improperly, I think, " State aid to religion."
we have found out that we endeavoured It is only wi thin the last two or three
to do by Act of Parliament that which.an years that I have been led to regard the
Act of Parliament cannot do. . An Act of question in a different aspect~an aspect
Pl;trliament is not able
~ettle~' and has which has induced me, with, great pain,
not succeede~ ~n settling, that problem and only after long consideration, to alter
which has existed fO,r the Jas,t 1,600 years my practical views upon this particular
at all. eve~t~, :Q.a!ll.ely, the con~exi~n of the question. Abput two years ag~, ,when the
ci;V.il power 'Yith religion. , It is a problem question of the education of the people
which still exists, and will exist. to the was brought before the Legislature, ip, a.
en,d:of :time. ,-A~y attempt on, the part of Bill dealing with' th~t ~u,bje~t,.u. proposa~
t1?-e ~~gi,~a~~re,. t9, ,s~p'arat~" itself fr~m was inad~ t~~t ,the p~ople might p}.'oyide
Hr. Hifjinootkam.
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for themselves, or rather for their children,

in the, public schools, a religion which the

State, would recognise, and which should
not interfere wiGh the peCl.\liar. doctrinal
views ,of any· section of the people.
Opinions. wel;e evoked, from the. hea~s Qr'
religIous deno~inations -in' this cquntry as.
to th~ ,meaning of religion; and' I confess
the st~tement of it. ,by some of the heads
of those bodie~, and 'by sever~l members of.
the Legislature wllo advocate4' their views,.
notonly startled Jl!e very much, but, gave rise
to very painful conclusions in"my own mind.
It was, in effect, said. by the h.eads of some
of the, principal religiou~ denominations in
this country,. ". We don't understand what
you mean; what the .'State means by rengion we haye noth~ng to do with; l"e only
regar:40ur dogmas; ,we" merely desire to
spread the knowledge of.our dogmas among
the.p~ople; an<;l 'as to your car~ of what
you cal~r,eligion-n~tional hon~ur, national
character~ the edu~ation of g<:>odqualities
am,Qug· the youth of ~his country-weteH
you 'that we don't Uliderstand 'what you
mean ~ all tha( w~ care f~r is the pr~pa
gatiQll of.ourse~tarian opinions, ,which we
call dogmas." 'When the question is'put
in th~t light" I cannot ,help considering
whether the Stat~ has.any interest-and,
if any, what interest-:-in aiding the reli'7
gious; denominations to· propagate their'
religious opinions., Sir, there are some
persons, and I believe the, number is at
this, day increasing largely, who attach
very little importance or value to any..form
of· Chril'tian doc.trine.. ,There. are many
persons,' arid 1· ..say they are inCl'easing.
largely.,.,who .look upon w.h,~t ~re called
Chrjstiltu .dogmas ,as the, .metaphysical
dregs .of theology-certainly ,the noblest
and" at .the same time, the. least known of
all subjects of human speculation-and
who consider that these systems of doctrinal belief do not aid the benighted human
the intellect in the slightest degree to dispel
darkness, that .surrounds it, that they do not
assist,in the formation of character, or in tl~e
gui.da:~ce of life in -any degree whats.oever.
Those, who are of. th~t .op.inion, I think,
will be forced,.to the .conclusion that.the
State', has reaJly no interest whatever,
direct or indirect, in lending assistance to
the propagation of. any form of dog[l~atic
belief, whether Christian, Jewish" or
Chinese., On the other hand, there is a
verylarg~ n~mbe_ro( persons who profess
to believe,. and there may be a small
number of..persons. who_,do r~ally believe;.
that .th.~~e systems of dbgD?-atic. opinion ar~
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of most vital importance, not merely, to the
indi vidual but to. the State. I can un<lEn'~
staI!d that opinion; but I cannot undel;sta~d
how any man who believes that a. system
of dog~atic opinion is of vital importance
to himself, a.nd to the community: in:~hich '
he.liv'es, can 13upport a system by which
the State .lends fndiscriminate assistance, .
not mer~ly' to the truth in which, ~e
believes;but to the conflicting fals~J1oods
professed by other sects,'which he believes
to b'e fatal, not merely to the' liighest
interests of . the iildividuals who profess
them, bnt, also .to the well-being of the,
State at large. I' should like t,onear any
one.ofthe hl3ad;:; pfreligious. denoin.inat,iGns"
who profess that their &ystem of religious
: belief is of vital imp()rtance to their,own
adherents, and also to the community, in
the ef;fe,cts w,hich ·it produces, 'attempt to
justify the condllct ~'f the St~te in'sup~;
porting not only the systelIl: in which
they b~Jieve,but also those 'innume,rable
systems which are at variance fi'om it and'
from one another. I cannot but believe
that these persons really overlook t4eir
duties as citizens, aud the interests of the
commul.lity at large, in the overwh~lmihg.
anxiety they hav.e for the propagation of
their own, cree.ds and for the pecUniary
advantage ~ftheir own sects. Now, sir, I
confess I have been brought to the cpnclu· sio.n that the religious den~minations in
this country, in the matter of, edupation;
and also in many. other respects,. have
clearly shown that the highest. interests 'of
the community are not felt at heart by
~hem at all; and that they are ch.iefiy, and
almost solely, concerned in the advance· ment of th.eir own peculiar views and .interests'; and, entel'taining that opinion, I do
not see the slightest object the t)tate has in
lending them any, further support. I absolutely dissent from the opinion that the
State ·ought to reject, or to trY,ano sever
itself from religion; , but.l say-and I say
it with great regret, _and ,,:ithout the'
slight~st intention to give offence, though
· I know it will gi.ve off~nce----that I do not
believe the religious denominations in this
country have anything to do with religion.
They say themsel ves that they have nothing.
to do with it in the only sense in which I
understand it. I understand it only in .the
· sense of a f(3ligion which represents the
religious feelings of the people, and which
all people can unite to support. Is it not
painful to many .honor~ble members .to
h~ar the tests which have been. applied
during this very debate in order to show the
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value of the services alleged to have been
rendered by religious denominations? One
honorable member has appealed to results,
and the honorable memberforWest Bourke
(Mr. J. T. Smith) has more particularly
referred to them. What are they? Bricks
and mortar! How ma~y churches have
been built! That is the only thing that
the friends of these bodies can appeal to
as proofs of the value of those bodies to
the community at large. Well, sir, I
think that is no proof at all of the real
value rendered by these bodies. I do not
believe that these material results are any
evidence at all of the beneficial effects of
bodies professing to be the missionaries of
high educational principles among the
people. I lately read a letter written by
an English nobleman and clergyman, in'
which he described England as a churchpocked country. It was' a very significant
expression-an expression which forcibly
indicat.ed the small esteem with which even
a nobleman and clergyman began to regard those great monuments of art and
civilization which cover the face of England. Looked at merely as the result of
architecture, of course we cannot pretend
to have any pride in the churches which
"pock" our country. We must look for
higher results, if any are to flow from the
existence of these religious bodies. I repeat that I do not desire to say anything
offensive, but I believe this is a question
upon which members of Parliament ought
to speak plainly; and without referring
to individual" cases-because that would
be unnecessarily offensive-I will say
generally, of all the religious bodies in
this country, that I believe they are not
doing their duty as propagators of religious
opinions in this community, as the friends
o£ education in this country. and that it is
not worth the while of the State to give
them any more assistance. Under the influence of these opinions, which have been
forced upon me during the last two years,
it is my intention to vote in favour of the
resolutions. With regard to the question,
which I look upon as purely subordinate
one-as to when and how the grant shall
cease-I am perfectly willing to accept
the proposal of the Chief Secretary. If
individual cases of hardship can be shown,
I shall have no objection to extend the
period, but not for the reason given by the
honorable and gallant member for West
Melbourne, who seems to draw a distinction between grants in support of clergymen and grants towards the building of
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churches. On the subject of the exten:'
sion of church building, I have no desire
one way or the other. If the denominations themselves think proper to build
churches, let them do so; but they will
do well to consider whether church build·
ing is the same thing as the propagation
of Christian belief and Christian practice.
I have my doubts as to whether they are
the same thing. I commend that subject
to their consideration. Under any circumstances, it is for the State to determine, if
it cannot see any practical direct advantageous results to be derived from the
action of these religious bodies to the
whole mass of the community, that, as
soon as possible, no further grants of
public money shall be made to them.
MI'. DUFFY.-Sir, having arrived at
a conclusion not widely different ti'om that
which the honorable and learned member
for Brighton has reached, I desire to 'state
to the committee the path by which I
reached it, as that, at least, does ~iverge
widely from his. When I entered this
House, some thirteen years ago, I was
prepared and resolved to suppol't the endowment of the religious denomination~,
which has been called, and I think properly
called, " State aid to religion." I arrived
at that conclusion becanse it seemed the
practice in the wisest and most civilized
countries in Europe-a practice which
might fairly be followed here. In the
countries best governed, where civilization
has come nearest to perfection, the principle of endowing all the religious bodies
prevails. It prevails, for example, in
Catholic countries like France and Belgium; and in Protestant countries, like
Prusaia and Saxony ; and I was ready to
apply it to this conntry. But a short time
after I took my seat in this House-I
think the first or second time that the
question of State aid was presented for
consideration-the remarkable document
which the Chief Secretary has read
to-night was first brought under my
attention. I refer to the letter from the
amiable and excellent Bishop of Melbourne
(Dr Perry). That- document, whatever
effect it may have produced on the minds
of the persons it was addressed to, produced
on my mind, and on other minds than mine,
an effect which the right reverend gentleman did not contemplate. After I had
read this letter) declining to accept State
aid because it was extended to a "satanic
delusion "-meaning, as I understood, the
religion of the vast 'majority of Christian
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men on the earth-I came to the conclusion
that, if the battle of State aid was to be
fought in the interests merely of the
people whom he represented, I would not
take any responsibility in connexion with
it. That was the first circumstance that
disturbed my mind with "reference" to this
question. In the same document, the
right reverend gentleman stated that the
delusion in question could not exist in this
country unless it was propped up by the
State; that it could not exist simply on
the voluntary principle. I, as one Catholic
in this society, was perfectly willing to
test that. I had come from a country
where we were accustomed to support our
own religion, at our own cost. I had seen
in modern Europe what seemed to me the
chief evidence of vital religion in countries
there spring from the voluntary principle.
I confess I was more touched by the religious sentiment in two or three recent
circumstances in the history of sections
of the United Kingdom in which the
voluntary principle was involved than
by almost any other facts that fell under
my own knowledge. I saw in Scotland
a long train of' aged ministers walk out
of the positions they had held for
the great part of their lives, and trust
themselves to the volunta~y principle,
rather than have the interference in the
management of ecclesiastical affairs of
those whom they thought not entitled to
interfere"; and I saw that principle, in
their persons, triumphantly succeed. Again,
I saw one of the most singular movements
in Europe-the Oxford movement.:-in
which venerable professors, and aged ministers of the Church of England, gave up
their entire income, and em braced poverty,
in order to pass into a communion (the
Roman Cat,holic) in which they had greater
faith. Again, I saw in .my own country,
in the famine years, when a large proportion of the population actually died of
starvation, the poor priest-then, at all
events, the poor priest-with his elbows
out of his Goat, and his feet almost on the
ground, doing his duty by the bedside of
dying people, never shrinking from it, yet
not receiving one penny from the State,
and scarcely having a potato to live upon.
Therefore I had faith in the voluntal'y
principle; I was willing to rely upon it,
and not to receive State aid, accompanied
by an insult of the character which I have
specified. N ow I desire not to be considered as reflecting upon Dr. Perry for the
expression of his opinions. No doubt he
VOL. VII.-6 H
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has his opinions, and he is entitled to have
them. I am simply endea vouring to
realize the impression which the expression of those opinions produced upon me.
I was under this state of feeling, when Mr.
Michie, who was then Attorney-General, introduced into this House aBiIl to repeal the
provision of State aid. When the measure
came on for debate, having consulted some
other members of the House who, like myself, were Catholics, and especially a gentleman who held a distinguished position here
then, we agreed to say to Mr. Michie"The sole ground upon which we desire
that State aid should be continued in this
country is that it is a visible demonstration
that religious equality exists here; but if
you will give us, in some other shape, the
same security, take away State aid, we
don't care for it." That offer being made
to Mr. Michie, he closed upon it at once,
and said, "If you vote for the abolition of
State aid, I will bring in a Bill declaring
that there is not and ought not to be any
political difference between citizens 9f this
country because of their religious belief."
I vot.ed for the abolition of State a.id, and
Mr. Michie brought in his Bill and carried
it into law. When the question of State
aid again came before the House, I re-»
garded my obligation as a continuing one,
because, although Mr. Michie carried his
Bill declaring religious equality into law,
the Bill to abolish State aid was lost by a
vote or two in the other House. Accordingly I again voted for the repeal of the
grant. Mr. Michie himself told me afterwards that he considered those who had
made this public agreement with him had
complied with the cOllditions of tha.t agreement when .they voted once. Howevel',
whether that be so or not, I am prepared
now to do upon general prineiples, in relation to this question, what I did then UpOIl
a compact, and to vote again for the abolition
of State aid. ButIam not driven tothatcouclusion by the same reasons which anima te
the honorable and learned member for
Brighton, who seems to think that the
State does not receive any advantage from
the expenditure of this money by the religious denominations. The honorable and
learned member has asked again and again
for somebody to state what advantage there
is in this aid? I will tell him what I think
the advantage. The Christian sects, and
one other sect (the Hebrews) which receive
aid from the State, teach those who listen
to them not to steal, not to murder, not to
bear false witness against·their neighbour.
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One of the'''purposes' for which' a State
'Mr. HIGINBOTHAM.-The hOl)OIi~
. or" the Government represent-' ble gentlemauhaff jus~ ~tated it in des~db
ing a State, is to rear. good citizens~to iog the doctrines w:hich he 'Youl~ desire to
impart that teaching. which tends to the see taught by any. or all of the. ,Chris~ia!l
rearing'·of'good citizens- '; and it is a' much sects.,
,.' I
wiser expenditure of public money totra..in
Mr. DUEFY..-The .doct~ine :w:ttich:I
up citizens' in belief of that kind than to would expect re~lly .~o_ be taught J:>y. ~ll
devise modes of punishment for the viola- Chris~ian sects, and also by the Hebrew~,
tion of these natural laws. The honora- is that of the Ten Commandments ;,'aJ;ld
ble and learned member says that .nobody that is, dogIlla. What is dogmp.? Some
has ever told' him, .and he demands from honorable members may never hav~ t~ken
Bome of the heads of denominations, how the. trouble to cOJ;l.sider the' ,question; ,but
,they can consistently and in honour vote dogma, as interpreteq by the chllrche!?,
for the endowment of other denominations. means simply 1lj doctr~ne for which; the
which tea.ch that their doctrines are error evidence is found .in th~ Holy Scrjpt~r~s.
and which controvert their dogmas. I am Well, the,·Ten CommaI)dments are the~asis
sorry that there is no head of a denomination of some' dogUlas~, Therefore the mor~qty
hel'e to give an answer.. I am not entitled or religion wh~ch the hOIl;orable and learned
to speak for any of them; but, speaking member, desires to teach i~' disti~c~ly ~ot,
for myself, I have not the slightest difJi- , as he now explaJns it, religion' separated
culty as to that question. Of course I from dogma, but religion based on dogma.
shoul.d prefer having the religion I believe I was, about to say, when the honorable
in taught to the people; but I would infi- and learned member was 'good, enough to
nitely prefer their being taught anyChristian volunteer his e~planation, that.I waf:! more
do~trine than to be left totally without
puzzled on this occasion ·than ever I have
religion. Just as I think it good to teach been with the honorable member before.
the Ten Commandments, I think it good I confess 'that when the' honorable and
to teach any form of ,Christianity rather learned mePlber addresses pimself -to- a
than none. Any form· of Christianity is question which he has well considered, a
a great advance upon the .absence of train of intellectual light is manifest, and
religious teaching. For .that reason I you cannot fail to know what he means,
should be quite prepared to endow any whether you concur with him. or not.
Christian denomination, and to endow the But on this occasion I have not had the
Hebrews, who teach the same Ten Com- ad vantage of understanding his me~\lling.
mandments. I am not prepared to go the The honol'able membe.r says, and I think
length of my honorable and gallant friend, somewhat unfairly, that those who desire
the member for West Melbourne, and'say to see dogma taught here do. not seeJ}l
that I would endow Paganism for police to take any interest in the elevation of
purposes, because I am not sure that any the national character, or the cultivatiQp
Paganism is an advance upon ignorance. of national virtues. I utterly fail to
Indeed I think it wonld be better to leave know what authority he has for. saying
m~n to their natural instincts than to enthis. I, for one, desire to se.e the children
courage paganism. But as to any form of of this country taught the doctrines of
Christianity I have DO· hesitation or diffi- Christianity, and I do not yield to .the honculty; I am prepared 'to endow it; and orable and learned m.em,ber, in desire to
in voting now for the abolition of State see an elevated national character. I
aid, it is not either because I have any believe that an,elevated national character
instinctive dislike to putting all religious is best based on a deep-ro~te.d ,con~ictioJ;l
denominations upon the same footing, or of the truths of. Christianity. : The honorbecause of the other objections which. I able and·learned member S.~ys that; in this
have' just answered. The honorable and generation, the number of p~rson8 who
learned member for Brighton seemed to believe what are called the dogmas of
challenge my particular attention to the Christianity· is probably growing less, and
description that he· gave of the religion that the number of persons indifferent to
which he desired to see prevail-a religion the dogmas of Christianity is increasing.
not on dogma. Ha.ving listened, as I always This unfortunately is true; but persons
do'lis,ten, with great attention to the honor- in the latter condition don't' ordinarily
able gentleman's arguments, I am as much speak of themselves as the profE;lssors of
at a 'lqss' to know :what he means by that a new religion" or .of any l'eligipn ataH.
religion as I was before he commenced.
They are called, withou t disrespect-~nd I
Ml'. Duffy.
ex~sts,
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think they are willing to be called ...
rationalists. They put aside dogma absolutely, and, with ,~ognia, practically revelation,. N ow I do not mean to say that in
an offen.siv~ way... I don't· p~etend to
describe at all the convictions of the
honorable and Jearn~d me~1?~ for B~igl:tton,
but, as far as I know, the majority qfthose
who are indifferent to d9gma are those
wh04ave thrown Christianity overboar~
altogetl1er~ No -doubt, before Christianity
existed, there were such things as national
religion, and national honour, and high
seQti~ent .at:nong the Pagans.
We find
in classic authors some noble sentiments,
inspiring patriotism and so forth; but
unless the honorable and learned member
means that' we .ought to prefer that,. and
give p.p the doctrines which find their
basi:dn the Bible, I fail utterly to appre-.
bend. what he means. For my par,t, I
confess .myself t.o be in the condition of
. most. modem men; that is to say,. I cann6t
receive, as I receive the mathematics,
anything so vague as theology; but with
all my heart I desire to believe, and with
all my mind I ~trive to be,Iieve,. what· I
hold to be the highest and noblest revelation of time, what I hold to be tpeology
in its highest sense~the teac~ling of God's
ways to man, the direction without which
we would be blindly misled. I did not
dream, when I rose, of intruding any of
rpy personal' sentiments into this debate,
but I am addressing myself to the question
raised by the honorable and learned mem~
bel'. I believe that the aid we have given
to religion hitherto has been well em"
ployed on the whole. Seeing that in this
country people are engrossed in moneymaking, that children are neglected because
their fathers are engaged in pursuits of
that nature, and that, intelligent as we are,
some of the grosser vices prevail to a
greater extent than in any other modern
society,. where, I ask, is there greater
need of the ecclesiastic, the man trained
and set apart to remind the people that·
there is' another world than this to .which
they must turn their attention? So much
for the past. I should not have offered the
slightest objection to the present system
being continued for any length of time;
but, as the proposal is made to terminate
it, I close with that proposal and a.ssent to
it. In the first place, I am persuaded that
the majority of the people, for various conflicting reasons, have come to the conclusion that State. a.id ought to end. One
reaSOn is, t~e jealousy suggested .by th~
6 H 2
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honorable member for West Bourke (Mr.
J. ,T.Smith). I ~~lieve that a great deal
'of the desire to put an end; to the, grant
arises from t4~ narrow sectariani!)m that ~s
jealous of ev.erything outside ~ts 'own little
pale. Nevertheless, as ~ have alr~ady said,
on hehalf of a communion :i~ this country
whic~ bas been a(,lcusto~ed to bear the 'expense of its oWJ;l form of worship, I am
willing to m~ke the ex.periment here, as it
has been m~de at,home. If it were nakedly
proposed ~o me-" Will you vote for the
absolute abolition of State aid to religion
to-morrow, in compliance with your former
undertaking on ~hat score,. or will you take
the OPP9site course?" I should be found .
ready to vote.. for the abolition even tomorrow~ Yet I confess, wit~ my honorable ..and gallant friend, I desire that. the
termination of the grant sho.uld be made as
easy as possible; I should be glad to See
it extended over a l'ittl~ more lengthened
per\od, ~ot so much out of consideration
for the stipe.nds of ministers, as because in
many parts of the colony there are not
yet ecclesiastical edifices. I don't concur
with thehonoraple and learned member for
Brighton, that churches, so far as the spread
of I,'eligion is concerned, are only so much
bricks and mortar. Church buildings are
necessary for the dissemination of religion.
If religion is to be taught as at present, we
must have churches, and because we want
churches I hope the grant will be extended
over a longer period than that named in
the resolution. I should be willing to appropriate every penny of the grant, for the
futu~e, to b~ildings. A clergyman in this
country is not in the slightest degree likely
to be left with an inad~quate income. He
will be supplied with an income up to the
necessities of his case, and. perhaps beyond.
But the building of churches is a great
and difficult undertaking. Therefore, I
would suggest to the Chief Secretary that
he should extend the period somewhatsay to seven, if not ten years; and in return for that concession, I am persuaded
that, if he desire it, there are many members who would be willing, when the Bill
is in committee, to enter into an arrangement for the whole expenditure. to be made
on permanent religiou.s edifices. In the
early part of the evening, I did pot intend
to speak at all on this. subject; I have
spoken on it very hastily; but I have
spoken the conviptions which have been
long in my mind.
. Mr. ·WRIXON.-I hope that, in e~
p~essing 111Y v:ie,w~ o~ this subject, I shall
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be able to emulate the thoughtful tone
adopted by the two honoraLle and learned
members who have preceded me. I venture to say that, in discussing a question"
of this description, it would be well if we"
confined ourselves, as much as may be, to
those general reflections and considerations
which bear upon it. I don't know whether
members of the Church of England have
not perhaps some right to complain of the
hard treatment to which they have been
subjected this evening. From beginning to
end that denomination has been exposed
to a rather severe running fire of criticism.
It was commenced by the Chief Secretary,
who pointed some sarcastic observations
at the head of the denomination. Then
followed the Attorney-General, who spoke
in terms of great severity of the conduct
of certain ministers and members of that
church, for repudiating obligations, and
misappropriating lands. And the attack
was backed up by the classically severe
speech of the honorable member for the
Wimmera. The Chief Secretary asks" What has the Church of England done
for religion?" I venture to think that,
when the history of this cycle of civilization is written, the impartial historian will
not hesitate to say that the Church of
England was second to none of the
Christian sects in its influence for good
on the human race. However, that is a
mere by-point, which does not touch the
question now at issue. I think the
honorable and learned member for Dalhousie has placed the House in somewhat
of a difficulty, because, while he has given
admirable reasons why he should vote for
the present motion, he has given equally
admirable reasons why the rest of us should
vote against it. With regard to the general question of voluntaryism, or State aid,
that is a matter which we must look upon
as settled. There is nothing in it to debate
about. That qnestion was settled when
the floods of reason were let loose on religious investigation. - The moment it was
established as a principle, that men had a
right to come to religious conclusions for
themselves, that moment It State religion
became an impossibility. Now there can
be no State religion, hecause the State has
no religious belief. There can be no State
dogmatic religion, for the simple renson
that the State is made awu,re of the existellce of n. numbel' of individuals who all
have different religious beliefs. Therefore,
whetlle.' foJ' good or oad, there is nothing'
now Lut the voluntary system. Not only
Mr. Wrixon.
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is that a necessity, but it is a nec"essity
at which, I think, we may all rejoice;
because, not only have we convincing evidence of the supereminent power of voluntary effort, but we have fallen on an age
when nothing can be done except through
the action of the people themselves. Whether it be the use of political power, the
diffusion of knowledge, or the maintenance
and spread of religious belief, you can,
do nothing unless you do it through the
people. There is one aspect of this question
which I think has perhaps not been sufficiently ventilated this evening, and which,
I submit, deserves consideration from the
House. That is, how far we are justified
in applying the voluntary system to the upcountry and thinly populated districts of
the colony. I would here observe that
there is no country in the world which is
situated in a precisely similar position to
this. If you speak of Birmingham, Manchester, or the large towns of the United
States, you speak of places where there are
vast masses of population. Those large
centres of population are able to give the
voluntary system fair play. They are able
to provide not only for their own wants,
but also for the wants of outlying districts
around them. But how are we situated?
We are here in a territory almost as large
as Great Britain, with a population not as
large as that of Manchester. And are we
acting reasonably, are we going on a true
foundation, when we take all these correct
and sound observations as applied to
a great and settled population and
apply them to the 700,000 people scattered over this colony, and declare that
we will expect from their efforts the same
results that are accomplished by millions
of people in England, and millions of
people in America? .While I admit fully,
in all their force and truth, the observations put forth by different members t.his
evening, I say we have given the go-by to
the question whether we are yet ripe to
apply those principles to the thinly populat.ed district.s of the country. If this be
correct, honorable members will observe
thHt the conflict between us is not one of
principle, but is confined to the question
whether the time has come for practically
npplying the principle to the thinly populated districts of the country. I quite
agree that the practice which has been
pointed out by more than one honorn.ble
member this evening, of the money given
foJ' ::;tate aid being spent in towns, is a
grave abuse, and that it ought to be
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remedied. More than that, if this House
should in its wisdom think fit to continue
the grant for ten years longer, as suggested
by the honorable and gallant member for
"Vest Melbourne, it would be an admirable arrangement. to confine the application
of the moneys to the building- of churches
in the outlying districts. If that view of
the question be adopted, I don't think we
shall be violating any principle; on the
contrary, I think we shall be only adapting
our principles to the condition of the
country. I may, perhaps, be permitted
to illustrate my argument by reference
to the question of local self-government.
Once the country is fully populated and
settled, every district should of course be
left to provide its own local improvements;
but while the population is scarce the cost
of improving many districts has to come
out of the general treasury. The same
principle is in force with reference to free
libraries, benevolent institutions, and education. No doubt, as the country is settled
and the population becomes permanently
fixed, each district will have to provide
and support its own institutions; but, until
1hat time arrives, the cost of many things,
which in time will be borne by localities,
has to be met by the State. So with the
grant in aid of religion. If it is not retained, a considerable number of dist.ricts,
which have churches at present, will be
unable to have them any longer-the
thinly populated districts wi II he left
without churches at all. It has been thrown
out, during the debate, that the State, in
supporting churches, is not (~ngaged in any
national work, but is simply supporting
one church to preach down another; and
it has been asked how can such a line of
conduct be justified? l:)ir, I venture to
think that the answer is perfectly obvious;
because, whatever difference in detail t.here
may be between the different Christian
churches, beyond doubt they. all ullite
in teaching Christian belief and Christian
morality. The merc existence in a district
of a church of any Christian denomination,
I venture to say, is what we, as legislators,
ought to r~gard as a good-a great good
compared with none being there at all.
The question is between having no church,
or, by State aid, supporting and as:,;isting
voluntary exertion for a time. If the view
taken be that it is not necessary to support
churches, that churches do not effect any
improvement in t.he moral tone of the
districts in which they are situate, I would
ask those who take that view to loo~
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across the border into the scattered
districts of New South "Vales. There, in
those outlying districts, they will find a
population growing up in a positive state
of savagery.
Mr. LONGMORE. - The result of
convictism.
Mr. WRIXON.-I quite admit tbat
that is one element in the consideration;
but you may ride through those districts
and find people without churches, chapels,
or indeed any religious administration.
State aid is not sufficiently ample to reach
them. But whether State aid be there or
not does not affect my argument. I am at
present meeting the objection that it is
not to our interest as legislators to seek
the establishment of churches. I say it
is ; because if you take districts across the
'border, where there are not churches, you
find people sunk into a condition of barbarism. I venture to say they would not
have sunk into that condition, even though
they might have sprung from convict blood,
if they had had ministers of religion going
amongthemreminding them of moral duties,
inculcating moral truths, and keeping up
among them at least a standard which they
might aspire to reach. If honorable members look at the question dispassionately,
they must be forced to the conclusion that
the mere existence of this agency is an
advantage, anrl. that the question whether one pa.rticular formula of Christianity
or another is taught does not influence
the conclusion to which, I think, experience
would lead. If there be any truth in this
view, tile committee would do well to accept the suggestion thrown out by the
honorable and gallant member fol' West
1\1 elbourne. We are all agreed, as I take
it, upon the principle. There is no dispute
on the question of voluntaryism versus
State aid; but it is admitted that ~tate
aid ma.y be continued with advantage to
meet exceptional cases. We have alrea.dy
several exceptional cases which cannot be
justified on pt·inciple. The only excuse we
can give in the matter is that the necessities of Our population demand them.
Mr. HARCOURT. - I belong to a
chlll'ch which has received State ll)id-the
"Vesleyan Church. In receiving it we
have violated no principle, and we are
quite prepared to submit to its discontinuance whenever the wisdom of the House
may direct. I wish to correct a statemellt
made by the Attorney-General with regard to the applieatiuus of llIoney reeci \'ed
by "Vesleyau !llinisters in .Melbuurll{:l ~lld
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elsewhere. ,That money has riot been
appli-ed;tO the, individuaLpul'poses of those
ministers. " It has been: ,paid' into a' general fund, supplemented bY' contributions
from other sources for the maintenance of
ministers in the -poorer ,outljing districts.
The ministers in large towns have been
sustained by assistance in, those towns, and
it is in the poorer districts only where the
people have been unable 'to support their
minister that these moneys have been
em ployed.'
,"
,Mr. G. V.' SMITH~ - Sir,nothing
proves more conclusively to my mind that
States and statesmen should let the Church
alone than the inconsequential and illogical
arguments we have heard to-night from
able men. The remarks made, however,
11a ve been of a much more agreeable character than on a former occasion, when invidious .reflections, which ought 'never to
be heard in a deliberative assembly, were
cast out against certain sects. The main
argument of the honorable and learned
member for Belfast, which, in fact, contains
the only possible plea that can be set up
for this union of Church and State, wliich
to my mind is heresy, is, that you cannot
extend religion in certain portions of the
country without it. Now, is there any
vitality in a religion which cannot, unaided,
be extended to thinly populated districts;
or what kind of a religion is it that will
not go to those less favoured localities?
The honorable member apparently forgets
that in America, where there are much
smaller populations, this i>~inciple of State
aid has been consistently ignored, and I
am prepared to maintain that nowhere in
the world is there more genuine vitality
in religion than in America. We; have
heard, to-night, the opinions of one gentleman of strong sectarian feeling-the Rev.
Newman Hall-on the thinly populated
portions'of America; and 1 can also refer
to ,the opinions of a philosopher and a
Christian, who, though a Roman Catholic,
was a pure-minded, religious man-I mean
De Tocqueville-in refutation of the hon-'
orable member's argumeut. In Canada,
which has an area thirty times the
extent ',of this colony~' and- a population
not much over 3,000,000, it was found that
this State aid was mer~ly an .incubus, and
that it was utterly ,impossible to associate
mammon with religion and make God
triumph. over mammon. I believe that,
immediately you bring, the mercenary principle into action,you raise up around it
every merQ~p~rl' QQ:qsideration.
The
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strongest argument we have yet heard for
continuing State aid fell from the han orable and learned member' for Dalhousie.
He told us he was prepared to support any
religion or system' which taught the Ten
Oommandments. If it is desirable to teach
ihe people not to kill or steal, why not
increase State aid? If you can prevent
men from stealing by giving State 'aid,
why not increase it tenfold instead of
sweeping it away? But the result of the
world's history in this matter is seen in
Engl!'tnd, where they ar.e ~I:1deavouringday
by day to dissociate, Church and State.
The feeling in Ireland, which has animated
the liberal party in Eugland and Scotland,
is a deep-seated determination to sweep
away that ,monstrous injustice. of the
majority over the minority. It is simply
the highwayman's argument of might over
right which lias enabled the Irish Church
party to continue that incubus of State
aid to religion. I must say that the two
'gentlemen who have most mystified me
to-night and puzzled the House are the
honorable and learned members for Dalhousie and Brighton. The arguments of
both amount to very much the same thing.
I happened to be able to understand; the
argument of the honorable member for
Brighton from private conversations I have
had with him; but had I only heard his
statement to-night, I should have believed
that he and the honorp,ble member for Dalhousie fully and cordially concurred. The
honorable member for Brighton tells us
that the State must have a personality, and
that it is a personality. He asks where
can a civilized or e,nlightened man be found
without religion; and, it: a person -must
have a religion, must not the State have a
religion? But what religion;is it to"be, I
ask? Is it to be one, two, thl'ee, or teu
religions? If all religions are to be tal:lght,
Chinamen must recei ve justice some time ;
and it is impossible for the State to have
the religion of all until the whole world is
Christian. I believe the time may come
when even this world will be Christian,
but that time is· certainly a long
way off.
The argument used of late
years, to prove that we are rapidly advancing tow.ards Christianity., proves to
me that we· are rapidly receding from'
it.
We are told that the world is
day by day becoming more peaceful,and
that the sword is rapidly being beaten into
a ploughshare. Is it the sp~rit of Chris·
tianity that is causing this change? No,
it is aspid~ of selfishness-the sat~nic
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delusion of'mammon worship which is di.ctating this' altered constitution of things;
and not that spirit of 'unselfishness and
self-sacrifice of" which the 'whole life of
Christ was an example.' Looking around
me, I uo not see' a single gentleman who is
so much a Christian that he is prepared to
sacrifice himself.. While all this selfishness
exists in the world, we are very far from a
state of genuine Christianity. I do not
wish to wander 'into the higher regions
in which the. honorable member for
Brighton, and the honorable member for
Dalhousie expatiated; I want to get to'
some of the practical results ofOhristianity
in' various countries in which it has taken
root. On' this point I can r'efer honorable
members to Mr. Gladstone, who gives facts
which constitute the strongest possible
reason' for the dissociation of' Church and
State. If you estimate the ·effect of reli- .
gi~us teaching by the:number of churches
in 'proportion to the population, you
will find it nowhere more beneficial than in
Sweden and Spain, yet private life in
those countries is as vicious or more so
than in the backwoods of America, or
coun tries where there is little or no Christian
teaching. 'There is no 'writer who more
carefully corrected his works in later years
than De Tocqueville, and let us see what
his deliberate opinion on the subject is.
He saysee There. are certain populations in Europe
whose unbelief is only equalled by their ignorance
and their debasement, whilst iIi America one of
·the freest and most enlightened nations in the
world fulfils all the .outward duties of religion
with fervour."
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th.epeaceful dominion ofreligion in their country
of Church and State."

to.tl?-~,separation

I say the' stronge~t argument again~t
State aid to religion is that it creates a
spirit of intestille strife, that it is for ever
arraying one religious party against a.notherj
and causing those miserable sectarian
'squabbles which would never arise if the
Cllurch and State were altoget~er apart.
De Tocqueville goes ~m ·to say- .

"I do not hesitate to' affirm that, during my
stay in America, I did not meet with a single
individual of the clergy or of the laity who was
not of the same opinion upon this point. This
led me to examine more attentively than I had
hitherto done the station which the American
clergy occupy in political society. I learned,
with surprise, that they filled no public appointments; not one of them is to be met with in the
:administration, and they are not even repre-,
sented in the Legislative Assemblies. . . . .
Religions intimately united to the governments
of the earth have been known to exercise a
.sovereign authority derived from the twofold
source of terror and of faith; but, 'vhen a religion
contracts an alliance of this nature, I do not
hesitate to affirm that it commits the same errol'
as a man who should sacrifice his future to his
present welfare, and,in obtaining ·a·power to
which it has no claim, it risks that autho'rity
which is· rightfully its own.· When a religion founds its empire upon the desire of
immortality which lives in every human heart,
it ma.y aspire to universal dominion; but, when
it connects itself with a Government, it must
necessarily adopt maxims which are only applicable to certain nations. Thus, in forming an
alliance with a political power, religion augments
its authority over a few, a.nd forfeits the hope of
reigning over all..
•
.'. ,
. ' . The
church cannot share the temporal power of the
State without being the object of a portion of
that animosity which the latter excites."

That is, a religion connected with a
government must share the temporal
weakness of the State and the vicissitudes
States are always subject to. J>iyauthority
continues-

If you meet a clergyman,' and he is an
Ameri:can, you always find he is very
much opposed to State aid. .If you meet
a'clet'gyman from England or'Ireland you
"If the Americans, 'who change the head of
seldom or ever find that he has. been the government once in four years, who eJect
new
legislators every two years, and renew the
enabled to rid himself of the superstition
in which he was brought up, that the provincial officers every twelvemonth; if the
Americans, who have abandoned the political
State, being powerful, must powerfully world to the attempts of innovators, had not
assist religion. We must all bear in mind pl~ced religion beyond their reach, where could
that we have been brought up under a it abide in the ebb and flow of human opinions?
superstitious and bigoted system, ' for I do whcrc would that respect which belongs to it be
paid, amidst the struggles of faction? and what
not know any country in the world wlJich would become of its immortality in the midst of
is m01:e thoroughly, honestly, and earnestly . perpetual decay? The American clergy were
bigoted than England. De Tocqueville. the first to perceive thil? t:t;uth and to act in conformity with it. They, saw' that they must
further says :-:rep.ounce their religious influence if they were
.' ,,'As a. member of the Roman Catholic Church,
I 'was more' particularly brought. into contact·
with several of its priests,. with whom I becarpe
intimately acquainted ... To ~ach of thes.e men I
expressed my astonishment, and I explained my
doubts; I found that they differed upon matters
of deta.il aloQ,e, a~~ tha~ ~he.y mainly attributed

to strive for political power; and they chose to'
give up the support of the. State rat4er than to
share its vicissitudes."

On that principle, .I cont~ud we' are justified in doing all we can to secure the
separation. of. Church and State. But
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while I feel so strongly on this matter
that I can scarcely t.rust myself to speak
on it, I must say I should not like that
there should be anything like harshness
in. the withdrawal of this grant. The
change should be made without any
undue severity, and I see no reason to
fear that the slightest suffering will be
occasioned.
Mr. LONGMORE.-I had not intended
to say a word on this subject, but the
honorable and learned member for Brighton
has made a few statements which ought to
be met in some way. The honorable gentleman started with a declaration that he
agreed with Mr.· Gladstone that every
State must have a personality, and he
further asserted that he had never seen
that contravened in any way. Now, what
is to be expected from a State having a
personality? A State occupying the position ofa person, ora body, must be supposed
to have a conscience or soul.
A. State
carries out its decrees by certain principles and means, and those means are always
coercion. A State never carries any law
into operation except through the police
force or through the courts. These institutions are resorted to in every possible
instance when any person breaks the law.
Consequently there must be in that personality uniformity of worship, and anyone
not agreeing with the form of worship
must be coerced and brought into accord
with that person called the State. And
as surely as light follows darkness will the
result of this be Smithfield fires and persecutions like those which have disgraced
the British name in Ireland for centuries.
If the State takes upon itself the position
of a person in religion, it must naturally
provide some means for the support of that
religion. The argument of the honorable
DleIDber for Brighton points directly to an
established church, and an established
church in any country under the sun
always means perEecution. There is no
such thing acknowledged in Christianity as
personality of the State. It is purely a
personal religion, and every man has to
stand upon his own merits at last. Therefore a personality in a State, or a Christianity belonging to a State, ought to be
resisted by every right-minded man. If
the honorable member will study the
rise and progress of Christianity in the
book which gives a correct description
of it - the New Testament - he will
find a very different Christianity to that
tJ.~s~!ibed by Mr. Gladstone, and will arrive
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nt a very different conclusion. The honorable member f01' West Melbourne (Capt.
Mac Mahon) referred to the support of
Christianity, or even of Paganism, as a
That is the
good police regulation.
lowest estimate I ever yet heard put upon
Christianity or any religion. A man who
knew more about it than Macaulay, Gladstone, or the honorable member for West
Melbourne-I mean the Apostle Paulsaid, "Now then, we are ambassadors
from God," and so on. He scorned the
idea of becoming a common policeman. It
is a perfect outrage to put preachers of
the gospel upon a par with common policemen. However, it was not the honorable
member's own idea, but one of Sir Robert
Peel's, who said it was worth while to keep
If
ministers as a moral police force.
ministers of the gospel can take no higher
position in the world than that of moral
policemen, they are not worth having at
all.
It was never intended that the
State should support the Church, but
statesmen have always found the system
convenient for their ambitious projects.
The honora11e and learned member for
Brighton spoke of the State recognising the religion of all without the
fanaticism of any. That is a very beautiful idea, but it is transcendental and
utterly out of the question in this practical
world, because, whoever is at the head of
affairs in a State, will always leave the
impress of his religion on the faith of the
nation. That is a reason why personality
in religion should not be recognised, and
it is a strong and absolute reason why the
State should cease to support religion in
any shape or form. The honorable member
for the Wimmera argued very inconsequentially, I think, that the grant should
be continued for ten years, and asserted
that, as soon as this £50,000 had been
wiped away, the congregations would
voluntarily supply their ministers with
£500,000. Yet the honorable member
asks this House not to take away the grant
in five years. I agree with the honorable
mem bel' that, the moment the grant is
discontinued, Christian charity will provide a larger amount than £500,000;
but I cannot agree with him in desir-.
iog that the period of :fi ve years should
be extended to ten.
Voluntaryism
serves to strengthen every body of religionists among whom it prevails; and
the Presbyterians in Scotland are an
instance of the fact. They became the
strongest religio~s body in that country,
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though labouring under the disadvantage of being compelled to pay the
clergy of the established church as well
HS their own.
Again, I may refer to the
large number of priests who have been kept
. in Ireland, notwithstanding the oppression of the Irish people, w~o have been
compelled to support a religion in which
they do not believe; and those priests
never, though naked or barefooted, refused
to attend those dying of famine. There
the voluntary principle is carried out, and
the preachers of the gospel are a portion of
the people-not the people's masters.
How, it is asked, will the preachers of the
gospel be supported here if the grant is
taken away? The honorable member for
the Wimmera belongs to a church which
has a provision that no preacher shall go
out who does not receive £300 per annum
and a free house. If Paul had goue out
with that declaration on his lips, how many
would he have converted? Christianity
would never have been heard of-it. would
have died in its very inception. J hope
to see the time when the clergy will be
a portion of the people and not independent of them. What we want is human
sympathy of the highest possible order,
and not a man rolling about in his carriage
and doing nothing. In many instances the
assistance given by the State has only had
the effect of making the receivers more
covetous. I shall vote for the abolition
of the system, for I believe it will have the
effect of advancing the religious and
spiritual instruction of the people.
Mr. LANGTON.- Sir, I wish to offer
a few remarks to the House, as this is a
subject in which I have taken considerable
interest for some years. I have belonged
for some time to a body which is placed in
the position of the rice-eaters in Moore's
Dream of Hindostan:-
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seemed to me that, having once disposed
of the divine right of kings, and having
once settled the whole form of the British
Constitution by Act of Parliament, we
dispose effectually and for ever of the fundamental idea on which this notion of
personality rests. If I were asked to point
to some one production which satisfied me
on the point, I should name the very essay
by Lord Macaulay, which the honorable
and learned member for Brighton.has cited
on the other side of the question. When
Macaulay wrote that the same arguments
which pointed to personality in a State
pointed to personality in any association
for any object, I think he contributed to
destroy that which Mr. Gladstone did his
best to keep in existence a little longer.
I confess I listened with some pain to the
assertion of the honorable member for
Brighton that the religious sects have·
been of no value in this community; that
they have not rendered any service to the
country; and are not entitled to any further
consideration at the hands of the State.
He asks-I cannot help thinking without
refleetion-where are the results? It appears to me that the strongest possible argument in favour of the abolition of State aid
is that you cannot weigh the results. They
are imponderable. You support 8 spiritual society which produces spiritual results. I say the State has no faculties by
which it can estimate spiritual results. If
a grant is given for roads or public amusement, the result is at once appreciable;
but when you make a grant for religion
you cannot see the result. That appears
to me to point conclusively to such a proposition as that we have now before us,
viz., .that the State shonld not attempt to
aid or secure the support of a system the
results of which it cannot possibly appreciate, simply because it has no faculty by
" The rogues may munch their paddy crop~ . which it can appreciate tlwm. I should be
But the rogues must still support our shop.
sorry if Parliament, in aboli:5hing State .aid
And, depend upon it, the way to treat
to religion, expressed any opinion, or gave
Heretical stomachs that thus dissent,
any foundation whatever for a general opinIs to burden all that won't eat meat,
ion, that a majority of the representatives
With a costly meat establishment."
The body te which I refer have been of the people here in Parliament thought
placed in the same position, being com- that tile spiritual agencies now in operation
pelled to contribute to the Treasury for in this colony were absolutely worthless.
the support of other denominations, while It may be possible to develop some form
they were prevented by their conscientious of religious sentiment which shall not be
convictions from dra,ving a single farthing founded upon dogma, :Ind which shall
from that source. I have never been op- do just as much service to the human
pressed in determining the right and wrong race as any sent,iment which has been
of this matter, to the satisfaction of my own founded upon dogma; but it is a question
mind, by any idea thnt the State must which is in no respect of a practical charlHlcess[!'ril! have a personality. It always acter. If r werl3 asked upon what basi&
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my belief r'ests iii the fundainental p~in:cjple
of aIr teligion; viz., the exil'ltence of the
Almighty Creator, I could give no reason"
but t,he'dogmaticone-"I have been tau'ght
so," If I wer!} asked why, in the face of
one Almighty Creat.or, I did not adopt t.he
Roman Pantheon, I could give no' other
reason. 1£ there are other reasons, ,the
Romans had just' as much reasori, for
worshipping, all the gods they established
ill their Pantheon as we have for worshipping one God. But the fact is, these
different forms of worship' rest upon
dogma entirely" and have no other basis
whatever. Has the' honorable member
fully considered the ~ffect of destroying
dogma? You cannot emlmour the people
of a religion without a dogma, which
has 'no, more claim upon the support of
Intelligent persons than the Paganism
which prevailed in Rome had. It comes
from the, same source; and must be the
mere itivention of the human mind, without possessing any spec,i'al claim upo,u'the
rever~nce and affection of the bum,ari race.
These views certainly ,"rill not have tJ.:le
effect of inducing people to' accept a system
of education of which this'is to be, from the
importarice the honorable member attaches
to it, on~ of the main features. He seems
to hold very much the view in regard to
the place and influence ot religion which
Gibbon describes to have existed in the
later and wore corrupt ag~s of the Roman
empire, when he says the various systems
of reljgion were to the people equally true,
to the philosophe.f equally false, and to the
statesman equally' u'seflil.' The honorable
member for Brighton started with that
view ~f the question, but he has d~parted
from it in this part.icular, th,at he finds that
to the statesman all these forms of religion
are equally useless. He asks us towi:thdraw
this grant 'to-night, t;;imply because the
religious bodies have been useless, and have
failed to render any se~vice to society which
would justify the continuance of Governlllent aid to them. I riius~dissentaltogether
from that view. The mightiest infiu'ence
that bas been in operation' to st;lcpre for the
Bril,i~h' race the po~itionit oecu'pies in the
world has been th\:l'teaching of"tho.s'e very
reJigious dogmas' which the honorable
memoer so despises.' If a 'man believes
that 'by a life of'lMth and holiness, and by
that, alo~e, he will att,ain to a better and
l:t~r:Mer life .for all etel~nit.r, it 'must, h'a>ve
some effect upon his life hel'e, and tend to
produce those outward results of good
citizeriship which the honorable member
Mr, Langton.
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believes can: come out':of 'iI, f~ligi()us senti'IDelit which' ,is devoid 'of flt'llaticism and
dogma.. , I thereforettust that; while these
resolutioil'!3"'·'Will be a;ffirmed by a' large
majority, 'and that' a .Bill founded' upon
them will be pnssed with' all speed by the
House, we,shall not do anything to give
I cUl'rencj to an'opinion that we are doing
,this because we believe either that dog'matic religion in itself is a thing' we should
despise, or that the ministers' who have
been laboring for yeats', past~ linder this
system, in the colony, have tendered no
service 'whatever to the \Government, as a
Government; or to the ~people at large.
Mr. BURTT.-I wish the Chief Secretary had brought in a Bill simply-'for the
abolition of the whole £50,000 'at' once.
I belong to' a body which has' carried out
voluntaryism' to the very extreriie. _ "Out
,church seats are, free to eve'ryone,.~ we
never make any collections, 'arid, we 'keep
our own poor-wholly independent' of
, Government in'stitutions or subsidies: ' We
have one of the Inrgest congregitlions in
the 'city of Melbourne; we have more
ministers than' churches, and we send, the
former into '-thinly populated' districts:
This' is sufficient to show that State' aid
can very well be dispensed ~ith. '
'.
Mr. KERNOT.~It is' a matter of great
surprise to me that this qliestlon has not
been long since settled; We have heard
dissertations' this evening, almost· trie1iaphysical' in character, ,upon Siateaid ';
but the 'whole questiofl":to ,-my' mind
is simply, wheth~r the' St::t~e :has aI,lY
right to interfere with ,the -religious
belief of any person? ' I hotd that, the
State has no right ,to ,hitetfere with tIle
belief of anyone, and I believe th'at ·the
religious opiilioo's of a man illfiuence his
conduct in a great ,measure. The' ide'a,
of regarding ministers as· 3: soCiaJ police is
t~ ine 'degrading. \ 'The age of willinghood
has not passed' aw.ay in this 'colony, ~n;d I
believe th,:;tt, under .the voluntary system
churches will flourish more than wit.h'aid
from the State:' State aid \Vas ·abolished
in 'theneighbou~ing colony' orSou~h' Austr~lia five or six 'years ago; and the Anglican, 'bishop there asserts, that his 'cIlurch
is '~n a 'far ~or'e fiOlui'shing condition
than' when it was receiving a'large subsidy
frotn' th~ State. The other 'sects'have arso
been benefiCially' ttffected' by t~e' :chang'e.
The' abolition'lOf Sf9Jte ',aid'will 'engender
a' spirit Of 'self~reliance,~ 'ahd : those who
have any reg~rd for theh~ religious belief
will support that belief wit,h the willi!lg~
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hood',which they consider it worthyof. fact that n6 State aid
required in MelI trust that the resolut.ions proposed by bourne, Ballarat, Sandhurst, Castlemailll';
the Chief Secretary will be carried with- and other large centres of populatioll.
out any extension of the time when State If the clergy in these places will give u JI
aid shall finally cease.
the· money which they are receiving from
Mr. McCULLOCH.-It is satisfactory the Stateitwill very amply support clergyto find that evel'y member who has ad- men in outlying districts. I say that in five
dressed the committee on the subject has years,. with the notice which they have
acknowledged the propriety of doing had, if they make proper 'arrangement~,
away with this grant in aid of religion, there will he no hardship inflicted Upon
except the honorable and learned member the most thinly populated d.istricts in the
for St. Rilda (Mr. Fellows) and the hon01'- country. ,I am quite sure that when·the
able member for West Bourke (Mr. J. T. clergymen, who have hitherto been deSmith). I.-desire to refer to one remark pending even on the small amount of State
made by the honorable and learned mem- ,aid which they have received, throwaway
ber for Belfast.
.The honorable member the crutches upon which 'th'ey have been
has' charged me with making an attack resting for'a long time past, they will find
upon his lordshi p the Bishop of Melbourne. themselves much 'stronger than, they have
Imade no attack upon the bishop. I merely any idea of. ,If they' come forward and
referred to his own statements in 1851 rest' upon the people - trusting to the
and 1852, and compared them with the people
they willi find themselves supstatements which he has made in 1869. ported' much more l~berany phane,ver they
.
It is for the reverend gentleman to ex- expected to be.'
plain his own conduct, and the reason why
The committee divided on. the, question
he has taken the particular_ course which that" £10,000 "-propo'sed' to be struck
he has now adopted. in regard to this out of the first resolution, with a view to
subject, aft.er expressing 'himself so very sub'stitute "£5,OqO"-sq.,nd part of the
-;
. . - ".
str6ngly against the grant.. The -honorable resolution""':
member also stated that I asked what the
Ayes
35
Church of England had done, as if she
10
Noes
What I referred: to
had done nothing.
was the Church of England in the old
¥ajority ~gainst. Capt. Mac} 25
country. I say that, considering all the
',J.
Mahon'S .amendment
.
,
circumstances-the money at her comAYES.
mand, and the position which she has ocMr. James,
. ¥r. Aspinall, '
cupied~the Church of England has
" Kernot.
"
Ba,illie,
literally done nothing compared with
" Langton,
" Bates,
what the dissenting bodies have done.
',; Lobb, .
,. "Blair;
',) Bowman,'
" ·Longmore,
The same remark will apply to nny other
" MacBain.
" Burtt,
establishedchuroh. I may refer especially
." Macgregor,
" .. Butters~
to Scotland. In Scotland 600 clergymen
" Mason.
" Byrne,
left the established; church without any
" McCulloch,
" Casey,
" McLellan,
hope beyond throwing themselves on the
" E.Cope,
" Richardson,
" T. Cope,
people, and they have been liberally and
J,
G. Paton ~mith,
" Cr.ews,
well~supported.
With· regard . to this
.,; Cunningham,
" Sulliyan~
conntry being thinly populated, I may
" Wilson. '
" Dyte,
Witt.
say that ,there al'e many parts of Sootland
" Everard,
Tellers.
" Fraucis,
quite as thinly populated as this country;
Mr. McKean,
" Harcourt,
but the people of Scotland relied on the
" G. V. Smith.
,~. Higinbotham,
principle that the strong will support the
NOES •.
weak, and sufficient funds were found for
'~r. Bayles,
Mr. Thomas,
even the outlying districts.. As to exte~d·
'" Bourke,.
" Wrixon.
ing ·the time when ;.State aid shall cease
" Cohen, '
altogether, I have no desire to do anything
" Duffy, " .
Tellers.
Capt: Mac. Mahon,
Mr. Farrell,
which.will press hardly upon any denomi.Mr. Russell,
" Hanna.
nation or upon. 'any clergymen; but· I
.-On the question that the resolutions be
must. say that I think the "clergymen of'
.
this colony have had ample notice of agreed. to,
Mr. LANGTON asked whether it WA~
what the views of the people are. I will
call the attention of the committee to the the Chief Secretary's intention' to hand
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over the lando held for church purposes to with the University. He thought it would
t.he denomimi.tions absolutely, to be used be extremely reasonable for the State to
for any purpose whatever? A fine plot make terms with the religious bodies. In
of land in Elizabeth-street was granted return for giving up the church reserves,
for St. John's Church, in order that it for the denominations to do what they,
might have room to show its architectural thought fit with, which would be of great
proportions, but the whole of the frontage value to them, the State should, if possible,
was covered with shops. However anxious obtain some concession, so that it would
honorable members might be to favour the be under no obligation to carry out its
denominations with a view to the settle- promise in reference to the affiliated
ment of the question of State aid to reli- colleges. It would not be unreasonable,
gion, he thought that abuses of this cha- also, to ask that some of the grants of
land for denominational schools, where
racter ought not to be sanctioned.
Mr. EVERARD said that there were the State might require them, should be
many other instances in which si tes given up. They might be made use of
granted for church purposes had been by the State when they could not be by
In Albert- the denominations. In dealing with this
diverted to other uses.
street, for instance, there was a church question, there ought to be mutual conreserve, which was covered with small cession. Let it be a matter of give and
dwellings. The Legislature ought not to take. He hoped that, in passing the
give absolute possession of any lands resolutions, it would be understood that it
which had been granted for chu'rch pur- would be a matter for the consideration of
poses unless the conditions of the grant Parliament upon what terms these lands
should be given over to the control of the
were carried out.
Mr. HIGINBOTHAM believed that religious bodies.
Mr. McCULLOCH said that it was his
the terms of the grant in the particular
case referred to by the honorable member intention to hand over these lands to the
for West Melbourne did not prevent the religious bodies, to use in any way they
religious body to whom the land was thought fit, provided that it was for the
benefit of the particular denominations to
~iven from applying it for the purpose to
which it had been applied. On the general which they belonged. He wanted to get
question, however, he would join with the quit of any connexion between Church and
honorable member in asking the attention State-to allow the churches to manage
of the Chief Secretary to the policy of their own affairs independent of the State.
granting these church lands without con- He, therefore, desired to deal liberally
dition and without consideration, abso- with them; and he believed that, in
lutely, ~ to be used for a'ny purpose for granting the lands in this way, the State
which the denominations might think fit was dealing very liberally with them,
to apply them. If the Legislature was because the denominations held some of
really going to put an end to the union of the best lands in the country.
With
Church and State, it was very desirable regard to land being set apart for affiliated
that the State should relieve itself of all colleges, he really could not state, at t.he
obligations to enforce the original trusts moment, in what position that matter
under which the lands were granted; stood. The Minister of Lands was not in
that was to say, if land was granted his place, and he (Mr. McClllloch) did not
for churches, or schools, or ministers' know to what extent the Government was
dwellings, t.he State should be under no pledged to give land for affiliated colleges.
obligation to see that the trusts in those He, therefore, could give no promise in
conditions were complied with by the regard to that matter. With regard to
denominations. He should, therefore, be the church reserves, he, for his part, felt
very glad to see these tr usts absolutely inclined to hand them over to the denomiput an end to, and the denominations nations, free from any sort of conditions
intrusted with the use of the lands for whatever, rather. than t.hat a settlement
8ny purposes they thought fit, upon of this question of State aid should be any
certain conditions. A promise had been longer delayed; but of course t.he suggesmarle-but it had not been curried into tion of the honorable and learned member
effect, and probably could not be for many for Brighton could be considered when the
years to come-to grant lands to the Bill was under discussion.
:religious denominations for what were
Mr. HIGINBOTHAM intimated that
C~U~d affiliated colleges, in connexiop.
he qesir~d it to be un<lerstooq that? in·
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passing the resolution in its present
unconditional terms, honorable members
were not bound to refrain from introducing conditions when the Bill was dealt
~~

"

Mr. BATES observed that there were
some instances-one case of the kind had
occurred at Geelong-where an individual
had applied for, and obtained, a piece of
land from the State for church purposes,
but the denomination to which he belonged
repudiated the transaction. The land had
been obtained against their wish. He
desired to know in what position such land
would stand if the resolutions were carried
into effect ? Would it be conveyed to the
individual who had obtained it against the
wishes of the denomination ?
Mr. KERNOT suggested that it would
be necessary to make some special provision to meet the case referred to by the
honorable member for Collingwood (Mr.
Bates). The land was situated in Ryriestreet, Geelong, and was taken up by a
minister of the Independent Church, who
was quite willing to make arrangements
whereby it should revert to the Crown.
There was, however, a difficulty in the
way, owing to the fact of the land having
been granted previous to the separation of
the colony from New South Wales.
Mr. LANGTON mentioned that, at
Prahran, a piece of land had been obtained
nominally on behalf of the Independent
body. They, however, repudiated the
action, and had purchased a site upon
which they had built a church, the land
granted by the Government remaining unoccupied.
Mr. McCULLOCH remarked that the
Government would, of course, be glad to
receive back any lands which had been
obtained by individuals on behalf of denominations without proper authority.
Mr. EVERARD understood that a
piece of land at West Melbourne, which
was granted for church purposes twenty
years ago, was used as a paddock. If
land" was not applied for the purposes for
which it was granted it ought to revert to
the Crown.
The resolutions were then agreed to,
and reported to the House and adopted.
Mr. McCULLOCH brought in a Bill
founded on the resolutions, and moved
that it be read a first time.
The motion was agreed to, and the Bill
was read a first time.

26. J
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ABORIGINAL NATIVES PROTECTION BILL.The House went into committee on this
Bill.
The various clauses were agreed to.
The Bill was reported without amendment, and was then read a third time and
passed.
The House adjourned at nine minutes
past eleven o'clock.

LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL.
Thursday, August 26, 1869.
Criminal Law and Practice Amendment Bill-Insolvency
Law Amendment Bill-Aboriginal Natives Protection
Bill-County Courts Law Amendment Bill-Lunaoy

Statute Amendment Bill.

The PRESIDENT took the chair at twentyseven minutes past four o'clock p.m., and
read th~ prayer.
PETITIONS.
The Hon. W. A'BECKETT presented a
petition from the Greensborough Road
Board, in favour of the Local Government
Act Amendment Bill ; also petitions from
the Berwick Shire Council and the Dandenong Road Board, in favour of the same
Bill, with th~ exception of the provision
for the abolition of tolls.
CRIMINAL LAW AND PRACTICE
AMENDMENT BILL.
The Hon. J. McCRAE moved that this
Bill be read a second time. He said it
was introduced to the Legislature in consequence of the recent decision of t.he
Supreme Court in the case of the The
Queen v. Mungovan, that a conviction for
perjury did not lie against persons making
false statutory declarations. This decision
was given in consequence of a defect in
the law, which arose from one of the
clauses of the Criminal Law Procedure
Act being omitted when the criminal la\v
was consolidated. A very considerable
amount of difficulty was now being experienced in consequence of that omission,
and this Bill had heen introduced to
remedy the defect. It was desirable that
the measure should be passed as speedily
as possible, in order that the public might
be fully protected, for he might inform
honorable members that a great number of
public documents were in a state of suspense, in consequence of this defect in the
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law. ,He was, -anxious that _ the ,Bill
should' be passed through all its stages
that evening,' in order that it might be
assented to :by HIS: Exceliimcy -on- the
followiQg Tuesday.
.
'. . '
The Hon. C. J. JENNER seconde:d the
motion~ which' was agreed to. '
,
The Bill' was then read a 'second time
and committed.
On clause' 1, which provided that any
justice of the peace, notary public, or othe'r
officer, authorized, by any Act of the
Parliament of Victoria to ,administer an
oath, might take and receive the voluntary
declaration of any. person making the same
before him,' and that, if any declaration so
made should be .false or untl'Ue, the person
wilfully making it should' be deemed to be
guilty ',of wilful' ~p.d ,corrupt perjury, ~
Mr. McCRAE moved the ,substitution
of the 'words" now by law," for the words
"by any Act of the Parliament of
Victoria." '
.
, -•
'
The HoIi. 'We HIGHETT, qU,estioned
the desirability of hurrying so important
a measure through in a thin House. As he
understood the Bill, it proposed to make a
very gre.at change in the law. 'At 'present,
a magis.t,!a~e taking a false declaration
was liable to a penalty of £100 ; but, if the
~ill passed, a'lPag~str:at~, :!,Dight take, as
many voluntary declarations as he thought
proper without fear of consequences.
.
Mr. McCRAE said he. had been instructed that this Bill m~de no change
whatever :in the law. ,It w:a:s' simply a
reinstatement of the law as it stood before
the adoption of the Consolidated Act.
The amendm,ent w:as agreed to,
, ,
The: Bill was "afterwards reported to
the House with an amendment, and passed
through its remaining stages.

Amendment Bill.

had agreed to, certain amendments in this
Bill, recommended by His Excellency t.he
GovernC?r.
Qn the motion of the Hon. J.-McCRAE,
the House concurred in the amendments.
'

,

0

,

'

LUNACY STATUTE AMENDMENT
BILL.
The Hon. J'. McCRAE moved that this
Bill be read a second time. He remarked
tl~~t; ~rider the 10th section of the Lunacy
Statute, any city or b()rough council might
send a person for examination in lunacy,
and forwa'rd such lunatic to an .asylum;
the charges of such examination and·transmissi<?n being paid by the council making
the order. But under the existing hpv,
the corporation or borough cOt;lncil had no
power to recover the expenses thus in~
curred, though it might be 'well known
that the lmiatic or his relatives 'had ample
means to pay ihe cost of his examination
and conveyan~e to the asylum. The 1st
clause of the Bill was intended to enable
borough or shire councils to compel
ment of the cost of the lunatic's examination an,d' conveyance to the asylum,
when it ,vas known that the estate of the
lunatic 01' his l'elatives was sufficient to
pay the cost. The 'Bill would :also effect
anot her alteration.
Under the :pl~esent
law, the Master-in-Lunacy had p,ower to
detain a lunatic; but a doubt existed as to
his pbwer t~ oi-der 'the al~rest of a lunatic.
The ,2nd 'clause of the' Bill emp'owered the
Master-i,n-Ltinacy to oreler not only ,the
detention, bilt also the arrest of a lunatic.The 3rd clause repealed the 147th section
of the Lunacy Statute, and substituted iIi
lieu thereof a provision empowering the
Master-in-Lunacy to pay, out of the estate
of 'arly lunatic patient, money for the
maintenance of his wife or, other near
INSOLVENCY LAW AMENDMENT
relat,ive, and for the maintenance and edu" BILL.
cation of his children, and to take all
This Bill was rec~ived from the Legis- necessary steps for the management of
lative Assembly" and; on', the motion of his property .. These were the prov'isions
the Hon. J. McCRAE, was read a first of the Bill, 'and he hoped honorable memtiriie.
bers would allow, the measure to! pass
ABORIGINAL NATIVES PROTEC- through all its s'tages that evening~
The Hon. W. CAMPBELL asked if
TION BILL.
, This Bill was brought, up' from the the Bill gave greater latitude ,to magistr~tes in dea)ing with persons of unsound
Legislativ~ Assembly,' and, on the motion
of the Hon. J. McCRAE, was' read a mind,? Would magistrates have,any increased powers to deal with dipsomaniacs,
first time.
'
or persons who wel;e not confirmed
COUNTY COURTS LAW AMEND- lunatics?
MENT BILL.
Mr. McCRAE said he was sorry to
,.A ,mess~ge was received ,fromth~ state that the Bill did _not go so far as L.~gisla.tJ~~A~$~m91y, inti~ating. thaf they" that.
It dealt only' with persons who,

pay-
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" Yan Y~an

after examination,. were pron~un~ed to be
lunatics.
,
The Bill waS read a second time, and
passed through its remaining stages ..
The 'Housb adj,our~e4 ~t thir~ee~ l?inutes past five' o'cloc.k; until; Tuesday, '
August·a,f.
"
I'

'
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Oounty Oourts Law Am~~ent Bili-mectoraiRegistrarsLost Letters"": Oall of
House - Yan Yean, Water
,Bupplj_ Transfer of 'Land Statilte Amendment BillCriminal Law and P.ractiae ~ill-Fi8herieB Act Amend· '
~~~~ B~\Waterwo~kB: CQmmis~~nB Bill.

the'

I

The SPEAKER took' the ~hair at twenty- I
six, minutes;past'two:,6'clock- p.m:' ': '
Mr. WILSON moved that'the House
adjou,rn until half-past fOJIr o'clock.
Mr. McCULLOCH 'explained that 'it
was his"intention to· have moved, the pre- ,
vions, ' evening,' that the House adjourn,
until half-past" four o'clo'ck the following'
day, but he had inadvertently omitted to
do so. .
"
"
After s'ome discussion, '
,
Th~,House divided" Ayes
17
,Noes
4
:', Majority Jor the motion

13

ATES.

Mr. Casey;, .
" T. Cope,
" Crews"
" Duffy,
" Everard,
~, ' lfranc~s,
" Grant,
" Kerferd,
" Longmore,

Mr. McCuU6ch,
'" G. Paton Smith,.

y. S.mith,:
F.,L. Smyth,

" ·G.
n,

,,' Sullivan,
" Wilson.
., Tellers.
, Mr. Burtt,
" Lobb,

. I'
'"

NOES.

,Tellers..
Mr.' King,
'Mr: Dyte,
" .." atkins,
" Stutt. .
Th~ Jlouse adjqutned',ac~ordingly:

The 'SPEAKER 'again took the chair at
half.past 'foul" o'clo.c~~ ~
,
'
COUNTY COURTS LAW AMEND, 'MENT BILL. " "
Mr. CASEY pre~~iiteda mes'sage;from
His Excellency the Governor" reGom~
mending c;ertain v~mb,al amend~.eDts in this
Bilt"
.
'.' '
."
The ,~esBage. ,was:1aken into:consideration.;, the amendments were, agreed to ;
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and a message inviting concurrence therein
was ordered to be forwarded to the'Legislative ,Council.
'

YA:N YEAN WATER SUPPLY.
Mr t 'CREWS c;tlled,at~enti~n; tQ,a' !3~~te
roent which appeared in' the Argus news,paper,'of ,A.ugust 7, to tne 'effect-that
Brighton would be supplied with watev by
the Government 'on the inhabitants
g~aranteeing '10 per cEmt; and asked~the
Government if they would supply Ca:mber'welf 'on the 'same terms'?, Camberwell,
he' ~1JseryeiJ., su'ff'ei'e:~ ,gr~at~ylast' srilnmer
for' want' of water; brit, #hen tlie'residents" 6f . that ~ lOc~lity' apr'ealed 'to . the
Government" 01'1 ·the subject, thf3Y were
met with the answer' either that" thete
were 'no fun&s or that there w~re n~ 'pipes.
He
to14: that BHghton was about to
be supplied in compliance with' aprom:ise
ma{le some time since, but he took it that,
ifthere were funds and pipes to allow of the
exte.nsion of the Yan Yean to' Brighton,
there were also funds and pipes' to allow
of an extension to' Camberwell.
Mr. GRANT remarked that a piomise
was made by Mr. Verdon" in 1864, th!:\t
Brighton should be su'pplieu with water
on the borough council guaranteeing
10 per cent; 'That promise the present
Minister of Public Works felt bound to
carry out. Many other localities were
anxious to 'obtain water~' but it was not
possible to supply all at the same time. However'a stand-pipe would be erected at Camberwell, and, if the inhabitants' were pre.'"
pared to give the same gu,arantee as the
Brighton people,. the water would be extended to that place at the beginning of
the: year.
.
Mr. CREWS said thisarrallgement
would deprive Camberwell of water for
another summer. He was in hopes that
the Government would have reconsidered
thei~ decision in this matter, particularly
as they could, borrow, money at five per
cent., and as the extension ,and u tilization ~(the tan Yean would,return ten per
cent. He was sure t1;1e House wou~dgive
the Gov:ernment t1;1e necessary powers.
Mr. GRANT promised to bring thEi'
subject .under the consideration, of his
colleagues.

'was:

ELECTORAL REGISTRARS.
:1\1r. LANGTON asked the Chief Secre.
tary whether instructions, h,ad been issued
to electoral registrars in popn 10us di:o;tl'icts
to attend at sOple con"yeni~nt pl~ce, )vith~q
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their districts during business hours for
the issue of electors' rights; and if not,
whether the Government would consider
the advisability of issuing such instructions? He put the question because it
had been represented to him that a certain
electoral registrar was frequently away
from his office performing duties as a rate
collector, and that, in consequence, many
electors were unable to take out their
rights.
Mr. McCULLOCH observed that instructions had been issued to each electoral registrar to afford every facility for
the taking out of electors' rights, and for
that purpose to keep op~ his office from
9 a.m. to 4 p.m., and for 'Sftch further time
as might be required. Registrars in
country districts had also been directed to
visit places other than those at which
their offices were situate, for the purpose
of accommodating electors. If the hon.
member for West Melbourne would furnish the name of the electoral registrar to
whom he referred, the matter should be
investigated at once.
Mr. KERFERD asked if the office of
electoral registrar at Stanley had been
filled up?
Mr. McCULLOCH replied in the affirmative.
LOST LETTERS.
Mr. WILSON referred to a newspaper
paragraph stating that a large number of
letters had been opened in passing through
the Post-office, and asked the PostmasterGeneral whether the matter had come
under his notice, and whether he would
take immediate steps to stop proceedings
of the kind?
Mr.G. V. SMITH presumed that the case
alluded to by the honorn ble member was
that which had occurred in connexion
with the new post-office at Spring Creek.
The person involved had proved untrust·
worthy, and some four or five letters had
been lost. But that was quite an exceptional case. The general average of lost
and stolen letters was not so large here as
in England. Here it was one in 25,000 ;
there it was one in 23,000. The registered
letters lost were only as one in 8H,OOO.
As honorable members were aware,
such losses must be suffered occasionally,
but he thought he was justified in saying
that, in proportion to the business done,
there were fewer accidents in t~is postoffice than in any other that he knew of.

STATE AID TO RELIGION.
CALL OF THE HOUSE.

Mr. McCULLOCH moved"That on Wednesday, the 8th day of Sep-

tember next, the House be called."
Mr. SULLIVAN seconded the motion,
which was agreed to.
THE YAN YEAN.
The House having resolved itself into
commit.tee, for the consideration of the
estimates for works to be executed during
1869, in respect of the Yan Yean water
supply (submitted on August 3),
Mr. GRANT proposed that the sum of
£3,896 Os. 2d. be issued and applied for
works (including pipes, valves, &c.) in
connexion with water supply to Melbourne and the suburbs.
The motion was agreed to, and reported
to the House.
TRANSFER OF LAND STATUTE.
The House went into committee to consider the Governor's message in reference
to an amendment of this Statute.
Mr. G. PATON SMITH moved"That an appropriation be made from the
consolidated revenue for the purposes of a Bill
to amend the Transfer of Land Statute.
"That a Bill be brought in to carry out the
above resolution."

The honorable member stated that the
object of the Bill was to amend the law
relating to dower, and would provide for
dowers being speedilyo extinguished.
After some observations from Mr. MACGREGOR and Mr. KERFERD,
The resolution was agreed to, and reported to the House.
CRIMIN AL LAW AND PRACTICE
BILL.
A message was received from the
Legislative Council, intimating that they
had agreed to this Bill with an amendment.
On the motion of Mr. G. PATON
SMITH, the amendment was adopted.
FISHERIES

ACT AMENDMENT
BILL.
This Bill was brought down from the
Legislative Council.
Mr. COHEN moved that the Bill be
read a first time.
Mr. RICHARDSON said he did not
object to the usual courtesy of reading,
a first time, a Bill received from the
other Chamber, being observed in this
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instance; but he believed that, before the
House came to consider the measure, he
should be in a position to present petitions
which would show the injustice of altering the law in the direction contemplated
by the Bill. The Bill was of a monstrous
character. The existing law was stringent enough in all conscience; but, if the
Bill were to pass, the fisheries of the
colony might as well be closed at once.
He hoped the House would give the subject due consideration, because the fishermen of Victoria were too important a
class to be trifled with.
The motion was agreed to, and the Bill
was read a first time.
WATERWORKS COMMISSIONS
BILL.
The House went into committee for
the further consideration of this Bill.
Clause 9 was struck out, with the view
of inserting a new clause.
Mr. DYTE moved that the Chairman
report progress. He did this for several
reasons. The first was that the honorable
member for South Grant (Mr. Lalor), who
took a great interest in the Bill, was absent.
Another was that the clause which the
Attorney-General proposed to substiftute
for clause 9 provided that the Ballarat
Water Commission should consist of the
mayors and councillors of Ballarat and
Ballarat East, whereas the two councils
had agreed that it should be limited to
three or four members of each body. He
was satisfied that more power would be
given by the proposed clause to the
Ballarat Water Commission than could be
given by any private Bill which might be
introduced, as was contemplated, in the
next session of Parliament. At all event.s he
thought the clause ought not to be entertained by the committee until the ratepayers of Ballarat and Ballarat East had
been made acquainted with it.
Mr. G. PATON SMITH said there was
nothing in the Bill which the honorable
member for South Grant (Mr. Lalor)
would object to. That honorable member
was desirous that the Bill should be
passed through the House as quickly as
The Bill proposed that the
. possible.
provisions of the Waterworks Act should
be carried out by commissioners, to be
appointed by the Governor in Council,
who should exercise the functions of
the Board of Land and Works. Did
the honorable member for Ba.llarat East
(Mr. Dyte) desire that the Ballarat
YOLo VII.-6 I
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Water Commission should be placed in
any worse position than a commission
appointed to carry out waterworks in any
other locality? Ifhe did not, he could have
no objection whatsoever to the proposed
clause. If he did, it was only fair that the
fact should be known to his constituents.
The first part of the new clause simply
provided that the two borough councils of
Ballarat and Ballarat East should give
the Government further security for the
£75,000 advanced for the purpose of
enabling them to execute works for the
supply of water to those two boroughs.
They were quite willing to give such
further security as was required, and he
did not think any honorable member would
object to their d'oing so. The latter part
of the clause authorized the Governor
to appoint the mayors and councillors of
Ballarat and Ballarat East conjointly as
commissioners within the meaning of the
3rd and 4th clauses of the Bill.
Mr. DYTE remarked that the Brd
clause provided that no commission should
consist of more than twelve persons, but
the number of members of the councils
of Ballarat and Ballarat East conjointly
was eighteen.
..
Mr. G. PATON SMITH said that
there was a proviso to the new 9th clause,
which he intended to submit, empowering
the Governor to appoint the councils of
Ballarat and Ballarat East commissioners
in their corporate capacity. He would
repeat that the latter part of the clause
simply placed the Ballarat Water Commission-namely, the councils of Ballarat
and Ballarat East-in the same position as
any other bodies who might be authorized
. to construct waterworks. He had framed
the clause after careful consideration with
the authorized agents of the Ballamt
Water Commission, and it met with thei ..
approval as well as with the approval or
the Government. He believed that it
would place the commissioners in a satisfactory position, and it would enable the
Government to get back the £75,000
which had been already advanced fur
waterworks at Ballarat, and which, on repayment, would be available for the construction of similar works elsewhere.
The motion for reporting progress was
negatived.
Clause to was struck out., with the
view to insert a new clause.
Clause 11, enabling waterworks commission~rs to recover rates and charges
summarily, before a police magistrate;
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and clause 12 providing that. pUblication
of the appointment of commissioners in
the Government Gazette should be conclusive evidence of their appointment,
were agreed to without discussion ..
Mr. G. PATON SMITH submitted
the following new clause, in place of
clause 9, struck out:"And whereas the Board of Land and Works
have from time to time advanced and lent to
the respective councils of the boroughs of
Ballarat and Ballarat East various sums of
money, amounting in all to £75,000, for the
purpose of enabling them to execute and erect
certain works for the. water supply of the
aforesaid boroughs, and whereas a large portion
of such works are 'executed or erected on Crown
lands, which are retained by the Crown as
security for the repayment of such sums: Be it
enacted by and with the advice and consent as
aforesaid,. that it shall be lawful for the councils
of the said respective boroughs, and the same
councils' are hereby required so to do, if re;quested, in. writing, by the Board of Land and
Works, to execute such deeds of mortgage of
the said works now existing, or which may
hereafter exist, and the tolls payable in r,aspect
of the same; as the Board of Land and Works
may deem advisable for securing the repayment
of the said amounts respectively so advanced aB
aforesaid. and interest; and further, that in case
the said Crown lands, or any part theredf, shall
have been reserved or shall be reserved to the
said councils of the bOl'oughs of Ballarat and 'Ballarat East, or either of them, or to any other body
in whom the aforesaid works for water supply in
the respective abovenamed districts may for the
time being be vested ; and the said councils are
hereby expressly empowered to hold any lands
which may be so granted, or to acquire and hold
any other lands which may be necessary for the
said waterworks, it shall be lawful for such
council, or other body respectively, to include in
any such deed of mortgage as hereinbefore mentioned -such lands respectively, or any part
thereof: Provided it shall be lawful for the
Governor to appoint the mayor and councillors
of Ballarat and of Ballarat East conjointly, and
by their corporate designations respectively,
commissioners within the meaning of the third
and fourth sections of this Act, and the said
commissioners, when appointed, shall -form one
body corporate, and shall be designated the Ballarat and Ballarat East Water Commissioners,
and such commissioners shall for the purposes
of supplying water to Ballarat and Ballarat
East be deemed to be commissioners within the
meaning of this Act: Provided also that all
Crown .lands which may heretofore have been
reserved to the said councils for the purpOses of
the said water supply: shall, on the appointment
of sllch commissioners, ~e vested in them; a~d
such commissioners shall possess, enjoy, and
exerci'seall the rights,' powers, &ond duties in
respect of such lands as the said councils or
either of them could lawfully have done.!"
Mr. FRAZER suggested that the clause
should be postponed, as he had not had an
opportunity of reading it.
Mr. DYTE also c6nsidered it desirable to
postpone the clause.. On.looking. cursorily
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through it, he thought it contained ~everal
features which ought not to be passed
without full deliberation. For example,
the languag"e .of the .cla~se wonld,' in his
opinion, prevent .the Ballarat 'water"Com':'
mission supplying any places with water
outside the two boroughs of 'Ballarat and
Ballarat East.. They ·couldlJ.ot supply
Sebastopol with water, nor' could they
supply any of the large minhig companies
outside the boroughs. At all events, if
·they did, they would have no power to
recover rates i for the water· so supplied~
Again, it appeared to him that the elause
would render any land belonging to 'the
councils of Ballarat and Ballarat East
liable to be mortgaged to the Board. of
Land and Works, whether required for
water supply works or not. This m~ght
affect debentures issued by the borough
. .'
. ..
,. .
councils.
Mr. G. PATON SMITH -explai:oed
that there was nothing' to prevenVtil'e
Ballarat Water Commission supplying
water to Sebastopol', Buninyong,' or any
()f the places·mentioned ibthe sched~e.'to
the Waterworks Statute. At the pre~ent
time the commission was supplying Sebss':'
topol with water, and' he believed th&t
Sebastopol was petfElctly satisfie'd' with
the arrangement. He did not think tliat
there was any necessity ; to d~lay 'the
passing of the Bill.
" .
.;
Mr. JO~ES e.xpressed the hope that
no objections would be interposed to the
passing of the clause. He believed that
the Ballarat Water Commission was not
merely a consenting party' to' it, but
actually the drafting· .party of the clause.
If the interests of Sebastopol were sf;,.
fected, the members for Ballarat West, in
whose electoral district Sebastopol was
situated, would be quite prepared to protect them.
Mr. JAMES said that some of the
statements which had' been'made by th~
honorable· member for Ballarat -East' (Mr.
Dyte) were 'altogether uncane~· for"";:'they
'were not in accordanCe,'with·facts. As
a member of· the council of Ballarat East
he (Mr. James) :knew t1iat its mElmbers
had ·constitu'ted themselves members of
the Water Commission,. and he believed
that the members of the council of Bal;.
larat had also done so. He was likewise
in a. position to infotin the committee thitt
the deputation' which had come' to Mel':
bourne, in·reference to the' Bill,'.. were
appointed by 'proper ·authority!.....naine1t.,
by the mayors of the two borouglis.·
i
I"
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Mr~ DYTE contended that the mayors
Mr. G. PATON SMITH, intimated
of the boroughs had no power to send a' that there would be no objection to the
deptitfitfuh/'~liicli;could:l~nly be appointed recommittal of the clause, if necessary.
Mr. FRAZER-protested. agail).st the
by' a' resolution duly passed by the coun- !
cils.' 'If the 'Water Commission gave' the' clauseheingpassedun'tilhonorab1emembers
Governm'~nt'security over all the property; were afforded further time for its considerathey 'possessed, as' the clause proposed' 'tion. On the recommittal of the clause he .
the;(should do, they would 'be unable to would bring two 0:(' three mat~ers' ili conobtain any' further credit, because they: nexion, wit.h it unaer'the consideration of
would 'have pledged the whole of their; the ~ommittee: For: instance, the rights
available assets.! He desired to know if of certain persons who were in possession
there Wbuld be an)" objection, to,'inse~t of portions of the reserves which would
words to' 'provfde ~hat the commission be taken possession of by the commission
should only m?rtgage a· portion .of their under the clause ought to be considered.
works as securIty to'the Government?
Mr. G. PATON SMITfJ observed that
Mr. G. PATON SMITH submitted he had been in communication with the
that there was no necessity for such an solicitor to, the commission on this subject,
amendment. If a person gave security and the commission were perfectly willing
for' money which he had borrowed, that that· the lands should not be vested in
would not prevent him borrowing more.
them until all reasonable and, proper claims
:Mr. DYTE pointed out that the clause' had been satisfied. He (Mr. G. Paton
provided that the Ballarat Water Commis- Smith) promised, on behalf of the Governsion should' not' only mortgage to the ment, to see this arrangement carried out.
Government th~' works, which they now
On t.he suggestion of Mr. DYTE, the
possessed, or any' w.hich they Ill;ight here-, words "for water supply purposes" were
after posaess, but all the rates received for' inserted after the words "or·eitherofthem"
water supply. The property 'of the Coril-' in the 27th line.
~
mission was worth a great de'al more t~an ,
The word "corporate" was inserted
£7.5,000,' and be did not' see why they before· "body" in the 27th and 35th lines,
should destroy their borrowing powers by, and the words "under their corporate seal"
pledging the whole of their available assets were inserted·after "boroughs" in the 14th
to the Government. .
line.
The clause, as amended, was agreed to.
Mr. GRANT reminded the honorable
member that the commissioners could exe-:
Progress was then reported.
cute"a second mortgage. ,If their prop'arty :
The House adjourned at twenty-three
'was worth £200,000, and they mortgaged: minutes to seven o'clock, until Tuesday,
it as security for £75,000, th~re would be: August 31.
no'difficultY'in borrowing a further sum 'of money on the same security. '
Mr. JONES' believed that no harm'
LEGISLATI VE COUNCIL.
could be done, by giving the Government
Tuesday, August 31, 1869.
security over the property of the commission for the £75,000 which had been
already advanced, while, in other respects, Soab Aot Amendment Bill-Llmds Compensation Bill--Viait
the passing of the clause would place the
of the Governor-Assent to Bills-Aborigina.l Natives
commission in a much better position than
Proteotion Bill.
they were at present.
"
'
Mr. DYTE again urged tha~ the clause;
The PRRSIDENT took the chair at
should be postponed, in order that honorable t\venty-six minutes past four o'clock p.m.,
members might, be enabled to carefully and read the p~ayer.
consider its bearings. He was still of'
PETITIONS.
opinion that it would prevent the commissiot;l recovering rates forany wat~r supplied
Petitions were presented-Against the
outside the boroughs of Ballarat and Bal- Legal Proceedings Facility Bill, by the
larat East.
'
.
Hon. J. O'SHANASSY, from barristers of
Mr. 'JONES suggested that if there· the Supreme Court; in favour of the Local
was any weight in the last remark of the Government Act Ameridment Bill, except
honorable member for Ballarat East (Mr. as regar~~ the abolition .of tqlls, by the
Dyte )-and he was inclined to think there, Hon. A. FRASER, from the Creswick Shire
might be-the clause could be recommitted.· Co'uncil ;- in favour 'of the: 'saine' BUl, -by
612
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the Hon. J. MCCRAE, from the Alexandra
District Road Board, and from the ratepayers of the Bame district.
SCAB ACT AMENDMENT BILL.
The Hon. J. GRAHAM inquired when
the report of the select committee to whom
the Scab Act Amendment Bill was referred would be brought up ?
The HOll. N. BLACK replied that he
believed the committee would conclude
its labours on the following day, and that
the report would, in all probability, be
brought up then. .
LANDS COMPENSATION BIL~.
A message was received from the Legislative Assembly, intimating that they
had agreed to an amendment in clause 70
of this Bill, recommended by His Excellency the Governor.
On the motion of the Hon. J. McCRAE,
the House concurred in the amendment.
ASSENT TO BILLS.
At seventeen minutes to five o'clock the
Usher announced that His Excellency the
Governor was approaching the building.
Immediately afterwards His Excellency
and suite entered the Chamber.
The members of the Legislative Assembly having been summoned,
His EXCELLENCY gave his assent
to the following Bills : 1. Public Works Loan Appropriation
Bill.
2. Railway Loan Appropriation Bill.
3. Lunacy Statute Amendment Bill.
4. Criminal Law and Practice Amendment Bill.
5. Lands Compensation Bill.
The members of the Legislative Assembly withdrew; and His Excellency
then retired from the Cham bel'.
ABORIGINAL NATIVES PROTECTION BILL.
The Hon. J. McCRAE -In rising to
move the second reading of this Bill, the
object of which is to provide for the protection and management of the aboriginal
nati ves of Victoria, I am compelled to say
that legislation on the subject at this
time is only the performance of a very
tardy act of justice to a long neglected
portion of the human family. There can
be no doubt that we have been inexcusa bly remiss in our legislation with regard
to the aboriginal natives of this countrythose who have been the lords of the soil for
ages past, a~d whose lands we have to a
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large extent usurped. " I cannot but regard it as most censurable that the
Legislature have not long since taken their
case into consideration.
All that has
hitherto been done towards ameliorating
their condition, has been first of all the
appointment of a Protector of Aborigines,
and, more recently, the appointment by
the Governor in Council of a board that
should watch over their interests. But,
in the way of legislation on the subject,
nothing whatever has been done until this
Bill was introduced. I believe the number of aboriginal natives in the colony is
something like 2,000, and they are scattered
about. There are, I find, six stations
presided over by local guardians. The
measure that I now submit to the acceptance of' honorab~e members, proposes to
give to the board of management, which,
as I have said, is already in action, a legal
existence, which it has not heretofore
possessed. By it, also, the powers of that
board are sought to be enlarged to the
extent that it shall look more carefully
after the interests of this class, and apyoint
local guardians who shall protect them in
any contracts into which they may enter
with the settlers of the country or others,
apportion the profits of their labour when
they are hired out, and divide them
amongst the other members of their race.
There is another, and "most important provision in the Bill, which gives to the
board power to prosecute any person
giving to !1ny aboriginal any intoxicating
liquor, except it be bona, fide administered as a medicine, or who shall harbour any aboriginal, unless such .aboriginal shall have a certificate, or unless a
contract of service shall have been made
on his behalf. It is provided that any
person so transgressing shall be liable to a
penalty not exceeding £20, or, in default,
imprisonment for not less than one month
nor more than three mon t.hs. These are
the prominent principles of this Bill, and
I hope honorable members will not oppose
its second reading, but will allow "it to
pass through committee this evening. I
now move that it be read a second time.
The Hon. G. W. COLE seconded the
motion, which was agreed to.
The Bill was then read a second time,
and committed.
Some formal amendments having been
made, the Bill was reported, with amendments.
.
The House adjourned at thirteen minutes to six o'clock.
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Lands Compensation Bill-Fees on crown Grants-The
Wilson Selections-Belfast Harbour-Visit of the Governor-Assent to Bills-Brighton Common School-Corrupt
Practices Bill-Stamps Bill-Yan Yean Water SupplyMr. Fellows' and Mr. Higinbotham's Resolutions re Public Instruction-Dower Bill-Copyright Protection BillL'ustoms Laws Amendment Bill-Municipal Corporations
Law Amendment Bill-Sessional Order re Thursda.y
Sittings-Transfer of Land Sta.tute Amendment Bill.

The SPEAKER took the chair at halfpast four o'clock p.m.
LANDS COMPENSATION BILL.
Mr. G. PATON SMITH presented a
message from His Excellency the Governor, recommending an amendment in
clause 70 of this Bill.
The amendment was agreed to ; and a
message inviting concurrence therein was
ordered to be forwarded to the Legislative
Council.
FEES ON CROWN GRANTS.
Mr. BYRNE called attention to the
fact that a charge was made on all Crown
grants as an assurance fee. He believed
that this charge was not contemplated by
the Transfer of Lands Statute. He considered it all very well to charge an
assurance fee on all titles brought under
that Statute; but he thought the practice
of the Crown charging an assurance fee
for its own title, was one that the public
were not satisfied with. He begged to
ask the Attorney-General if the charge
would be discontinued?
Mr. G. PATON SMITH observed that
the fees in question, however they might
be called, did not go into the assurance
fund provided by the Transfer of Land
Statute.
THE WILSON SELECTIONS.
Dr. MACARTNEY inquired of the
Minister of Lands whether, upon examination of the case of John Wilson and William
Wilson,he had reversed, or intended to
reverse, the decision formerly arrived at, in
reference to a selection of land at Winindoo,
Gippsland, and whether he would grant to
William Wilson, who petitioned the House
on the 27th July, the land in question unconditionally? .
Mr. GRANT said 'he was unable to
give the House any definite information
o~ t~e sub~ect, pending an inquiry into
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the facts of the case, which was being.
made at the place, by Mr. Moore of the
Lands department, in conjunction with the
local police magistrate and the district
surveyor.
PETITIONS.
Petitions against Mr. Higinbotham'S
proposal for a. public system of secular
instruction, under the direction of a Minister of the Crown, were presented by
Mr. DUFFY, from the Roman Catholic
Bishop of Melbourne, and the education
committee of that denomination; and by
Mr. FELLOWS, from the Anglican Bishop
of Melbourne, and the education committee of the Church of England Assembly.
BELFAST HARBOUR.
Mr. McCULLOCH presented a message from His Excellency the Governor,
recommending an appropriation from the
consolidated revenue of a sum not exceeding £10,000 for the purposes of a Bill for
levying a rate-in-aid for the improvement
of the harbour at Belfast, and for other
purposes.
ASSENT TO BILLS.
The Usher of the Legislative Council
brought a message from His Excellency
the Governor, requesting the attendance
of honorable members in the chamber of
the Legislative Council.
The SPEAKER, accompanied ~y the
members present, and attended by the
officers of the House, proceeded to the
chamber of the Legislative Council.
Returning in a few minutes,
The SPEAKER read the titles of the
Bills (five in number) to which His
Excellency the Governor, in the presence
of both Houses, had given the Royal
assent.
BRIGHTON COMMON SCHOOL.
Mr. EVERARD asked the PostmasterGeneral if he had made inquiries with
respect to the circumstances in connexion
with the common school at Brighton, to
which his attention was called the previd'tls
week?
Mr. G. V. SMITH said he had received
a somewhat lengthy' communication from
the Board of Education, in which, after
adverting to the fact that they had previously instituted inquiry in reference to
the social distinctions made in the school
in question, they stated" An officer of the board was again despatched
to make immediate inquiries into the present
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"4. That the, teacher of the school ·selected
sh()uIa be entItled to receive,'iI1'''mm of salary,
a capitation. anow~nce in.resp,e~t of, every child
· instructed by him up to the legal standard.
"5. That the attainment of the legal standard
sho:lIl~ be Jl.s~~r~aine.d .by an ~x~p1in,f;\~iQ~ pefore
, an. officer tp be. aPPOinted for that pnrpose.,
"6. That all moneys 'appropriated for public
· instruction should be paid from the Treasury,
upon the authority, claim, and certificate ,usually
adopted in the Government departments.' "
II' 7..~hat the property "este~ in the Board of
Education (except stich as may have beeIicon· veyed to them by trustees) should bEftra:nsferred
to the Crown, and dealt with as other Crown
land, and that property derived from trustees
should be reconveyed on the oI:iginal trusts.
"8. That a Bill be brought in to repeal the
· said Act, and to give effect to the foregoing
resolutions."

first visited,- was done away'. ~Vlth Imme~hat~ly
• after ·'receipt of··the board~s ·first commuDloatlOn
onl,the subject, nearly twelve months ago, and
that there is now no division of the boy's sch091
into upper and lower schools,. but aU the classes,
four in number,are taught. the subjects of the
board's programme in the same .room and at the
S~Jlle desks; an,d that these ,classe1i .a~~ b;tSed
on p'roficiency, not on social status. The ext~a
subjects are still taught, and extra fees are paId
for them by those children who learn such subjects _ but, with the exception of two boys
learning geometry, the instruction in such subjects is giv:en out~ide th,e, ordinary school-hours.
There is now no curtain in the boy's room, the
practice complained of having b~en discon.tit;l1~ed
and the curtain removed at the tIme the diVISIOn
between the playgrounds .was taken, away. The'
only practice which seems to be objectionable,
and one which may give some colour' to the I submit these resolutions (said Mr.
complaints, ill the fact that history forms a : Fellows), not because I fancy that I have
readin,g lesso~ f9r the elde~ boys who can • any .peculiar aptItude for the subje,ct.
procure the necessary books, and is not therefQre open to all. This practice the' board regards which they embrace, but merely with the
as an irregularity which must be discontinued;" , view of aiding, as far as I possibly can,. in
I

I

I

the attainment of an object whi~h. every
. CORRUPT PRACTIQES BILL.
one, I think, admits to be d~~irableM~. LANGTON moved' for leave ·to namely, the settlement, if possible, onsome
.introduce
Bill for the repression of final basis, of the system of public cducorrupt practices in the Legislature.
, cation to be adopted in this country. I
Mr. KERFERD seconded the motion, do not think that, in dealing with _these
which -vyas agreed to.
resolutions,; or with. those which ... it, .is
The Bill was then brought in, and' read : intended to move as,.an amendment upon
.
a first time.
them, it is ~t all necessary that any political or party feeling should be introduced.
STAMPS BILL.
The question is one which I think may be
Mr. CASEY moved for leave to bring' · discussed ent~relyon its own merits, irrehl a Bill to provide for the collection, by spective of aU' considerations of' party or
means of stamps, of fees payable in the politics. If. I may be permitted to quote
several courts of law and equity, and an expression contained in the Queen's
departments of the public service.
speech from the Throne, at the opeping of
Mr. McCULLOCH seconded the motion, , the Imperial Parliament last year, I would
w:hich was agreed to.
.
ask this Rouse, as Her Maje&ty as.k~~ the
The Bill was then brought in, and read British Legislature, to approach the
a first time~
subject of public education "with a' full
"
appreciation both of its vital importance
YAN YEAN WATER SUPPLY.
and its acknowledged difficulty:" With
The resolution passed in-, committ<;le, on respect to the importance of the ~ubject,
August 26, sanctioning, an expenditure in , it is not necessary for me to make any
ref~'rence to water supply to Melbourne
remark· whatever; with respect to its
arid' its suburb~, was considered .and acknowledged difficulty, -r ".do, not for one
adopted.
moment imagine 'ally-thing that I' c~n
say
on. th~ subject' is likely to ge.t rid of
PUBLIC INSTRUCTION.
that difficulty. It appears to me that. the
:Mr. FELLOW:,S, mQved the following principle involved in the question finds a
res6lutions:.'
'.
.
, s~tisfactQry solution in ~n AC.t which·was
"1. That the Act' for the better maintenance
and establishment of cOlnmon schools' should be , pft,ssed in the colony about ten y~l;trs ago.
I refer to' the Act to' as'sim;ilate \ the _oaths
repealed."
...,.'_
.• , 2. Tha.t the instruction of all'children in
of qualification for office, the preamble of
reading, writing; 'and arithmetic should be en- which declares that "the civil and reforced by law.
'
.
ligious rights and liberties of" all Her
"3. That the selection of the school should
'bf3 left ..to the uncontrolled discretion of paren-ts Majesty's subjects in. Victoria are and
and guardians., .
"
.'
ought to be a.bsolQtel.y eq,ual, irrespective
I

a
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ofthei~.f.aith or form of belief." Now.l , on. :which the Legislature can claim the
ask, .honorable, me,mbers w:he &her that ,aB- I right of interference? I apprehend it. ~s
sertion on the . B,tatute-book is one Which simply ou the same ground that it imposes,
they d.~.sire to give effect ~o;. ~hen dealing under the Public Health Act, on the ocwith this question of education? If they cupiers of dwelling-houses, the obligation
do, .hQw CQmes it that, when a.ny religious of. cleansing their sewers and drains. It.
denc;:)lIlipation b~gjns to assQJ;t its religious may be said that this is putting the quesliberty 'with respect to educatio:t;l, they ar.e tiQnof education in a somewhat low light.
told ,that they shall. not be allowed' to Still,when we s.ee that, with any sens~ of
ex~rcise thaUiberty? Now.any legislation justice and regard for the feelings of
which eS,tablishes a.purely secular system of others, we are absolutely preventeq, Jrom
education, unless with the universal assent establishing anyone uniform system, we
of all denominations in this colony, violates. , must come back to first principles, and ask
the religious liberties of those who differ : uPQn w4at ground we have a. right to infrom it. Sir, I think I may take it for I terfere at all. I submit that the only
granted that no denomination in this : grou.nd upon which legislative interference
CQuntry wants a secular' system ofedQca- : iQ. the matter of education would be justition.. It will no doubt be conceded on all i fied is that it eradicates vice. . Ignorance,
hands that every denomination, differ as ! no .doubt, is a fruitful source of crime. It
it may from other denominations, desires i is only in that aspect, as it appears to me,
a system of religious instruction. If, with I that the Legislature .has any right to
the religious denominations entertaining 'interfere. If ~ man brings np his children
that opinion,' it is proposed to impose a iu perfect ignorance, but at the same time
purely secular system, I. say you v.iolate : in a mapner &tat they will obey the laws
the rights of the denominations. It would, and not commit crimes, I ma.intain that
of course, be an equal injustice to inflict the Legislature has no right to interfere
upon the denominations any kind of re- Ott. aU. If that view of the case be borne
l~gious ·teaching in which they do not
in mind, I apprehend it will go a great
all participate. . If t~e State seeks to way, towards ,disposing of the question,
enforce any kind of . religious teaching and the difficulties which from time to time
at all, it of necessity interferes ;with surround it. That being: as I assume it
some .denominations - those denomina- . to be, the ground upon which State intertions who disapprove or dislike that ference can be justified, the question arises,
teaching. . On the other hand, if it pro- to what extent is that interference proper
hibits all religious instruction, it interferes or allowable under the circumstances? I
with the liberties.of those who think that say that the extent to which it is justifireligion ought to forni.part of all educa- able is the extent only to' which it is
tion .. I submit that we ought.to see how necessary. You are not justified in inthis dilem~a in which the State is placed sisting upon any greater amount of
under these circumstances ca,n be best dealt education than is necessary to make per- .
with .. 1 apprehend that there is a very sons acquainted with· the distinction
simple. way of sofving the difficulty. between right and wrong-that fs, so far
I.think w~ should ask ourselves, upon as the State is concerned. In my opinion
what principle it is that the Legislature it is a matter entirely for parents and
has. 'a right at all to. interfere in the guardians,. in each particular instance, to
matter of education? What right has say what and how children shall be
any. Legislature to interfere with the .taught; and the State has a right to say,
education given in this country. by any, merely as a matter of police, and on no
parent to his child? It appears' to m~ other ground, that children shall be
that there is only one answer to the ques- educated, and to the extent to which the
tion., We do not by. legislation prescribe, State, as a purely secular body, entertains
opinions in common with its subjects, it
a1tho~gh it wa,s done formerly under the
sumptuary laws, what clothes a man should has a right to say what that education
'Wear. Why? Because the matter is one shall be. For instance, it has a right to say
entirely for his own consideration, so long that a child shall read ~nd shall write, but
as he· does not offend against' decency or what it shall read or write, so long as it is
propriety. . So .with: regard ,to, education, in" the English language, is 'a matter of
what right has the State .to. interfere with utter indifference to the State. Whatever
the education which a person desires to may be the system of education which the
give :hjs.el?-il9-f~:t;l1, What is the ground parents think proper to adopt., the State
I
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has no more right to interfere with it than
it has to say at what time people shan-eat,
or what clothes they shall wear. The
limit of interference is the prevention of
crime. I say that is putting the question
on a low ground, but it is necessary to do
this, inasmuch as we cannot establish a
uniform system; and it is necessary to
ascertain by what principle we shall be
guided. Having arrived at the point at
which it must be conceded that no purely
secular system will be Iilatisfactory-on the
contrary, that any system of secular instruction Will be impossible-the question
arises, what shall we do, and how shall
we do it? Now the present system of
public education is a system of centralization. This is contrary to the spirit of'
the time, which tends more .to localization
than centralization. I object to centralization in all shapes - I object to it in
education as well as in other subjects.
There is no reason to suppose that local
efforts, when directed to the purposes of
education, will be less successful than they
haTe been in other matters of practical
importance. Let honorable members recall
the time anterior to the inauguration of
local government, when the local affairs
of every part of the country were
administered by Government ~epart
ments, and compare the state of things
existing then, with the state of things
now, and ask themselves the question
whether local government has not been
far more beneficial, cheaper, and more
satisfactory in every way than the central
system previously in force. I apprehend
that there can be but one answer to
the question. Everyone who visits this
country, whether from the other colonies
or elsewhere, expresses his astonishment
at the works which have been carried on
so largely and so' satisfactorily under our
system of local government. And if the
system operates advantageously in connexion with public works and arrangements for the public health and convenience, why should it not apply equally
well to the purposes of education? But,
. while schools are vested in the present
central board, local bodies are practically
indifferent as to the success of those institutions, and the local population are deprived
of that incentive to the energy and activity
which, if left to their own resources, they
would willingly enter upon in reference
to education. If the Board of Education
were abolished, there need be no difference
in the amount of the State contribution in
]{r.~eUow8.
-
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aid of· schools, but the money would be
applied in It different way. We should
not have the machinery we now have for
dispensing the aid of the State, but the
amount would be applied in aid of local
efforts, and far more successfully than it
is and has been applied under the present
system. At present there is, to begin
with, no competition. Only one school is
allowed in a district unless under certain
circumstances. That is one objection to
the present system. Now I take it that
an arrangement by which additional
schools might be established wherever
they were called for, would lead to a com,petition which .would be a very great
advantage in connexion with any system
of education. It has been said that, if such
a system were inaugurated, there would
have to be a large increase in the number
of inspectors. Well, I can't understand
that; because I do not suppose it will be
necessary for an inspector to go to every
school in each place. An examination of
all the schools in one locality might be
made at one time. That examination
would show parents where the most successful pupils were educated ; and acting
on the ordinary principle observed in
other cases, of getting the best they can
for their money, they would choose that
school the pupils of which invariably
The
passed the public examination.
pupils in a particular neighbourhood might
not be increased, though they might be
scattered over several schools. The statement about additional inspectors being
required appears, therefore, to be utterly
fallacious. One objection to the present
system is its unfairness. A particular
denomination may establish a school in a
particular district, and by so doing all
others are excluded. N ow that is not
giving equal consideration to the rights
and liberties of all. Another evil which
would be got rid of by the abolition of the
centralization system, is the vast amount
of correspondence, and consequent complication, between the central board and
local committees. It has been objected to
my proposition that the making of education compulsory, and not supplying
schools, is a contra.diction in terms. Now
I don't understand this objection. How
are schools in thinly populated districts
maintained now? If they can exist at
present, they can exist if my propos~l is
adopted·. Persons in a locality where it
is impossible to send children to school, of
course, would not be amenable to the
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provisions of any law which made educa- , that any person should be at liberty to set
tion compulsory. The education would himself up as a te~cher without being
be compulsory only in places where authorized or certificated. It is not at all
the means existed of obtaining it. I a necessary consequence of the system
don't mean, by declaring that education which I should like to see inaugurated in
shall be compulsory, that a man who ne- this country, that any person should be at
glects his duty in this respect should be liberty to keep a school without being
treated as if he had committed a criminal qualified for it. There is no reason why
offence. There are plenty of modes by the teachers should not be qualified by
which a person who neglects his duty to examinations and certificates as they are
the State in the matter of education, could at present. Other objections which have
be dealt with-for instance, by depriving been made to the system appear to me also
him of all municipal privileges, pro- to be of a very trivial kind. It is said
hibiting him from voting, and disqualifying that there is nothing mentioned about
him from holding certain offices-but, ventilation. That is a matter of detail
whatever the details might be, no one can which may be dealt with in the same way
suppose that I would suggest that these as similar subjects are dealt with under
disabilities should be imposed on persons the Pub1ic Health Act. Moreover, what
who could not educate their children, has the State to do with that matter? If
simply for the reason that they had no I choose to sleep in an unventilated room,
means of complying with the law. It what has the State to do with that? It
would be absurd to do anything of the is a matter for my own concern merely.
kind. The punishment must be limited But if I choose to keep my room in a conentirely to those cases in which persons dition in which it is likely to become a
have the means at their disposal, and don't nuisance to my neighbours, by reason of
choose to avail themselves of it. In that the infectious and contagious diseases
aspect of the case, I see no difficulty what- which it may propagate, then the State
ever. If the State has the right to in- has a right to interfere. Short of that,
terfere in the matter of education at all, it however, the State has no right to. interhas the right only on the ground which I fere. Another objection urged against the
have set forth; and, if it has the right to proposed system is that it will cause deinterfere to that extent, it has the right nominational strife and contention. That
and almost a corresponding duty to I deny. Is there any denominational
enforce the observance of its directions • strife 01' contention now, between the
. If the State has a right to interfere, it has different religious denominations, on the
a right to say that its interference shall be subject of their religious worship? They
attended with certain ·consequences. If it may differ, as no doubt they do, to
insists on education-if it makes any pro- a great extent; but I deny that in this
vision for it in any shape whatever - it country there is the slightest strife
should make persons avail themselves of amongst them. I ask any man whether
it to the extent to which the State is he is not at perfect liberty, or whejustified at all in interfering in the matter. ther he knows anyone who is not at
I can see no objection whatever to com- perfect liberty, to go unmolested to any
pulsory education. In point of fact, any place of worship in the country he thinks
.person who objects to it is obliged to go fit? When we see that in a matter of
the length of saying that the State has this kind there is neither religious strife
no right to interfere at all, because I can nor contention, why should we expect it
draw no diAtinction in principle between to arise in the matter of education? It
prescribmg a limited extent of education has also been said that the denominaand enforcing it. Another objection has tions would not unite under a new
been made with regard to the teachers. system. Why not? It is simply a
It is said that, under the system I propose~ question of liberty. If they like to unite
anybody may establish a school. I am in any school they can do so: it is pronot prepared to say ~hat that is an objec- posed that they shall have the power to
tion, or that, if it be one, it is not one do it. It is a matter of complete, unwhich will cure itself. Even admitting controlled liberty. I apply this principle·
the difficulty, I do not think it is insur- to all denominations-to all people-in
mountable. It is not, however, a necessary this country. I say that they may have
pR.rt of any system of education which their children educated as they please;
will leave people to their own resources but education they must have in Bome
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VllJ.y; and the ~xtent' of 'education which,
t4e: State, requ-ir~s, :is that they shall be.
enabled to Q.iscriminft,te betweeJ;l,right at;l..d
wrong. Beyond that the State has no
right to interfere. Why shoul,d we anticipate anything like denominational strife
and contention? It exists to a certain,
extent under the present systeI;ll, because,
as I' have already said, there, is very
frequently a race as to who f;lhall establis4
the first school in a particular place. To
that, e~tent the evil does ,exist ;, but, under
a new system, by ,which every person is,
left to walk in his own way, as he thinks
fit, ,there will be. no inducements to,start a
school prematurely; and if there are'only
sufficient meallS for supporting one school
in a pla~e, wby no one will ,be fool enough
to start a second, un less he thinks he can
cut out the other' by supplying a bett~r.
article for the same money; for, after all,
it is in a commercial point of view that
the matter will be looked, at. 'A difficulty
has also been suggested as to the mode in
wllich it is propos,ed that the teachers
should,' be remunerated. It is said that
_making the salary of the teacher, depend
entirely on,results would be very unfair.
But that o1;>jection seems to suppose that
the standard under which payment, by
results is now made would be the standard
under the new system.: It would not necessarily be the same at aU. Any teacher,
whether, certificated or otherwise, who
could bring a number of pupils up to the
standard required by law, would be entitled
to t4e capitation allowance; and therefore
to make his salary or remuneration depend
on results would not be unfair. It appears
to me "to be a totally unfounded objection.
The results of a teacher's labours could be
easily ascertained. A skilled inspector
could soon determine whether a child who
had been educated for a .year had obtained
the'amount of proficiency which he ought
to have done under ordinary circumstances; and so in regard to children who
had been two or three years at school, or
a longer period. As to the question of
fees, it is not necessary to deal with, that
Bubject. They may be left precisely
where they are. These are the objections
, which'appear to me to have been made to
the system which I propose. I don't 'think
that they are of any' weight' at all ; but,
ev:.en if ~hey are ,valid, what have we got
to set against them?' I say that ,we have
to set against them' something of, more
value and importance, namely, civil and
religious liberty; for it really comes to
Mr. Fellows.

that. W4ate.'ver discussiQn, may take plac~,
O,t;l ,these r~E!<.>lutions, you, cannot separate,
the qllestion,fr,om the principte'which"YQW
: have ,;inserte~ .ir;l the lJ preamble, o( the
Religious' Equality Ac~, which, J ~rust t4e
, House will hQnestly sllPpprt ~nd a'J?ide by.
If they" do, I ask ,how. they are: to gj:ve,
: effl.9acy. to a l3ystem ofre~iginus liberty
when t4ey deny to ,persons of any single
den()~inatipu ,the priyilege of ,edp-c,~tiJlg
their. children in tb,e D,lqde in whieh that.
religion dictates to them? w'lIen Qnce
y<;>u say ~l;tey ,!Shall not d~ so, yo~ interfere.
with religious lil;>~rty~ jl;ls.t.af1'mpch aj:J you:
w.ould ~nterfere' with c~vil 'libertyjf yOlJ.
told a man what, clothes' he ,was' to: w~~r
or what food. he was: to eat.. This matter;
of course, has been :dealt with in Englf\p,d,.
under very different circu:tnstances. from
what we, find ourselves pla~ed, iI\ in ,this
country. I believe that the Pdvy Couilcil
scheme Waf! inaugurated 'about"lS89~, , It
waBan essential part of the schettl~ at that
time that every school. supported, by the
State 'should be 'connected with some denominatiop,,. and up :to the :present; tim~
that is f!till ,in ,·force, ~hQ.ugh.it is not,
always carried 'out.. ' For instance, it was
the practice of the Privy Council, wher~
ever there was ,only one school'~n a parish
to which, they gave assistance, to jp.sert a
clause, which they called a, conscjenc~
c~ause", very similar to the provis,ioll,;, in '
our Act requiring. ~four hours secplar
instr,uction per day. But when~ :there
were. two schools.'· or m,ore in , a ,pa~ij3h
receiving aid, they did not. deem it
necessary to enforce that clause" ·becaUse
it was considered that more than one
school being open to all would be .sufficient,
and tha.t in such a case, it would I not be
necessary to impose tho restriction. • The
conscience clause provided that-'k

. "The managers of the scho:ol -shall be'bound
to make such orders as shall provide for, p.dmit:'
ting to the ben!31its of the school th~ children of
parents not in 'commuriion with the Church of
England as by. ;law established; 'but such proers
shall b,e, copfined to the ex~.niption of such
children; if their parents de~ire it,.fr~;attend.
ance at public wor~hip and from iiistru~tion in
the doctri~es .or formularies of the Said 'church,
and shall not' otherwise interfere . with. the religious teaching of the' schola.rs.'" '. , , ' . ,

In a country, where there is 'an' established
church the, ·question ,of educ~tiop. ,ds
pedlaps attended with 'great~J) difficqlties
than',it is in a country where .the"State
recognises no"religion at, all. ( Therefore to
this extent, -we a,re in·a superior position
to that occupied by the mother country.
We baT'o uo State church, of any kind to
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interfere with ~s .....Su.ch being the case,
an~ .' th~ li!:>~rtYDr. .. all classes being
re~og!lised, by the State,. it i~ utterly im:possib~e for the GDvernment· tD attempt
to enf~rce any .syste~ ~f education which
shall meet w.ith the approbation of all
classes if· it incl~de~ religiou~ teaching,
becaQseitwillatonce be said that it is establishing a State chu~ch or something in connexion with. it. It caDJlot establish
a purely secular .sY:Bte!D 'of edu.~ation,
because that is distasteful to all denominations; it cannot establish 8 combined
system,. because that would be enforcing
the religion of one denomination upon
another ;.but it can say that, if certain
denominations can so easily reconci1~ their
differences as to be able to co-operate in
any system, the State won't interfere with
their dOIng anything of the kind. In
other ~words the State may'sayr-"'We'
require a certainamoullt of education;
we will examine the children you bring
to. us, whether they come from denominational schools, or from schools purely
secular,.Qr from,combined schools, and so
long as they attain ~ certain standard we
will ~~, satisfied.'.' It appears to me .that.
this ie all the State can do. As' to the
establishment of a, system which is to be
presided over by a Minister of Education, 1
apprehend that that is unnecessary. In
England such an .officer would be in a
gifferellt position from wh/itt he would be
}:lere, simply by reason of the connexion
o( phurch and State. But in thisc(;mntry;
wher~ there is nothing of the kind, why
do you want any Minister of Education?
All t~at is requireJ: ~s ~ mere matter of
departm~D;tal wor~ for the Treasury. If
you p'as~ a law by whiqh you require all
c~ild.ren:·to be ·~ducated, if. you h~ve inspectors ~o see that... that law i.s compljed
with, or to report cases .Qf omission so
that· they cap be dealt with under the
Act, 'Yhat~ver: itja provisions may' be,
you don't; want I:\ny further direction ~ the
mat~~r of educ~tio!l. Any further attempt
to control or direct the educatwn of the
c'ountry would be an interference' with
civil and religious liberty. It ~ppears to
me that, if these ,resolutions were passed,
t~e Stat~ ,wquld mete out equal justice to
all~ .. It wQuld not giVe' any preference or
pr~ority.to one denominatipn over another.
It would put them .aU on the same footing,
ttnd) moreoy.er, it· would put. them on a
footing to which they woulq. not offer the
~lightest .objection. . As a matter of police
-putting it on the very lowest ground-
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the State is justified in interfering; nnd,
to the extent to which it is justified in
intel:fering, it has a right to see- that its
interference is effective. Whatever mode
may be adopted to enforce Its interference
is' a matter of detail. The State has a
right ·to insist that children shall be educated. The present Act does not enable
this system to be carried .out. It is over,centralized, and it interferes too much
with local bodies.. .Therefore,.in the first
resolution, I propose that the Act shall be
repealed, because, unless it is repealed, it
is impossible to give effect to the proposal
for the compulsory education of all children
by their parents, in any way they please,
, under any religious training they think fit,
and without any interference whatever on
· the part of the State. I should like to
· know what are the objections to the
system? We cannot have a system in
· which all will agree, if any kind of reli· gious teaching is to be adopted; we cannot have a purely secular system, because,
by so doing, we should offend the consciences of very many persons.
We
cannot have a pure~y' religious sy&tem ..of
education, we cannot have a purely: se~u,lar
system, we cann.ot have a .comb.ined
system-then what are we tD dQ} Discard them all, and allow parents to educl;l.te
their children in any way they thi1;tk fit.
Let the State ~ay-" We insist on education as a matter of police, bu~' beyond
that we will not go; we will .regard the
civil and religious rights and liberties of
all Her Majesty's subjects in. Victoria,
and put them on a footing of ~bsolute
equality." After all, it is a question of
civil and religious liberty only. In DO
other aspect can this question be dealt
with. These are no new ideas of mine.
They h,aye been in my possession upwards
of two years. It appears to me that the
only solution of the difficulty is to recognise the civil and religious rights of all,
by ignoring aU-by putting all.' on the
same footing; and, while you do that,
insist, as a l~eturn :(or tbeprivilege, or
rather the liberty, .of all persons educating
t4eir children in any way they ple~s~, that
they shall gi va 'that amount of education
which the State, ae a s~cular body, has a
right to insist ~hall be obtained by all its
constit~entportions. A secular Gov~rn-:
ment has 8 right to insist on secular instruction-on a certain amount of it-hut
it has no right to insist on the mode in
which that instruction shall be obtained,
Dr whether it is coupled with any kind of
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religious education. These are the views
I entertain, and, entertaining them, I beg
to move the adoption of the resolutions.
Mr. DUFFY seconded the motion.
Mr. HIGINBOTHAM.-Mr. Speaker,
I differ very strongly from the honorable
and learned member who has moved these
resolutions, both in some of the principles
he has laid down on which legislation on
this subject should, in his opinion, be
based, and also in the practical conclusions
which he is willing to adopt. But I think
that the House and the public are indebted to the honorable and learned
member, for bringing this subject before
Parliament-a subject which is always
one giving rise to painful and angry discussions, and certainly a subject which
presents no attractions to individual members who have not cast upgn them the
responsibility of office. I thank the
honorable and learned member for introducing the subject; and I entirely concur
with the first resolution which he has proposed. I believe there are very few members
of this House who will not agree with the
honorable and learned member in thinking
that the Common Schools Act should not
be amended-not altered-but absolutely
repealed. The honorable and learned
member has said that, in his opinion, there
are few grave objections to the existing
system.. That appears to me to be slightly
inconsistent with his proposal to repeal
the present system; but I believe that,
the more we look at this question, the
more satisfied we shall all be that the existing system is open to very grave
objections of very various kinds. Sir, I
wonder if there is a member of this
House who could answer the first elementary questions which would be put by a
stranger visiting the colony, about the
condition of education in this country. I
venture to believe that there is not a man
in this country who either could answer,
or has the means of answering, questions
which would be put by an intelligent
stranger who desired to ascertain the
rudiments of the state of education in
Victoria. Four years ago a very distinguished inspector of schools was Bent
from England, by the Model Schools
Commission, to Canada and the United
States, to examine the state of education
in those countries.
Suppose such a
person were sent to Victoria, what would
be the questions that he would ask? In
the first instance, with the view of gaining some rudimentary knowledge of the
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subject which he was sent to investigate, I
suppose he would ask-" What aid does
the ~Hate give to education in Victoria ?"
And to that question a very definite
answer could be given. He would be told
that we have built nnd munificently endowed a University, for the children of
those classes who do not require to be
assisted. He would be told further that
we have given, for the benefit of the
children of the same classes, very rich sites
for grammar schools, both in Melbourne
, and in other parts of the country; and he
would also be told that we give, year by
year, about one-eighteenth part of our
annual income for the purpose of promoting
primary education in the common schools.
Now I think he would be startled with
that information. I think he would be
disposed to say-" You Victorians must
be a very wise people. In England, with
all the older civilization of the mother
country, with all the more pressing claims
upon the Government and the Legislature,
. arising out of the existence of a pauper
and a criminal class-trained up, bred,
born, in poverty and crime-only ahout
one eighty-fifth part of the national income
is applied to the same purpose." " I suppose," I think he would say, " there
can hardly be one child in Victoria who
is not receiving the elements of a good and
sound education." Well, sir, I venture
to assert that there is no man in this
country. who could answer the question
implied in the last observation, or could
tell him, with anything approaching to
accuracy, how many children are receiving
aid in the common schools of Victoria, or
with anything like sufficient accuracy how
many children' there are in Victoria who
req uire to be taught. About three years
ago the royal commission of which I had
the honour to be a member, when it
first addressed itself to the consideration
of this question, framed certain heads of
inq uiry and submitted those heads to the
witnesses who were invited to attend before the commission, in order that they
might prepare themselves with the information which the commission desired to
obtain. The first subject which the commission desired to be informed about was
the number of children in the schools, and
the number of children in Victoria who
ought to be at school. The· RegistrarGeneral (Mr. Archer), who was then also
a member of the Board of Education, was
asked this question; and I think the
House will agree with me that the
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commissioners could not have applied to a
more competent or a more able authority
than the Registrar-General. He was asked
-" How many children are there at the
common schools in this country?" He said
-and his reply was corrected down to the
end of the year 1866-that there were
73,000 children on the rolls of the common
schools. He added that about two-thirds of
that number-between 50,000 and 60,000
-were in average attendance at the schools.
We asked him-" How many scholars are
there in attendance at private schools?"
His answer was that 11,878 scholars attended at private schools, anum bel' at which
he arrived from returns furnished him by
collectors whom he sent over the country
every year. The numbers in both common schools and private schools were thus
about 85,000 at that time. We asked him
_I' How many children are there within
the ages of instruction, as they are generally supposed.to be, from five to fifteen?"
And his answer was-" The result of my
estimate is that there are 170,000 who are
of an age to go to a school-either an
infant, primary, or grammar school." The
commission thought long and pondered well
over these numbers, and it seemed to them
that the result was a very unsatisfactory one.
It showed that while we were expending a
sum larger-far larger-than is expended
in any country in the world, according to
the number of the population-An HONORABLE MEMBER.-No.
Mr. HIGINBOTHAM.-It is my impression that we have been spending a
larger sum, in proportion to the population,
than is expended in any other country in
the world, for the promotion of education,
and yet we have only succeeded in bringing within the range of the system of
school eduration in this country about half
of the children who ought to be receiving
the benefits of it. We endeavoured to
compare the results in Victoria with the
results in the mother country. We found,
indeed, that neither at the Education·office
]]or at the Registrar-General's office had
care been taken to obtain the latest statistical returns of English education; but,
judging as best we could from the latest
returns that· we could procure, we came
to the conclusion that the 8tate of education in Victoria was not more advanced
than it is in England, while we were
certainly paying a far larger amount, in
the hope of obtaining a sound system of
primary instruction. The conclusions or
deductions which the commissioners drew
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from these figures have not, I believe,
been disputed; but the figures themselves
have not only been disputed, but absolutely denied; and from that time down
to the present statistical information has
been from time to time presented to the
public which shows, to my mind, that
there is really no means of ascertaining
in this country, at the present time, how
many children are enjoying the benefits of
instruction in common schools, and. how
many there are who ought to enjoy them.
The commission authorized me to introduce a Bill to this House embodying their
views, and when that measure came to be
read a second time, I own that I was completely confounded by a statement then
made by three- honorable members of the
House-one of whom alone is now in the
House, namely, the honorable member for
West Melbourne (Mr. Langton)-who all
stated that the figures upon which the
commissioners had founded their conclusions were totally erroneous. I will ask the
House to ponder for a moment on those
figures. The House will remember that the
Registrar-General had told the commissioners that, up to the end of I ~66, 73,000
children were on the rolls of the common
schools in this country, and about twothirds of that number were in average
attendance. The honorable members to
whom I refer, and who I afterwards discovered drew their information from the
very same source-the Registrar-General
and certain other officers of the Board of
Education-from which the commissioners
had derived their information, stated that
these figures were all a delusion, and that
the actual number of children receiving
education in the common schools was
not 73,000, but 122,073. I own that
I was completely astounded by that
statement, and not perhaps least of all by
what now seems to me the audacity of the
odd numbers. There is a proverb that
"Deception lurks in generalities," but I
think that perhaps a more effectual system
of deception is attained when particulars
which cannot be criticised, and cannot be
corrected, are very minutely given. These
figures were explained by one of those
honorable members in this way. He said
122,073 children were passing in and out
of the schools, whose attendance is not
sufficiently long to justify it being said
they are permanently on the rolls. That
was the only explanation vouchsafed at
the time, and I confess I could not understand, and have never since understood,
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what wa~ meant by it. Subsequently, in·
the report 'of the Bon.rd of Education for·
the follo~ing year, the 'board attempted. to
explain· and' justify these largely increased
inimbers '; but~ I will own that, from the
report!:6f the board ulso, I was wholly'
unable 'to understand upon what principle'
this increase in the number of children
attEmdtng ·common schools was based.
The ·presidentof the board' (Sir JamesPalmer), in the year 1868, on the speech
day, at the central schools, referred to the'
saine subject, and he explained these
additional' numbers by a very imposing
title, but'which still left me in the dark as'
to the principle upon which the numbers
had been framed. He said it was all
owing to, the' doctrine of "interstitial
change";'" and, as that honorable gentleman, explained this high sounding and, I
believe; previously utterly unknown doctrine, . I confess I can only understand it
to mean: this~that if a parent sends his
children "to .twel ve different common:
schools in the course of one 'year, the!
Board of Education· is entitled to say, at .
the end of the year, that twelve 'children,
and not one, have been educated ,In the·
common schools of Victoria. I will ask
the House again to return to the figures.
At the time the Bill was before the House
certain bodies in this community opposed
it with· great bitterness and zeal. It was
extremely:expedient for them at that time;
to endeavour to show that the conclusions'
of the commissioners, and the figures upon
which those conclusion's had been arrived
at, were' altogether wrong.' Accordingly
we find that the number of children on the
rolls was raised from ,73,000 to 122,073
on the occasion of the second reading ;
but in the following year, on the speech
day, at the central schools, when the
same urgent necessity no longer existed,
Sir James Palmer announced that 111,199
distinct individual children were borne on
the rolls for the preceding year. Now
this was a remarkable reduction, and it
does not appear how the doctrine of inter, stitial changes either led to or required
this correction of the figures. But I find,
in the last report of the board, that these
numbers are further corrected. What
does the House think is now the opinion
of the Board of Education respecting the
number of children deriving the ,benefits
of the common schools ,? That 10 l,925
children attended the common schools
during the year 1868.
Mr. MACKAY.--...:No. '
I
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Mr. HIGINBOTHAM'.-I have taken
these numbers from the report, .and I
believe'that I have copied:them cofrectly.
If I 'am wrong, I' shaU:be corrected': I
state the ',precise numbers ih 'order :that\I
may be corrected if' l:·am wrong, because
I am perfectly aware that I ,am :stating
facts-what I believe to be facts--that are
not creditable to the administration of
education in this country. If the figures
are erroneous they· ought to be 'corrected.
I have taken them from the statistical
table in page 8, in the column headed..1.o...
"Total humber of scholars whose-names
have appeared 'on the rolls, .corrected' for
attendance' at more" than one schooL"
This is not all.' t The House
remember
that the commissioners' were told by-,the
Registrar-General that 'the number' of
scholars attending private schools' in the
year 1866 was -11,878. There is ver,y
little attention paid ,tot~e numbers atte~d
ing private schools. These figures do not
receive much criticism. In the year 1868
Sir James Palmer, on the same occasion
to which I referred, 'stated, with prof~~e
liberality offigures~ that at· that 1ihlie
about 16,000 scholars were in attendance
at private schools, instead o,f 1l,()OO,~s
'previously stated. And in the i'~pOl·t of
the Board of Education for last year,
which has been' lately' printed and
published, ' the b9ard inform' the publie
that they are enabled, by the kindness df
the Registrar-General; to inform the com'tnunity that"22,4'19 scholars 'atten'ded at
private schools at the beginning of 1869.
The figures' which 'have"1;hus been-oorrected at the one end are also corrected
at the other ;' whether they' are amendeu
-or not I will not say. The -RegistrarGeneral told the commissionerS' that ,he
estimated the n·umber of children within
the school ages in 1866 to be 170,000.
The Board of Education, in their report
for last year, state, on information derived
from the ~egistrar-General,· that, the
estimated number of children 'within the
school ages during the last year was
166,907. This last statement certainly
involves a very curious statistical fact if
-it be a fact. I believe that the popUlation
-the adult population-of this colony has
considerably increased within the last few
years; and is it not altogether n strange
and almost incredible thing that; while the
whole population of, the colony has largely
increased, the number of children within
the school ages has, if anythirig, diminished?
I own that I do not 'profess 'either-to
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:tinderstand or to have ascertained with any the common schools in this coun.try more
than double the salary - the average
~pp~oach to accuracy what is the state of
education in the common· schools of this salary-which is paid to the teachers of
country at the present time. 1 do n·ot similar schools in the mother country. I
desire' to charge unjustly eithel! the·Regis .. for one do not. regret the high rate of
-trar-General 011 the Board of Education; sabl.ry paid.to common school'teachers.. I
but certainly :when :figures are printed own that I look upon the office of fI. teachei'
and p'Ublished from·· both' those sources, , 'as one of the. highest that. exists in tho
for the infortnationof the' public, 'and, country, looking to it~ effects and looking
as ·1 venture to· think, for the 'delusion to the character of the occupation in which
~f,' our 'countrymen at hQme,' to whom
the man is· engaged; and, instead' of
we· are 'very fond of bbMting of our diminishing, I would gladlY'increase the
edu'mitional progress, I think that in pay of the common school teachers in this
country. ,But certainly' when the· State
Parlia~ent those· figures deserve to be
pays a high salary to' an official' performin'g
eo~pI11'ed, and, if they cannot be rendet'ed
consistent with· themselves,. they deserve high functions, it" is at least entitled to see
to be explai~ed by those who can 'explain .that he is qualified to f\llfil his functionsthem. ' , I theref~re,atl1 of opinion that the that he receives a' sufficient training, and
fact of our ignorance '·ofthecondition of that he comes with sufficient guarantees.
education in this country ifl' of itself 'one This 'question of his efficiency is not one
of the strongest g'tonnds fbr 'believing that . to be left to hap-hazard and accident" as
virtually it fs at the present time. At
~he~tesen1r.systeI!l oughtto be changed.
tr'here 'al'e,howevet, other facts; not rest- present it is the opinion of· many ·friends
tng'·iIpon fallacious figures, but UpOh ·th~ of education in ,this country that the class
reliable' evidence .of perBon~' acquainted of teachers is gradually, yet rapidly, de'With, the' subject, which .also: point to the teriorating, and that in a very short time
Bame conclusion ... It' is}adrttit~ed by· every there: will be no competent and qualified
one· who has 'any acqtiaint'an~e with the teachers' ·to teach in our common'schools.
ccindit-ionof educat'i011' in,this country-T Why this? What is· the cause of the
believe ;1 m!ty say this without Teser~e unnecessary 'number of our common
that the· 'number of primary· schools in schools? W'hat is the cause of the absence of all provision for training teachers?
Victo~ia is larg'~lyin·excess of t~e wants
of ·the population it[ l:\rge towIiS, and that I· do not hesitate to say that it is owing,
~his uI!necessary ;nUlt:l,ber .
schools' is not not to State interference, but to the :inon1y··an . unnecessary- cost to the country, terference of religious denominations.
but operates,·directly in' reduciJ?g the cha'- This is a fact which. not one clel'gymail
will deny if you press him home. If you
ra~ter'and quality 'of ,the education given.
in th'(!ise .schools.' There is- 'another fact 'ask ·why it is that the board cannot put
which: is ·also-·ad~itted by '~u 1 per~ons who down the excessive number of common
are"p,ractically"acqriairlted· ~th the' [con:' schools-compel them to amalgamate-the
dItiori 'of education; name'ly, that' there answer would be this. " They have got
is·,noa,dequate' provision whateveri-none, the legal authority, but they have not got
that 'deserves the name...:..:.for the in- the power to do it; they cannot do it.
struction . ·of the' teachers of common They are a body not really responsible,
schools.
N ow although the honorable and they have not got the public support
and l~arned membet for' St. Kilda '(Mr. which responsibility always brings, as
'Fellows} dislikes- ·centraliiation, ' and' al- , well as the criticism ·which it entailg.
thouglihe tlesires to establish a: system oj , They have not got the power which prowhich -: centralization will be avoided, the : ceeds from' responsibility, and not· being
very system: }VhichhEi 'proposes, a~ he -has! invested with the power proceeding from
. exp~ai:Ii.ed it; ·contemplates; or' at least is responsibility, they cannot overcome· the
not :inconsistent with, a State supcl'vision opposition offered by all the religious
for the education of teachers; and indeed denominations combined to any effectual
it' 'j's p·erfectlj .plain tHat any 'system ot': organization of· our common sohools."
public education whatever:,' in order· td :be -We have given the denominations !3ite~
efficient, cannot dls~gatd tp.e qualifications I for schools all over the country with a
or: those" who are ·to •teach the children. liberal hand. No denomination, of course,
Well! s~~, w~ have not got any provision, will part with'· its school land, and each is
deser\'Tng,the naine'. for' the inst~uction' of ' unwilling, to give up the school grant.
teadiers, although 'we ·'paythe teachers ·in ' Why:? Because, ,then' it& next' ~nn\:u\l
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balance-sheet would show a certain un- of the law. And it was this, in my humble
favorable comparison with that of other judgment. The members of the Board of
denominations. They are committed to a Education have been avowedly appointed
in deference to the wishes of the various
deadly rivalry with one another.
religious denominations, and selection has
Mr. FELLOWS.-No.
Mr. HIGINBOTHAM.-Well, sir, it been made of the persons who enjoyed the
is a fact. It is a disagreeable one to be confidence and were recommended by the
stated, and still more so to be ~ontem different religious bodies. The Common
plated; but it is nevertheless a fact that Schools Act undoubtedly requires that no
they are committed to a rivalry with one two members of the Board of Education
another, and that the effect of that rivalry shall belollg to one religious denomination;
is that, while they can all combine to en- "but it does not require that any member
deavour to secure for the whole of them of the board shall belong to any religious
grants from the State, they do not combine denomination. I confess that, seeing the
for the purpose of economizing the appli- great and dangerous influence which the
cation of the State funds for the purpose. denominations exercise over the members
of educating the people. And what, sir, of their choice, and through them over the
is the cause of the negleCt of all provision whole of the members of. the board, I
for a school for training teachers.? Just believe that this Act, if it is to remain on
the same. I t is the connexion of the de- our statute-book, can never be effectually
nominations with the State system of or properly administered until the Chief
education. It is supposed that in a train- Secretary goes to that column in the census
ing school for teachers it is necessary to returns headed "no denomination," and
have some provision for the religious looks there for persons to appoint as memtraining of the teachers. The denomina- bers of the board. This mistake, as I
tions cannot agree upon any system. Not believe it to be, on the part of the
one of them will allow the teachers in the Government, has been followed-I do not
.training of its own denomination to go to say it in the way of complaint-most
a school in which religious teaching of naturally by the boft.rd themselves. The
another denomination will be given- Government have appointed commissioners
naturally enough. But they will not only in deference to the denominations, and the
not consent to that-they will not con- commissioners, in deference to the same •
sent to any system of general religious powers, have yielded up their functions to
teaching upon points upon which they are the heads of the denominations. As we
all agreed. They are actually afraid lest were informed by the honorable and learned
the teachers of their own community member for Vqliers and Heytesbury the
should become imbued with the tenets of other evening, the board have, in courtesy
some of the competing denominations; to the religious denominations, handed
and, influenced by that fear, they combine over the appointment of the members of
to prevent the establishment in this coun- the local committees to those gen~lemen.
Mr. McDONNELL.-What I said aptry of that wliich I venture to assert
is the greatest and most necessary want plied to one denomination only. It was'
for educatio~ in this country-an efficient allowed in deference to one body-the
school for training teachers for common Roman Catholic body-as an act of courschools. Well, sir, all these things have tesy, and not as a legal right. It was
existed under the Common Schools Act, restricted to that body alone.
Mr. HIGINBOTHAM.-If it is rewhich the honorable and learned member
now proposes to repeal; but I am bound stricted to that body alone, the complaint
to say that I believe these evils are not becomes the more grave. Have the Board
entirely owing to legislation on the subject, of Education handed over their powers to
and that they are owing, in some degree the head of one religious body, and not to'
at all events, to the adII}inistration of this the heads of other religious bodies? I
Act as well as to its provisions. I will hope not, and I will venture to add, I
say, in the presence of my honorable friend, believe not. I believe that the board have
the Chief Secretary, that I believe his impartially given up their powers to the
Government-which first undertook the heads of all religious denominations.
Mr. McDONNELL.-I ask the induladministration of this Act, and which has
been in office almost the whole time that gence of the House for a moment to exthe Act has been in operation-committed plain what I said when I last had the
a very grave mistake in the administration honour to speak on this subject. It'raa
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this. The committees of vested schools are applicable to this subject, and he,
are appointed by the Board of Education, in effect, charges all those who differ
.and by the board only; but, in the case of from his views with a willingness to violate
non-vested schools, the board, as an act of the principles of either civil or religious
courtesy, before making any appointment, liberty, or of both. Now J venture to
submits the name of the candidate to the say that he is not justified in charging
recognised head of the Roman Catholic those who differ from the denominabody, if the school is connected with that tional views entertained by him with
denomination. The matter is referred to want of friendship or regard for the
in the report of the Board of Education principles of civil and religious liberty.
for 1866, p. 27.
I will tell him that I assent as heartily as
:Mr. HIGINBOTHAM.-I don't think he does to the principles contained in the
that I misstated the observations of the preamble of the Act he refers to. Having
honorable and learned member.! cer- listened to him attentively, I am unable to
tainly understood that the courtesy which imagine any system of education which
he says has been extended to the head of may be adopted by the representatives of
one body has been extended to the heads the people in Parliament which can be
of other religious denominations, and I considered to be a violation of civil and
complain of the extension of it to any. religious liberty, provided it is not the enThe Common Schools Act gives power forced teaching of the religious dogmas
to the board to approve of or appoint peculiar to any religious sect upon the
local committees, and, if my memory children of parents who do not belong to
serves me, these ambiguous words, "ap- that sect. He asks-" What right have
prove of or appoint," in two different we to interfere with" the religious teaching
sections, were inserted for the purpose of of children?" J will ask him-cc What
enabling the board to accept existing obligation is there on the State to concommittees, under the power of approval, tribute to the religious teaching of
and, in regard to future appointments, children ?"
that they should have the power, and of
Mr. FELLOWS.-None.
Mr. HIGINBOTHAM.--Then if that
course the duty consequent on that power,
of appointing them. I fear that they be so why does the honorable and learned
have not exercised that power in the case mem bel' propose a system by which existof non-vested schools, and that is my ing denominations shall receive a subsidy
complaint. For the reasons, therefore, for giving their children religious instructhat I have given, I entirely concur in tion? I venture to believe that so long
the first of the resolutions which have as a State abstains from attempting to
been moved by the honorable and learned enforce religious dogmas peculiar to any
member. But then, after we have decided religious denomination upon children of
that point, there remains. the question, parents who do not belong to it, the prinwhat system we propose to establish in ciples of civil and religious liberty are
its room.
The honorable and learned respected by the State, and to that extent
member has laid down certain principles the duty of a State in a country like this
which I venture to think, if they are is undeniable and cannot be questioned.
acted upon and recognised, must result in It is monstrous to think that a State should
the decision that the State shall not in enforce religious notions upon children
any way interfere with religious or secular whose parents do not believe in them. I
instruction. The honorable and learned am not aware that such 8 proposition has
member has said that any State which been made either in the Legislature or out
establishes a secular system of education of it. Certainly the res01ution which I
must establish religious education also; am about to submit to the House, by way
and yet he proposes a purely secular of amendment upon the propo~itions of the
honorable and learned member, does not
system himself.
vi01ate that principle. In fact it exactly
Mr. FELLOWS.-No.
Mr. HIG INBOTHAM.-He does nl)t accords with the honorable gentleman's
propose to confine his allowance merely proposition, for he says that a State is at
to denominational teachers. He asserts liberty to provide education just so far as
that it is the duty of the State to con- is necessary and no further. I would venfine itself to the purely secular system. ture to say that a university education is
The honorable and learned member has not necessarily an interference on the
laid down principles which, in.his opinion, part of the State; but the honorable and
VOL. VII.-6 K
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learned member, to be consistent,. should '
have the University Act repealed, for
it provides for the secular instruction' of
those whom it 'is not the duty of the
State to educate.' Now, I ask, does the
prin'ciple of providing secular instruction
only, by a system under the State;interfere
with the civil or religious liberty of any:'
body? If money be given by others, and
if a subsidy be given for teaching reading,
writing, and arithmetic to those who need
it, 'it is not an interference with civil and
religious liberty to have inspectors appointed by the State' to see that they are
properly instructed. Now, the honorable
and learned member has proposed a system
which is, at all events, a perfectly ~ovel
system of public education. That might
not, perhaps, be a fatal objection to it if it
could be recommended upon other grounds.
But I think it will be admitted that the
obvious and immediate effect of this system,
if adopted, will be to put an end to what
is known as the' national system and to
establish ·the denominational; or what is
known, in' the Common Schools Act as the
denominational element, in its place~ The
denominational schools have this great
advantage over others-that they' have
teachers they have already employed, and
hav:e ,been already provided with land
by the State, and' are upheld by private
contributions. In this respect they stand
in a position of great advantage as compared with private teachers, or any system
which, the State merely subsidizes, It
seems to· me that in itself" is a fatal objec ..
tion'to the scheme proposed by the honor.
able and learned member. We have already
tried the denominational system and it has
failed. We have tried it and the national
system separated; we have tried'it combined one with the other; but both systems
have failed. All parties desire some new
system; but it would be going back, I consider, if we wete now_ to do away with the
national system' and re-establish the old
denominational system in another form.
Mr! ,FELLOWS.~I do not want to do
away with it.
Mi'.;·HIGINBOTHAM.- Well, it 'is
propo~ed to vest the property in the State, '
for public purposes; and I do not know '
how the national system of education is to '
, exist after the national schools have been
done ,away with. I do not see how it can
be affirmed that the national system will
not be abolished by the adoption of the
, rneasure propo~ed. Sir, I take it, the
honorable and learned member's real object
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by these resolutions is one' with which·
I confess I hav.e'a strong 'and deep sympathy. The honorable and learned membel' desires that the young persoEls of this
colony should continue to receive religious
education; aITd in that, although I know I
am in a minority in this House, I will say
that I continue most firmly to agree w.i:th
the honorable member, and if I 'Could· seethat the system he proposes would· provide for the children of this country a
,religious education in the sense which I
understand as the proper sense of the
term, I should- gladly accept it, together
with the evils and embarrassments of
which the denominational system cer~ainly
entails. . Sir, I have become con:vinced,' as
I have already stated, ,that' the State
cannot undertake to teach religion in this
country to the children. The honorable
and learned member. (Mr~ Fellows) has
expressed the same opinion. I confess
that it is an opinion which anyone who
has watched the course of events for the
last few years is forced; either against his
will or voluntarily, to arrive -at. . The
commission which' inquired 'into this
matter i hoped' that that result 'might. be
avoided, 'and, that the State might continue
to give to the chUdren of this country reli.,
gious instruction. That hope on the part of
the commissioners was not founded, as the
honorable and learned member for Dal~
housie appears to believe, on any fanciful
or philosophical scheme of their own. .So
far as I heard the honorable and' learned
member· speak· the other' evening, I :feel
satisfied that the views of the commis-,.
sioners were hardly to ,be distinguished
from those which I understand· to be entertained by the honorable member ,himseLf.
The honorable member spoke with -the
clearness and fearlessness which distinguish all he says;' but he also said that
he spoke without premeditation. It,seemed
to me-and I trust T do not draw hasty conclusions,from an:unpremeditated speech""':"
that he entertained opinions· "that really
agree with the principles-which influenced
the' commissioners in. drawing up their report. .The honorable member 'expressed an
opinion that it was imperative to inculcate
in the minds of the children of the community those- principles which ,were not
necessarily connected with the peculiar religious notions of. each or any religious denomination. He said that he would desire
to teach the precept" Thou shalt not steal:,"
a precept which. ~ay be tallght' to children
of all denominations, without'ha,rm to any.
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The honorable and learned gentleman· said
you must get this out of the Ten Commandments.· I do not care whether you get this
out of. the Ten Commandments or elsewhere. I say you will, find it more permanently written upon the tablets of the child's
own nature, 'where that and all those precepts .are written, not, it may be, in ink, but
in such' a manner that the functions' and
action of education must, dmw out and
make it readable~ I quite agree with him
as to the necessity'of teaching the children
of.the colony such a moral precept as that
they should keep their ban~s from picking
and stealing. Wherever you find these precepts, in whatever authority, I venture to
claim· the honorable and learned member
for Dalhousie as· agreeing in opinion with
the commissioners, that there are certain
things. which it is the function of the religious teacher to inculcate in the minds of
children which are not .at all necessarily
connected with the tenets of any particular
denomination.
. :
Mr. DUFFY.-Pardon me, that is not
what I said ..
Mr. HIGINBOTHAM.-I have already
said that.I ha.ve no desire to force the
words of 'the honorable and learned member,but from what he did say I have
drawn that conclusion as to hi8 opinions.
Mr. DUFFY.-I may, perhaps, bA permitted to explain what I did say. The
honorable and Jearned member for Brighton said he did not know what was. the
use of the religion t,aught by the teachers;
and D;1,y reply was, th,attbe State owed those
teachers thanks for teaching the,; children
that they 'must not ste~-that they must
not bear fals~ witness. I stated this in
reply to' the honorable and learned member's objection, that the State owed nothing to religious teaching.
Mr. HIGINBOTHAM.-ThEm if that
be so, the State only,.owes thanks for th"e
teaching of religious precepts that are held
in common by all. At all events, I will
venture to say that the opinion entertained
by the commissioners WitS founded not
on any abstract or fanciful system of philosophy of their own, but on what they
be1,ieved to be the general wish of the parents ofth~ childr.en of this country. That
I am persuaded was simply the desire of
the commissioners, and it is a very plain
and. common sense poin,t of'view from
which to regard the question. I believe,
sir, that there is really very little difference of opinion amongst parents on this
supj~ct-:-:-there can scarcely be any--Jor I.
6 K 2 .
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believe, too, that the opinions of parents
on the subject of the education of their
children is·far more likely to be.a rational
and reasonable one .than the opinion of any
philosopher upon it. It appearEj to J;Ile
that philosophers talk· and write' about
education in a very. unphilo.sophical style.
It appears to me that they speak of it as
if it consisted of a number of facts
that had to be pumped 'into a child's
mind by a daily system of merely intellectual instruction, and had nothing whatever to do with the education or formation
of the. child's character. Now that is
certainly not the notion of parents. What
parents desire is, that their children,
shall get the knowledge necessary for
their subsequent career, in life, b\lt they
desire far more than that, for they ·desire
that the character of their children shall
be so. formed as to enable them to encounter the dangers and difficulties of
after life. I believe that if you could
indi,vidually consult the parents on this
subject, most of them would tell you that
they were anxious their children should
be taught reading, writing, and arithmetic,·
but tha.t they are far more anxious that
tb,ey should be taught to respect truth, to
submit willingly to necessary and at the
same time kindly discipline,.and to learn by
degrees the obligations of "Social duty, and
also, to pay reverence, veneration, and
regard to the Source and Author ofaH
things. It is not possible to go very
minutely into questions of thie kin4; 'but
I. only express my own belief .and hope,
that these are generally the notions of
parents on the subject of the education of
their children, and I also believe that
very sensible and right-minded n6tions
they are. Now if that be so, I should be
glad to know why it is that the State
cannot, to the extent that it assists and
promotes education, give effect to those
views of the parents, and do something
more than merely impart intellectual in··
struction? I know that this i~ a subject
with which the members of the Houso
can have no sympathy, because it seems
to be admitted on all hands that any such
attempt on the part of the St.ate would
prove impracticable. It is admitted, as I
hear, in one of the petitions presented to
the House this evening, . that religious
teaching, such as will be acceptable to all
religious denominations,. is altogether out
of the question. That certainly was the
opinion of-a majority of h.onorable members
of this House ,at the. ·time the 'proposal
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of the commISSIOners was submitted.
Be it remembered that at that time the
proposal of the commissioners could only
be withdrawn. I was not in a position to
ask the House to alter that Bill, so as to
meet the views of the majority of honorable members. I was acting merely as
the spokesman of my brother commissioners, and although it has been suggested
that but a slight change in the Bill would
have led to its acceptance by the House,
I was not in a position to assent to that
change; because, having been intrusted
with the carriage of a measure involving
an essential principle, I felt that I
co~ld not abandon the position I occupied, and violate the trust imposed
upon me by those with whom I acted on
the commission. And now what was the
cause of the rejection of that Bill? If it
be the desire of parents that religious
education should be given to their children,
why can it not be done? Why was it not
accepted at the time that principle was
proposed in the Bill? I venture to say
that it was because of the opposition
offered to that proposal by those at whose
hands I expected it would receive the
,most cordial and hearty approval-the.
ministers of religion of the various denominations. It was not f,'om any opposition
on the part of the parents. And here I
am compelled with some reluctance to
draw a distinction between the lay community and the ecclesiastical community
in this country. The lay members of the
community were not opposed to that Bill.
I believe, at any ratp, that that will be
admitted hy all Protestant denominations.
Evidence in abundance was given by one
witness after another examined before
the royal commission. But there is one
religious bouy the lay members of which
would, it will be said, have opposed any
such system. I venture to say that I
believe such is not the case, but that, on
the contrary, the lay members of the
Catholic denomination, if left to themselves, would cheerfully accept either
a system of purely secular instruction,
or a system of secular instruction combined with such general religious teaching as might be agreed to by the parents
of the children amongst themselves.
The honorable and learned member for
Dalho'usie is perhaps prepared to deny that
Catholic parents would appr~ve of either
system. Will the honorable and learned
member allow me to refer him to a statement which I find in one of the appendices
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to the report of the commission, and
which gives these figures? They are only
figures which come from the officers of the
Board of Education, and therefore I am
compelled to say that I do inot attach much
importance to them, but I give them for
what they are worth. This statement
says that out of 11,899 Roman Catholic
children in this colony there are only 6,592
-or about half of them-who are attending
Roman Catholic schools, leaving 5,300 who
are attending other schools vested principally in the Church of England. Now if
these figures at all approach in any degree to
accuracy, they go to show that the Roman
Catholic people of this country, have no
insuperable objection to their children
going to school and receiving instruction
with the children of parents belonging to
other denominations. But there is a much
st;onger proof, and 'one which cannot be
too often dwelt upon, to the same effect.
I refer to the statement made by the Roman Catholic teacher of the central schools
in Melbourne, a gentleman who is an accomplished scholar, and who has succeeded
in creating one of the most efficient schools
that can exist in any country for the purpose of secular instruction. This is what
he says about the views· of Catholic
parents in reference to his experience of
that school:" I do not think the people would follow the
clergy: I think I am justified from my experience in my schools in saying that they would
not, because, as I said before, the Roman Catholic
clergy have actually denounced those schools
time after time, year after year. It is not recently, but ever since my connexion with them,
they have denounced them, particularly when
the time for confirmation was coming round, and
they have paid domiciliary visits to the parents,
and forced them to withdraw the children from
the schools; and the children have always been
sent back after they have been confirmed. I
think if there was a common system of instruction, the Roman Catholic children would be sent
to the schools, notwithstanding the claim of
the clergy."
Now, sir, that was the bold statement of a
courageous man. He did not request-as
did some other witnesses examined before
the commission-that his evidence might
be held back. He gave that evidence, and
notwithstanding that attention was then
called to the fact that the Roman Catholic
children were taken away from time to
time and sent ·back to that school, the
same thing g·oes on to the present day;
and even a whole conclave of bishops can
no more prevent Roman Catholic parents
sending their children to that secular
school for instruction than they can prevent
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Roman Catholic boys and girls marry- say that they almost all deserted it, and
ing one another when they think proper. , failed to give it the support which the
If that be so-if the. Roman Catholic commissioners had a right to expect from
parents and parents of other denominations them. I do not speak of the clergy of
have no insuperable objection to their the smaller Protestant denominations,
children meeting the children of their because they almost all approve of the
fellow-countrymen in the common schools purely secular system, and their views are
of the country-what possible reason is quite adequately represented by the memthere why a secular system, or a system bers of the Assembly who think with
which shall represent the religious opinions them; but I say that the members of the
of the whole community, cannot be carried larger bodies of Protestant denominations
out? ,I am compelled to say again that I either opposed the Bill or failed to give it
believe the cause to be the ecclesiastical a hearty and cordial support. The clergyelement in the various denominations. . I men of the Wesleyan and Presbyterian
have not the least desire to say a word bodies gave evidence strongly in favour of
personally offensive or hurtful to any the system which the royal commission
minister of religion. I know that it is the proposed-it entirely met their approbapractice of politicians to think and speak tion; and yet, when the Bill was brought
of clergymen as though they required forward, I am compelled to say· that they
some peculiar degree of indulgent consi- either gave to it a very cold and divided
deration-in fact, almost as though they support or no support at all. That was the
formed a third sex, and were entitled to full value of the assistance rendered to that
expect the indulgence and consideration Bill by the clergy.of the very denomina.
which it is always no less the honour than tions who supported it before the comit is the duty of the strong to pay to the mission. N ow what was the cause of
weak. I admit to some extent the force of that? One of the ablest, most vigorous,
that consideration; but I say too, that if a and most earnest friends of education
clergyman enters the arena of civil con- told me, in plain words, that the real
troversy and takes part in questions of the difficulty was "the bit of ground "-the
highest interest and importance to politi- school plot, which is the property of
cians, he must be prepared to await and the religious denominations. The real
abide by criticism. He cannot and shall difficulty was the giving up this "bit of
not protect himself under his ministerial ground," and it was quite evident that,
or ecclesiastical character from the criti- although the clergy of these denominacism to which all men taking part in the tions approved of the principle of the
discussion of large public. questions are Bill, they were attracted by the smell of
necessarily and properly subject. I re- the flesh pots too strongly to enable them
peat, therefore, that it was the conduct of to give to the measure the support which
the clergymen of the different denomi- the commissioners expected from them.
nations which brought about the result From the Protestant episcopal denominaof the rejection of the Bill 'proposoo by tion the commissioners received nothing
the royal commission. I will go fur- but very courteous and uncertain words,
ther, and say that the opposition dis- and enjoyed-as I am bound to say in
played towards that Bill was one that regard to that body-the felicity that is
could not have been anticipated by the said to belong to those persons who are
commissioners when they drew up their never disappointed because they expect
report. Many clergymen, of all the nothing. The Church of England in all
different denominations except one-the the Australian colonies is, I believe, the
Roman Catholic body-were examined largest of any of the religious denominabefore that commission, and the great tions. It is also unquestionably the most
majority of those clergymen were of weak, undecided, and inconsistent with
opinion that not only was a national itself of all of them. The indecision and
religious system of education possible, weakness of that body show themselves
. but it was extremely desirable, and would in a very peculiar manner, for I believe
not be met with any insuperable or great there are no two religious denominations
difficulties in its application. The com- who display towards one another a greater
miilsioners relied upon the support at religious animosity than the two episcopal
least .of those clergymen who gave such sects.
It is, however, a very observable
evidence. But, sir, when the. Bill was circumstance, that strong as I believe that
brought forward, l am constrained to ap.imosit.y to be, at all events on the part·
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of the 'Protestant episcopal sect towards
the sebior. episcopal sect, ~still the
Protestant body: ·never seems ,to feel
itself in a position to stand-certainly not
to·walk.........alone in any direction or on any
oecasion· until it has received the aid
and guidance of the elder and more
On the occasion to
capable .body.
which I am referring the clergy of the
. Protestant denomination led the cominissi~ners to expect that if the Church of
England did not altogether approve, it certa.inly did not disapprove or condemn, the
proposition of the commission. And yet,
singular to say, so soon as the Roman
Catholic sect showed itself in opposition,
that attitude of uncertainty was immediately changed, and the clergymen of the
Pr~testant Church offered all the opposition
in their power to the passage of the measure. The opposition certainly was not very
formidable, but they offered all they could.
And; .sir; . I must do tbe clergy of the
Catholic Church th"e justice to say that the
course 'they pursued was neither undecided
nor hesitating; for they at once offered
the most violent, as it was the most unreasoning, opposition to the measure. Sir,.
their opposition was something more than
violent and unreasoning, because, in pursuing it, they did not altogether meet the
or'di~ary obligations of truth.
That Bill
contained the most sufficient safeguards
against any interference with the religious
liberty of the children of parents of any
denomination. It contained what has been
known as the "conscience clause" in its
strictest possible form; and it went the
length of providing that, if the parents objected to it, religious instruction such as the
Bill contemplated should not be imparted
to the children. And yet, notwithstanding
tbese safeguards, what was the objection
taken to the Bill by the Catholic' clergy?
The objection that it involved a violation
of religious liberty. Sir, I do not complain of the conduct of those gentlemen in
reference to that Bill. It would be nearly
as absurd to 'complain of them as to reason
with them. Opposition of that sort stands
far outside th'e limits of controversy, as it
is understood by lay politiciahs; and all
you can do is to close your ears with cotton
to the unreasoning violence-'-the e'ven
savage opposition-raised by the ecclesiastical war-song on that occasion.· But, sir,
I regret to say that the ecclesiastics of the
same body did riot confine their opposition
to the' Bill, or to the occasion when the
Bill was under the attention of Parliament.
Hr. Hiqinbotkal1t.
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At the succeeding' general election they
adopted. a similar course, which must' be
characterized in similar terms. They endeavoured at that election to persuade,
and they succeeded in persuading'a small
section' of' their adherents, that the real
constitutional question then at issue and to
be decided by the people on. that occasion,
was the right of the religious bodies to rob
the State; a.nd they'also endeavoured to
persuade their adherents that the grant to
Lady Darling was in some latent insidious,
but most important way connected' with
the religious safety and welfare of tender
Catholic souls.
Mr. DUFFY.-Do you believe it?
Have you any evidence of it?' . .
Mr. HIGINBOTHAM. - I ha'\Te no
doubt that those who have been more
careful in collecting evidence on such
subjects will be more able to speak authoritatively to the point than I am; but' if the
honorable and· learned member asks':me
"Do you believe it?" I reply that I
believe it with the same confidence that I
believe I am standing in· the Legislative
Assembly at this moment. But although
I may not be able to answer that question
to' his satisfaction on the instant, or to
point to a demonstration of its truth, if the
honorable and learned member will turn
not only to the public press and to the
statements made at the time to which I
refer, but to the answers that were attempted to be made to -those statements,
he will tind, as I can, abundant reason to
lead him to the belief th~t I am justified
in entertaining this opinion. There can
be no doubt that the opposition of these
bodies tended, in a very material degree,
to the result which followed the defeat of
the Bill. It is not, I think, desirable
to attempt, 'under any circumstances, to
disguise the existence of powers that are
able to make themselves felt in public
affairs; and I do not pretend to deny that
the united opposition of the ecclesiastical
members of the different sects in thia
country entirely disappointed the hopes of
the commissioners; and led to the defeat
of that measure.
The honorable 'and
learned member for Dalhousie told me,
only a few evenings ago-and told me" too,
in terms ·of ·exultation-that the Bill was
an utter failnie. I agree with the honorable. and learned member in· saying
that· it was an utter failure; and
the only consolation I· ani able to deri vafrom that feeling is that it was an obstructive failure that has b.x;o.~gbt my mind to.
t
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a conclusion-a painful conclu~ion, and one doing' So you utterly violate those prinat which I would much rather never have ciples of civil and religious equality which
arrived, but which I believe to be true. It the honorable and learned member for St.
is this: that if the interests ofreligious-edu- Kilda -so strenuously advocates. But furcation in this country cannot be aided by the ther than that, the proposition would imply
State in the system of religious education that it is desirable and expedient that the .
furnished by the State, the real cause of children of parents who are members of
the failure, and the responsibility of it, the Catholic denomination should be
rests solely on the heads of the ministers brought up separately-apart from all
of. religion themselves. Now, 'sir, if that other children belonging to other denomibe so ....... and I have not heard any suggestion nations-a proposition that I believe the
made since the Bill was defeated which people of this country will never be induced
conveys the hope thaJ; religious education to countenance.
Why should they be
can be combined with a system of State separated? Why should the Catholic
instruction-it becomes necessary to con- children be educated separately? Do not
sider what plan of religious instruction is Catholic adults meet on terms of equality,
to be proposed. Certainly there has been in friendship, or in business with their
one plan proposed on behalf of the Catholic fellow citizens who-are not of that denomisect-and it is the only plan remaining -nation? If they do, why should not their
which comes short of secular instruction- children do ·so too? ' In adult life we do
it has been propos'ed that a sum of money not hear of this necessity for separation of
should be given to the Catholic denomina- the Catholics, on the obe hand, from Jews,
tion on the one hand, and a 'sum of mohey Turks, infidels, and heretics, on the other.
to all the Protestant denominations taken Such a proposition would not be endured ~
together, on the othp,r. 'There is this sug- if it was· attempted to be made in regestion in that, namely, that the Protestants ference to a:dults; and it is' not less
may combine and the Catholics may not; unworthy of or less discreditable to the
and that, therefore, whilst we were endow- body from whence it comes in reference to
ing the one body separately, we should be the children who are afterwards to become
endowing all the Protestant, bodies col- adults. If that system be not adopted,
lectively. Now I believe that this pro- what remains? If we repeal the existing
position only comes from ,those. whO Act, what are we to put in its place?
ad vocate' the' claims of, the Catholic de- There only remains' now, I think, the
nomination; and 1 must say that I hope simple system of secular instruction for
those who propose that system are not all the children of the country. I have
aware of the insolent intolerance that is omitted several questions of a minor and
involved in it. For myself I can hardly subordinate character from the resolutions
conceive a proposition' containing a more that I have submitted in my amendment.
deadly insult' upon the whole of the I do not care now to enter upon the inreligious bodies in this country _ than quiry whether education should be comis contained in that: The Catholics pulsoryor voluntary. I believe it would
say to the Protestants-',' Do you think be not unadvisable to try the experiment
you can combine?" " Yes." "If you of compulsory education. ' N either do I
think you can, you may; we have no care now to inquire whether there .should
objection to it; you are all going to be a school-rate levied or not. I beHeve
your own place, 'and 'you may 'either go there ought to be ; but I do not desire to
together or separately; but, before you ask the House to determine upon that;
go, we will trouble you to subscribe nor 'do I care to ask the House whether
national money to enable us to go to the secular education should be confined to
other place." That is what I venture to reading, writing, and aritltmetic. I would
call an insolent and intolerant proposition. prefer to see education ascend by gradual
AnJ it is something more, for it attempts steps to the highest point of the eduto ,establish one sect in this country, by cational scale, beginning at the common
giving it legislative recognition, whilst all school, and not ceasing until it reached
other sects are to be ignored as being the, University. The real question is,
unworthy of it. If you, by law, say that shall the State cQntinue to 'accept the
yon will give to one religious denomination uncertain and unreliable aid-as I believe
a grant of money, and that you will not it to be - of the religious denominagive it to-another, you give to that body a. tions, or shall 'it now, once and for all,
distinct and separate recognitioJl, a.nd in address itself to its own duty and say
I
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that it will undertake, unaided and unencumbered, the providing of secular instruction to the whole body of the children
of the people of this colony? Sir, I
admit that secular instruction, such
as I am compelled to believe now
only possible, is a very humble function for the State to undertake.
I
believe it is not education at all. Still
it is something very far in advance of anything we have yet attained to. It is not
more humble than the system which we
have established at the University. What
is the system there? It is instruction.
You instruct boys in Latin, Greek, mathematics, and the na~ural sciences, but you
don't have any religion. And if· that
system is sufficient for those classes for
whom you provide that instruction, why
should it not be sufficient for the poorer
classes of the community? If a merely
secular system of instruction is not so
defective-though I admit it is very defective-as to render it unworthy of State
support, and to make it incumbent on the
State to withdraw it altogether from the
children of the rich, why should not the
State adopt the same course with regard
to the children of the poor? It is not
the defective character of the instruction
that really prevents the Legislature from
addressing itself to this subject; it is tlie
disagreeable character of the subject, and
the v~olent opposition which the proposition is sure to encounter from interested
persons before it can be carried into law.
Certainly if we desire to avoid a great
legislative difficlllty, we will allow things
to remain as they are; we will not disturb
things that are at rest; we will leave
these religious denominations to reap the
ad vantages from money which is granted
ostensibly to education, but which is really
State aid to religious denominatious under
another name. I don't believe that we
shall, as a Legislature, continue to disregard this subject. At all events I believe
that, if we do not address ourselves to it,
our more worthy successors in legislation
will 'have to do so, because every year
that the present system continues
strengthens, confirms, and increases the
evils that are growing up. Sooner or later,
we shall have to endeavour as a Legislature to find a remedy for these evils. I
do not think we ought to shrink from the
attempt. Certainly if we are not degenerate from our countrymen at home, we shall
not be afraid of it. In the older countries
of the world, not merely in England,
Mr. Hiflinbotkam.
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but in the oldest empires--in the oldest
and most lately revolutionized country
in Europe-the Government are being
compelled, by the great and increasing
pressure from below, gradually to separate
the bonds which connect Church and
State, and which have, from the time
of their first connexion, degraded and
weakened both. Iu Austria, in Spain,
and even in England, this process is at
work. In the mother country a measure
has just been passed which I believe most
firmly has for its chief and, indeed, only
value the commencement of a movement
which will lead to the separation of
Church and State in England, as it has
done in Ireland. So far as that measure
affects Ireland, I believe that no one who
is not connected with and has not lived in
that country can even guess at the amount
of pain and anguish which it has caused
in thousands of the best homes of Ireland,
without, as I believe, any immediate
countervailing advantages, other than
those of a purely abstract and theoretical
character, for the people themselves. But
it is a great step-a step in the direction
of justice-and therefore a step which, if
I were at home, I should, though with
great and iufinite pain, be compelled to
support.
Now if at home there is no
shrinking from the necessary effort to
separate the connexion between Church
and State, why should we not make the
attempt here? We have only to encounter
the opposition of ecclesiastics. The great
body of the people not only approve but
would lend a hearty support to the measure. I see the honorable and learned member for Dalhousie smile. Now I am quite
aware that a large amount of apparent
opposition from the laity of certain bodies
may be got up. I am perfectly satisfied
that, if the word of or~er is given, on this
day week the honorable and learned gentleman would be able to present a bushel
of petitions, signed by a large number of
persons. But I think, before he could
venture to assert that these petitions
represented any other except ecclesiastical
opinion, he would be bound to tell us how
many of the persons who signed the
petitions had been invited or encouraged,
or even permitted to acquaint themselves
with the prayer of the petition which
they signed. On that subject I have a
strong belief, of which I am not able to
give. the honorable II).ember any apparent
proof. But I have received a le\ter from
a gentleman-a Catholic teacher in this
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country-who describes to me the manner are shut out from any other course of proin which petitions against legislative ceeding than that of secular education,
measures are got up. He describes the , I ask the House to consider whether we
manufacture of one which he witnessed, ought not, at a very early period, to proceed to establish a really effective system
in these terms"I was at St. Francis's Church yesterday. I
of secular instruction-a system which
saw a petition there, to be signed and sent into shall provide instruction bot for half bu t
Parliament in opposition to your motion. I
stopped to see what was going on. I first saW for the whole of the children in the
a large number of soldiers sign it. I then saw colony-not for 85,000 but for at least a
little boys sign. I also saw mothers sign for large proportion of the 170,000 children
their infants who were at home in their cradles i
who are estimated to be the number
sometimes women putting down the whole male
portion of their family, beginning at the husband requiring instruction. However this is a
and ending with the baby in arms. Such is the question which, in the hands of a private
mode in which petitions are got up."
member, as the honorable and learned
Now I venture to believe that a petition member for Dalhousie lIas said, is likely
so got up is of no authority whatever, to prove a failure. I think we are entitled
except so far as it represents the opinions to ask the Government to undertake to
of those who direct it; and I think it deal with this question. I do not know
would be far better if the heads of deno- whether it can be done during the
minations were to do 'as has been done to- present session; but I say that, at all
night-send in petitions, signed with their events, the responsibility of dealing with
own names, and setting forth their own this subject ought to rest with those who
opinions-than take the unnecessary trou- lead the Legislature, and who are prepared
ble to commit a certain indignity upon to take their stand upon this great question
legislative proceedings, by inducing per- as a question of Government policy. I.
sons, who do not understand what they are hope we shall hear from the Government
signing, to sign these petitions, and by to-night, the assurance that they will not
submitting these documents to Parliament shrink from undertaking that responsias if they proceeded from the people at bility, and that it will not be their fault if at
large. They do not proceed from the some early period there be not established
people at large. They proceed from those for the whole children of the people of
who try to lead the people, and endeavour this colony a full, thorough, and sound
so to conciliate the feelings ,of their fol- general system of secular instruction.
lowers as to induce them to assent to an With these remarks, I beg to move, as
act which does not spring from their own an amendment, the omission of all the
judgment. Therefore I believe that we resolutions proposed by the honorable and
have only an ecclesiastical opposition to learned member for St. Kilda, except the
encounter-an opposition which I believe first, and the insertion, after the first, of
it is the interest of this country, at on'ce the following : even, to overcome. The honorable and
"That a national system of religious educalearned member for St. Kilda said he would tion is at present rendered impracticable by
ecclesiastical rivalry and dissensions, and by the
not dilate upon the importance of this ques- unpatriotic
policy pursued by the leading
tion; and indeed it is unnecessary. We Christian sects.
all admit the importance of education. It
"That the establishment of a public system
is a question far more important, I believe, of secular instruction, free from the interference
the religious sects, and unller the direction of
even to our material interests, than the of
a Minister of the Crown, responsible to
question of the Land 'Bill over which we Parliament, is urgently demanded by the highest
spent so many months. Although the national interests, and calls for the immediate
land question is very closely connected attention of the Legislature."
Mr. DUFFY.-Sir, since I have been
with the material interests of the people,
unquestionably secular education is also a member of this House I have never
largely connected with those material addressed myself to any question save one,
interests, and, in addition, it is connected except from a point of view that embraced
indissolubly with the future character the common interests of the whole comof the people of this country. It is, munity, without distinction of creeds or
therefore, a question of far larger im- nationalities. That exceptional topic is
portance than if it affected only, one the educatiDnal question; and I desire
generation of people. A question of again to be heard merely on behalf
that importance ought to be ,attended of a section of the community of whom I
to. If the difficulties are so great that we am one, who have special interests whic~l
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ai'e' ~ndangered, and -who have special
Wants·' to"~e 'provided foi·~ , Why have
we Irish Catholics a :peculiar interest
in the education que'stion ?-and, when
I ask ,this, I speak for the 'Catholic laity
of this colony. The ans wer 'is, because
in every civilized country in the old
and in the new' world we are laboring' in
some of the humblest and most laborious
employments, for the reason, and for that
l-eason only, as far as I know, that we have
been debat:red fro~ education by iniquitous
'Uiws in our o.wn coun'try.' The . Irish
people are certainly not wanting in
natural ability, nor in intellectual activity,
and, wherever they have had the advantage
df all. adequate education, I don't' think it
will be denied that they have held their
own fairly with the other sections of the
comDlUnity~ either here or at home. But
110 obtain an adequate-' education was
something like an impossibility,to us and
to our forefathers. ·The established church
in, Ireland, which has just bee~, abol~shed,
WIth the ~common consent of mankmdexcept -perhaps t~e honorable and iearned
member for Brighton, who still seems to
have' a lingering tenderness for it~was
an ~nst~tuti'oni just and 'defensible compared
with the ed~cation sy.stem which existed
in Ireland for a century-and a half. Now
I desire to avoid saying one word tliat
may revive the bitter memories -of the
past, except so far as it-may be necessary
to the argument on whi'ch·I am at'present
employed ;- and even within that, range I
will apply myself to it only for this
purpose-that if y.ou desire to understand
the opinion of the section of the people to
""hom I have referred, you must permit
me to bring you for a moment to the point
of view from which ",e are accu.stomed to
look at this question.' When I was a boy,
what was the condition of State education
in Ireland? There were Royal schools
and the University for the education of
the children of the gentry; there were
diocesan. schools for the children of the
. mercantile and professional classes; therewere parochial schools for.the industrious
Hasses- all -liberally endowed hy the
~tate, but all, ftom the highest to the
lo'West, exclusively Protestant, and under
the control of the clergy of the established
ohurch.' In point of fact, they were
bimply offshoots ,of the estab,lishment which
has now fallen .. As regards thQ industrious
mass' of the people, those who from the
miserably low wages paid in that country
were unable to afford school f~es for
Mr. Dujfy.
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the education ofiiheir'children, tbeCatho,lics were of that class; in -the, proportio~ of twenty to one.
The State created
for their benefit' schools in "'which ,the
Protestant version of the Bible, interpreted
by a Protestant teacher, and 'interpolated
~ith lectures upon the errors' of' Popery,
was part of the daily discipline.' The
industrious poor people -of Ireland did
not sl'lbmit to that systerri ; notwithstanding they laboured' under difficulties' of a
most serious sort they made it a' point of
honour, as well as a religious duty, to reject it; and I t'erily believe there: was no
generous manl in"the: world, : acquainted
with the circumstances, wliodid not
sympathize 'With their decision.' WeU', sir,
the State providirlg schools of this character, they, out of their scanty ·means,
provided schools of their own. . These
schools were poor and miserably<.lefectiv~
How could' theY' be otherwise?·', They
were created by a 'people, w.ho ·had lost
everything,
had lost their land'and the
churches whi~h they had built, who were
proh,ibited from engaging' in any of the
liberal professions, who' weTe forbidden,by
law from inheriting-or purchasing hind, who
were restricted as to their comlPercial pur..
suits, and who were ,but slowly,recovering
from a long series of persecutions of which
these were the external signs." It was
under Circumstances like those that -the
generation of Catholic Irishmen who are
now of mature y,ears received, or. did not
receive, an education in Ireland. Let me
now ask you to go back one stag~-to the
period when'my father was a boy. At that
time what was the condition of State edu':'
cation in Ireland? The children of the
Catholic gentry were taught· in continental
countries-in bourses established by the
O'Donnell's, the Mac Mahon's, the Nugent's,
and ,other Irish soldiers who' _had been
dl'iv'en by persecution from their. own
country into the ser:vice of continental states.
But the mass of.the·industrious people had
simply to choose between sc}lools avowedly
created to extirpate Popery, and what were
called "hedge schools" -that, is ,to say,
schools held uuder the shelter of it hedge,
nei ther the teacher' nor the scholars, being
able to afford the shelter of a school room.
Let me now ask the House to go back one
other stage, and to . consider what was the
condition .of·education in Ireland,when my
,grandfather was a boy.; Then to be ·a
Catholic teacher in Ireland. was a transportable offence. Then for a Catholic to
be tutor ill a private family-to be even an
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assistant'in a 'Protestant school""':"was an
offence of the same charactel". Then, to
discover these offenders, any Catholic youth
of eighteen might be summoned before two
justices and required to make a disclosure.
Then, 'a Catholic father was declared to be
incompetent to be the guardian of his own
children; and a child, however young, might
choose a Protestant guardian, and thus
be removed from the care of her natural
protector, though supported and educated
at his expense. ~go back no further, though
worse horrors remain. I have confined
myself to facts which are within the
knowledge of the present generation, or
which they have learned from their
immediate ancestors. I ask, will any
reasonable man, who remembers what we
and those who have gone before us have
suffered in this respect,. wonder that we
view with suspicion any attempt to revive
a system of the same nature in this
c'onntry? I may be told-and the honorable and learned member for Brighton has
said in effect-that no such attempt was
ever made. I take. issue with the honorable and learned gentleman upon that
point. I hold in 'my hand the honorable
and learned gentleman'S Bill, the preamble
of which declares that religious instruction
-the ieaching and practice of religionought to be encouraged and sanctioned; a
Bill which provided that the majority of
the ratepayers of any district might determine upon the religious education of that
district, and appoint teachers to administer
it. The honorable and learned gentleman
said that children need not remain for
the religious instruction. But if the
preamble of his Bill be true, and if his
religious education is indispeusably necessary, he provided either th~t they were to
have religious education not of their own
creed, or that they should have no rel,igious
education, however essential it might b~.
The honorable and learned gentleman
knew-he could not fail to know-that in
ninety-nine cases out of a hundred, nay.
in 999 cases out of a thousand, if there
were so many, the teachers and the
teaching which he was about .to provide
by law would be teachers and teaching
ho~tiIe to the Catholic minority. I use
that phrase because I am justified oy the
honorable and l~arned .gentleman's own
language. N obodj' 'ever painted' with
m'ore dearness or vigour than he did, on
the ,occasion when he introduced his Bill,
the jealousy and distrust which exist in
the minds of· the smaller denominations
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against the Catholic Church; and .yet,
though the honorable arid learned -gen~le
man knew that-though he proclaimed it
to the country-he proJ:1osed, in his Bill,
in every district in Victoria, for it came
to that, to hand us over to their tender
mercies. I invite any person who foliows
me.to point out any distinction in principle,
any divergence in spirit and purpose,
between the Bill of the honorable and
learned member, in that respect, and the
systems of education in Ireland, which I
have been describing. There is notone of
the arguments comprising a great part of
'the honorable and learned gentleman'S
speech to-l?-ightwhich would not equally
go to defend the Protestant establishment
in Ireland, and the school system attached
· to it, which I have'described. And in
trut~, with respe,ct to
these past
iniquities in Irelan,~, there is not a stage
at ~h:ich they h~ve,no~ bee~}efended by
, men as capable.,. as upright, and as dis· interested as I admit the honorable and
learned member to be. But, sir, that
proposal was an utter failure; it was
rejected by Parliainent, by the press'
almost unanimously~ .and by the people of
the country, as far as they spoke on the
question, with a unanimity and generosity
which I shall 10t:lg hold. in memory.
As it is hopelessly gone, the honorable
and learned member falls back upon the
next best or the next worse alternative.
He now proposes a system of purely
secular education,. to be managed, no
doubt, by those gentlemen of no denomin~tion to whom he would be glad to
intrust the management of the existing
· law of education. The honorable and
learned ·member. in 'the course" of his remarkable and distinguished career in this
country, has ~ertainly done some startling
things; but I think he has done nothing
which he will find it so hard to explain
satisfact~rily to those who have an admiration of his character and capacity as
the proceeding in which he is now engaged. What is the state of the case?
When the honorable and learned member
submitted his Bill to Parliament, he told
this House, and, through this House, the
country, that no~ducation was worthy of
the name which didliot provide for the
religious training of the people:
Mr. HIGINBOTHAM.-I say so still.
Mr. DUFFY.-:-He says so still; and
yet he asks us to establish, bylaw, a
system of ~ducation not worthy of t.he
name. Again, the hOllorublo anti. leal netl.
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gentleman said before, and also incidentally
to-night, I believe, that the parents of
children almost universally desire to have
religious education. And yet he comes
down to this House and invites us to
concur in resolutions the effeCt of which
would be to refuse to the children of this
country what nearly all the parents desire.
The honorable and learned gentleman has
taken exception to the counter propositions
which have been made on behalf of the
Catholic community. N ow let us see
what those propositions are. To me they
seem jus~, fair, and reasonable. They
have the entire assent of my judgment
and conscience; and I represent in this
matter the interests of the race from which'
I have sprung, and no other interest-no
ecclesiastical interest-no interest but my
sympathy with the people of whom I am
one. Well, the Catholics proposed three
alternatives, being willing to accept any.
They said-" We don't like the existing
system, which is managed by the board in
a manner which we believe to be intentionally unfair to us; nevertheless, for
peace sake, we are willing to accept that
system." They are prepared to say now
- " We don't much admire the system of
free trade in education which the honorable and learned member for St. Kilda
submits in his resolutions; nevertheless,
for peace sake, if it satisfies Parliament,
we will be content with that system."
They did not say what the honorable and
learned member for Brighton represents
them to have said, and has taken exception
to their saying it-namely, that all the
Protestant denominations might join if
they thought proper, and that we would
go the other way; but they said-" If
two or more of the Protestant denominations have no conscientious objection to
unite, we, for our part, don't presume to
offer the slightest objection; all we say,
on our own behalf, is, that our religious
scruples prevent us doing so ; and, if you
do form a separate system for them, we
ask you to restore to us what we had for
ten or twelve years in this country--ourown
share of our own funds, to be spent in our
own way." The honorable and learned
member talks of the gifts of the State, and
of robbing the State. All that we have
ever asked for is our own money - our
proportion, and not one penny more, of
our contribution to the taxes for these
purposes. ' The honorable and learned
member seemed to be opposed-even to
anger-to the suggestion that the Catholics
Mr. Duffy.
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should be permitted to spend their own
proportion of the educational fund in their
own way. What is the objection to it?
It was said by the honorable and learned
member on a former occasion-I don't
think he repeated it to -night-that a
separate system is wasteful and extravagant. Well, sir, we reply to that-" Let
the State determine what sum it thinks
proper to spend upon education ; all that
we ask for is the proportion to which we
are entitled according to our 'share of the
population ; and, if that is inadequate for
the purpose, we will augment it with personal subscriptions." That is an answer
to the plea of economy. If it be urged
that such an arrangement would result in
an inadequate system of education, we say
-" We are ready to subject our schools
and teachers ,to any system of superintendence the Government may think proper
to apply to other public schools-to establish as high a standard of merit as may be
adopted in the various public schools of
the colony." That seems to me an answer
to the plea of inferiority. The honorable
and learned member also hit upon an
argument which is calculated to create
wonder that' it should issue from his mouth,
or from the mouth of any human creature
taught to reason. He says that if you
give any particular denomination the control of money to be spent in pursuance of
their religious convictions, you establish
that sect by law. N ow all that we have
ever asked here is conceded already in
England, in Scotland, in Ireland, and in
Canada; and certainly I have not yet
heard that the Catholic religion is established in any of those countries. But the
honorable and learned member says-"You
establish it by making these concessions."
Well, sir, the State has been in the habit
of making concessions to various denominations. For example, the Jew keeps
his Sabbath on a different day from you.
You permit that; you recognise it in
your public proceedings; but you have
not established his religion by law. The
Quaker makes an affirmation when all the
rest of us are bound to make oath. You
recognise his religious scruples by law,
but surely it will not be contended that
you have established the Quaker religion
in this country. In point ~f fact,· one of
the bases of modern society is the recognition of a conscientious right to differ, but
that right does not carry with it any
special privileges.
The question which
~he honorable and learned member might
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a.pply to our proposal-which would be
the statesmanlike test to bring it to, and
which we should be willjng to have it
brought to--is whether the proposal is such
a one as would tend to the public advantage
or otherwise. Now, sir, what end have
we in view-what end can we be supposed
to have in view-other t.han to educate
our children to become good men and
women, and good citizens? The honorable
and learned member does not think, but we
think, that the teaching of religious truth,"
at the time of early education, when the
mind is impressionable, is essential to the
performance of that highest function of the
State, to make and keep good citizens.
It is alone with that view, of rearing our
children good citizens and good Christians,
that all this effort is made, and all this
trouble taken. The honorable and learned
member has thought proper to say, upon
some insufficient evidence, I know not
what, that the interest taken in this
question among the Catholics is an interest
almost exclusively confined to ecclesiastics.
Now I think I may venture to speak the
sentiments of that body with almost as
much confidence as the honorable and
learned member, and if the House is
prepared, as I trust it is, to accept my
testimony upon the point, I say positively
that, since this question was raised by the
honorable member's Bill, I have never
debated the question with any Catholic,
except one, who did not agree in the
sentiment that was given expression to in
public meetings of and petitions from that
body. The honorable and learned gentleman is wroth at our proposal that we
should have what is conceded to us in
England, and what was conceded to us
for years in this country. May I ask
anybody, who takes the same side in the
debate as the honorable and learned
member, to tell me what human being
will be injured in the slightest degree by
this concession to us, that we should
educate our own children in our own
manner, or how the State will gain if you
are capable of enacting a law refusing us
that right, and thus violating the religious
liberty and religious equality of one out
of every four of the Christian population
in this country? This House knows that
there are a large number of cultivated
men in this country who belong to some
of the Protestant denominations who have
recently, in speeches, in letters to the
newspapers, or in pamphlets, expressed
the strongest unwillingness to permit their
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own children, or children generally, to be
reared up in ignorance of religious truth.
However, I confine myself to those on
whose behalf I have undertaken to speak ;
and I re-assert most positively that, among
the Catholics of this country with whom I
have debated this question, I have met
only one who sympathized with the views
of the honorable and learned memberwho did not hold them in the strongest
disrelish. I know that. there are many
honorable members who join with him in
thinking that a secular system of education
is not merely better for them, but would be
better for us. But I ask those honorable
members to keep in mind that their opinion
upon the subject is of no practical importance to the decision. It is we who are
to determine what is fit to be done with our
children. If it is not-if you are to determine the matter for us-you establish
religious persecution and religious ascendancy in this country. Let me suppose a
case to illustrate what I mean. Suppose
that in our industrial schools there were a
certain proportion of Jewish children, and
that you establish a dietary which included
meats that the Jews are taught to regard
as unclean, would you be treating them
fairly if you were to insist that they should
eat those meats or eat nothing? And yet
I am persuaded that there are men, even
in this House-I have not the honorable
and learned member for Brighton in iny
mind-who would contend that it was a
perfectly reasonable proposition; who
would say that ham was wholesome and
succulent, and that Parliament had no
right to take into account the ignorant
prej udices of those who would not eat it.
Religious sentiments, looking to the eye
of the sceptic not more i,mportant than the
distinction we take on this education
question, have been to a large extent the
moving powers upon which the public
events in the. history of England have
turned for the last two or three centuries.
.What shut the Catholic gentry in Ireland
out of Parliament ? Not any special law,
but simply that they declined to accept
a form of oath which reflected on their
religious convictions. In the same way, the
Protestant Dissenter was shutoutofParliament by a test which he declined. And to
come back to the case of the Jew, no
special law shut him out, but he shut
himself out because he would not consent
to affirm a proposition-to which otherwise
he had no possible objection-" on the
true faith of a Christian," he not being a
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Christian. H.ow small and h.ow ridicul.ous
might 1hem<?dern phil.os.opher regard these
distinctions,. and yet for centuries they
shut men out of what they regarded as
their d~arest· privileges.
N.obody can·
under,take .fr.om the outside. t.o determine
f.or ,an'}:.. man, 'much less' f.or 'a~y b.ody
of'men, what is fit for them todo in aquesti.on .of c.onscience.. Mary Tud.or, Elizabeth
Tud.or, and their 'father sent t.o the stake
men .and w.omen .on p.oints .ofless difference
than that' which the honorable and learned
membe!' f.or Brighton treats with. such
s~.orn. , .Let me .. p~t t.o th:~ JiI.oU.S!3 P. question'which I .once put t.o the honorable and·
learned' member, but with.out .obtaining a
satisfact.oryanswer. Suppose ,the. educa",
ti.onal system ab.out t.o be established in
this coUntry was as painful and .oH:ensi ve
to t~e ~eD:t~~ents and feelings, of Protestants, as it is to the Catholic minority,
and th'at it was ab.out t.o be enf.orced upon
them by Ca~holi~s', .Jew-s,or Unita\'i~ns,
would they assent to ~t? I think they
would, not. ,If they wo~ld not, I consider
my case won, unless you are pJ;ep~red, to
repeal that statute ~o 'w~ic,h the h(;morable
and le~rned me~ber f.or St. Kilda(Mr. F~l-.
lows) h~s referred, and to initiate a system
of' religious persecution- in this country.
Confini~g myself ~o, one p.oint, I have run
~hrough nearly all that I desire to say.
But, in conclusio~, .let me remind the
House th~t. al~ we ~sk is.~e expenditure
of' .our .own. .mOJl.ey in .o~r o~n w.ay. Let
me remind h.op.prable members~especially
Englishmen, and m.o~e espech~JlYI Sc.otqhmen~f the ad vantages which. ~;hey had
for generatiops" aud ,even f.or cep.turies, in
system~'.of education fr9m,which, WE) have
been shut .out. Let me entreat th~ wh.ole
House to.' rememb,er' that this 'is 1;1)e last,
the very last question .of a religi.ous charact.er to be dispose,d of, and that, .if the
House deal with it in a fair and final
manne~, we s,hall :re~ove fr~m the 'Legislat~re ,of this. country. ~ll 'q~estionl;! up.on
which sect~rian feeling ~~y arise. I ,will
say f<?r myself, and J t4ink I, may say f.or
many more, ~hat if yO(\. recqgnise our
rights of conscience we will be prepare<j
to a~t cordially_ with ypu in m~king. the
educati.on system of the coup.try acceptab~e,
efficient, and ecpnop1ic. It is, my intention
t.o vote ~ ag~inst the amendment; of the
honoraJ?le a~~ ~e~rneCJ. mewber for l3righ~on, and to v9~e for ~he Qriginal res.ollJ..tiot;ls,
tho~gh I .acc~pt t~em not as the best possi~le system;-:-:nqt' as l!>' system that I entirely appr9..ye~blitas th~ 1~sserof~W9 evil!;!.
Mr. Duff'!!.
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Mr. G. V. SMITH.-Mr. Speaker, it is
because I wish, and because I believe the
whole or'the House sincerely wishes that we
should sweep away every element whieh
causes religi.ous dissension, or may cause that
inj ustice,· whic~ is sure t.o spring fr.om ,a
majority of the Christian'sects being in a.
position to coerce the rest of. the community that I disagree altogether with mooy
of the- remarks w4ich have fallen fr.om
the h.onorable and learned members f.or
Brighto~ and Dalhousie,
It seems t.o me
that the only way to escape from that evil
is· t.o carry out the 'principle which;the
House .enunciated· the otb,er ~vening, when
it determined to di~sever, as far. as in it
lay, all uniqn between Church aud State.
Wp.eri we determined the other night '.on
the abolition .of State aid to religion, we
took hq.t the prelimillary step; and t.o eonclude the work in a, proper manner-to
carry .out the principle we then declared
ourselves in favour.of-we have n.ow· to
d.o away with that other portion of -State
aid to religion which perhaps may pro-.
perly be termed the mos.t vicious, becam~e
it is State aid t.o religious· discord ,rather,
than State aid to religi.on. The whole
quest~on ,resolves itself into this : Is, the
State to have a conscience or is.it not? I
am not aware of a case, in connexion with
the countries of the old world, .of the State
having a conscience with.out the c.onsciences
of oth~rs b~ing outraged l Why the long
argument of the h,Qnorable' and learned
member f.or Dalh.ousie, in reference t.o the
atr.ocitie~ inflicted .on Irish conscience by;
English injustice, is one of the str.ongest
arguments that can be urged in fav()ur.o£
the disuni.on .of Church and State. In no
c~untry, ,perhaps, was the union of Church
and S~ate m.ore rigorously and more determinedly carried .out than in Ireland;
and it was .only by enlightenment slowly
w.orking its way up to disunion that the
evils to which the h.onor~ble and learned
member has referred,were practically rem.oved. But let us see if this grievance,
if. grievance it cnnbe termed, is as real ,as
has been represented. Let us turnJor inf.ormati.ou t.o two c.ountries in which educati.on is more extensively diffused, and where
there is le8~, criminality, in proporti.on to
the p.opulation, than in any.other. I refer'
t.o America and Holland. In those coun:'
tries, the Catholics have insisted on the
strictest secular system of education(" No ")-:-1 think I shall, be able to proye
"Yes "-an4 in th.ose c.olintrie~ .there is as
~uch geqeral freed.om' as can be found on
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the face' of the earth. The other d~y I out strenuously,and fairly, and the syswas. looking over two of .the best authori-: tem has proved most successfuL" Coming
ties on this subject-Cousin and Matthew to the question of statistics, I ask 'if ,those
Arnold-and sonie of the information which· who advocate the denominational system
I gathered from those authorities I desire of .e~ucation, and claim for it a superior~1i)f
to lay before the House. In 1'836, ~heD over a. secular system, are. prepared to
Cousin visited Holland, the'n,on:-denomina-' support th~ir position by facts? ,L'~t·thein.,
tional law of 1.806" was in' force;" and, for i~staiice~~eigh ·~~gla~d. la~aiDst,
though the Catholics were not quIte satie.- AmerIca.· In England, .the· ,system, of
fled, because they 'considered tbfl.~ th~ Pro- teaching is much more denominational
testant.. majority admi~istered that :law in than in America, and yet, in the sta.tistics
a sectarian spirit, Cousin, saw little, reason of crime, the former is much more J'ertile
for'supposing their dis~a_tisfaction we.l~ . than the l~tter. Compare France" with
Switzerland, Prussia. with ..IloUand, -and·,a
grounded'. Cousin thus wrote :~
.
Where' is
"The fact, undoubtedly, is that those who sitnilar tesult is' arrived at
hav.e heeD rl-!ared under the system contained in there a mor~ tlioliougli1y:denomina~ional
the law 9f 1806, are ~p honest and a pio'\ls peopler system than· ·th~t established ~y ,law in
I saw, on the same benches, Catholics, 'Calvanists,
Lutherans,Remollstrants,'Anabaptists, and Jews; Prussia, and yet the population is vitiated;
mingled' 4ldiscriminately-samples of the entire in 'f~ct, the proportion of crime is' much
toleration which pervades Holland in every part. larger 'than in Holland, whe~e the 'secula.l~
If we combine the statements of Mr. Prinseu system prevails?
.
.' "
and Mr. Van~de'n-Eude, we shall'have before us
. Mr. McDONNF~LL.--Swedel1.
the great distinctive feature of the primary
schools in Holland, namely,' the total absence, of
Mr. G. V.. SMITH:- Why. that couniry.
all special instruction, either in religion or in
furnishes one of the best illustrations that
mo~fI,ls; an~ that. too, in,' the schools of the_
people, who may fairly be Qlassed. among the we can have in favour of the argument
most moral, and •the most religious on the face , against the denomin_ational system. ,There
of the e~rth."·· .
,
the deno~inational syste,m is i,u full force,
And -this secular system ofeducation seemed and where is there greater. crime? :The
to 'Cousin' "to 'be penetrated - with the honorable and learned member for Brighton
spirit of:Christianity, though'not with the has alluded to the Rev. James, Fraser's
spirit of· sect/' A few years later, an'd mission, to America. Mr. )fraser WaS, 8r
Catholic di'ssatisfaction, with theincreas.ing few years a.go, a most zealous supporter .of
tendency to denominationalism on. the part the denominational system; in fact, he
of the Protestant majority, was proved to believed no other was the true one. Brit
be' well grounded~ So, fn '1848, 'all re~ ~efus c.o~sider' tbe results of.hie~,e~perien~e
ligi6us denominations were"pla-ced by law 1D AmerIca. , He,sl.tys:-,- 1.1 ,,'. ~ •
on- a pei:feet eCJ,llality,. and Protestantism
c.' What is .called the rel~gious diffic~lty only
lost its exclusive pred01htn:al1ce:- l'am how emerges.where the population is divided. between
quoting from Matthew Arnold:- " : '
Catholics and Protestants,an~ where the children
r

" What· was'the first' st'ep'taken by the:Catholics in~ the assertion of their equal rights?
It, was t'O claim all- exact and literal observance
of the law of 1806. They said' t}le wprd C Christian,' in the law of lR06, had become in practice
merely another word for 'Protestant.' If possible, banish the 'word C ChriStian' altogether,
for of that word, in a neutral school, partisans
are sure to ta.~e sectarian I\-dvantage .. But eyen
if the word remains, the law clearly proscribes
all nogqtatic' teae,hing, clearly limits the' Ch~is:.
tiarlity'to be 'taught to morality only. Execute
the htw,:-forbid the ,teacher to give ~ny dogr
matical religious .instruction .whatever, and
banish froni the school the Bible, which contains
dogma. as well as moral precept. The Catholics
were demanding what was mere justice, which,
strfl,ngely enough, happened to be also the law,
and enlightened Holland honestly enfol;ceq. "the
law. ,Instantly, when schools b~came really n?n:denominational, the' J:1igh Protestants (WhICh
means the intolerant: Protestants) began to cry
out against them."

As they did in Ireland,' and I may- say,
as they do here. Still. ~he ,law was carried

in the school are mixed in a similar way. In'such
cases, as we have found almost everywhere else,
religious instruction goes to the wall. The susceptibilities, both. of parents ~ndseGts, 'are so
keen on the point that, to avoid' offence, that
branch of the teaching is abandoned altogether.
The' fact remains that mixed schools, with
religious .instruction occupying a def}.ni~e place
in their programme, are a phenomenon, hardly to
be met with on the Am~ric~n continent. No
compromise and no' comprehension have yet been
discovered sllfficie.ntly skilful to appease, or
sufficiently tolerant to embrfl,ce the mutual
jealou.sies of. Christian communities. It was so
in the United States; it was so, though less
prominently, in Upper Canada; it is so, though
in still smaller proportions, here. It looks almost like a law of human nature that it shall be
so everywhere.
" The establishment of a rate-supported system of schools must, 1 think, lead by a logical
and moral necessity to merely secular. education.
The maintenance of a denQmi~ational system
would be impossible when the school became
the property of ratepayers of all denominations,
And, unh~ppily, there seems to be no middle
,

"
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course between a purely secular system and a as their respective parents or pastors may desire,·
purely denominational one. All expedients was established in 1831 in Ireland, but now exists
that have been devised, all compromises that in only 1,600 out of their 5,000 schools; but in
have been attempted, appear to me either to Upper Canada there are but 104 exceptions, the
result in nothing, or confessedly to break down. separate schools, which Rogerson regrets the exWhat is called the religious instruction given istence of. In Ireland, Dr. Rogerson says, most
under the American and Canadian systems, is so of the schools have become denominational; in
faint a tincture as hardly to deserve being Canada the schools are nearly all practically
called religious instruction at all. It is m,erely secular. It looks, therefore, as if there were no
a devotional exercise at the opening and closing practical alterna.tive, no via media between the
of school. I am afraid that we, in England, in two."
our zeal for denominational education, lay too Now I think no man who has much conmuch stress upon the adjective, too little upon
the substantive; we seem to care more for the sidered the question will be prepared to
connexion of our schools with particular re- differ from these statements of Mr. Fraser.
ligious communities, than for the fruit they With regard to the question immediately
really produce ; we are too often content to hear before ue, it appears to me that the House
that religious instruction has been given, and
don't pursu~ the inquiry far enough to ascertain is not disposed to go into the matter pracwhether it is given intelligently by competent tically; and therefore I will not detain
teachers. I confess to the conviction growing honorable members further. I must say
more and more in my own mind, strengthened that I am not prepared to accept the resotoo by what I have heard and seen in America,
that what we need more of in England is intel- lutions moved by the honorable and learned
ligent education-a real quickening of the mind member for St. Kilda (Mr. Fellows).
of the people-and I say this quite as much in Neither am I prepared to accept the prothe interests of religion as at the prospect of position of the honorable and learned mempolitical changes. The results of this inquiry
would make me much less hostile to a proposi- ber for Brighton, because, if I understand.
tion for merely secular education if such were him aright, he just as much insists upon
in'evitable, which I am far from thinking that it 'religious education as ever; and my theory
is, than I should have been ten years ago, when in this matter is, that the State should
it would have simply shocked me. The difficulty I find as a country clergyman in teaching have no conscience, for the reason, that if
and preaching to an adult mixed congregation it has a conscience it must persecute the
lies in the slow and heavy intellectual movement consciences' of others. I go on the broad
in the mass of my hearers; their scanty vocabu- principle that Church and State should be
lary; their inability to appreciate an argument,
or follow a train of thought; their want of gene- altogether apart; that the one should in
ral and broad mental culture. I do not think no way interfere with the other; that the
that it can be maintained that the religious only means of preventing the dissensions
teaching of our schools has produced religious which have always, sprung from the semiintelligence or religious stability in our peopleat any rate not in that class of our people who, union of Church and State is, by separatin their school-days, had most of such teaching." ing them at once, and saying-" We, in
this country, know no one religion; the
Is there. any honorable member of this State has nothing to do with religion, nor
House not prepared to acknowledge the with the religious convictions of the people."
truth of that assertion? I don't think Looking at the matter in this light, I may
there is. Mr. Fraser also says : say that we are prepared to accept the
"I do not pretend to know where we are drift- first portion of the amendment of the honing, but I have heard good and wise men say orable and learned member for Brighton;
they would prefer a simple secular system to a the second, we are not; the third, with
, conscience clause,' which they regard as com- some slight alteration, we may accept.
promising, and 80 imperilling religious truth,
And even a 'conscience clause' would be more Considering the advanced period of the
workable than an attempt to frame a creed or session, and the present state of public
construct a catechism, which all parties could be business, it is impossible that we can
prevailed on to accept. Speaking for myself, I bring in a Bill to deal with education this
should not .shrink from still taking what I conceive to be my proper place as a clergyman in session. It must be left to a future
There is much more that I
relation to the school, even under a system of session.
secular education. I should neither despair of might say on the subject, but I will reft'ain
Christianity nor of morality. The personal cha- from saying anything further on the
racter ofthe teacher-the most powerful1nfluence
for or against both-would remain unchanged. present oecasion. When, however, a meaThe Sunday school would start out of its present sure comes to be deait with, I will go
lethargy into renewed life and vigour, and ser- fully into the question; and I should like
mons might have a better chance of being under- to hear any reason why the State should
stood. . . . . The' compromise system,'
by which the State gives secular teaching and interfere in matters of. religion. This
at the same time admits of religious instruction question must be put fully and fairly
being given to the children of each persuasion, before the country, because I am quite
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sure that the country will not be satisfied any excellence, yet, on the other hand,
until every link that unites Church and it will be undesirable to omit from the
measure articles which, at some period or
State in any form is swept away.
On the motion of Mr. BLAIR, the other, will be produced here, and will be
entitled to the protection of copyright. I'
debate was adjourned until next day.
know myself that colonial authors have
DOWER BILL.
very great reason to complain of the piracy
The resolution arrived at in committee
of their productions. They have no enon Thursday, August 26, in favour of the
couragement whatever to produce any
introduction of a Bill concerning claims to
work which costs labour, and requires a
dower affecting certain lands for the time
certain amount of talent and skill ;
being subject to the provisions of the
nor have persons who are disposed
Transfer of Land Statute, was considered
to become the purchasers of such producand adopted.
tions any inducement to do so, inasmuch
Mr. G. PATON SMITH brought up a
as a play written for a Melbourne theatre
Bill founded on the resolution, and moved
is no sooner presented here than it is prothat it be read a first time.
duced at other theatres in other portions
The motion was agreed to, and the Bill
of the colony. I ~hink this is a very great
was read a first time.
hardship, and one. which the Legislature
COPYRIGHT PROTECTION. BILL.
should not be slow to remedy. I know
Mr. G. PATON SMITH.-Mr. that some honorable members-and I
Speaker, I beg to move the second !"eading believe that my honorable and learned
of the Bill "to secure -to proprietors of de- friend the member for Brighton is one of
signs for articles and works of manufacture them-take exception to the whole system
and art, and to proprietors of works oflitera- of patent laws. I can understand gentleture and fine art, the copyright of such de- men who hold that view opposing the Bill;
signs and works for a limited period." It but if we give to trifling articles (and I
will be within the knowledge of honorable know from my own experience that very
members that we have an elaborate system trifling articles indeed receive it) the proof patent laws for the protection of new tection of a patent-if we give that protecinventions, but the Legislature has never tion for an invention-surely a design
yet given any protection to autbors of which costs an equal amount of trouble
Hterary works, or to authors of designs in and labour, and is equally original, is enmanufactures or works of art. This Bill titled to a similar protection. I may state
is simply a transcript of the English Act that the period to which copyright in
adapted to the wants of the colony. It is England extends is considerably reduced
proposed not to deal in any way with the in this Bill, so that I don't think the operaImperial Statutes which regulate copy- tion of the measure will affect injuriously
right in England, but to give to inventors the interests of the general community.
of designs and authors in this colony a Clauses have been introduced in order to
protection similar to that which persons in simplify the mode of enforcing penalties
the same position in England have. I in case of the piracy of a copyright. One
think there can be no reasonable objection provision will be found in the Bill by
to giving that protection, in,asmuch as, in a which two justices may prohibit piracy,
young country like this, where literature and punish, to a small extent, the person
and the arts and manufactures ought to be offending. If a more severe penalty is
encouraged, it is necessary to give persons sought, recourse must be had to a higher
who devote their time and labour to such court. The Bill only applies to colonial
productions an adequate degree of protec- works, and in no way affects English copytion. At the commencement of the ses- right. I think the measure should receive
sion an influential deputation waited on the consideration of the House, more parme, and represented that no sooner is any ticularly as it is simply a transcript of
work of art or new manufactu'te, which _English enactments adapted to the requiremay have cost an infinite amount of labour, men ts of the colony.
·Mr. HIGINBOTHAM.-I hope that
presented to the public, than it is copied,
and the author of it has no protection the Government will not press this Bill
whatever. This Bill proposes to deal with upon the consideration of Parliament at
various dasses of productions, and although this advanced stage of the session. We
no doubt in some of them it is not possible have now been sitting for upwards of seven
that for many years to come we shall obtain months, and we seem to be only beginning
VOL. VII.-6 L
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the work of legislation. There are some
measures, no doubt, which it is desirable
to pass this session; but I must Bay that
I think it is hardly proper to ask the
House to consider a measure not of an
urgent character, and of the length and
importance which this is, without some
urgent cause, which does not exist. I
believe that this is a subject which Parliament ought not to legislate upon without
giving it very grave attention. It is
connected, as the Attorney-General has
stated, with the general question of the
expediency of afferding protection to
inventions-either inventions in manufactures or productions of a literary character.
Now, for many years past, the expediency
of continuing these laws has been a subject
, of grave consideration in England. A
commission was appointed, in 1860, to
consider whether the patent laws should
be continued; and I see, by the latest
report from England, that the subject has
been discussed in the House of Commons,
and that Lord Stanley, the' chairman of'
that commission, and Sir Roundell Palmer
-who, as Attorney-General, had very
large experience of the working of the
patent laws-agree in the opinion that the
patent laws ought not to continue in force,
but that it is exceedingly desirable to
abolish them altogether. It is quite true
that both of them draw a distinction
between the patent laws and copyright,
and there is a distinction; but both subjects are intimately connected one with
the other. There have been cases of
hardship created by piracy-principally of
photographic prints-in this country; but
the question as to whether it is expedient
to give the protection provided by this Bill
to these works must be considered. There
has lately been a decision given in the
House of Lords, the effect of which is to
declare that the copyright laws in England,
so far as they apply to literary works, are
for the' protection, not of the author, but
the publisher. It is the publisher who
is protected by the English copyright law,
and that is the law, as I understand,
which is proposed to be enacted by this
Bill, which was only distributed to honorable members this morning, and which
certainly deserves very attentive consideration. I hope that the AttorneY-General will not press the subject upon the
attention of Parliament at this advanced
stage of the session.
Mr. BURTT.-This matter was pressed
upon the Attorney-General by a deputa-

Protection
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tion, not small in number, and, I believe,
on more than one occasion. Many persons
have been waiting for a long time, anxious
for the passing of a copyright law. I
know a number of working men who are
capable of making new designs, and some
of whom have suffered seriously from the
absence of anything like security over
their inventions. One working man expended about £60, his whole savings, in
bringing out a design, which was highly
approved of and very useful; and within'
a week a person of very little conscience,
and less honesty, copied it at a cost of £3,
and robbed the inventor of the profits
which he expected to make. I think that
the Bill now before the House, which contains, comparatively speaking, few clauses,
might be passed, even at this period of the
session, especially as it will not occasion
any party feeling or political differences.
It merely seeks to give to the poor manthe man of limited means-whose inventive powers have been tested, and found to
be of use to the country, the same security
that many thousands of persons in a better
position have in England. It should also
be remembered that schools of design are
now being established in the colony, by
which a stimulus will be given to inventions of a certain class. I hope that the
House will see fit to pass the measure as
speedily as possible.
Mr. McLELLAN.-I trust that the
Attorney-General will press the Bill, because it has come under my notice that
there is a large number of persons in this
colony who, are able to supply designs,
second to none in the world, I believe. I
would also bring another fact under the
notice of the House in favour of passing
the Bill. Many photographers in Melbourne would go to the expense of taking
views of different places of interest in the
colony, if protection of the kind which
this Bill will supply were offered to them;
but if they did so now, other persons
would copy their pictures and obtain the
benefit of their labour and expense, without incurring any outlay whatever. ' This
is wrong in principle. I could give a
dozen instances of a similar character,
where the artist has no encouragement to
expend any money in the production of
works of art. Surely it is worth OUT
while to protect such skill- as the colouy
contflins; and for this reason I shall vote
for the second reading of the Bill.
Mr.HANNA.-I hope that the Government will proceed with the Bill for many
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reasons, and, among others, because it will
Mr. G. PATON SMITH replied that
develop the inventive faculties of many the measure only provided for giving copypersons in the colony. I know men who right to Victorian productions. He would
spent six months in inventing articles have been glad, if it could have been done,'
which were sent to the last Intercolonial to ha've extended it, to foreign productions,
Exhibition in Melbourne, who have. been in order, that they might, have similar
robbed of all the benefit of their skill protection to that afforded to inventions
simply by a photographic copy being' made under the patent laws, but hewas met'by
of their invention. I do not believe we this difficulty. If protection was extended
could pass"any measure for the next five to English works, the person w40 was the
years that will tend more to develop first, to introduce an English book into the
mechanical science in the colony than the colony would obtain a monopoly of it, and
present Bill, which is calculated to afford prevent any other bookseller selling it.
a proper amount of. protection to persons
The remaining clauses were passed withwho are of an inventive turn of mind.
out discussion.
Mr. MACPHERSON.-I regret that
Progress was then reported.
the honorable and learned member for
Brighton should object to the second readCUSTOMS LAWS AMENDMENT
ing of the Bill. Without having given
BILL.
any very close consideration to the quesOn the motion of Mr. G. PATON
tion, I think that we may accept a measure . SMITH, this Bill was read a second time
that is .practically a reprint of the English and committed.
law. We may safely give our adherence
Some slight amendments were made,
to the principles of the measure, and say
that the invention of every man's brain in and the Bill was then reported with
this country shall be protected. It will amendments.
be easy in any future session to amend the MUNICIPAL CORPORATIONS LAW
law if we tind that it works unfairly or
AMENDMENT BILL.
harshly in any respect. If we are preThe House went into committee for
pared to give a fair degree of protection
to artists and inventors, we may pass the the further consideration of this Bill.
Mr. CASEY proposed an addition to the
Bill at once, and leave the introducing of
any measure which may be found requisite 13th schedule, to enable borough councils
to meet the special wants of' the colony to to make by-laws, requiring the owner of a.
a future Parliament. If we postpone the goat to register his name a!ld address with
Bill now, experience shows that two or the town clerk (paying a registration fee
three sessions may pass over before there of 6d.), and to keep a collar round the
goat's neck bearing the name and address
is any legislation on t,he subject.
The Bill was then read a second time so registered, under a penalty of £2; also
making the owner of a goat, whether re,and committed.
Mr. G. PATON SMITH asked honor- gistered or not, liable to a penalty of 5s. if
able members to pass the various clauses his goat was found at large in any street;
on the assurance that they were almost and providing for the seizure and destrucidentical with the provisions of the English tion of unregistered goats found in any
Act, and he promised to allow opportunity street.
Mr. BYRNE expressed his approval of
before the Bill left the committee for the
discussion of any suggestions which any the amendment, and urged the necessity
member might desire to make, after more for putting down the goat nuisance.
The amendment was agreed to.
careful~y examining the measure.
Mr. CASEY submitted a new clause
Clause 1, relating to the period at which
the measure should come into operation, to allow an appeal to a County Court
and clause 2 (interpretation of terms, &c.), judge against the valuation of property
situated in more than one borough. He
were postponed.
On clause 3, authorizing the granting of explained that the object of the clause
copyright to the proprietol' of any new and was to prevent the inequality which at
original design for articles or works of present existed in the r~ting of property
which was situated partly in one borough
manufacture and art.
C~ptain MAC MAHON inquired if the and pa,rtly in another. The clause would
Bill would give protection to any pur- apply to such properties as those belonging
chaser in the colony of a copydgh t at hame? to the Collingwood Gas Company, the
6L2
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Sandhurst Gas Company, and the Melbourne and Hobson's Bay Railway;
Captain MAC MAHON expressed the
opinion that the effect of the clause would
be to render that portion of the pier of
the Melbourne and Hobson's Bay Railway
Company lying between high· and low
water mark, which had not hitherto been
subject to rating at aU, liable to be rated
to the borough of Sandridge. If this was
to be done, it ought to be done by special
legislation, and not indirectly.
Mr. CASEY said that the Melbourne
and Hobson's Bay Railway Company were
in favour of the clause.
Captain MAC MAHON intimated that,
if such was the case, he would not press
his objection. Hitherto that portion of
Hobson's Bay lying between high and low
water mark had been supposed to belong
to the city of Melbourne.
Mr. THOMAS read a letter from the
Lands and Survey department stating that
the city of Melbourne was described as
bounded on the south by Hobson's Bay,
which, in the surveys carried out by the
department, had always been assumed to
extend to the high water line of ordinary
spring tides, and that the extension of the
boundaries of the city beyond high water
line was never contemplated.
The clause was agreed to, as were also
several other new clauses relating to the
manner in which appeals 'against the rating
of property situated in different boroughs
should be prosecuted.
Mr. CASEY moved the introduction of
a new clause, the object of which was to
compel borough councils to furnish returns
to the Government for statistical purposes.
He explained that sometimes applications
had been made to local 1;>o<1ies for sucIi
returns, nnd the request had not been complied with. There was, he thought, no
reason why they should not be c01l1pelled
to furnish such information when called'
upon to do so, and as a clause with a COfresponding object had been passed in the
Local Government Act Amendment Bill,
he hoped there would be no' objection to
this.
The clause was agreed to.
Mr. CREWS called the attention of
the Minister of Justice to the fact that
some degree 'of uncertainty existed as to
whether there was any protection for trees
planted in streets within boroughs, and
also as to the authority by which trees
could be so planted. He expressed the
hope that, if there was no law on the
0
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subject already, a clause would be introduced into the Bill before it left the House,
which would clear up the difficulty.
Progress was then reported.

SESSIONAL ORDER.
Mr. FRANCIS moved" That the resolution of this House, agreed
to 28th July last, fixing the hour of meeting of
the Assembly on Thursd!LYs at two o'clock, be
read and rescinded.
" That the hour of meeting of the Assembly
on Thursday in each week during the remainder
of this session be four o'clock."
The motion was agreed to.
TRANSFER OF LAND STATUTE
AMENDMENT BILL.
Captain MAC MAHON moved"That the Bill to amend the Transfer of
Lands Statute be referred to a select committee,
to consist of Mr. G. Paton Smith, Mr. McDonnell,
Mr. McKean, Mr. Kerferd, Mr. Macgregor, Mr.
Macpherson, Mr. Cohen, Mr. Aspinall, Mr.
Byrne, and the mover j three to form a quorum."
The motion was agreed to.
The House adjourned at three minutes
to eleven o'clock.

LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL.
Wednesday" September 1, 1869.
Municipal Corporations Law Amendment Bill-Land Beleetors-Scab Act Amendment Bill-Local Government Act
Amendment Bill.

The PRESIDENT took the chair at
twenty-two minutes past four o'clock p.m.,
and read the prayer.
PETITIONS.
Petitions were presented-In favour of
the Local Government Act Amendment
Bill, by the Hon. J. GRAHAM, from the
Broadmeadows Road Board; and by the
Hon. N. FITZGERALD, from the Castlemaine Borough Coup-cil. . Petitions were
also presented in favour of the Bill, wi th
the exception of the provision for abolishing tolls, by the Hon. R. S. ANDERSON,
from the Goulburn Valley Road Board;
and by the Hon. J. MCCRAE, from the
Meredith Road Board.
MUNICIPAL CORPORATIONS LAW
AMENDMENT BILL.
The Hon. W. H. F. MITCHELL (in
the absence of the Hon. J. O'SHANASSY)
asked the Minister of Public Works when
he proposed to bring before the House the
Bill relating to Municipal Corporations?

Scab Act

[SEPTEMBER

The Hon. J. McCRAE replied that the
measure in question would be submitted
as soon as it was received from another
place, where the business appeared to have
hflen so great and urgent that the Bill had,
perhaps, not received consideration so
promptly as it would otherwise have done.
LAND SELECTORS.
The Hon. W. H. F. MITCHELL
moved" That there be laid on the table of the House
a return of the number of persons who, having
obtained land, or promises of .la!ld, under the
42nd clause of the Land Act now in force, have
had their selections disallowed; the number of
persons who, upon subsequent representations,
have had their disallowed selections confirmed;
the number of persons, if any, who have had
such confirmed selections again disallowed."

The honorable member said that, as the
information which he hoped to obtain from
this return was of importance, in reference
to the consideration of the Land Bill now
before the House, he would ask that it
should be furnished by the following day,
or with all convenient speed.
The Hon. J. McCRAE said that he
would urge the necessity of the return
being supplied as soon as possible.
The motion was agreed to.
SCAB ACT AMENDMENT BILL.
The Hon. N. BLACK brought up the
report of the select committee on this Bill,
to which was appended a schedule of the
amendments made in it. He moved that
it be received, printed, and taken into consideration on Tuesday, September 7. 0
The Hon. J. McCRAE. urged upon
the House the necessity of proceeding as
speedily as possible with the consideration
of this Bill, and as there was no business
on the paper for the following day, he
moved, as an amendment, that the report
be considered on that day. In support of
the urgency of the measure, he read the
following letter from Mr. E. M. Curr, the
Chief Scab Inspector, which had been
that morning received by the AttorneyGeneral ; "I have the honour to call your attention
to the importation of scab into districts heretofore clean. It may be mentioned that the
inspectors anticipated in several cases what
would occur, but had no power to interfere. As
instances of what has happened in the last few
weeks, I may mention that a flock of sheep which
travelled from Mitchell's Creek station into the
Beechworth district, turned out to be scabby,
and infected at least two other stations. A Mr.
Brown also removed sheep from Holcombe
station, and drove them into the East Wimmera
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district, heretofore clean, where they proved to
be diseased. Another flock of sheep was driven
by Mr. Lyon, of Ballanee, into the same district,
whtlre they also turned out to be scabby, as had
been anticipated. Finally, I learned this morning that sheep brought to Bael Bael station
have diseased that country.
" E. M. CUlm."
(Signed)

He hoped honorable members would recognise the absolute necessity of immediately dealing with the question, in
order to prevent the whole country being
infected with disease.
The Hon. R. S. ANDERSON remarked
that he had that day received a letter
from a resident in another portion of the
A voca district, of similar tenor to that of
Mr. Curr, and stating that a flock of sheep
had just been travelled through several
stations in clean districts, and on arriving
at their destination were found to be
scabby.
The Hon. W. H. F. MITCHELL asked
the Minister of Public Works whether he
would put down the second reading of the
Bill for the following day, in the event of
the amendment being agreed to?
Mr. McCRAE said that he had ·no
objection to that being done.
The Hon. J. O'SHANASSY observed
that he understood the object of Mr. Black,
in moving the consideration of the report
for Tuesday, was that the amendments
might be printed and circulated amongst
honorable members, and that the public
outside the House might have an opportunity of judging of the character of those
amendments. He thought there was no
necessity for such hasty and probably
injurious legislation as might result from
the acceptance of the amendment of the
Minister of Public Works.
The Hon. J. F. STRACHAN opposed
the amendment, and objected to an earlier
day than Tuesday being named for the
consideration of the report.
The Hon. T. T. A'BECKETTcould not
understand why the existing Scab Act was
not to be taken advantage of to the extent
that it was capable of; and expressed the
hope that the Government would not stand
quietly by and allow the mischief complained of to go on if it was possible to
check or modify it under the law as it
stood.
Mr. McCRAE ~id not desire to press
the measure on with undue haste, but had
felt it his duty to state plainly to the
House the imperative necessity of no
avoidable delay taking place. Ile would
not press his amend~e~t~
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The motion was agreed to, and the
second reading of the Bill was made an
order of the day for Tues~ay, September 7.
.

.

LOCAL GOVERNMENT ACT
AMENDMENT BILL.
. The.Hon. J. O'SHANASSY moved
that the report of the committee on this
Bill be adopted. He was happy to say .
that, on looking over the Bill since it
had been dealt with in committee, he found
that the number of amendments, considering the extent of the measure, was
small, although they might be important
in character. He might say that it was
not his intention to take the third reading
until the Municipal Corporations Law
Amendment Bill was before the House,
because all the questions of local character,
such as the abolition of tolls, and the
rating and voting clauses, would necessarily
have to De again considered with that
measure; and he took it for granted that
honorable members would desire to see the
same principles applied to boroughs as to .
shires. He desired to call attention to
the position in which the House was
placed in relation to the petitions which
had been presented in favour of this Bill.
He contended that no importance could
be attached to those petitions, inasmuch as.
he had abundant evidence to show that
they were not the spontaneous emanations
of the petitioners, but were. merely the
result of a circular letter-a copy of which
he held in his hand-issued from a printing-office in Melbourne, and urging, in
rather significant terms, that the road
boards should petition in favour of the
measure. A draft copy of the petition
accompanied each circular, drawn up in
such a way that if there was any portion
of it that did not meet the views of the
local body to whom it was addressed,· it
could be omitted. If he had not in his
possession the evidence of this, he thought
the fact of the twelve or fourteen petitions
that had been presented, out of some 110
local bodies, being alike, verbatim et literatim, would have sufficiently satisfied honOJ'able members that some such practice
had been resorted to. He warned the
House not to attach undue importance
to petitions got up under these circum-'
stances, and to bear in mind the very In.rge
proportion of the local bodies throughout
the country who had made no sign
favorable to the measure. The state of
things he had disclosed bore internal eviqen96 of the existeQ,ce of ~~ orga~i11ation
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in Melbourne for carrying out such objects.
So much for the petitions alld the value to be
placed upon them. He would now content
himself with moving the adoption" of the
report, relying upon the decision which was
arrived'at when the principles of the measure were exhaustively discussed, and
when, in a House consisting of twentyseven members, the views he advocated
were affirmed.
The Hon. R. S. ANDERSON seconded
the motion.
The Hon. J. McCRAE said that.he had
no intention of interfering with the progress of "the Bill, or of opposing the motion
for the adoption of the report. He disclaimed any knowledge of an organization
existing in Melbourne for the purpose of
influencing the various local bodies as to
the character of the petitions they sent up.
He could not understand what difference it
made from what source the circulars emanated, if sent at all; because the fact of
the petitions having been presented was
prima facie evidence of the petitioners
approving of the principles advocated by
those who sent them. However, he was
not aware until he came into the House"
that afternoon that any such circulars as
those alluded to had been sent; but, if they
had, he thought the objection and the inference sought to be drawn from it went for
nothing. The honorable member would
not surely go the length of saying that the
signatures attached to the peti tions in favour
of the Bill were otherwise than genuine,
and, until that was shown, he should regard
them as expressions of approval of the
principles of the measure,· and the means
by which the petitioners had been brought
to that view was immaterial. As to the
Bill itself, there was no doubt that it
would pass that House in its altered
form, and that when sent down to another
place, he apprehended it would be returned
for reconsideration. All he would add
was that he hoped a Local Government
Bill would pass" whether that Bill or a Bill
that should be introduced at some future
period.
The Hon. N. FITZGERALD said he
understood the objection taken by the
various local bodies was not to the principle of the amendment of Mr. O'Shanassy,
but to the figure, £1,500, that he had placed
as the minimum of annual income from
rates which should be possessed by united
shires and boroughs. He contended that
the difference between the compromise
brought dQwtl by the Minister of ~u.b~iQ
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Works, after consultation with his colleagues, and the amendment to the 7th
clause, which had been agreed to by the
House, was merely nominal. His own
opinion was tha.t the limit was fixed too
high. He considered £1,000 was sufficient,
and he would have been satisfied even with
£750.. What he principally' objected to
was the Minister of' Public Works having
first of all stated that in persisting in
the amendment the House was striking at
the root of the principle of his measure,
and, after having threatened and found the
House determined not to be moved by
threats, coming down with an amendment
which was practically the same as that
which he had so strenuously opposed.
Mr. McCRAE explained that he had no
desire to push the amendment that had
been referred to, but had merely proposed it in order to make the Bill harmonious ..
The report was adopted.
The House adjourned at half-past five
o'clock, until Tuesday, September 7.

LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY.
Wednesday, Septemher 1, 1869.
Yan Yean Reservoir-The Mining Department-Lands Titles
Office-The Vacancies in the Cabinet -Order of St.
Michael and St. George-Extension of Powers (Banks)
Bill-Payment of Members-Administration of the Lands
Department-Public Instruction-Adjourned DebateWaterworks Commissions Bill.

The SPEAKER took the chair at halfpast four o'clock p.m.
YAN YEAN RESERVOIR.
Mr. WATKINS asked the Chief Secretary if he was aware that, at present,
every available source was employed in
obtaining a supply of water into the Yan
Yean reservoir; if he was aware that the
water was lower in the reservoir at this
season of the year than ever had been
known in any previous year; also,' if he
. was aware that the water, as supplied to
the inhabitants of late, was greatly deteriorated; and, if these propositions were
correct, whether it was the intention of
the Government to ascertain. the probable
cost of obtaining water from the King
Parrot Creek, or any other source, so as
not to need the supply as at present obtained from the River Plenty? The
honor~ble member said he did not wish
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to create any unnecessary alarm as to the
quantity of water now in the Yan Yean
reservoi!', or the quality of it; but information which he had received showed
that the water was now lower than it had
ever been known to be. It was six feet
and a half below the by-wash. . Persons
living in the neighbourhood stated that
the quantity of water which had come
down the River Plenty, during the present
winter, was much less than in former
years. This was accounted for by the
fact that the proportion of the area of
land forming the water-shed now under
cultivation had much increased. The nonsuccess of .an attempt to increase the
water in the reservoir, by cutting a drain
through a swamp, had also tended to
diminish the supply to the reservoir.
There could be very little doubt that the
River Plenty-which was' an insignificant stream, not worthy of· the name of a
river, being at some seasons smaller than
the water-channel in Elizabeth-street occasionally was-did not furnish sufficient
water for the reservoir, and that it would
be necessary to obtain a supply from some
other source. Mr. Johnson, the Government analytical chemist, in a recent report,
said" My attention having been directed to a statement that much impurity, and occasionally a
dead bullock or two, were allowed to find their
way into the feeders of the reservoir, to the
detriment of the latter, I have thought it desirable to make some sort of estimate of the amount
of contamination that might be communicated
. by this means. In round numbers, the lake
holds, when full, about 6,000,000,000 gallons.
Taking an ordinary fair-sized bullock at SOOlb.,
and supposing that he was entirely dissolved,
bones and all, and mixed with the waters of the
lake equally, the carcass would yield less than
one graiu of any organic matter to every 3,000
gallons, or less than the three-thousandth part
of a grain to a gallon. To contaminate each
gallon of the water to the extent of one grain of
such impurity more than 3,000 such bullocks
must be dissolved 'at once and added; and eYen
if they were, such is the extraordinary power of
self-purification possessed by water when well
exposed to weather, that it is more than probable,
in a very short time indeed, the whole would
become removed by oxidation and decay, and
completely disappear."

The quantity of water, at present in the
reservoir was, however, only about
4,000,000,000 gallons, so that Mr. Johnson's remarks must be taken with some
qualification. It had been suggested that
additional water might be obtained from
the back of the Whittle sea mountains, but
that project would involve an enormous
expen.se, Probably it 'would b~ found.
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Lands Titles Office.

desirable to have recourse to t;he King persons willing to accept the office," and
Parrot Creek.
that applications were sent in by a number
Mr. McCULLOCH said he had been of solicitors, some of whom were willing
furnished with a statement from the depart- to perform the work at from £300 to £400
ment to the effect that at present every per year. The honorable and learned
available source was employed in obtaining member had, however, appointed a gentlea supply of water for the reservoir; and man to perform the duties of the office
that the present depth of water iu the temporarily at the enormous salary of
reservoir was 18 feet 8! inches, which was £3 3s. per day. That gentleman, it was
lower than it had ever previously been at alleged, was no mote competent to disthis season of the year. With regard to charge the duties than others who had
the qua~ity of the water, the repOl·t of the offered to do so for £300 or £400 "a year.
Mr. G • PATON SMITH remarked
Government analyist showed that it had
improved rather than deteriorated; and, that the simple answer ,.to the honorable
in reply to the last question, he had to member's question was that no officer had
inform the honorable member that applica- been appointed as successor to Mr. Chamtion had been made to the Lands depart- . bers because the House had not yet voted
ment to cause surveys to be made for the a salary for such an officer. It was true
purpose of ascertaining the practicability that a gentleman was performing the duties
and probable cost of obtaining a supply of of the office temporarily. (Mr. Kerferdwater from the King Parrot Creek and "At what salary?") Not at the salary
mentioned by the honorable member. (Mr.
other sources.
Kerferd-" Will you state what it is ? ")
THE MINING DEPARTMENT.
He would not comply with the honorable
Mr. KERFERD called the attention of member's request at that particular mothe Minister of Mines to an alleged dis- ment. In a few days there would be an
organization in his department, and asked, opportunity of considering the estimates
if the same was true, what steps he in- for the Lands Titles department, and he
tended to take to restore the department to would then inform the House what the
a state of discipline? He observed that intentions of the Government in reference
he was actuated by no unfri~ndly feeling to this matter were.
either towards the Minister of Mines or
THE VACANCIES IN THE
the officers of the department, but he was
CABINET.
induced to ask the question in consequence
In reply to Mr. KERFERD,
of statements which had appeared in the
Mr. McCULLOCH intimated that he
newspapers." It was alleged that the administrative branch interfered with the hoped to be in a position to announce, on
professional branch, and that what the the following evening, that the vacancies
professional branch required to be done . in the Cabinet had been filled.
could not be done, because the administrative branch would not comply with the ORDER OF ST. MICHAEL AND ST.
GEORGE.
wishes of the professional branch.
Mr. LONGMORE asked the Chief
Mr. SULLIVAN replied that no such
thing as disorganization existed in the de- Secretary whether he had received any
partment.
Disputes might occasionally communication from the Imperial Governhave taken place between engineers and ment with reference to the knighthood of
other officers of the department, but they the Order of St. 'Michael and St. George,
had invariably been settled in a manner which had recently been con felTed on
gentlemen ,throughQut the Australian
satisfactory to the public interests.
colonies?
LANDS TITLES OFFICE.
Mr. McCULLOCH thought that the
Mr. KERFERD called the attention of question put by the honorable member was
the Attorney-Generar to the fact that the a most unusual one. All such honours were
vacant appointment in the Lands Titles- conferred by the Crown, and he presumed
office caused by the retirement of Mr. that the Crown would take the opportunity
Chambers, late Examiner of Titles, had not of making the fact known when they were
yet been filled up, and asked if it was his conferred.
PETITIONS.
intention to fill it up, and when? He
understood that, some time ago, the AttorPetitions in favour of the continuance of
ney-General invited applications from State aid to religion were presented by
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Mr. -J. T. SMITH, from members of the .' Mr; LONGMORE accepted the amendUnited Church of England and Ireland ment.
resident in and about Footscray; and by
The motion, as amended, was agreed
Mr. RIDDELL, from members of the same to .
church resident in and about Caulfield.
. Mr. LONGMORE intimated his desire
Petitions against the resolutions proposed to propose that the quorum of the com·
by Mr. Higinbotham, in reference to mittee should be reduced from five to
education, were presented by Mr. CUN- three members, in consequence of the
NINGHAM, from the clergy and laity of difficulty of obtaining five members.
the Roman Catholic Church in Geelong;
Mr. McCULLOCH objected to the
and by Mr. HANNA, from the members of motion being discussed in the absence of
the same church resident at and near the Minister of Lands.
Talbot and Majorca.
Mr. LANGTON submitted that there
ought to be· no opposition to the motion
EXTENSION OF POWERS (BANKS) if it was essential to enable the committee
BILL.
to conduct the inquiry which it had been
Mr. FRANCIS directed attention to a appointed to make.
motion standing on the paper in his name
Mr. DUFFY suggested that, if the
for the second reading of this Bill. The motion was not adopted, those members
measure was framed in order to confer on of the committee who found it inconcertain banks in the city of Melbourne venient to be present at the meetings of
privileges which were already posset:lsed the committee might be relieved from atby other similar institutions, but the Chief tendance, and other members appointed
Secretary had intimated that it would be in their place.
better to deal with the matter in a comMr. McCULLOCH thought it undesiraprehensive measure relating to banks. If ble to reduce the quorum of such an
the honorable gentleman would promise to important committee to three members.
introduce such a Bill, either this session or The suggestion of the honorable and
at the beginning of next, he (Mr. Francis) learned member for Dalhousie migh t
would feel it his duty to withdraw the meet the case, but he hoped that arrangeBill which he had brought in.
.
ments would be made whereby the memMr. McCULLOCH remarked that it bers of the committee would be able to
would be impossible to introduce a general give more attention to the inquiry than
measure relating to banking this session, they had hitherto done. He believed that
but the question was one which ought to one member who had been absent from
be dealt with early next session.
town for ten days had just returned.
The motion was postponed.
PAYMENT OF MEMBERS.
PUBLIC INSTRUCTION.
Mr. McCULLOCH brought down a
message from His Excellency the GoSECOND NIGHT'S DEBATE.
vernor, recommending an appropriation
On the order of .the day for the resumpfrom the consolidated revenue for the pur- tiqn of the debate on the resolutions proposes of a Bill for the compensation of p0sed by Mr. Fellows on the subject of
mem bers of the Legislature.
education, and on Mr. Higinbotham'S
The message was ordered to be con- amendment thereto (adjourned from the
sidered on Wednesday, September 8.
previous day),
.
Mr. HIGINBOTHAM said-Sir, I will
ADMINISTRATION OF THE
ask the permission of the House to offer a
LANDS, DEPARTMENT.
word of explanation as to a statement
Mr. LONGMORE moved--The ;House
"That leave be given to the select committee which I made last evening.
on the Crown Lands department to move from will remember that I stated the Educaplace to place."
tion Commissioners were informed by the
The object of the motion was to enable Registrar-General that the number of
the committee tosit at th~ Crown Lands- children in the colony within the school
office.
'
ages was 170,000; also that in the last
report of the Board of Education the
Mr. KERFERD seconded the motion.
Mr. G. PATON SMITH proposed, as number appeared to be 166,000, and that
an amendment, that the words "sit at the I was unable to reconcile the apparent
Crown Lands-office" be substituted for discrepancy between the two estimate'l.
I have seen the Registrar-General to-day,
"move from place to place.~' I
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and he explained the matter to me in a
manner which is entirely satisfactory. In
justice to that gentleman, I trust that the
House will allow me to repeat the eX'planation.
The Registrar-General stated
before the commissioners, in reply to a
question, that he considered the years of
instruction to be from three to fifteen, but
that possibly from five to fifteen was the
more practical period. It was understood
by the commissioners that, throughout his
evidence, the Registrar-General referred
to what Ite believed to be the better period
-namely, from five to fifteen years. In
point of fact, however, in his answer relating to 170,000 children, he stated the
number from three to fifteen years of age,
which, of course, would be much larger
than the numbel' from five to fifteen. But
the number given to the Board of Education, and published in their last report, is
the number within the ages of from five
to fifteen. With this explanation, the
statement contained in the report of the
board for last year is entirely consistent
with the statement made by the RegistrarGeneral in 1866.
The debate was then resumed.
Mr. BLAIR-Mr. Speaker, of the two
sets of resolutions before the House I
shall, of course, vote for that proposed
by the honorable and learned member for
Brighton, although I should have been
very glad if he had confined himself to
the second of his propositions alone. If
the honorable and learned gentleman will
permit me to make the suggestion, I think
he will carry the feeling of the House
with him more universally, more heartily,
if, when the vote comes to be taken on
the question, he consents to the striking
out of the first resolution which he has
submitted. At best it is only declaratory.
Simply as a proposition it may be true.
I have myself a lurking belief in its entire
truth; but, nevertheless, it is a proposition
of a kind which it is not at all incumbent
upon me, standing here in a public capacity, to avow, and, in avowing, to make it
the b~sis of legislative action. The second
propositio!l alone, which asserts the neces8ity of a secular system of education, and
indicates briefly the machinery by which
~ genuine State system of education can be
carried out, is the resolution which I think
ought to be put before the House; and I
believe I may promise the honorable and
learned member for Brighton that he will
carry that. second proposition without a di.
vision, 13Qt at once, RIlq for e?,a.ct11 the
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same reason that I adopt the second of the
prl)positions of the honorable and learned
member for Brighton, I object to, and
mean to vote against, most emphatically,
the series of resolutions moved by the
honorable ana learned member' for St.
Kilda (Mr. Fellows), which are so characteristic of him. The honorable and learned
member for StJ Kilda seetns to me of late
to have taken upon himself the role of a,
legislativ~ Rip Van Winkle. Every now
and then he comes out of his mountain
cavern, where he seems to have been taking
a, long sleep, for ages almost-certainly for
years-and to place upon the table of the
House a proposition, 'or a series of propositions, -w;hich, to say the least, are
antiquated by an entire generation; and
which, for the most part, go directly in the
teeth of all those principle,s which he held
and avowed in this and another place in
the freshness of his early youth. I don't
think that these resolutions-so entirely
antiquated as they are in the very texture
of them, so entirely adverse to the spirit
and tendencies of the age in which we live,
and of the country in which we live, so
directly in the teeth of public opinion, so
directly opposed to the whole current of
public conviction on this question-are
worth consideration; and, judging frotn
the speech made by the honorable and
learned member for St. Kilda, last night,
when he introduced these strange but
characteristic propositions, I heartily believe that he is also of the same opinion.
At least this I know-that he certainly
once in his life held opinions upon this
question of a complexion as different from
that which he has given expression to in
the propositions now before the House as
were the sentiments which he endeavoured
to put in words the other evening upon
the question of State aid to religion different
from the sentiments which some years ago
he avowed upon that question in another
place. I will proceed, as briefly as I can,
to the consideration of this educational
question, by setting aside all reference to
the motion before the House, and confining
myself exclusively to the second proposition
embodied in the amendment. N ow on a
question of this kind it seems inevitable
that, though the discussion of it should
come up for the thousandth time, there
should be a reference to what are called
first principles. It is taken for granted
that we should commence, so to speak,
with the very alphabet of the question.
I don't thin~ it fS llecessary in this
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case. I
the first principles
upon. which a State should act in its
intervention with the education of the
children of the State have been settled long since, and settled conclusively
and for ever. But those principles are
progressive, and instead of continually
looking behind us, and backward to first
principles, I think it would become- us
better, holding the position we do, as the
representatives of a- very progressive
country indeed, 'to look forward to the outcome and eventual result of those primary
principles. Just at this moment it so
happens that every movement of human
society around us, and every event in
current history, brings with it this one
lesson-or history has no teaching-that
. there are certain principles which bear
upon and regulate the intervention of the
State, or rather the relation of the State
to the religion or religions of the subjects
of the State, which, whether they are
adopted or not, having been conclusiv;ely
settled by the. accumulated experience of
mankind, are the principles which, sooner
or later-and the sooner the better-will
be adopted by every civilized nation on
the face of the earth; and one of those
principles is the entire disconnexion of the
State from any interference with the religious opinions of its subjects. This, I
repeat, is the lesson which we learn from
all that transpires around us in the world,
and it is the lesson which surely we can all
read in the current events of the country
that we reside in. But even this may
be considered a first principle; and I shall
only advert to it further to make one brief
extract from the article a quotation from
which made such an impression on the
House the other night, in consequence of
its practical turn. The quotation gives,
in such clear, explicit, and unanswerable
terms the statement of the right principle
-the right view of the principle-which I
have in view in discussing this question,
that I think it will only be necessary to
read these few lines and then pass on : " The following remarks of Dr. Henry Smith,
chairman of the American Executive Committee
at the Evangelical Alliance held at Amsterdam,
in 1867, are so appropriate, that no apology is
needed for quoting them :-' The special characteristic of. our American Christianity is found in
the separation of Church and State - which
separation rests, on the one hand, upon t.he principle of religious liberty, and on the other, upon
R confidence in the self-sustaining power of
Christianity itself. We believe that no external
power, be it ecclesiastical or secular, has a right to
hrrad~ t~? ~(!.cred proviuce pf religioq~ freedom.
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We also believe that Christianity does not need
the support of the State. As faith in human
rights is at the basis of our republican institutions, so, and with still stronger emphasis, is
faith in Christianity at the basis of our religious
growth and order. We are willing to trust its
inherent truth and power against all the assaults
of its foes. being well assured that the State
cannot repel tht!se if the Church cannot. Such
religious liberty is necessary to true civil freedom; the latter has ever followed the former,
and when religious and civil liberty are fully
and equally recognised, there will also ensue a
separation of Church and State.' "
This is my opening statement. Whether
or not the sentiments that I have just read
command the assent of those who are
paying me the compliment of listening to
me I do not know, but this prophecy at
least I may venture with confidence-that
not many successions of this Legislature
will pass by until there will not be seated
upon these benches one single individual
who will not be ready to stand up and
avow that these are the views which he
holds to the letter as to the relation of
Church and State. If so, then I think
you have attained the principle by which .
to solve that hitherto complex and difficult
problem of education which we are now
considering. Even in this colony, ever
since I have known it-nnd I have kllown
it from its early beginnings-there has
been a visible gradual advance towards
the establishment of this master principle
of State policy. When the Constitution
under which we are assembled was framed,
one of the propositions which commanded
the assent of all who were engaged in the
work of framing that Constitution-a proposition which sprang spontaneously, so
to speak, from the heart to the lips of
all men, of all denominations that took
part in laying the foundations of this
to be great nation-was that no minister of religion should be allowed to
hold a seat in this House. And why?
Because that instinct within you, that feeling which almost in spite of your reason,
and certainly in spite of your prejudices.
hurls you to adopt the sound principle of
justice and policy which is em bodied in
the language I have read, drove you to the
conviction that the introduction of any
man representing any religious sect or
movement would be ruinous-that to allow
such 'a man to have a seat in the House
would be to introduce an element of confusion and mischief into the composition
of the Legislature. Upon the same ground
you would reject with intlnite scorn ann
re~dy promptituqe a~ly proposal to apply a
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religious test to members of the Legislature. We must have perfect equality,
and we can only have perfect equality by
absolutely keeping out of view thi,s quest ion of religion. So alone can we fulfil
our functions, which are purely of a political character. We have no business to
inquire into, .to deal with, or to consider
those private feelings, private convictions,
and promptings of conscience which bind
ihe individual to his Maker. This feeling
rose to its flood-height when public opinion
arrived at the conclusion that the twofold
board system of education had outlived its
term, and that some advance must be made
towards a real and genuine Rtate system of
education, and the abolition as a State of
all distinctive ~ecognition of sectarian differences. You substituted for the two
boards, one of which was avowedly and
by name "denominational," one board,
which you call the "national" board.
That is to say, with, so far as I know, the
entire consent of the whole populationof all shades of religious opinion-you
made one ad vance in respect of this education question towards the adoption of that
great principle of justice and of wise
policy for which. I am contending. Yon
have now only to take the other step, and
take it, I beg leave to tell you, you will some
(lay; if not now, at a day not very distant.
For myself, holding as I do, and always
have done, strong convictions on this question-convictions based, not upon prejudice,
nor upon lightly taken-up religious views,
but upon years of consideration and observation-I can regard the successful advance made towards the adoption of the
principle which I hold with the utmost
calmness. I can say, without t4e slightest
affectation of feeling, "You may make your
approaches towards the adoption of that
principle gradual or rapid,· just as you
please, but come to it you will ; for my
part, I have reached the final point; I
stand upon firm ground; and, therefore, I
am quite willing to accept any instalment,
however small, of justice and wise policy
that will lead you in the direction of the
point I ha.ve already reached." The proposition contained in the amendment affirms
exactly all that I have ever thought and
felt on this subject. Possibly, it ~ay be
rejected, not here, but in what is euphuistically called "another place." However not
many years, perhaps not many months, will
elapse before the principle embodied in
the amendment will be universally adopted
and acted upon in this colony. An
Mr. Blair.
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approach was made towards it when the
Royal Commission on Education of 1866
Of that commission I
was appointed.
have a word or two to say before proceeding further. I say, without fear or
flattery, that never was there a commis-sion
appointed to fulfil a high public duty that
so faithfully and efficiently fulfilled the
task intrusted to it by the State. The
labours of that commission, during the
brief period of its existence, both as to
their extent and value, were unparalleled.
They were simply, as regards the subject
in hand, exhaustive labours. There was
nothing even to be gleaned in this wide
field after that commission had concluded
its task. And having had some slight connexion, in a humble and subordinate way,
with that commission, I have noted that
sin~e the report of the commission was
printed and circulated, nothwithstanding
all the discussion that has gone on, both
in the newspaper press and in this House,
with respect to the question of education,
not one new fact has been brought forward,
not one new principle has been elicited.
The report of that commission forms, I
say, a perfect encyclopredia on the question. I have read with amusement and
astonishment-amusement predominating
-scores of leading articles, and reports of
scores of addresses in this House, at public
meetings, and elsewhere, which betrayed
the fact that the writers of those articles,
and the speakers of those addresses, were
ignorant of the elements of the question,
simply because they had not taken the
trouble to read that splendid report. The
honorable and learned member for Brighton, last night, with that· modesty which
characterizes him, did admit, in the course
of his statesmanlike address, that the Bill
drawn by the Royal Commission of 1866,
which, at the instance of that commission,
he submitted to the House, proved, as he
was pleased to express himself, an utter
failure. At all events it failed to the
extent that it did not then pass. But I
don't think that Bill can be called a failure. All the improvement that has since
taken place in the administration of your
system of education-the improvement in
the personal composition of the Board of
Education, and in the rules and regulations promulgated by that board-is entirely due to the labours of that commission. Silently, without recognition,
without acknowledgment, the suggested
reforms em bodied in the report of that
commission have been ~dopted either by
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the Government or the board; and the
consequence is that at this moment you
have almost reached the very point at
which you would have been had you accepted th~ measure which the honorable
and learned member for Brighton introduced. Where then was the failure?
There are other modes of operating upon
public opinion and acting upon the public
and political life of States than by blowing
trumpets in the streets, "as the hypocrites
do," making noisy demonstrations, and
delivering loud and blatant speeches at
sham public meetings. In this case I have
not seen a failure. I have never seen a
success more absolute or more complete,
short of the open, acknowledged, and recognised adoption of the measure. ' I was
not a member of the House when that
Bill was under discussiun, but not the lesB
did I read attentively the reports of the
speeches made and the swarms of newspaper articles written in reference to that
measure; and I noticed that a spirit of
unfairness, an ungenerous and unfaithful
spirit, amounting in its outcome to the
blankest falsehood, underlay, permeated,
and pervaded the majority of the articles
and speeches. Why? Because it suited
a certain section of this House and the
press and the public to make this question
a political question. But it should never
be made a political question; and I hope
it will not be made so now. That, however, was the ruse, the trick, the piece of
craft which cunning and designing party,
which unscrupulous faction, .had to play
off. Therefore the cry was raised that
the Bill was in fact the Bill of the honorable and learned member for Brighton;
that the report was the report of the
honorable and learned member; that the
commission was solely and exclusively
the honorable and learned member in
his own personal identity. But upon
that commission there sat day by day,
beside the honorable and learned member
for Brighton, assisting him with a zeal
and assiduity which entitle them to the
everlasting gratitude of this colony,
gentlemen who were far better able than
even he-though his acquirements and
abilities are great-of dealing practically
and wisely with this question of education. . Why? Because they were gentlemen who had spent their whole lives in the
practical work of education-because they
were gentlemen who understood, and who,
in their own practical experience, had
realized and carried out every single tittle
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of the multifarious details of this, at the
very best, intricate and complex question.
I also know that although the report was
drafted by the honorable and learned
member for Brighton, as chairman, and
embodied the chairman's own sentimentsalthough the spirit of the document, so to
speak, caught its cue from his statesmanlike mind-there was not a single line
which was not carefully and repeatedly
scrutinized and criticised by all the commissioners sitting in full session; there
was not a single paragraph allowed to go
forth into print, bearing the seal and sign
manual of the commissioners, without
having been, time and again, sifted and
sifted until absolute unanimity of opinion
in almost every propmlition, if not in
almost every word contained in the report,
had been secured.
Now was it fair,
honest, just, or tmthful, in speaking of the
report and the measure founded upon itwhich the House now knows to have been,
and ought to have known then to have
been the joint composition of the whole
commission-to represent them solely and
exclusively as the emanation of the mind of
the honorable and learned member for
Brighton, and on the basis of that shameful
falsehood to make this question a ground
of party and factious attack?
When
I mention the names of the Rev. Dr.
Brombv; of Mr. Morrison, who has
made the Scotch College an institution
of which any country on the face of the
earth might be proud; of Dr. Corrigan,
who so ably and fitly fills the. two fold
function of head of the Wesleyan College
and the representati ve of the Wesleyan
body on the Board of Education; of Judge
Pohlman, who for twelve years acted as
chairman of the old Denominational Board
-when I mention these, and I might enlarge the list, as the colleagues of the
honorable and learned member for
Brighton on that commission, and when
I know that they took an intimate and
personal part in the working of that commission, that they were never an hour
absent when they could be present, that
the hand of everyone of them is as visible
to me in every line of th~t report as is that
of the honorable and learned member for
Brighton, I ~hink I have a right to put the
case with something of indignation in my
tone, and to say that it certainly was UIIbecoming to the House, and dishonoring
to those who allowed themselves to stoop
to the falsehood and degradation, to so
misrepresent both the report and the
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measure. / Now, I ask, how far have you
ad vanced with respect to this question
beyond the report of the commission?
Not one step. And you never will. The
fact is that there are certain great principles which, when men _~ltQ. minds c.apacious enough. and hearts large enough to
entertain them stand up and offer them
to any' State for its acceptance, become
like the books of the Sibyl, in the old
Homan fable. It is well for the State, as
it would have been well for Tarquin, to
accept the fil'st offer. If it does not, the
mutilated lesson comes back with a more
imperious demand. If again rejected, a
portion still comes back, and a still higher
price is required. So here-you might,
had you accepted the report and the Bill of
the Royal Commission of 1866, have
secured the 'establishment in this colony,
for generations yet to come, of a system
of edncation so perfectly fair, so generous,
so just, so impartial, and withal so efficient,
as at once, supposing the system to be as
efficiently carried out as it was framed, to
place Victoria on a level with. the first
countries of the world in respect to education-on a level, for example, with Holland and Massachusetts, ,the two that stand
highest among nation8 in this respect.
But you allowed the whole question to be
warped by faction; and see the result.
You are now re-discussing it; and you
now agree to accept an instalment only of
that large and comprehensi l'e scheme'
which the commission offered you as the
result of its labours. Sir, I have now to
state very distinctly why it is that I most
heartily l}ccept the proposition embodied
in the second of the resolutions submitted
by the honorable and learned member for
Brighton. That resolution proposes the
establishment of a purely secular system,
so-called. I accept it because I believe
that there is in the minds of the people of
this colony, to extend the view no further,
a distinct conviction that, sooner or later,
a. purely secular system of education, as
you call it, must be established. If I am
told that the clergy-whether they be Protestant, Roman Catholic" or any other
denomination-take an opposite view, and
denounce secular education, I say that they
are at variance with an immense proportion of those of whom they profess to be
the religious teachers; that the chasm
between them and their disciples, in this
regard, is wide and daily widening; and
that the teachers are lagging behind, and
the disciples are taking the forefront in a
Mr. Blair.
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forward and progressive march. I have
been discussing this subject privately, and
pushing riiy inquiries in every direction,
during the three years or thereabouts since
the Royal Commission of 1866 .concluded
its labours, and I have never met an indi, vidual, not even a minister of religion, who
did not, when closely pressed, avow to me
his full belief that a secular system of
education was the only system adapted for
this colony, the only one that could with
propriety be called a State system, and
that sooner or later it must be established
in the co~ntry. And why not a secular
system ? Wha~ is there in the word
" secular" so to frighten you? I, for one,
have outliv,~d the mere bugbear of terms,
and, in this case certainly, I will not.
be cheated out of my reason, nor deluded
out of my intelligence, by the phrases
"secular" and" religious" that are thrown
in the ~yes of the ignorant, with a special
meaning put upon the word "secular,"
purposely to confuse. So far from bearing
the true and genuine English meaning, the
word is ~sed simply in insolent iteration,
and as the mere c.antofunreasoning bigotry~
You speak of secular as opposed to a religious system of education. But it is not
'so. A secular system is not opposed to,'
but it.is distinguished from a religious'
system ()f education. A secular system
is not necessarily irreligious-it is not
necessarily godless. If you on,ly look at
the question honestly, with clear and unprejudiced vision, you must come to the
conclusion which I have ]'eached, that the
simple instruction of the young in the
elementary branches of knowledge, in
reading, .writing, and arithmetic-that
foundation of knowledge which we all
agree is necessary for mankind under all
circumstances-cannot be regarded as irreligious at all. I don't want to sermonize
or dissertate, but I ask-Is it not an insult
to any man's common sense to tell him
that enlightening the mind, dispelling
ignorance and darkness, raising from barbarism and savagery, drawing out the
faculties, educating the powers which the
Great Creator has given us, is an irreligious
work-is a work which, when completed,
sets the human being in opposition to his
Maker? I say that any such assertion is
a bold and impudel~t falsehood, which the·
nineteenth century has certainly outlived.
I will put the question in another formWhy should you teach religion in your
schools? . I will give you six reasons why
it should not be done. First, the common
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school is uot the proper place to teach religion. The common school is the place to
teach reading, writing, and arithmetic, together with geography and the use of the
globes; and,. if you throw in a little smattering of geology and the other" ologies,"
so much the better. The second reason is
that, if the common school were the place
to teach religion, the common school
teachers are not persons qualified to teach
it. .In the third place, you should not
allow religious· teachers to interfere with
those primary functions of imbuing the
mind of your youth-the children of the
State-with simply the elements of' educa-tion, for, if you do, you permit them mischievously to interfere with that function
which a State education ~s designed to
fulfil, and which, when the State system
of education is adequately carried out, it
always does fulfil. Educate your children.
Educate them in a perfectly fair and honest
spirit, freely and generously. Make no
harsh terms with them about religious
dogma. Let education be as free as
heaven's own blessed sunshine and the air
we breathe. What will be the effect of
this, even if there be no religion, as you call
it, taught in your schools? You will make
your children good citizens; you w'i1l
implant in them the seeds of the noblest
principles; you will imbue them with
sentiments of the deepest and most genuine
patriotism; you will weld their youthful
minds together until they grow up into
one magnificent, cultivated, intelligent, and
Christianized people. If you seek to
mystify, distort, and pervert this simple
. question with the impertinent and unnecessary iutroduction of this word religion,
you mar all that good effect, you perpetuate ignorance, you consolidate bigotry,
and you prevent the growth of patriotism
and brotherhood in the minds of the young
around you. Th&-fourth reason is that it
hurts religion itself. A positive injury is
done to religion if it is taught in your
common schools in a wholly inadequate
and altogether inefficient way. The fifth
reason is that the parents and the church,
through its recognised mini~ters, are, on
the face of it; the proper means by which
religious instruction is to be conveyed to
the minds of the young. I pause on this
fifth reason to notice the glaring and preposterous hypocrisy and cant manifested
on this occasion. We have, on the table,
petitions from tit1ed ecclesiastics, which
tell us that, if the State does not give a religious education, the children of the colony
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will grow up in godlessness and ignorance. This is the language persistently
held by the clergy. Now, is not the'
retort which may be made to this assertion
overwhelming? Is it not-"What in
heaven's name are you about? What are'
you paid fordoing? Does it never occur
to you, teachers of religion, that your
business it is to train the young in that
higher knowledge which you affect to hold'
so precious and so sacred?" . Why the
simple exposure of the cant in this cage
is sufficient to set it aside for ever. The
religious teachers stand silenced' and selfcondemned: They are silenced hypocrites
if they tell us that there is no religious
education for the children, and that -the
children must grow up. irreligious and
godless unless religion be doled out to
them in the common schools. The sixthreason is that secular education does notl
prevent religious education. On the contrary, it lays a foundation for it. The
child goes to the common school on theweek days, and by the education which itthere receives its mind is enlightened, and'
its faculties are sharpened, and it goes on
the Sabbath day to the Sabbath schools,
and there gets religious teaching, the
proper' supplement to the week-day
teaching-it receives the religious teaching'
from the Sunday-school teacher, or the
minister of religion, or from its mother at
the fireside. Putting then these six reasons together, I think we have a perfect
warrant and e~tjre justification of the'
principle which I hold, and which many
who believe with me hold, that the State
system of education, to be a genuine State
system, must be, in the truest and strictest
sense of the word, secular. N ow I
am not going to shirk the real difficulty in this case, which is the Roman
Catholic difficulty. If that rock had not
loomed ahead of us, this education question would have been effectually settled
to the satisfaction of the entire community
years ago. The honorable and learned
member for Dalhousie, in his speech last.
night, made a most pathetic appeal to our
feelings·-certainly an appeal which came'
home to my feelings. I could have said to'
him, without being considered pedantic,
Sunt lacrymce rerum, et mentem mortalia
tangunt. I am not of the. same religious
sentiments as the honorable and learned'
member for Dalhousie, but not one whit
the less strong than his are my feelings'
with respect to that monstrous system of
.religious oppression and hateful' tyranny
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which cursed our common country for
more than two centuries. I admit to
the full the treniendous accusation. I
admit to the full the statement of all the
horrors that resulted from that unexampled
But what then?
religious despotism.
Every single word of that argumant, I
submit, goes directly to affirm the principle for which I am now contendingnamely, the non-recognition by the State,
in any form, of the religious opinions of
its subjects. You can prevent the introduction of such a system only by taking
your stand on the broad principle of rendering "unto Cresar the things which are
Cresar's, and unto God the things that are
God's "-of keeping the functions of the
State strictly and exclusively confined to
that for which the State was constituted,
and allowing that other question of men's
religious feelings and convictions to rest
between them and their Maker alone.
Then I could not help noting, while the
honorable and learned member for Dalhousie was speaking, the altered tone both
.of himself and the body which in this
case he worthily represents, from that
which was displayed when the commission's report came up. We know what
an outcry was then raised-what a babel
of tongues was heard-how Protestants,
to their everlasting shame, out of mere
political factiousness and mere religious
intolerance, joined with their Roman
Catholic fellow citizens in pre,aching down
that measure as a premeditated onslaught
on their convictions and a trampling on
their consciences. N ever before-never
in Ireland-was such an attack made by
bigotry and intolerance on unresisting
religious conviction. That was the cry
that rang through many an ecclesiastical
building in this colony, and found its echo,
I am ashamed to say, within the walls of
this House, the result being the withdrawal of the finest, justest, and most
comprehensive scheme of education that
this colony has ever seen or will see.
But what we heard last night was the tone
of the humble petition. The honorable
and learned member for 'Dalhousie, as the
representative of the Roman Catholic body,
was down on his knees with his hanas uplifted, begging and praying for mercy. It
is only justice that they ask. Theycomplain
no longer of premeditated outrage on conviction or violation of conscience. All
they seek is a little consideration--a little
fair play. Why the honorable and learned
member for Dalhousie pleaded with a pathos
Jir. Blair.
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almost tearful that the House would not, in
its strength, trample on the weakness of the
poor Roman Catholic body. I do not say
that all that. style of talking last night was
cant. I won't apply that harsh phrase to
it. But, putting it in contrast with the
tone held by the same body two or three
years ago, it looks as nearly like cant as
any sincere speaking can possibly do.
The honorable and learned member for
Dalhousie positively and ·passionately
denied that, in regard to this question of
State education, there is a discrepancy between the opinions of the laity and the
religious teachers of the Roman Catholic
church. There may not be ; but, if not,
that discrepancy is sure to arise some day,
if the religious teachers, of that church
persist in holding the ground which they
have taken up on this question now. The
honorable and learned member himself
would admit that even, with respect to
this question, history, with its succession
of events, has the same lessons to teach us,
and among them this-that when religious
teachers, animated by bigotry and intolerance and a desire to guard their sacred
prerogatives, set themselves to bar the
onward course of freedom, their own followers rise up in revolt against them, shake
off their dominion, and disown their yoke.
The thing oqcurred in France not very long
ago. It is taking place at the present time
in Spain. But I will take the most magnificent instance. In America this question
bas been settled, with the almost universal consent of the' Catholic laity, in the
very manner that I ask you to settle it now.
The State schools throughout America are
purely secular schools. They are established on the principle, embodied in the
words which I have already read to the
House-the non-recognition by the State
of any religious differences between its'
subjects. And yet nowhere do both religion and education flourish so widely as
they flourish there. Where this so-called
secular system is in fullest operation
schools and churches most abound, general
enlightenment most prevails, education is
most widely diffused, and the standard of
morals is highest. That, in point·of fact,
is the direct result upon the American
people of the American secular school
system. If this be so, I think I have made
out my case. But I suppose there must
be some compromise, and as the Roman
Catholics cannot get over that exquisite
tremor of conscience to which I have referred, I would suggest, th.at, when the
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second resolution embraced in the amendment is put into the shape of a Bill, we
shall hold some sort of amicable conference
- I should be very happy to be one of'the
members-and then ask the representative
of the Roman Catholic body what it is
exactly they want, and what they would be
satisfied with short of' the specific recognition and endowment of them by the State as
a religious sect. But even if they were to
stand aloof for a few years, receiving some
beggarly pittance of' State generosity and
assistance, they would then gladly cease to
maintain that isolated position, and come
in and join with the rest of their fellow
citizens and fellow colonists in upholding,
in vigorously working, and even in being
daily thankful for the most splendid and
effectual system of national education that
any country on the face of the civilized
earth can boast.
Mr. KERFERD.-As I understand, a
debate-on the education question has been
raised at this particular time in order that
it may form a sort of basis on which the
Government may, during the recess, construct a Bill. There has been no agitation
out of doors against the existing system;
there have been no urgent demands, so far
as I can discover, for a change; and beyond a desire on the part of some honorable members that the recommendations
of the royal commission which sat some
three years ago, should be embodied in a
Bill, I do not see the object of bringing
the question at the present time before the
House. I consider that the honorable
member who has just resumed his seat, and
those who think with him, make a fundamental mistake in sllpposing that it is
possible to give secular instruction as
distinguished from religious instruction.
I do not see how it is po:-;sible to teach a
child the subjects which it ought to be
taught without at once raising the question
of religious instruction. Take the matter
of history, what version is there that wit,l
be acceptable to all the religious denominatioQs?
Will the' Roman Catholics
permit the Protestant version of the
History of England during the reigns of
Mary, Eliza~eth, and James I. to be taught
to their children? Certainly not. They
regard the account as distort.ed, and therefore pronounce the book an improper one.
The same objection might be raised with
regard to almost every other branch of
learning save reading, writing, and arithmetic. Whatever the State may do in
this matter, I am sa.tisfied that each
VOL. VII.-6 M
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religious denomination will take care
to engraft upon the instruction given
to the children of that denomination
its own religious doctrines. I am not
disposed to find fault 'with this.
I
believe it is essential to the welfare of
mankind that religious instruction should
be given in youth-at the time when the
character is formed, and principles are
most easily implanted in the mind. Now,
all legislation must Le of a tentative character, and I think the House' would act
wisely if it were to direct its attention to
the improvement of theexist.ing law, rather
than to seek to abolish the present system
and establi"h a new one in its place. The
present system appears to me to be faulty
in two respects. It is costly, and it does
not reach all the children in this country. I
concur with the honorable and learned
mem ber for Brighton that the education
of the comparatively small number of children in this country ought not to cost such
an enormous sum of money as it'does. I
think the remedy for that, as pointed out
by the honorable and learned member for
St. Kilda, is decentralizatioll. I don't see on
what grounds the continuance of a central
Board of Education, with its staff and offices,
can be justified. If the people are capable
of conducting a system of local government, if they can manage charitable and
other local institutions, surely they can be
trusted with the education of the young.
I believe'that, if each district had charge
ot the education of the children within its
boundaries, the cost to the State would be
materially reduced. With regard to the
other objection, as honorable members are
well aware, no school can receive aid
from the State t;tnless it has an average
attendance of twenty children. But in a
couutry like this, where year after year
settlement is spreading out, and people are
going further away from the centres of
population, how are yop to reach the children of a locality where the number is
not sufficient to come up to the average
required by the board? It was sllgges1ed
by a witness who gave evidence before the
royal commission, that itinerant teachers
should be appointed to meet these cases,
and I really think that would be a
useful agency. I would also recommend
the establishment of small schools. By
these means the wants of sparsely
populated districts would be provided for.
I have seen, in travelling through the large
district which I have the honour to represent, small settleme~ts where, owing to the
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inability of the people to secure a Sc;lhool
or teacher, children are growing up without· any education whatever. There is
one matter intimately connected with this
question to which I desire to call attention, and that is the employment of young
children at laborious occupations. Travelling along the Sydney-road recently, I
was astonished to see children not more
toan nine or ten years old engaged in
breaking stones; and honorable members
generally must have been struck at the
number of young children employed in
shops and factories in Melbourne. Proceedings of this kind in England were
cured by the Factories Act; and I believe
that, if we were to pass a law prohibiting
the employment of children below a certain
age, we should at once remove the temptation which parents have of turning the
labour of their children to profitable account,and instinct would teach them the
neces,sity for taking advantage of the facilities for education afforded by the Slate.
I believe in an endeavour being made to
remedy tlie three defects which I have
pointed out i, but I 'am not in favour of
abolishing the present educational law,
merely that a system of secular instrnction
may be established. Even if that were
done',· denominational instruction would not
be dissevered from public education. I
believe it would not be possible to prevent
the denominations interfering in the education of the young. The heads of denominations would take care of that. Indeed
the existence of a denomination depends,
to a great extent, upon the teaching of its
tenets to the young. If that should be
stopped, what will become of the occupation of the next generation of parsons?
As I have already said, I am opposed to
,the severance of religious from public
teaching. I like the young to be taught
that they should be honest, not simply
because it is the best pO,licy, but from a
higher principle altogether. That is the
distinction which I draw between religious
and secular instruction. I. submit that all
that Parliament ought to insist upon in
conne,xion with public education is that it
shall receive a certain return for the money
which it gl'8nts. I£ the children pass the
standard which the State requires, the
question how, where, or by whom the education is given, should not concern Parliament at all. What should concern us is
that, expending as we do a certain sum of
money, ,we should get -a certain return
for i t . '
'
,
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Mr. WRIXON.-I think, sir, there is
a question that must have struck t~e
mind of more than one honorable member
during this discussion, and that is how it
happens 'that at the end of this long and
agitated session we are suddenly plunged
into the middle of an education debate?
Weare asked to pledge the country on a·
question of unexampled importance; and,
sir, before we are asked to give this
pledge, I am not aware that any means
have been taken to ascertain what the
public opinion of the country on the subject is, The question was not before the
country at the last general election, nor at
the two or three previous general elections.
No meetings that I am aware of have been
held at which the subject h~s been ventilated, and no direct appeal has been
made in reference to it to the views of the
public. Since the time that the question
was fir~t brought before us in this Chamber,
pu blic feeling or attention does not seem
to have been at all excited or directed
towards it. We have no intimation as to
what the public tone of thoqght is upon
it beyond the presentation of one or~ two
petitions from the"heads of religious bodies,
which cannot be at all regarded as representing the opinion of the people 'who
belong to those bodies. - And thus, sir,
we are in this position, that we are asked
now, to adopt, so far as a resolution of this
House can definitely adopt, one policy or
another on this most difficult of all difficult
and perplexing, questions, without any
means of knowing what the views and
wishes of the people of the country on
that question are. For I say that this is
a question upon which pre-eminently it is
essential that we should know what really
is the state of public opinion; because it
is one that cannot be treated in an abstract
or theoretical manner. It is in its nature
eminently practical, and cannot be adequately dealt with by sitting down in
your study, and laying down rules as to
what would be right or reasonable, but
you must consider and determine what can
be done-what is practicable, and what
the people of the country will be satisfied
with and accept. It is for these reasons
that I say that on this question above all
others, we ought to be made acquainted,
before attempting to enter upon legislation
on the subject of education, with the
tone of public feeling and t~e current
of public thought in reference to it.
If honorable members are acquainted with
what that tone of feeling an..d curz:ent of
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thoug4t are, I can only sa,y that I am not,
and I believe a good many other me~bers
are at a similar disadvantage. Sir~ not
merely have we ,this difficulty of being
called upon to deal with a subject demanding an expression of public thought, while
unenlightened by any such expression, but
, there is an unreality attending the whole
of this discussion which I think must
frequently and forcibly have struck the
minds of honorable members. The question
came forward amid silence, and seems likely
to go out in darkness and obscurity. For,
; sir, who is going to bring in a Bill founded
on the principles of either the motion or
the amendment ? TheGovernmenthavenot
said a word on this subject, nor, I admit,
could it be expected that they should do so,
at this period of a protracted session. For
,myself, I confess ,to an unwillingness to
pledge myself to the ;;tdoption-at least, in
detail-of any particular scheme, until I
am better acquainted with the wishes of
'the people of the country on the subject;
and I venture to reserve to my'selfthe right
of dealirig hereafter with the details, in
accordance with what may, when the time
aI'rives, appear'to me tO,be in consonance
'with those wishes'., This being so, I come
to the consideration of the question that is
before the House, and before 'dealing with
the resolutions submitted by the honorable
. and learned member for St. Kilda, and the
amendment moved upon them by the honorable and learned member for Brighton,
there is a preliminary point that has been
jus~ glanced at by one honorable member
who has addressed the House during this
debate-a point which certainly, in' m'y
, opinion, ought to be more fully considered
and discussed before either one of those
propositions or the other is definitely dis,posed of. I allude to the position of the
present board. It should be distinctly
settled what claims that board has on the
public and the State, and how far it is,
capable of fulfilling the duties and 'obligations imposed' upon it. Sir, it is clear to·
me that whatever views may be adop~ed"
we cannot rest satisfied with the arrange- ~
ment under which the board at present exercises its functions. We have heard that
it is very costly in its machinery' and
,management. That I believe to be the
.. fact. It has been said that it IS inadeqilate to deal with and satisfy the wants
of the people. That statement I also.believe to be correct. Moreover, I believe
it gives undue advantages to particular
sects of religionists who happen, by
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more than ordinary zeal and. activity,
to first get hold of a particular di~trict.
If we do not mean to approv~.~f}he denominational syste~, it ,is a violation of our
objects and intentions that any sect, bydisplaying more activity than another, .should
be enabled to obtain the first footing in a.
distri~t ,and be recognised. by the board
when it does not maintain the nationa.l
character of a State education. ' 'Such
'an arrangement is one not resting' on
any general policy, but a kind of
abortion of the views which the Legislature intended should be' enforced.
Again, this body, which administers
and apportions the grants for public
instruction, is in the very peculiar position
of being responsible to no power whatever
in the country. I am far from intending
to say that the gentlemen who compose
that board neglect the honest and conscientious discharge' of their duties; but
what I do say is that, if anything goes
wrong, there is nobody to appeal to to'redress and set right the grievance. There
is rio one'to appeal to and demand redress
from but this small central and irresponsible executive council of education, composed no doubt of well meaning men who
are good enough to undertake the
duty,. and who are answerable to no
one but themselves. It is a fatal objection to the existing system that
there is no responsibility attachi,~g to
the governing power. It is an objection
that attaches to the Education Board,
however generally correct may be 'the
conduct·ot' its members, that they cannot
in any way be reached by ,the people of the
country. In addition to this objection
there is another, and it is this. If the
Legislature choose to content themselves
with the present board, the different religiou~ sects will not be content. Sir, I
am' assured that they are not and will not
be content to allow the board to act in a
manner in which sound policy would induce the board to act. The board has
been for some time past endeavouring
fairly and consistently to enforce the
amalgamation of schools and to discourage
denominational schools. We find that, one
after another, the leading religious sects
hav~ been all rising up in arms and condemning the conduct of the board in that
most proper attempt. The two learling
religious bodies certainly take that attitude. If the board is left as it' is at
present, it will be compelled to recognise,
under a kind of disguise~ mere ~enomi-
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nationa.lism, or be at perpetual warfare
with the different religious bodies. To do
nothing in such a case would be to do
everything, for it would leave it in the
power of the reHgious bodies to enforce
their' own views on the board, which
would be, to a great extent, at their mercy.
N ow if this be so, and if the view be
correct that-the present board is inadeq uate
to deal with ,the difficulties of the education question-and I think I have succeeded.in showing what would be the
inevitable'and -most embarrassing result
of inaction on the part of the Legislature
- we are in a position- to come to the
consideration of the ,proposition of the
'honorable and learned member for St.
Kilda, and that of the honorable and
learned member for Brighton. Now, sir, in
the first place, I shall take the resolutions
placed before the House by the honorable
and learned member for St. Kilda. To
that solution of the education difficulty,
the objections appear to me to be altogether
insuperable; They seem to me to be so
numerous, and so unanswerable, as to
pt:eclude altogether any possibility of the
adoption of the res<?lutions. In the first
place, these resolutions clearly contemplate
the dominance of the mere denominational
element in education, and, if they were to
be adopted, they would of necessity result
in handing over the conduct of education
to the different religious sects.
That
would be the inevitable result. -There
would 'be no controlling or directing power
between the schools and the ministers of
religion. There would not even be, as '
there is now, the check which is exercised
by the board; and, when we see the
activity with which particular denominations have established their own schools in
particular districts, we may safely assume
that, when there exists no clog .u pon that
activity, it would be left entirely to them
to set up as many sehools as possible under
their own particular dominance. We are
told that mere competition will of itself
adequately supply the wants of the country
in the matter of education; but I venture
to think that education is not a matter to
which you can apply the ordinary test of
competition.
The sectarian system of
education may predominate in the country
for ages, without producing the personal
inconvenience that occasioris other mistakes to b~ directly remedied. I think the
honorable and learned member for St.
Kilda has based his arguments on too
humble grounds, and has excluded one
Mr. Wri~on.
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important aspect of the question. He
says that the State has a right to attend
to religious education purely for police
purposes; that the limit of interference is the prevention of crime; that
the general duty and power in the
matter of education is limited to the function of establishing a kind of moral
police. Now I venture to say that that
view is not a correct one. It may be true
as far as it goes, but it is not the whole
truth. It was laid down ages ago, by one
of the greatest masters of the political art,
that it is the duty of the State to educate
the whole of the children, and to educate
them with a view to the Government prevailing in their country; and although we
cannot, perhaps, in this age completely
carry out that high ideal, 'and educate the
whole of the people in a manner that fits
them to take part in the political government they are afterwards to share, yet the
State has a duty beyond the mere duty of
educating, the people so as to escape the
dock. It is' bound to educate them so
as to make them fit for the ballot-box,
and the political duties which in after life
they may be called upon to perform. The
end and object is not merely to prevent
the people from sinking into pauperism
and crime, but to strengthen the political
system upon which the existence and
destiny of the country depend, and the
working of which imperatively demands
that intelligence, knowledge, experience,
and thought-educated thought-should
be widely and deeply diffused among the
people. I maintain, if this be so, that it
cannot be said that we have no right to
ionterfere in the matter, fUI·ther than that
education shall be a preventive to ·crime.
That is language which might, perhaps, be
permissible in regard to the system of
national educat.ion t'o be offered to the
people in past times, who had nothing
to do with the laws but to obey them;
for there the State practically said
- " If we teach you enough to keep
you from gaol~ we do all that is required.
We do not demand of you knowledge or
intelligence. We give you the education
you are entitled to and are worth, and
that is alL" But here, with our rising generation re~red under political institutions
such as we enjoy, we must not be told
that we are to educate them merely for
the purpose of keeping them from crime,
when we know that when they grow up
they may have to determiue the most vital
questions that can affect the welfare of
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their country. There is pothing that can to vote £10,OPO a' year for the mere
check them in such a career. So 'long as :purpose of assisting, th~ educBttion of a.
those institutions remain unchanged every- ! particular class, and that class, as has been
thing ~ill be in their hands; and there- justly observed by the honorable and
fore it is that whilst, on the one hand, we teamed member for -Brighton, the most
have the undoubted right to expect and wealthy and the least in want of aid. On
exact from those to whom we confide the other hand, if I regard it as the duty
these responsibilities, and concede these of the State to undertake a national sysrights, some test of their capability of tem of educati~n, to provide for the edufulfilling these high duties, we have, on cation of the whole people, in all -their
. the other hand, an equally clear right to different ranks-from the highest to the
afford them every facility in our power to lowest-then I say that the University is
afford, for the discharge of those duties in an institution second to none in usefulness
such a way as will make them real citizens, in this country. If the view, put forward
and not mere ciphers in the country. Sir, in the resolutions moved by the honorable
if this be true-as I am sure it is-it is and learned member for St. Kilda prevail,
our duty not only to educate, as far as you at once strike a. death-blow at that
possible, the whole people, but to educate system, you at once scatter educatiop into
them with a view to a beneficial exercise different nooks and corners throughout
of the privilege which in later life they the land-here, perhaps a Church of
may enjoy. And now, I would ask, how England school ; there, a dame's school;
are we to do this, unless by the establish- and somewhere else, perhaps, a monastery
ment of one general national system of or a convent. You entirely break up that
education-a system which will be com- national system of education which I conplete in all its branches, going from the ceive it is no less your duty than your
village school up to the University, open interest to sustain. For these reasons I
to all, accessible on every hand, embrac- cannot vote for the resolutions moved by the
ing the widest range of knowledge, and honorable and learned tnemberfor St. Kilda.
attended with every distinction that can And now as to the resolutions moved
be conferred; directed, in short, to the by the honorable and learned ,member for
great object of combining with education Brighton. I have said enough already to
the training of the people who are hereafter show that my support will be given to a
to enjoy the exercise of political power? national system of education.; and, in
If the view of the honorable and learned saying that, I am quite aware that we are
member for St. Kilda be correct, and the brought face to face with a most difficult
Rtate has nothing to do in the matter of and complicated subject.:.-a ,subject which
education except to ascertain the amount has perplexed and agitated' mankind not
of kIlo~ledge obtained by the youth of the merely in oUr own age and in our own
colony, I must say that I think the grounds time, but for a~es past. And, strange as
upon which we maintain the University it may seem, difficulties almost precisely
are exce'edingly weak. You can examine identical with those which are perplexing
all young men who present themselves, us now were felt, and discussed, ~nd argued
and ascertain whet-her they have the':re- upon centuries before the Christian era.
quisite amount of knowledge in Latin, A great master of the art of statesmanGreek, Euclid, and other subjects, without ship nearly four centuries before the birth
there being any necessity for University of Christ wrote on the subject of educahalls or for the employment of a, special tion in words which I shall read to the
staff of professors and teachers. The House, and which, I think, honorable
University is certainly an institution of members will see are not inapplicable
which I may be supposed to be an inter- to the debate in which we are now
ested observer. Having been a student engaged:there, I naturally feel 3.n enthusiasm for it;
" What education is, and how children ought
but, with all my regard for the University, to be taught," he says, " is, what should be well
fur Dow-a-days there are doubts conI must say that its maintenance by the km)\vn,
cerning the business uf it, and all people do not
State would be unjustifiable except as the agree in those things; they would have a child
head of a national system of ed)lcation, taught both with respect to receive improveavailable to the whole people, and bearing ment in virtue and '& happy life; nor is it clear
its pal·t-and a noble part it is-as the whether the object of it shoUld be to improve the
intellect or to rectify the morals . . . • . .
head and guide of that national system. It We cannot with certainty determine whether it
would be, to my mind, totally indefensible is right to instruct ~ child in what wUl be useful
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to him in. Ufe, or in that· which tends to virtue. part. It is not in out: power, in the soc~al
aDd ~8 really excellent; for all these things ha.ve condition in which we find ourselves, for
their'!ep~te aefe;D-ders." . "
:
.the Stat~ to, do, or: even assume" to do,

1'1~ n~t sir~nge to firid· that we are per- .
plexed with this very diffic:ulty now when,
u,nder a totally different era· Qf ~ivilization
~in: a totally dif;ferent social state, and
centurles before our own form of religious
'beliefappeared upon earth-difficulties precisely parallel were felt and argued upon.
But, sir, it seeins to me that the solution of
the difficulty, as far as we ~re concerned, is
foundin obserying the difference between
our social state and. the social state of the
country in which this author wrote. The
country in which he wrote consisted .of
one great family, and the Government
was· the head and ruler of the family.
They all acted together, as it were ; they
all h~d mutual civil rights; and the State
asserted its right and authority to control
and direct them in many of the minute
affairs of private social life. The difference.
with us is that the State exercises a
limited and a circumscribed function. We
are ~ot now considering, when we talk of
a national education, what is necessary
fora perfect system of education. We
are riot .debating what a true education
ough~. to (fonsist of.
We are not determining what subjects ought to complete
education, and how far moral training
·Otlght to be i~parted. We are engaged
in a. different investigation. What we
have to consider is what the State represents in the matter of national education.
We by no means pretend to determine
what the whole of education should be ;
it would be en~irely outside our provi~ce
to do so. The State in this, as In other
matte~s, acts within circumscribed limits;
and acts with a function which is to a
certain extent curtailed. The State cannot pretend to· do everything that ought
to be done. It cannot pretend to see
that the people of the country do, in the
e~ucation of their children, all that good
alld religious persons would do. The
function of the State. in this matter
o( education, as in ~any other matters, is
limited to its own duty. I say, as in
many o~her matters. For example, the
State can punish positive fraud; but it
cannot enforce honesty. ·:The State can
compel, "under certain .conditions, a man
to supporthis family; but it cannot pre.te~d,:,by any' authority, direct or indirect,
to,ma.ke a man attend to the wants of his
family "as he ought to attend to them.
In all these matters the State can only do a
Nr. W,vOll.

all that ought to be "done.. Sir, in "this
matter of education, if we are to have any
national education at all, what we. p,re to
determine is not what kind. of education
in aU' particulars ought to be given
to the children of the country, but what
the State represents in the matter of
national education.
That position, it
appears to me, is clear, and it seems to me
to obviate the difficulty which has pressed
on the.minds of many inquirers and thinkers
on the subject-difficulties with which I
most heartily sympathize; because I cannot agree with the honorable member for
Crowlands (Mr. Blair), when he characterizes objections of the kind as mere cant.
I don't think that. is correct. I don't regard such objections as .cant. I regard
them as entitled to every respect and consideration. I think they are objections
natural and also proper if only we" are
determining what the whole of education
should consist of; because (quite apart
from any mere religious. view, which
is outside our function) it would be
monstrous if we were to determine that
children should be taught every subject of'
knowledge-made acquainted with everything-except matters which concern their
destiny hereafter and their moral duty
here. Quite apart from the Illere matter
of religion; quite apart from the mere
consideration that man is described to be'~ Placed

on this isthmus of a middle state,
A being darkly wise and rudely great,"

it would be surely. strange to proscribe, in
the bringing up of the young, teaching and
precept about our end and destiny. And
if we were engaged now in laying down
what the whole of education should consist
of, and not simply in determining what part
the State ought to take in national education, I should earnestly insist that it ought
to include religious training. But if the
function of the State is a limited one, it is
clear that in any national education that
function must be confined to merely giving
secular instruction; because the State cannot give religious instruction~the State
cannot undertake it. I mean, of course, dogmatic religious instruction. I do not advert
to the view put forward the other night by
the honorable and learned member for
Brighton, in which I quite a.gree, ~hat you
can have a religion as ,it were quite apart
from mere sectarian distinctions; but I
say that the State,· having no dogmatic
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belief itself"-7and the peop~e being ?-i vided thinkers, but they will vanish away when
and having no general dogmatic belief- met by the plain common sense of the
cannot undertake the function of teaching people themselves.. The people themreligion. Itsfunction is therefore limited to selves; I apprehend, will never see, or
giving secular instruction. But, then, it notice; or consider the difficulties which
is asked---:Do you wholly proscribe re- are so fully and elaborately brought forligion.? In the system of which I approve ward by those who object to this sugges-in t,he system ~o which the' resolutions tion '; they will go straight on, in a plain
mo~ed by the honor~ble and learned memcommon sense way, and never see any
l)er for Brighton point-do you wholly course ot action but a right and a reasonproscribe religion? Do you 'positively pro- able one. The wish of the local commithibit the people from having any religion tees to have peace and harmony, and the
at all? As I understand the resolutions, absence in them of any mere sectarian ferthey do nothing of the kind; and certainly vour, will, I think, completely meet any
as I understand the national system of such, as I believe, imaginary and fanciful
education it does nothing of the kind. A objections as are raised to this plan. Renational system of 'education I take to be ference' has been made to the Bill which'
one in which the State provides national ~as introduced by the honorable Rnd
sc4001s, supports in those schools securar learned member for Brighton. It was
instruction, and secular instruction only, . criticised in p. very se"'ere manner last
as far as it is concerned, and deals with night by the honorable and learned memnothing, teaches nothing, beyond mere ber for Dalhousie, who went so far as to
secular instruction. But it will be 'asked assure us that it was nothing but an
- \Vhat effect has such a distinction? If attempt to revive the odious and detestable
the State is to do nothing but teach a persecution which prevailed in Ireland for
particular kind of instruction, what is the centuries. I confess that, if the honorable
value of your qualification? I say that the and learned member had not assured us
question of religious instruction is one that that this was his conviction, I could not
ought to be left who~ly to the people havo conceived. it possible that any man
themselves; and, .outside the hours for of even common intelligence, much less a
secular instruction, it ought to be left man of the honorable and learned menl.ber's
wholly to the people of the different intellig~nce, could entertain such a belief;
and I can only accept his explanation in
~istri~ts, as represented by their local
committees, to have what instruction one way and for one consideration. We
they th~nk proper in the schools. I are all aware that the honorable and
am quite ,aware that, in stating this learned member, In the time of youth, when
., view, I am liable to be. met by all men are most open to romanticRnd to
kinds of objections.' It will be said that generous ideas, devoted his all, and indeed,
in one district you will have the Church of for the time, sacrificed all in the cause of
England paramount, and the local com- a romantic devotion to his countrj-,·a
mittee will insist on enforcing the cause which, as advocated and support.ed
Church of England catechism on all the by him, I certainly cannot at all syrppathize
scholars ; and that in another district you with, although I can give him, as indeed
will have the Roman Catholics the domi- everyone can do, all credit for the ent./IUnantpody, and the local committee will siasm and heroism which he displayed in
insist on having the school-house used, that struggle., I think we see the effect
outside the hours f01'- secular instruction, which it has left upon the honorable and
entir'ely for the purpose of imparting learned member, for we find that now,
education in Roman CMholic tenets. In when more advanced in life, he is morbidly
another district the Presbyterian body 8ensitive~intensely acute-on the mere
question of the wrongs, not merely of a
may prevail. It will be said that you
never have peace anywhere-that you religious body. but specially, as he ,put it,
will never know where to rest-unless of his fellow countrymen, the Roman
Catholics. So morbid, sensitive, and acute
16U s~ep in and absolutely prohibit the
children from having any instruction in have the honorable and learned member's
the common schools other than the mere feelings remained, that he was. absolutely
sec'ular instruction which the State gives. able to see in the just nond fair. Bill of my
In reply, I say that th~se difficultIes are honorable and learned friend 'the member
admirable when brought forward in tho for Brighton, a design which it is idle to
political arens, or when suggested by mere suppose ever entered into the head either of
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my honorable and l,earned friend or of any
of the commissioners who furnished the
report upon which· the. Bill was founded.
That Bill, except perhaps in one or two
provisions, was an eminently just and fair
measure. It was defeated by. a combination of politicians and t.heologians; but,
if it had ever got. ~o the people themselves, I think that' it would at this
moment have been working in a satisfactory manner. As to whether the
local committees are likely to abuse the
power of determining w,hat religious instruction shall be given to the children in
common schools, outside the hours for
secular education, I think that the whole
evidence taken before the commISSIon
(evidence £i'om persons of different relig~ous beliefs) clearly shows that .nQ danger
in practice or in reality need be apprehended at all similar to' that which is
suggested in the political arena, and by
merely fanciful thinkers.. If this be so,
and if we are justified in establishing a
national system of education, leaving it
free to the people of each district to pr0:vide (ontside the hours for secular teaching)
religious instruction, if they thin~ proper,
we come to one more difficulty, and it is
the· last with which I will trouble the
House. It is a diffic~ltj which, no doubr,
has been in the minds of us all, and which
was put befqre us last night .very cleariy
by the honorable and learned member for
Dalhousie; it is, in fact, ",hat is called
the Catholic difficulty. Now the honorable and learned member seemed to lay
down that the Catholic body would have a
right to complain of the establishment of
any such system-that they would have a
right to complain, as an injustice to them, of
the establishment of any nation~l system.
Mr. DUFFY.-Whi~h did. not provide
'
for their special case.
Mr.' WRIXON.-I
come in a
moment to deal :with what the honor~bre
and iearned~eniber' con:siders a sp~cial
case. With regard to the objection th,at it
would be an injustice to that one particular
religious body to set up a national system
of education which ignored th~ir existe~ce
altogether, which igno:red· the e,xistence of
any religious sec~ at all-which I imagine
is the prop~r way to deal with th~ question-I own Icannot see the grounds upon
which the honorable and learned member
bases his ~iew. .l:Ie says, they think it
wo~ld, be ~rQllg, that it would be against
theIr conSCience and against th~ir scrupl~s;
and that therefore, no matter how much
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we may consider them mistaken, no
matter. how little 'we in~y .sym.pathize with
them, we are bound to respect their feelings ; and the honorable and learned member gave ~s one or two illustrations w,hich
,I need not repeat. I venture to take
, exception to the view of tp,e honorable and
: learned member. The mere fact of any
, number of citizens choosing to think some: thing a grievance does not make it one;
3;nd, therefore, all we can do is to judge
fairly, as b~st we can, as to whether there
is reason or is not reason in what they
say.
I will give the honorable and
learned member an illustration, which,
I think, he will. admit to' be a
fair one.· There are now in Ireland a
large number of' persons who denounce
as a positive wron~ to them the disestablishment of the It:Ish Church. They say
it is robbery, sacrile~e, pppression, plu~der;
they call it by every name which people
can think of. One taking up the papers
is astonished to find the names of men of
intelligence and education who have been
trumpeting forth that if the Irish Church
is disestablished they will be grievously
wronged, and tha~' the rights of property
will be interfered :with. Not merely have
men of ability said so, but I really believe
that man'y of them are at this moment
under the fil'm and livi~g ,conviction that
they have been 'wronged~ robbed, persecuted, and oppressed by the Parliament of
. Great Britain. But does'this feeling make
it a persecution? Is this an argument to
address to the House of Commons? Is
Parliament' not to do wllat' is reasonable
and right -because ~hese people are unreasoning ?' The mere broa,d assertion that
a certain number of citizens in any country
an oppresthink a thing unreasonable
sion does not make it so, unless it ~~eally is
so, I put it to the honorable and learned
m'ember if the religious body to which he
belongs really consider that a, national
system of education, which entirely ignored'
a,ll religion and all religious sects, ,would
be an act of oppression to them if it were
connected with one simple provision which
I have' seen suggested in a lett.er from a
revel\end gentleman to the Chief Secretary,.
and which seems to me a not unfair suggestion? It is this -You ~tablish your
national system; you have nothing to say
to religion; you 'ignore the existence of
all religious sects; but if in any particular
district, or Rhy number of districts, the
people themselves""':':a certain and sufficiently large number of the people-sign
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a declaration to the effect that it will be an
outrage on their cons~ientious belief to allow
their children to go to the national school,
then they will get aid in an exceptional
manner. Certainly they would not be able
to enjoy the advantages ofnational schools;
they would not be placed in the same
position; nor would they be recognised as
belonging to one sect or another; but this
would be merely a provision made in districts where the wants of the people of the
district seemed to demand it. I merely
throw out this view, because before one
could definitely express an opinion upon it,
he ought to be able previously to ascer:tain
what the feeling of the people themselves
is about it. Hence, the difficulty I feel
in having to deal with this subject' at this
particular time. But if the feeling in particul~neighbourhoods were strong, 'and' if
people were really found-which I am very
much inclined to doubt would be the case~
to declare that the existence of national
schools was to them a wrong, and that they
could not have their children attending
those schools without violating their conscience, I think (expressing simply my own
opinion) it would be advisable to provide
for those exceptional cases-without interfering with the economy of the general
system-and thus concede to the fullest
extent, and on a plain principle, everything that any class or sect in the country
can demand. This being my view, I am
prepared to support the second resolution
of the honorable and learned member for
Brighton. With regard to the first of his
resolutions, I certainly cannot quite go with
it, because characterizing the conductofthe
religious sects as unpatriotic, is what I
cannot quite acquiesce in. I believe they
have been obstructive, and a difficulty in
the way of education, though also a great
Rid; but by their profession of faith, and
by the very basis of their existence, they
profess to hold sec9lar education as of
secondary importance to religious affairs,
and therefore I think that to cenRure them
for not being patriotic at the expense of
what they consi4er to be their faith, is
going rather further than I feel disposed
to agree to. Therefore I am not in a
position to vote for the honorable and
learned member for Brighton's second resolution. With regard to the general
principle of his resolutions, as well as of
the Bill which the honorable and learned
member introduced some time ago, with
the one qualification to which I have adYerted,1 give ml most hearty concur-
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renee to it, Before I sit down t.here is one
: point which has'been alluded to' in the
I course of the deoate to which I' desire to
glance at. It is Of course 'quite idle to
, indulge at this time in any platitudes about
the importance of education. Weare all
agreed upon that. But there is one view
which is peculi'ar to' ourselves, and which
we ought not to forget'when we are considering the necessity of dealing with this
question in a complete, cC?mprehensive, and
decided manner-a view to which I partly
referred at the beginning of my remarks,
namely, that the most which the political
institutions we possess can do is to represent the people. No political institutions
clin make a country different from what the
, social f<:>rce~ acting upon the country make
,it already.
No political iilstitutions,
whether republican, democratic, or whatever they be., can change the national
forces acting upon society, 'or can obviate
the effect which those forces produce. Now
in what position do we fin~ ourselves?
The most marked characteristic: of· our
age, and particularly of our country, is a
vast and rapid accumulation of property
and wealth-the rapid building up of a
great wealthy class. That wealth is
valuable and useful to the communit.y ;
but if you add to a wealthy upper 'class a
mass of people sunk in ignorance, and not
raised from the degradation to which
ignorance invariably tiinks men, you provide for a most dangerous conjunction of
forces-you provide for the dominance of
wealth and capital, instead of its mere'
utility ip the country. Wealth and capital
operating upon an intelligent and educated
people, would be only useful-its effects
certainly would not be hurtful; but if you
have ,a wealthy upper class, and a mere
ignorant lower class, I imagine that whatever political institutions you may have,
you will find growing up ouuside your
political institutions a power which will
be greater than they. By merely not recognising in the political arena this 'power
or that power, you by no means extinguish
it. 'It still remains, having its force on
the community, and acting upon it with
power and effect. By merely driving
capital from representation you by no
means neutralize its weight. The only
way you can cope with it is by educating,
as far, as you can, the mass of the people,
with whom the upper class have to deal;
particularly when you recollect that the
wealthy class will be sure to maintain, as
they ought to maintain, a high standard
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_,They, ,tend to prom~t.e sect{!.rianism, ,on theo~er
hand we should do nothing"':"we should
studiously abstain from 'doi~g a.D.ything~
knowledge' al~J!.Ys wiJI remain a power~ w~i~h, would hinder 8:ny one ,engag~d in
Unless w~ qetermine to resol~tely take in effox:ts to prom9te t,he 'religio~s well:'b,ei~g.
hand the education of. th~, gr:eat mass.of of this (!omrnUli'ity, or tend to discourage
the people, as a \Yhole, I think, that ~he or depreciate those efforts~ The remarks
future of th~ country, will, gre~q:y beli~ which have fallen from the honorable-and
the ,deal of the political institutio~s which learn~d memberJ~r.Brighton can hEave no
you have ests.blished.' .' ' , / , .. :.', oth~r end, 'noo~h.~r effec~" than to disMr. LA~ q.TON .-:-~ ir, I a~ree with ~ome : courage ,~nd depreciate 't~~se, efforts~ If
of the, remarks with which the honorable the honorable gentleman turned his mind
an<tiea~nedmemb~r.r<!r Belfast opened ,his back 'to the early days of the colq~y, ,especially t() that, per~od of ourhis.tory'immesp~ech." I think 'rit~ him ~bat this 4eb~te
is at lea~t ill-timed; thatI!either th~ House diately f9llo~ing ,t~,e dfscovery' of gold, he
nor ,the people of the country at large would be compel'ed to admit that,' in 'the
desire or are prepared for ~ny sudden pr matter of edJ}cation; this commlJpity is
viole.nt chang~ in the existing ,ed~cational under obligat~o:qs to the ,religious den~rpisyst~m ; and. I ~a~,f( ~he flagging interest, ,nations ,'Yhich ,we cannot t09 highly
iq this' 4~bate as: a pretty ,cle,ar,proof ,that appreciat~, and, whlch w~, qan n,ev~r., a'4~
at least within the wans' of the 'House it quately,repay. ~ow,whl\t are th? fac~~ ?
is expected that' ~~ p~actic~l, result ~ill While, nearly the whole' popula~I(~n was
come out of the debate. But while I am engaged in one ceaseless effort to get rich,
of opinion that very little wiil rE;lsult from during the first five years of the gold disthe present discuss lon, ,some propositions cov.eri~$-narpely, .from l~pl to ,1856have Q~~n enunciatedJn the c~urse of it to what did these maligned, denominations
which I should like to call the attention do ? , They provided '294 schools., ~ tkink
of the House for a' few moments. The this fact alori~ SllOUI,~ prevent anythiI?-g
variau.!!! r~ligious 8ect~ 'are charge,d, in the being said in depre~jation of the efforts of
amendment which the honorable and t~ose denominations, and ~ntitle them at
learned m'ember .for' Brighton)t.~s sub~ least to the cr~dit of having, rendered
mitted, wi~h a wan~ ,of patriotism, and ihe ~uring thatper~6d a service of in calc pi able
failu're of our existing educational arr,ange,;, value to the community; but: the honorable
ment i$ attributed to the" unpatriotic, con- gentleman does not appear to give them
duct they' have pursued~ Now I do not credit for. patri?tism, public spirit~ 'or any
stan-d here to defend s~qtaria,nismpure and other 'commenda~le q~ali.~y in regat~ to
simple. I will not yielq to the honorable the efforts whic4 they made dUring, t~at
and l~~rned member in liberality of views period. ,It may be, inqeed"that the honon the a~bject of religion:' I agree' ~ntirely orable. and 'learned member may, believ'e,
with· the sentiment which was quoted by and many persons may believe. with hini,
.Mr. Bright, not very long ago, in the that, if those efforts 'had not been inade by
House of Commons, from the works of a the religious denominations d'uring that
man whose works are not very much read period, education" would, ,somel;1ow. or
in the present day-=-William Paley-that other, have been provided for the children
all really pious and devout sou~s 'are pretty of the colony who' were' so rapidly' inmuch of one religion. I believe that; but, creasing at the time; but we have no facts
as a matter of fact, we do find invari,ably before us that will warrant us in. comi~g
throughout the world~all history proves to that cOIicltisi0:r;I '; whilst, on the 'ot~er
the truth of the conclusion-that, apart hand, ~e have t~i~, very substantial fact,
from distinctive beliefs, ~eligion has no that these denominations (Ud' actually proeffect upon society, and that w~erever dis- vide nearly 300 schools within five years
tinctive ~eliefshave prevailed....-:chiefly the -a service''Yhich, as I have already said,
various fonns of belief which have arisen ought ·to secure for them the tasting gi:atisince Christianity came into the world---:-in , tude of every' well-wisher of his ;co"un~ry.
connexion with that form' of belief the
Mr. HIGINBOTHAM.-Did they prog~eatest a!ll~unt of moral 'a~d social pro- vide them at their own cost ?
'
gress has been made; and' the highest
Mr. LANGTON:~Yes.
'
points of civilization have been attained.
Mr. ~IGINBOTHAJ.\t+:gltci~siyeiy?
Therefore it 'doe~'flppear. to me that, whilst
Mr. LANGtON'7--The grarits foreduthe House should do'nothing wlJich would cation were very much smaller than they
of

edu~atipp

8tnP.l)g,

tJ;1~l)l~elves.

~ilr have, ~ealth asa power ;,~nd they
'fill h~~~. intellJgence a~ a, powe~~ ,for
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aree p.ow, and a far la~ge;r 'portion of the
cost fell on those who really made the
efforts '.to promote education.. Lands were
granted for schools, I have no doubt, and
part:of. the money to raise the buildings;
but I think it will be found that, in nearly
every case, by far the" larger part both of
the cost of erecting the buildings and
maintaining· the schools came out of the
pockets of the individual adherents of the
denominations by whom the schools were
built. ·Now what does the honorable and
learned member suggest as the reward that
we s.hould mete out to them for their policy
during tha~ very critical period of· our
history? The honorable and learned gentleman would' deprive them absolutely of
aU control in the matter of education. He
does not hesitate to teU· us that he thinks
his honorable friend, the Chiet' Secretary,
has not done wisely in the administration
of- the Common Schools Act, and' that,
when he selected the mem bers of the Board
of Education, he should have selected them
from the persons who had returned themselves in that column of the census headed
"no denomination." I don't know whether
the House is aware how many persons
there are ,in the colony from whom the
Chief Secretary would have been enabled
to select the members of the Board of
Education if he had adopted that course.
The last census was taken in. 1861, and
th~re were then, according to the census,
540,000 persons, in the colony. Out of
that number, precisely 761 males returned
themselves as of (' no denomination." The
honorable and learned member for Brighton would confine to those 761 personshim~elf, of course, being included-the
control of the educational arrangements ofthe colony. I canhot understand how the
honorable and learned gentleman, who has
distinguished himself, during his political
career, for his firmly settled belief in
the doctrine that the majority ~hould
rule, should say that 540,000 persons
in this colony should be absolutely
governed in the, matter of education by
761 persons who happen to belong
to no denomination. 1 am not doing the
honorable gentleman's argument any injustice by having eliminated those who
return themselves as of no religion, for I
did not gather from the honorable member's
remarks that he not only stipulated that
the directors of our educational system
should be of no denomination, but also
that they should be of no religion. I
understood him to des~re that they should
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be adherents of some religion with which·
he seems to be perfectly familiar, but
which I have never founc;1. any one, else able
-to understand. Leaving out the persons
who describe themselves of no religion, I
find that 761 persons would, according to
the method which the, honorable and
learned member desires to establish, have
the uncontrolled' management of the educational system of the colony. The honorable member continually speaks of the
denominations as if they were formed of
other elements than those which make up
the general population. No mode of argument can be more fallacious; none is more
calculated to mislead us upon every political aspect of the question. Of the 540,000.
persons included in the laet census returns,
523,000 went to form those various denominations which the honorable gentleman
would not suffer to have any voice in the
educational arrangements of the colony ;
sO that the religious sects whose unpatriotic policy we are asked by his amendment to condemn are, in fact, the vast
majority of the electors of the colony.
With respect to the obligations which we
are under to the denominations, I would
just like to ask the Hou~e in what position
everyone of the sparsely populated districts of the ~ colony would ,be at the
present time but for the efforts of the denomjnations? In regard to this point, I
must agree with one remar.k which the
honorable gentleman ma.de, namely, as to
the exceedingly defective character of the
statistics on the subject of education wJtich
the Board of Education is able to l:mpply, for
I find that in the report for last year we are
not furnished with the number of applications from the different rural districts
which were refused, so that we have DO
means of judging how many schools were
in existence during 1868, in thjnly-popuJated parts of the colony, which applied for
aid, and were unable to obtain it: . ,Anyone
acquainted with the rural districts knows
very well that thinly-popul::tted districts
depend absolutely for aU the education the
children there get upon the efforts of the
denominations. A sum of £2,000, I believe, is placed pn the Estimates for the
current year, at the request of the board,
in order to give grants. to those schools.
But what. is that among so many? Only
lately one case c~me under my own notice
of a district cO!Dprising an area of some
twenty-five square miles, where there is a
very thin population indeed, and not more
than thirty or forty children in. that
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district could be mustered. In no case that ,have to provide education for all the rest
1 can conceive could the State establish' of the populati~n, or all the rest of the
n 'separate school there; but some religious population would have to go without
persons in the district have managed to put ednc~tion_ altogether. The honorable and
up a school'; a religious t.ea:cher comes learned member for Belfast said, .in the
there once on a Sunday, and they manage course of his remarks, that, if we establish
to sustain a school with an average attend- a system of payment by results, it would
ance of sixteen or seventeen childt·en. be virtually a return to denominationalism;
This is the only means of education pro- but, if the object be only to secure secular
yided for the people in that district. I instruction, what objection can there be to
do not know whether the secular system the system of payment by results, even if it
which the honorable and learned member did involve a return to denominationalism,
for Brighton contemplates would' be of a provided the State secured the secular
character which would enable the State to education for which it paid? What posestablish a school in that district. I am sible difference could it make to the State,
inclined to think that his argument on the if efficient ed~cation were given? If the
ground of economy would be altogether State only paid for efficient education.
destroyed, and that, instead of the expen- which it ascertained by inspectors was
siveness of our system being diminished, it . ,grven, what objection could there be to the
would be enormously increased if' we were system? It appears to me that no system
to attempt by means of a central body to could he fairer, and that none is likely to
supply the wants of districts such as that. be more efficient. On the other hand,
That case is not a solitary one. As a I really do not think that the honorable
matter of fact, the means of education in and learned member for Belfast addressed
these sparsely populat.ed districts are almost himself to one of the gravest objections to
altogether supplied in connexion with the the secular system. It is perfectly appaprincipal denominations - in connexion rent that, if not all, at least a large portion
with the Church of England, the Roman of the Roman Catholic body would, under
Catholics, the Presbyterians, and the Wes- that system, be placed in exactly the same
leyans-without any .assistance whatever position in which denominations who confrom the State. I cannot understand how scientiously refused to accept State aid
it would be possible for us to establish a have hitherto been placed.
Mr. HIGINBOTHAM.-It is not felt
system of education altogether provided
by the' State which would reach those to be a difficulty by the Roman Catholics.
districts. It appears to me to be a matter
Mr. LANGTON.-I -do not understand
of impossibility.
Under the present the force of the honorable and learned
system, however, very few of these schooltl member's remark.
r~ceive any assistance, although it appears
Mr. HIGINBOTHAM.-I mean that
to me that they are precisely the schools the refusal of some religious bodies to rewhich ought to receive most assistance, ceive State aid is not felt by the Roman
because they are in districts where there Catholics as an impediment to their reis the smallest encouragement for a teacher ceiving it; therefore, by parity of reasonto settle down. Under a system of pay- ing, I apprehend the inability of Roman
ment by results, they would receive some Catholics to accept secular instruction
assistance, because, if the children were ought not to be any difficulty in the way of
presented for examination, and passed the granting thl:l.t secular instruction to others.
examination, the teachers would at once
Mr. DUFFY.-If the Roman Catholics
be entitled to the result fees. It would be had refused to permit those persons who
quite within the scope of any such system like State aid to get it, the argument would
to provide a higher ratio of remuneration apply.
.
for schools situated in districts such as
Mr. LANG TON.-I think the honorthat to which I have referred; but, under able and learned member for Dalhousie
the system which the honorable and has hit the point. In the one case, it was
learned member for Brighton would es
continually said to the non-receiving detablish, I cannot for the life of me under- nominations that they could have it if they
st.and how the wants of such districts liked.
would be supplied at all. It appears to
Ml". HIGINBOTHAM.-So it will be
me that schools purely secular would be under a secular system of education.
established by the State in all large town::;,
Mr. LANGTON.-But clogged with
. ·and that the maligned denominations would such conditions that it is impossible for them
Mr. Langton.
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to receive it, so that they would be exactly
in the same position as they are in reference to State aid to religion. Taking the
argument in the view which the honorable
and learned member just now expressed,
that the Roman Catholics ought not to
object to being placed in a position in which
they acquiesced in others being placed, yet,
if it is unjust to place a religious denomination in that posi t.ion in regard to State
religion, it is equally unj ust to place
another denomination in that position in
regard to education. The foundation of
all our proceedings in these matters should
be justice. , We should attempt to do
justice to all. The fact of our h~ving
done injustice to others in the past is no
justification for our doing injustice in the
future to another.. Neither the honorable and learued member for Brighton or
Belfast has addressed himself to that part
of the argument. It is perfeetly obvious
that we should be doing an injustice to
one _denomination if we adopted the proposed system. Whether or not, as is
alleged, there are numbers of Roman
Catholics who do not attach so much importance to religious teaching, and who
would be content to send their children to
nat.ional schools, even if there were no
distinctive religious teaching given in
them-after making every allowance for
these persons-we find that a very large
portion of the Roman Catholic body do, on
conscientious grounds, object to send their
children to any other schools in which, if
distinctive religious beliefs are taught, we
should be inflicting on them an injustice
which we ought not to inflict, by compelling them to send their children there.
The honorable and learned member for
Brighton has deplored the confliets of the
sects; but I cannot help saying I am
afraid that, in the discussions which have'
taken place in this HOlJse on the subject
of education, the honorable gentleman has
done more to promote that conflict of sects
than any other honorable member of the
House. I think, too, that the honorable
gentleman has greatly exaggerated those
conflicts. It is unquestionably desirable
that the children in this community shouldbe brought up in friendliness towards each
. other, and no one can dispute that that
friendliness would be most -likely to be
promoted if they learned their lessons side
by side at the same, school ; but- the honOI'able and learned member must see that,
under the system which he seeks to abolish, .
a large portion of the children of the
I
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denomination to which he has specially
directed his attention have actually been
sitt.ing side by side with children
differing from them in fuith, and
conning their tasks with them at school;
and the very effect of the strong Innguage
which the honorable and learned member
has used on the subject has been to lessen
the number of children who have been in
school under such circumstances. I say
that, if anything like a system of educatiou
is to be established to which all the children of all the religious denominations can
go, it will never be attained by any violent
measures, such as those which the honorable and learr~ed member proposes. This
is a matter to which the doctrine, "Let it
rest," which he enunciated the other night,
will apply very forcibly. I do not believe
that our pl'esent system of education is inefficient, and I do not think it is very
costly. The honorable and learned member has referred to the fact that we spend
so large a Bum of money-£170,000 per
annum-a sum which is so much larger in
proportion to the sum spent in England on
public education. He referred especially
to the high salaries paid to teachers; but
if he will take into account the fact that,
in the country towns of England, comfortable dwelling-houses may be obtained for
less than one-fourth the rent which has to
be paid for similar accommodation in this
colony, and also the other fact, that domestic servants are four times more costly here
than in the provincial districts of the
mother country, a very large proportion of
the difference in the amount of teachers'
salaries is at once accounted for. Then as
to efficiency. Although the educational
returns have conflicted from year to year,
yet there is one explanation which I thought
the honorable and learned -member for
Brighton was going to supply this evening,
when he corrected another error into
which he fell with regard to Mr. Archer's
figures. For many years there has been
great difficulty in ascertaining the number
of children passing through the schools in
each year. The average number on the
rolls has been taken as the average attendance; but to identify the children has
always been a difficulty, and the approximate number was ne'ier obtained until last
year. Last year the number was something like 10J,000; and the YE'ar before
the number was estimated at 122,000 ; and
that estimate, I think, upon examination,
will be found to be not very far out, because
from that, or some Jarger number, has had
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to be deducted the children who have been
enumerated in different schools,-who have
gone to ,one school itt one part of the year,
to another school later in the year, and to
A,' third, or perhaps
fourth school ~efore
the year closed. The last report of the
Board of· Education contains a table in
which the results of a very careful inquiry
into e'Very schoof during the past year is
gi ven. That table shows that 8,326 children have been found to attend more than
one school in the course of the year.Allowance being made for this, the reduction in
the number of children attending school, to
which the honorable and learned member has
called attention, is accounted for. Making
this deduction, we find that there is under
instruction in this colony one in every
five and a half of the population, while,
in England, the number is one in eight.
I don't think that furnishes us with any
ground whatever upon which to impeach,
in the wholesale way in which the honorable and learned member has impeached,
the educational arrangements of the colony.
N either do I think the standard of efficiency
set up here to be below that' exacted at
home. I believe onr schools will bear
very favorable comparison, as far as results
are concerned~ wi th the schools of the
mother country. I feel perfectly satisfied
that the children here get, at a very cheap
rate-in many cases at a much. cheaper
rate than they ought to get it, inasmuch
as a large proportion of parents are quite
able to bear the entire cost of their
children's education-at all events they
get, at ~ very moderate rate, an education
much better than the large proportion of
the middle classes in England could obtain
.for their children twenty-five years ago,
.though they themselves paid the entire
eost of it, which is very much more than
the parents. of, the children who attend
the common schools of this country have
. to pay. Therefore I cannot see that
the indictment which the honorable and
learned member for Brighton lays against
our educational 'system is sustained. I
believe the system to be reasonably efficient
-as efficient as we could expect under the
circumstances. I repeat that I do not
consider it costly. And as to the conflicts
of sects which are promoted by it, I think
the learned gentleman has exaggerated
them considerably, and that really they ,do
not operate in anything like the degree
which he has represented-namely, to the
injury of the progress of. education in
'this colony. I cannot see that any case
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has been made out by the honorable
and learned member for St. Kil.da, or
the honot-able' and learned member for
Brighton, for the Pltssageeither of o~e
set of resolutions or the other. I am
inclined to believe that something of the
scheme which my honorable and learned
friend has shadowed forth in his resolutions will be the, ultimate outcome of the
discussion on this educational question;
but I do not think that this Parlia.ment
will be justified in suddenly and violently
changing a system which, I beli~ve, has
worked well on the whole; and which has
conferred substantial benefits on the community. At least, Parliament ought not
to make this change un til the electors of
the colony-who, as the honorable and
learned member for Brighton may please
to recollect, are the sects of the colony,
except the 761 persons of "no denomina~ion "-have had an opportunity of expressing their. opinion on the question.
If the electors of the colony, wh~n the
question is distinctly remitted to them,
approve of a secular system, from which
all persons who avow themselves to
belong to any religious organization are
excluded, then unquestionably it will be
the duty of Parliament to adopt it,
although, for my part, I should heartily
regret any such· decision.
'
On the motion of Mr. MACKAY, the
debate was adjourned until the following
day ..
WATERWORKS COMMISSIONS

BILL: .'

The House went into committee for the
further considet'ation of this Bill.
Mr. G. PATON SMITH proposed the
following new clause, to take the place of
clause 10, struck out on August 26:-'
" It shall be lawful for the Board of Land and
Works, if they shall think fit, on behalf of ,the
Government of Victoria, to purchase at any time
after the 1st day of January, in the year of our
Lord, 1880, any of the works constructed by
virtue of this Act, and the land on which the
same may be erected or executed, and all tenements, pipes, pumps, plant, and. machinery of
what kind soever, being in or upon or used. or
employed upon or belonging to such wor~s respectively, upon giving to the commissioners in
whom such works shall, at the time, be vested,
twelve months' notice in writing of the intention
to take such works, upon such terms and conditions as shall 'be mutually agreed upon between such commissioners and the Board of
Land and Works, and if any difference in dispute
shall arise between the commissioners and the
Board of Land and Works, as to any term or
condition or as to the am~)Unt of purchase money
to be paid to the said commissioners, such
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di1fer~nce in dispute shall be settled by arbitration in the manner provided by the Lands
Compensation Statute."

Secretary would be in attendange during
the afternoon, as he had a question of sODle
importance to put to him? ,
'
Captahl MAC MAHON proposed the
Mr. SULLIVAN stated that t~e Chief
insertion after" Government of Victoria," Se~re~ry. waf? absen t from illness, bu t
in line 3, of the words" with the approval he should be happy to reply to any q~es
of Parliament."
tion which the honorable member mIght
Mr. LALOR asked what was meant by desire to put.
. .
"the approval of Parliament?"
Mr. KERFERD observed that he had
Mr. FELLOWS.-Another Act.
received a communication from the Ovens
Mr. LALOR observed that no contract district, to ,the effect that an es?ap.ed con,:
of the' kin~ contemplated by the clause vict named Power, had been" stlCkmg-up
could be entered into without the ap- peo~le, and thus creating a sort of reign of
proval of Parliament, because the money terror in that part of the' country. He
would have to be voted on the Estimates .. was informed that the police officer in
He thought the object of the honorable charge of the district was most anxious
and gallant member for West Melbourne to capture the man, but had not at his
would be met by striking out the clause, command a force sufficient to enable him
which had been proposed, he believed, to to do so.· The question which he desired to
protect the interests of the Government.
put was whether t~e Government .wo?ld
Captain MAC ~AHON remarked that, send a sufficient pohce "force to the distrIct,
if the clause passed without being amended and offer a reward for Power's ca.pture ?
ashe'proposed, the Government woul<l 'be,
Mr~ G.P ATON SMITH said he
in a position to enter into any contract thought th~ matter mig:ht safely.be. left
which, -in law and equity; would be per- in the hands of the ChIef" CommissIoner
fectly binding. The original lOth clause of Police~
provided that -the payment should be a
sum' equal to so many years' purchase of
VELOCIPEDE GOLD MINING
,
COMPANY.
the annual 'divisible profits, but the present clause gave no data whatever as to
Mr. BYRNE (in the absence ·of Mr.
the terms of purchase, and would allow McKEA.N) called attention to the case of
any Government, eight or ten years hertce, the Velocipede Gold Mining Company, at
to do what they chose' in such·f1 matter, ~tuartmill, and to the fact that the claim
absolutely uncontrolled py Parliament.
of the said company had been sold to
The amendment was agreed to, and the' Mr. Thomas Sanderson, the squatter,
clat;tse passed, as amE\nded.
.
on who·se run the land was· situate; and
The preamble :was ad~p.ted, and the Bill asked the Government what steps, if any,
was then Teported with amendments. .
could be taken' to protect the company
The -Bill was afterwards -recommitted.
from molestation, by cancelling the grant
Veroal amendments were· ·made in the or o·thel'wise ? interpretation clause and in clauses 2, 3, ,. Mr. G. PATON SMITH observed that
4," 5, n, 7, 8, and 9; after which the Bill die matter came, a few days ago, under
was reported with further amendments.
the notice of the Government, who underThe House adjourned at twenty-eight took to do all they possibly could under
minutes past eleven o'clock.
.
the circumstances.
.
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The SPEAKER to'ok the ,chair at half-'
past four o'clock p.m. '
.
, BUSHRANGING.
M,r KERFERD asked th'e· mem bel'S of'
the" Government' present· if the Chief

THE NEW MiNISTERS.
Mr. KERFERD.-I beg to ask some
member of the Government-in the absence
of the Chief Secretary, I will ask the
Minister of Mines-a question with regard to certain Ministerial changes. It
is usual, when such changes are made, for
them to be announced at the earliest possible moment to the· House. I beg to ask
the Minister of Mines if he is in a position to make any statement to the House?
Mr. SULLIVAN .-1 am in a posit.ion
to make a statement. I have to infoFm the
House that, to-day, Mr. Wiison, lately
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member for Ararat, was appointed Minister of Railways and Roads. and that, MI'.
George Rolfe has accepted the office of
Minister of Trade and Customs.
Mr. BYRNE.-Mr. f'peakeJ', may I ask
how it is that the Ministry had to go outside this House and another place to find
a gentleman to fill one of the offices of
State? The gentleman who has been
named (Mr. Rolfe) is one w hpm I esteem,
in private friendship, as much as anyone
in this colony. I have been fortunate
enough to have his confidence privately
and publicly; and I must· say that I am
indebted to him, to a considerable extent,
for the position which I have the honour
to hold-the position of a member of this
House. He gave me assistance in my
election, he having previously represented
the district in another place, and thus he
exhibited a kindness which cannot easily
be forgott~n. I mention this to show that
I could not possibly have any private
feeling for objecting to the appointment of
that gentleman as a Minister of the Crown.
But, sir, private friendship must give way
at certain times-when public duty requires the sacrifice. Some time since, I
stated in this House that I objected to
the condu<?t Of the Ministry in not
filling up the vacancies in the Cabinet
within a reasonable time after they occurred. But little did I then anticipate
what has now happened. I say that if it is
not taken as an insult by the honorable
members who sit behind the· Ministry, it
will scarcely be taken as compliment.ary
by the constituencies who returned those
gentlemen, that not one of them, in the
eye of the Chief Secretary and ,the Ministry, should be competent to fill the
position of Minister of Customs. To call
it black ingratitude would be a mild
phrase.
I am referring to honorable
members who sit immediately' behind the
Ministry, and I say that, considering
the sacrifice in time and money which
many of them made in coming .into the
House, the pressure that was brought
to bear upon them to set aside private
feelings and pecuniary interests for public
duty, it was only reasonable to suppose
that, when certain political changes took
place, some of those gentlemen should
have the preference, and particularly as
the general weal would not be furthered
by any other arrangement; and, here, in
my place, I charge the Ministry with a
want of political gratitude towards those
gentlemen in going outside Parliament to
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fill up a Ca.binet vacancy. Why, it is· a
clear intimation that t11ey think not one
of the gentlemen sitting behind them to
be fit to occupy a seat on the Treasury
bench.
I lIlay be considered to speak
warmly on 'this qUf'stion, but, I trust,
credit for disinterestedness will be given
to me. I never looked to the Ministry for
nnything-I never expect~d anylhing from
them but honesty and sincerity. Now
that the House has been made aware of
what the Government have thought proper
to do, I think I am warranted in submitting some question, with the view of
ascertaining whether the House is satisfied
with the arrangement or not. I will
simply propose"That the selection of a gentleman, not a
member of the Legislature, to fill one of the
responsible offices of State, is contrary to the
invariable parliamentary practice of this country,
and a reflection on the character and capacity of
Mem bel'S of Parliament; this House, therefore,
feels bound to record its disapproval of such
selection."

The SPEAKER-The honorable gentleman had better give notice of his motion.
Mr. BYRNE.-Then I will give notice
for Tuesday.
Mr. DUFFY.-I would ask the Minister of Mines if it is not the practice, on
an occasion of this sort, for the Governmen t
cheerfully to set aside a Government day
to entertain a motion which calls in question some public proceeding; and, if that
be so, whether there is any objection to
Tuesday being taken for the consideration
of this motion ?
Mr. SULLIVAN.-On behalf of the
Government I cheerfully meet the views
of honorable members, by naming a day.
I accept the challenge which has been
thrown out, and beg to name the first
Government day-namely, Tuesday next
-for the consideration of the motion.
Mr. EVERARD.-I think, after the
notice of motion which has been given hy
the honorable member for Crowlands (MI'.
Byrne), it is desirable that this House should
adjourn. It is quite impossible to go on
with the public business, with any advantage, under present circumstances, and
therefore I will move the adjournment of
the House. In doing so, I may perhaps
be allowed to state that, notwithstanding
my feelings of respect for the gentleman
wbo has been appointed Minister of Customs, and who, I have no doubt, will fill.
the office exceedingly well, I think it a
matter worth the consideration of the
House, whether the position taken up by
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the Ministry: is one of a constitutional
character. It ·appears to me that· a great
number of gentlemen who have supported
the Ministry through thick and thin, have
been directly insulted. . They have been
insulted, not only by the Ministry, but by
a public· print· which, to-day, called in
question the honour and ·integrity of all
the members on this side of the House.
(" No.") I say" Yes." This public print
says the appointment has been made chiefly
on account of the honesty, integrity, and
so forth of the gentleman appointed, thus
implying that honorable memJ.>ers of this
House are devoid of those qualifications.
Several honorable members of this House
have been mentioned, from time to time,
as likely to receive the appointment. I
will mention, first, the honorable member
for West Bourke (Mr. King). That gentleman has supported the Ministry for a
series of years; . he has done so, whether
the Ministry have been right or wrong;
and, in so doing, he has shown an infinite
amount of honesty and integrity. I submit that that support should have had some
consideration from the Ministry, when they
were filling up this vacancy. Then there
is the honorable member for South Bourke
(Mr. Crews), who has been, for a series of
years, one of the Liberal party-who was
~ member of that party before any of the
gentlemen who now sit on the Treasury
bench thought anything of liberalism,
or acquired the possession of any
liberal instincts. Next, there is the
honorable member for Geelong West
(Mr. Berry). Has he not sacrificed his
position for a series of years to do what he
thought best for the public weal, and is
that to be looked over on an occasion of
this sort, when, as I believe, his services
were at the disposal of the Government?
Then there is the honorable member who
l1as given notice of the motion for Tuesday. Who is there better fitted for one
of these offices than the honorable member
for Crowlands (Mr. Byrne), who has long
. been a thorough and consistent supporter
of the Ministry? I could name other honorable members who have far greater
claims for office than any gentleman outside. I very much regret the position
which the Ministry have taken up. There
is a principle involved in it which demands
consideration. Therefore I beg to move
the adjournment of the House until Tuesday.
Dr. MACARTNEY seconded the
motion.
·VOl... vII.-6 N
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Mr. HIGINBOTHAM.-I presume the
desire of the honorable member for Collingwood (Mr. Everard) is, that the House,
at. its rising, should adjourn -qntil Tuesday .. Without for a moment attempting
to enter into the consideration of the question involved in .the notice given by the
honorable member lor Crowlands (Mr.
Byrne), I would ask the House if it is, or
can be, advantageous for the business on
the paper to be postponed, and whether it
would not be better to proceed with the
business before the House? (" No.") The
adjournment of the House at present will
not, of course, facilitate or hasten the consideration of the question involved in the
motion of the honorable member f01' Crowlauds. I merely rose to suggest that the
business of the country should not be postponed merely be.cause a motion which has
to be discussed next Tuesd,ay stands on
the paper.
Mr. KERFERD.-I think that, under
all the circumstances-the abs.ence of the
leader of the House and the motion of
which the honorable member for Crowlands
has given notice-:-the House would do
well to adjourn. I do not see that the
business now awaiting consideration is of
such a pressing character that it cannot
stand over until Tuesday.
Captain MAC MAHON.-I consider
that whatever decision the House may
come to on the motion of which notice has
just been given-whether the Government
have or have not a sufficient majority to
support them in this proceeding of selecting men outside the House to fill the
position of Ministers-it is desirable that
the House should mark its sense of the
change about to be introduced in counexion
with responsible government, by adjourning on this occ,asion. If I thought the
education question likely to be in any degree
affected by the adjournment now, I would
say" By all means go on with that question." But we know t.hat the speeches
already made have settled that question
as far as it can be settled. In fact the
debate which has already taken place,
although marked by great ability, is of no
practical use, beyond showing to the Governql.ent and the public the views held
by the House on the subject. We must
depend upon the Government to bring
down a Bill to deal with the question.
Therefore, for practical purposes, no
great advantage will be gained by pursuing this debate further at the present time,
and I think that the other question which
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has been raised, so important as to warrant
us in adjoul'lling forthwit.h.
M.·. SULLIVAN.-Although I should
like to go on with business, yet I feel
that to oppose the motion for adjournment
would be only to waste time.
Therefore
if the honol:nble member for Collingwood
(Mr. Everard) will substitute for his motion one to the effect that the House, at its
rising, adjourn until Tuesday, I shall offer
no objection.
Mr. EVERARD assented, and the motion was altered accordingly.
Mr. G. PATON SM ITH.-Honorable
members are labouring under a mistake in
supposing that it is an unusual proceeding
to take into the Cabinet gentlemen who,
at the time, have riot seats. in Parliament.
] t has occurred on more tha.u one occasion.
Two of the most important offices in the
first O'Shanassy Administration were filled
by gentlemen who, at the time of their
appointment, had not seat:; in Parliament.
Mr. Chapman took office as AttorneyGeneral on the lith March, and was not
elp('leu a memher of the House until the
231'<1 Del~ember in the same year. Mr.
Woou was appointed Rolicitor-General at
till:' same time, without having a seat in
the Housp. Here, then, w~s an Administration which went outside the House for
its two law officers. Mr. Ireland took
office as Attorney-General on the 26th
November, 1860, but, from that time until
the May following, he was not a Member
of Parliament. Then, sir, there was Mr.
Adamsoh, who was Solicitor-General without being elected to the House at all.
Mr. FRANCIS.-Adjourn.
Mr. DUFFY.-The honorable member
for Ricllmond (Mr. Francis) says "Adjourn," but I think the House will be
glad to hear an answer to the statement
just made by the Attorney-General.
Mr. FRANCIS.-Perhaps the honorable and learned member will allow me to
state that I said t ( Adjourn," because it
appeared to me ill-advised on the part of
the Attorney-General to enter at the present time, UPOI) the main question. I have
not the slightest doubt that the Government
will be able to justify, by strong and
sensible reasons, the course of conduct they
have thought fit to adopt, although I am in
absolute ignora.nce of the facts of the case.
Mr. DUFFY.-I rise to answer the
statement of the Attorney-General. The
honorable member was not a member of
this House-I don't know whether he
was a.t ;:!,oIl eng~ge<l in political life, indeed
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I am not sure if he was in the colony~at
the date of the transactions to which he
has alluded; but at all events I, having
been a colleague of the two gentlemen
referred to, necessarily know something
of the circumstances.. Mr. Wood, when
he was asked to join the first O'Shanassy
Government, was· a candidate for the
representation of Brighton. The election
was pending; and he was invited to join
the Government because it was anticipated
that he would be returned to the .House
before Parliament met. He was defeated
at Brighton, but he immediately went to
the Ovens, and was returned there. In
the same way, Mr. Chapman was actually
a candidate for a vacancy in the representation of Melbourne. Not being elected,
he went to St. Kilda, where he was
defeated by the honorable and learned
member who is now one of the members
for that district. These cases, then, are
not pertinent to the present issue, because
both gentlemen were before constituencies
at the time they were created Miuisters.
With the case of Mr. Ireland I am less
familiar, inasmuch as I was not a colleague
of that gentleman at the time, but my
impression is that Mr. Ireland was a
member of this House when he took office
on the occasion referr~d to. As respects
Mr. Adamson, that geritleman did not accept a political office, and wa·s not a member of the Cabinet. Perhaps the AttorneyGeneral could tell us of a much more recent
case-of the case of Mr. Vale, who was
permitted to resign the office of Minister
of Customs, because he was not a Member
of Parliament. Was Mr. Vale permitted
to resign the office in order that it might
be given to a gentleman who was not a
Member of Parliament? N ow I had not
the slightest intention of going into the
main question, and I should not hal"e done
so had not the Attorney-General set me
the example. I think it a wise arrangement for the House to aajourn, simply to
mark its sense of the proceeding which
has taken place-a proceeding which, if it
be sanctioned by the House, will form, as
stated by the honorable and gallant member for West Melbourne,' the commencement of a new era in this country. It
has never happened before.. I challenge
honorable members opposite to show me a
precedent in point. Never before has a
Government passed such a deliberate
insult upon its supporters. I say, sir,
without the slightest hesitation, that, passing by Mr. McCulloch-who admittedly
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has special faculties for the office of Treasurer-there is not a single office in the
Government which could not be filled by
many of the Government supporters quite
as well as by the present occupant. That
is my deliberate conviction. There are in
the House certain lawyers, who, the law
officers themselves admit, would fill their
offices as well as they. And so with the
other offices. The two portfolios have
been vacant for several months-one of
them for five -months-and at the end of
that time the Government arrivo at the
conclusion that it is impossible to find, in
either House of Legislature, any person
whom they can trust-any person of' sufficient business capacity and sufficient
integrity-to fill the department of Customs; and so they go outside Parliament
for a gentleman in whom both qualities
are united. I do not approve of the
arrangement; and particularly as the
public career of the gentleman selected
is in no way sup<:lrior to that of a dozen
honorable members sitting opposite. Before sitting -down, I desire to know if there
have not been some other changes in the
constitution of the Government in addition
to those which have been specified? If so,
I trust the Minister of Mines is fully prepared to inform the House on the subject.
Mr. SULLIVAN.-I have no hesitation in saying what has been done. The
Minister of Justice has accepted the office
of Solicitor-General without profit.
Mr. DUFFY.-That was the fact I
wished to ascertain. Mr. Loader accepted
the office of Minister of Customs without
profit; the subject was referred to a
select committee for inquiry and report;
and the result was that Mr. Loader was
sent back to his constituents. If the c
doctrine enforced in that case is good, the
Minist.er of Justice is at present a stranger
in this House. The Minister of Mines
says the office is created" without profit."
I fancy that what has happene~ is this.
It is necessary that the Minister who
takes charge of the County Court judges,
and the business arising out of their administration of justice, should be a law
officer. The words" Minister of Justice"
were struck out of the Bill to amend the
County Courts Act, which lately passed
this House, and the words "law officer"
were substituted. In order to become a
law officer, the Minister of Justice has to
be Solicitor-General, because there is
already-an Act which describes the law
officers as the Attorney-General and the
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Solicitor-General. That being so, the
Minister of Justice has accepted an office
which is scheduled in the Constitution Act,
and after which comes the significant item
"£1,500," -being the amount of the salary
which makes the office of Solicitor-General
one of profit. If this be so, the honorable
and learned member has forfeit~d his seat,
unless the House be prepared to declare i ttl
former decision respecting Mr. Loader an
erroneous one. Until that is done the
Minister of Justice ought not to take his
seat in this House. "He knows the decision of the House on the point I have
referred to. If he is of opinion that that
decision is improper, the question ought to
be raised in his absence. If he has some
new light to submit on the subject, now is
the time to submit it. At present, with
such leisure as I have to look into the
matter, I am strongly of opinion that the
~onorable and learned member is not a
,member of this House. I trust the House
will unanimously agree to the motion for
adjournment, not because the Chief Secretary is absent, but because an appointment
has been made which outrages the feelings
of this House.
Mr. McLELLAN.-I trust this House
will not cons~nt to transact business' while
this direct -insult rests over it, because it
is a direct insult not only to members of
this Assembly but to the' constituencies.
It is a censure upon their judgment in the
selection of their members, and it reflecl s
upon them in other ways-in more ways
than I am at liberty to describe. Here
are seventy-eight gentlemen selected by
the people of this country to discharge a
public duty. They are selected, it is to
be presumed, for their fitness, and for the
abilities which they possess to discharge
the duties of members of this Assembly.
But if the constituencies of the country
are not the proper bodies to select these
members, then the Constitution of the
country is, as it were, a sham. It is
undermined altogether. Better that the
Constitution should be amended than that
this state of things should continue. I see
opposite 8 number of gentlemen who have
been opposed to me for the last seven
years-who have sacrificed their time,
neglected their business, and done themselves positive injury in maintaining 8
Government that I have at all times
believed to be wrong. And now, after
all their exertions and sacrifices, the Government in~ults them individually and
collectively by appointing to 8 vacant
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Ministerial office 'a; gentleman who formerly
sat in the Legislative CouDcil, but who has
not c'apacity' equal to any gentleman
whom I now see before me. I have
watched that' gentleman's career, I know
something of him, and I have no hesitation in saying it is not for his qualifications as a Member of Parliament that he
has been appointed. It must be for some
other reason that is not apparent to those
who are outside the Government. I do
not wish to say anything more with respect to that gentleman. I believe he is
equal to some~ if not most, of those who
occupy the Treasury bench at the present
~ime. I believe that he will be. able to
discharge his duty as well as some of his
colleagues, and that is by not discharging
it at all. However, I trust that while we
have our present Constitution, the opinion
of the constituencies will be respected;
and that this House wilt at no time put
up with a slight of this character. If the
seventy-eight members of this Assembly
will put up with such a direct insult, it
is time for everyone of them to walk
out, and leave the House to the Ministry.
I say that a greater or grosser insult could
not be offered to any body of gentlemen in
the world. In justice to' my colleague,
. who has been appointed Minister of Railways, I must say that I do not in the least
re:8ect upon him. I am well pleased with
his appointment, and if the humblest member of this Assembly had been appointed
to the other vacancy, I should ha'V'e deemed
it as his just reward; for what have honorable members of this Assembly to look
to after years of anxiety and toil, and, in
some instances, years of disgrace, but this
single reward of being made a Minister of
the Crown? Disgraceful as that position
is in itself, after the gentlemen who have
occupied it, still it is the only thing that a
Member of Parliament has to look to, and,
if that is taken from them, what profit'is
there in being a member of the House at
all? I would walk out of the Chamber
this minute if I were a member who had
supported the Government so faithfully as
some honorable members have supported
them, rather than put up with such treatment. If honorable gentlemen whom I
have esteemed hitherto do put ,up with the
insult, all I say is that they deserve to be
spat upon" and not only spat upon, but
kicked out of this Assembly. No usage
is too bad for them, if they are so mean in
spirit as to allow an individual, inferior to
a large number of them in abilHy, to be
Mr. McLellan.
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put over their heads, and this in a manner
insulting to themselves and .their constituenCies. I shall support the adjournment,
in order that 'honorable members may have
an opportunity of deliberating' upon the
subject, and determining what they will
do under the circumstances.
Mr. MACKAY.-Before the motion for adjournment is put, I would like to make
one or two remarks. I am not at all sorry,
in one sense, that I am prevented from
discharging the. very arduous task which
I imposed upon myself by moving the
adjournment of the Education debate last
evening. But standing here as a member
of the Board of Education, whose duty it
is to vindictl-,te that body, I think it is. only
fair for me to state to the House that I am
quite prepared to answer all the objections
which have been urged against the ,board;
to show that the remarks of the honorable
and learned member for Brighton,· in reference to the statistics of the 'board, are
delusive-that he has not nndei'stood them;
to demonstrate that the board has really
caused education to progress in this country; and to satisfy the House that, so far
from being open to the cJmrges which
have been levelled against it, the board is,
on the contrary, deserving of the gratitude
of the country. - Therefore I ask honorable members and the public outside to
suspend their judgment with reference to
the remarks which have been made against
the Board of Education.
Mr. DYTE.:......I cordially support the
proposition for adjournment, and, as I may
not be able to be in my place on Tuesday
next-and in 9I'der that I may not be open
to the charge of cowardice in expressing my
opinions-I desire now to say, plainly and
clearly, that I consider the conduct of the
Government, in going outside Parliament
for a colleague, is a slight upon honorable
members; and that, after the remarks
which have been made in the Ministerial
journal this day, no explanation can be
given to honorable members of this Chamber or to honorable members of another
Chamber which will satisfy them or me
in reference to the position which the
Government have taken up in this matter. f
The motion that the House, at its rising,
adjourn until Tuesday, September 7, was
then put and carried nem. con.
Mr. EVERARD moved-" That the
Honse do now adjourn."
The motion was agreed to; and the
Honse (at seventeen minutes past five
o'clock) alljourned accordingly.
~
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